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PRIME MINISTER NARENDRA

MODI’S AFRICAN SAFARI

Prime Minister Narendra Modi paid historic visit to four
African nations- Mozambique, South Africa, Tanzania and
Kenya. The focus of the African tour was on deepening
cooperation in areas of hydrocarbons, maritime security, trade
and investment, agriculture and food.

INDIA-MOZAMBIQUE
India and Mozambique have signed three Memoranda of
Understanding (MoU) in areas of drug trafficking, pulse
trading and sports. These MoUs were signed between two
countries at Maputo, Mozambique in the presence of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and Filipe Nyusi, President of
Mozambique.
During the visit both countries signed following agreements.

 MoU on drug demand reduction and prevention of
illicit trafficking in narcotic drugs, psychotropic
substances and precursor chemicals and related
matters.

 MoU in the field of Youth Affairs and Sports.
 Long-term agreement for purchase of pulses from

Mozambique.
India will buy pulses from this African nation to meet its
recurring shortfall and contain prices of this commodity.
Other areas of cooperation
Energy

 PM visit to Mozambique is significant as the country
is home to a bulk of India’s Africa-bound investment.

 Energy dialogue between two sides has been
steadily growing since the India Africa Forum
Summit.

Security and Defence
 India will also help build capacities of Mozambique’s

security forces.
  India and Mozambique agreed to cooperate to meet

“strategic and security challenges” emerging in
mainland Africa and the Indian Ocean region.

INDIA-SOUTHAFRICA
India and South Africa have signed Memorandum of
Understandings (MoUs) and agreements in four areas of
bilateral co-operation. These MoUs were signed in presence
of Prime Minister Narendra Modi and South African President
Jacob Juma in Pretoria, South Africa.

During the visit, the following Agreements and Memoranda
of Understanding were signed by the two sides:

 Memorandum of Understanding on ICT.
 Memorandum of Understanding on the

Establishment of Grassroots Innovation in the area
of Science and Technology.

  Memorandum of Understanding on Tourism; and
 Programme of Cultural Cooperation

Push for Make in India: PM invited defence businesses to
set up a manufacturing base in India, which could service
the domestic requirements of India and South Africa as well
as for export to third countries.
PM undertook a train journey to Pietermaritzburg station in
memory of the 1893 incident in which Mahatma Gandhi was
thrown out of a train compartment on account of his skin
colour
Importance of South Africa

 South Africa is home of 1.2 million people of Indian
origin.

 Both countries are member of major grouping
(international forum) G-20, BRICS, ISBA and IORA.
Both countries are actively pursuing UN Security
Council reform.

INDIA-TANZANIA
India and Tanzania have signed five agreements to
accelerate bilateral ties between both nations. These
agreements were signed in Dar-es-Salaam in the presence
of Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Tanzanian
President John Pombe Joseph Magufuli.
List of MOUs/Agreements signed during the visit of
Prime Minister:
 MoU on Cooperation in the field of water resource

management and development between the two
countries.

 MoU on Visa waiver agreement for Diplomatic/
Official passport holders between the two countries.

 Agreement on Joint Action Plan (JAP) between
National Small Industries Corporation of India
(NSIC) and Small Industries Development
Organization Tanzania (SIDO).

 MoU between the Government of Tanzania and the
Government of India for Establishment of Vocational
Training Centre at Zanzibar.

 Line of Credit of US $92 million for rehabilitation
and improvement of water supply system in
Zanzibar.

EVENTS OF THE MONTH
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‘Solar Mamas’
‘Solar Mamas’, a group of rural women solar engineers
from Africa who have been trained under Government
of India-supported programmes to fabricate, install, use,
repair and maintain solar lanterns and household solar
lighting systems in their villages.

INDIA-KENYA
India and Kenya have signed seven agreements to deepen
and expand cooperation in a wide range of areas. These
agreements were signed in the presence of Indian Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and Kenyan President Uhuru
Kenyatta in Nairobi.
Following are the list of agreements:

 Revised Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement
(DTAA).

 Bilateral agreement on exemption of Visa for holders
of Diplomatic passports.

 MoU on Defence Cooperation: it will entail staff
exchanges, expertise sharing, training, cooperation
in hydrography and equipment supply.

 MoU on Cooperation in the field of standardisation,
expertise sharing and mutual trade between Bureau
of Indian Standards and Bureau of Kenya Standard.

 MoU on Cooperation in the field of National
Housing Policy Development and Management.

 Line of Credit Agreement for US $15 million (first
tranche of US $30 million) to IDB Capital Limited,
Kenya, for development of various small and
medium enterprises [SMEs] in Kenya.

 Line of Credit Agreement for US $29.95 million to
the Government of Kenya for upgrade of Rift Valley
Textiles Factory [RIVATEX East Africa Limited],
Kenya.

India’s outreach to Africa
 India is making a renewed push to regain relevance

in a rapidly evolving African strategic landscape.
India’s focus over the last few decades has largely
been on capacity-building on the continent,
providing more than $1 billion in technical
assistance and training to personnel under the
Indian Technical and Economic Cooperation (ITEC)
programme.

 India has committed $7.5 billion to African
infrastructure, covering 137 projects in more than
40 countries.

 It has also offered duty-free market access to
Africa’s least developed countries. But India’s trade
with Africa at around $72 billion remains far below
potential. China trade with Africa is $200 billion.

Advantage for India compare to China:
 India has been slow to upgrade ties with Africa,

and it must chart its own trajectory without
competing with, or being inhibited by, China’s
formidable presence in the continent.

 India’s democratic traditions make it a much more
comfortable partner for the West compared to China
in cooperating on Africa-related issues.

 India is viewed as a more productive partner by
many in Africa because Indian companies are much
better integrated into African society and encourage
technology transfers to their African partners.

Maritime Security
Prime Minister spoke about shoring up maritime ties as part
of the Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA), and linking
India’s own “Sagar-Mala” outreach for Indian Ocean islands
with the South Africa-authored “Operation Phakisa”, that
focusses on Africa’s combined strengths in blue economies
and ocean governance.

RECAPITALISATION PLAN FOR

BANK
In order to boost lending and shore up economic growth,the
government has provided Rs 22,915 crore capital to 13 state-
run banks.The capital infusion exercise for the current year
is based on an assessment of need as assessed from the
CAGR of credit growth for the last five year. The move will
provide liquidity support for lending operations and also
enable banks to raise funds from the markets.It is noted that
RBI has lowered interest rates by 150 bps since January 2015
to 6.5 percent, transmission of policy appears to have stalled.
Money allocated to individual banks as follows:-
Bank Name Amount in Crore
State Bank of India 7575
Indian Overseas Bank 3101
Punjab National Bank 2816
Bank of India 1784
Central bank of India 1729
Syndicate Bank 1034
UCO Bank 1033
Canara Bank 997
United Bank of India 810
United Bank of India 721
Corporation Bank 677
Dena Bank 594
Allahabad Bank 44
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Analysis
 Due to high amount of bad loans, concerns are

mounting about how economic revival of banks can
be sustained without adequate funds. In this
background central government’s decision to infuse
capital is good move.

 This recapitalisation package has come at the
beginning of this fiscal year Instead of the fag end,
and that 75% is to be released immediately, will not
only boost the banking sector, but also other sectors
will get benefit of it.

 With accelerated bad loan clean-ups forcing banks
to report sharply higher non-performing assets
(NPAs) in recent quarters, this pre-emptive infusion
may help reinforce both depositor and investor
confidence in state-owned banks.

 As deposit growth at multi-year lows and stock
prices of most Public Sector bank (PSBs)
languishing below book value, in such situation
this infusion will act as a confidence booster.

Suggestions
 While allocating funds to banks, government must

ensure earlier performance and accountability norms
envisaged in Indradhanush revamp package to
shore up public confidence.

 Similarly government should make performance
parameters more parameters more effective, so that
banks operate in more competitive way.

 Also banks need to be more aggressive to tap
markets for capital over next few years.

Conclusion
 Public sector banks are facing various issues like

high loans, sinking credit etc, hence recent plan to
infuse capital is quite badly needed. It will boost
the confidence of booth depositor and investor in
state-owned banks. But while allocating funds to
banks government must ensure accountability from
banks end, so that public sector will improve their
performance and yield desired benefits.

TURKEY TURMOIL
Recently Turkey witnessed a military coup attempt by section
of military forces, but the attempt was foiled by swift action
of elected government against rebels and its president
succeeded taking back the rein of government.
Turkey has declared three-month state of emergency after
the failed military coup to overthrow the democratically
elected government. Announcement in this regard was taken

by Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan after a meeting
with Cabinet ministers and top security advisers in Ankara.
Three-month state of emergency was declared as measure to
counter threats to Turkish democracy. The emergency allows
officials to set curfews, issue search and arrests warrants
and restrict gatherings.

 The 2016 military coup in Turkey was attempted
against the ruling Justice and Development Party
Government led by President Recep Tayyip Erdogan.
However it failed to overthrow ruling democratically
elected government and ended one day later.

 The coup was carried out by a faction within the
Turkish Armed Forces under a council calling itself
the Peace at Home Council. It had attempted to seize
control of several key places in Istanbul, Ankara
and elsewhere across the Turkey.

 It is said that the coup to overthrow government
was undertaken due to eroding secularism, human
rights, democracy and international reputation of
Turkey under the current government.

 The forces loyal to President Erdogan toppled the
coup and took control of military factions that tried
to overthrow Turkey’s democratically government
and military leadership with military rule.

 The Turkish Government has blamed soldiers linked
to the Gülen movement—a group designated as a
terrorist organization led by Fethullah Gülen were
behind the coup.

 However, Fethullah Gülen has condemned the coup
and denied any involvement.

 Earlier in 1987, Turkey had imposed martial law-like
emergency rule in the southeast of the country and
was gradually lifted by 2002. It had allowed officials
to set curfews, issue search and arrest warrants and
restrict gatherings as the security forces fought
Kurdish rebels in the region.

Developments after recent coup attempt
 More than 160 people were killed in violence that

erupted after a faction of the armed forces attempted
to seize power.

 The President of Turkey after successfully taking
back reins of the government has imposed 3 months
emergency and it gives sweeping power to
President.

 Government has arrested, fired, suspended or served
notice on about 58,000 people. And it has closed
the suspicious institutions related to rebel leaders.

Impact
 A large-scale crackdown on a society that has

strong democratic currents within it and a history
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of revolts against rulers may invite public
resentment, which is not good sign for any
democracy. The crackdown has already damaged
Turkey’s standing globally.

 While it is important to hold those responsible for
the coup accountable for their actions, but an all-
out attack on the military, roughly a third of the
command structure has been purged and it could
be counterproductive in the long run.

Conclusion
 The failed coup was a chance for Turkey President

to genuinely explore the reasons that led to the
military revolt and take to steps to address systemic
failures. It was also opportunity to strengthen
democratic, from influential sectors marks a
dangerous turn in the democratic set up of Turkey.

FOOD TAX @ 14.5%
The kerala government has proposed a 14.5% fat tax’ on
burgers, pizzas and other junk food served in branded
restaurants. The move is aimed at making people more
conscious about food choices and curbing obesity by
discouraging the consumption of junk food.
Will it alter consumer food preferences?

 North American Country Mexico taxes on non-
essential food items that are rich in fat or calories
can effectively alter food choices. The country
witnessed a 5.1% dip in consumption levels in
foodstuff that had more than 275 kcal/ 100 g energy
density following the imposition of an 8 % levy in
2014. Sugar-sweetened drinks saw a 12% drop in
intake at the end of the very first year the tax was
introduced.

 Paying high charge is definitely discourages the
consumption of junk food and above example
proves this point. To the some extent imposing
higher taxes on junk foods alter the consumer food
preferences and in this background it is welcome
move direction.

 Present move taxes only on food served in branded
restaurants, consumed by the higher middle and
upper classes, are a very tiny part of the problem of
poor food choices for the state’s population.

 It will impact on very few population and keeps
large population out of its purview. Hence ignoring
a wide variety of high-calorie food items and
focussing on a few branded restaurants won’t serve
the real purpose of fight against obesity. To contain

the consumption of junk food government needs
to adopt several measures.

 There has been recent instances of use of harmful
chemicals in commonly used food items like bread
& burger. Proper awareness creation and strict food
standard monitoring is the need of the time to have
control over the rising consumerism among neo-
rich Indians.

Suggestions
 Government should set up a threshold limit for fat

and/ or calorie and tax foods items that are above
this limit and bringing sugar – sweetened drinks
and refined products under the taxable product list
should be a priority.

 As Indians consumes a few times more than WHO’s
recommended limit of 5 grams a day and most of it
comes from packaged food items, hence packaged
food items that have high salt content should be
additionally taxed.

 There are a number of food items sold in India that
contain as high as 35 – 40 per cent of trans fats,
hence there is need of charging a very high rate of
tax on food items that contain trans fats.

 Taxing bad foods should be accompanied by cross-
subsidies of healthy and wholegrain food items.

Conclusion
 India is suffering from health issues like obesity

and diabetes, which are results of consumption of
junk foods. Taxing on these will definitely alter the
consumption pattern, but taxation should include
all those junk items instead of taxing only on junk
food served in branded restaurants. Besides taxing
there need of broad based approach like spreading
awareness of consumption pattern, specific food
policy etc.

SOUTH CHINA SEA (SCS) DISPUTE

The Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA) in The Hague,
Netherlands, has ruled that China’s claims of historical rights
over South China Sea (SCS) has no legal basis. The case was
brought to the court in 2013 by the Philippines, centring on
the Scarborough Shoal, but Beijing chose to boycott the
proceedings.
Background
The current round of tension between Philippines and China
began in 2009 after a tense stand-off over Scarborough Shoal,
which led China to gain de facto control of it in 2012.
Philippines had lodged its suit against China at the
International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea in 2013, saying
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China has violated the UNCLOS to which both countries are
signatories. China has boycotted the tribunal ever since
Philippines had filed the petition in The Hague international
court. Earlier in 2013, China also had set up an ADIZ (Air
Defence Identification Zone) over similarly disputed territory
in the East China Sea.
Disputes in South China Sea
Disputes in South China Sea are fought mainly between
China, Philippines, Vietnam over the territorial sovereignty
in South China Sea along with other atolls, reefs and rocky
outcrops. China’s claim: that major portion of these islands
belong to them as part of the historical events and area
defined by Nine Dash Line. Under its claim, China already
has started and even completed building artificial islands
and even strategic runways for mobilising its airforce from
these islands. China’s claim overlap the South Chia Sea areas
of different claimants countries, that involve   Brunei,  
Vietnam, Philippines, Taiwan and Malaysia.
What did the arbitration panel rule?

 The court at The Hague ruled that China’s claims to
the waters within the so-called “nine-dash line”,
with wide-ranging economic interests, was in breach
of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS).

 The court slammed China for damaging parts of the
ecosystem in the Spratly islands — a contested
archipelago— on account of overfishing and
development of artificial islands.

 The Court also said that China violated the
Philippines’ sovereign rights. It said China has
caused “severe harm to the coral reef environment”
by building artificial islands.

What is the ‘nine-dash’ line?
 The ‘nine-dash line’ stretches hundreds of

kilometers south and east of its southerly Hainan
Island, covering the strategic Paracel and Spratly
island chains. China buttresses its claims by citing
2,000 years of history when the two island chains
were regarded as its integral parts.

Chinese response to ruling of PCA
 China rejected an international ruling on the South

China Sea as “null and void” and devoid of any
“binding force”.

  China is contemplating to establish a military Air
Defence Identification Zone (ADIZ) in the South
China Sea (SCS). The imposition of an ADIZ would
require overflying planes to first notify China.

 Many Chinese experts stressed that the entire
episode was a cover to enforce the US’ “Pivot of

Asia” or Rebalance strategy, aimed at the
containment of China.

India’s response
 India has made it clear that it recognised that the

tribunal had been set up within the jurisdiction of
the UN’s Convention on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS) that must be given the “utmost respect”.

Why South China Sea is considered so important?
 The SCS is a busy international waterway, being

one of the main arteries of the global economy and
trade. More than $5 trillion of world trade ships pass
through the SCS every year.

 The SCS is also resource rich, with numerous
offshore oil and gas blocks.

RESTRICTION ON CASH

TRANSACTION
Tax evasion has been a hot-button political issue in India for
at least a decade. In a bid to evade taxes, many Indians
deposit their money in illegal offshore accounts. In this regard,
an investigative team of retired judges appointed by the
government handed in the fifth of its reports recently.
Important recommendation made:
The report was full of worthy suggestions. What grabbed
headlines, though, were its recommendations thatcash
transactions of over Rs.3 lakh be banned and that nobody
should be permitted to hold more than Rs.15 lakh in cash.
This is nothing but a cashless economy.
What exactly is a cashless economy?
It can be defined as a situation in which the flow of cash
within an economy is non-existent and all transactions have
to be through electronic channels such as direct debit, credit
and debit cards, electronic clearing, payment systems such
as Immediate Payment Service (IMPS), National Electronic
Funds Transfer and Real Time Gross Settlement in India.
Benefits of cashless economy:

 Increased efficiency in welfare programmes as
money is wired directly into the accounts of
recipients.

 Efficiency gains as transaction costs across the
economy should also come down.

 Reducing use of cash would also strangulate the
grey economy, prevent money laundering and even
increase tax compliance, which will ultimately benefit
the customers at large.

 Usage of cashless mechanisms would also ensure
that loopholes in public systems get plugged, and
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the intended beneficiaries are able to avail the
benefits due to them.

Barriers to cashless transactions:
 Lack of access to banking for a large part of the

population as well as cash being the only means
available for many.

 An overwhelming majority of retailers, suppliers and
service providers belong to the unorganised,
informal sector. They have neither the infrastructure
to offer card-based transactions nor the inclination
to encourage consumers to pay by credit cards or
debit cards.

 The perception of consumers also sometimes acts
a barrier. The benefit of cashless transactions is not
evident to even those who have credit cards. Cash,
on the other hand, is perceived to be the fastest
way of transacting for 82% of credit card users. It is
universally believed that having cash helps you
negotiate better.

 Most card and cash users fear that they will be
charged more if they use cards. Further, non-users
of credit cards are not aware of the benefits of credit
cards.

How can the situation be improved?
 By effective implementation of initiatives like Jan

Dhan accounts.
 By putting in place robust payments mechanism to

settle digital transactions.
 By giving incentives such as a service tax waiver

when credit cards or other forms of digital
settlements are used.

 The Reserve Bank of India too will have to come to
terms with a few issues, from figuring out what
digital payments across borders means for its capital
controls to how the new modes of payment affect
key monetary variables such as the velocity of
money.

 RBI will also have to shed some of its conservatism,
part of which is because it has often seen itself as
the protector of banking interests rather than overall
financial development.

 The regulators also need to keep a sharp eye on
any potential restrictive practices that banks may
indulge in to maintain their current dominance over
the lucrative payments business.

Way ahead:
 While this idea might sound extreme, some

developed countries already have similar laws.
Belgium, for example, which has the highest
proportion of cashless transactions in the world—

93%, according to MasterCard—has banned cash
payments of over €3,000. And in India, pressure to
move away from cash has been building among
politicians and regulators.

Conclusion:
 As cash gets used for fewer and fewer transactions,

it will become easier for authorities to crack down
on tax evasion. That’s why the government should
focus more on enabling this transition than on
draconian and hard-to-implement laws that threaten
tax evaders with years of hard labour. The best way
to eliminate black money is to get rid of the money.

DISCLOSING TAX DETECTS :

INDIA IS AS GOOD AS A TAX HAVEN
FOR RICH
As part of a transparency drive, the government has made
public direct tax data for last 15 years. However, data for
individuals has been published only for 2012-13 assessment
year, which shows taxes for income in financial year ended
March 31, 2012.
Highlights of the data:

 Taxpayers account for just about 1% of India’s
population, but tax outgo was over Rs. 1 crore for
as many as 5,430 individuals.

 A total of 2.87 crore individuals filed income tax
returns for the year 2012-13, but 1.62 crore of them
did not pay any tax — leaving the number of
taxpayers at just about 1.25 crore.

 The tax outgo was less than Rs. 1.5 lakh for a vast
majority of nearly 89% taxpayers (over 1.11 crore).
Their average tax payable was just about Rs. 21,000,
while the collective amount stood at over Rs. 23,000
crore.

 The three individuals in the top-bracket of Rs. 100-
500 crore paid a total tax of Rs. 437 crore — resulting
in an average tax outgo of Rs. 145.80 crore.

 As many as 5,430 individuals paid income tax of
over Rs. 1 crore. Out of this, the tax range was Rs. 1-
5 crore for more than 5,000 individuals, resulting in
a total outgo of Rs. 8,907 crore.

 The bulk of individuals who filed returns for the
assessment year 2012-13 earned an annual salary
between Rs. 5.5 lakh and Rs. 9.5 lakh.

 Over 20.23 lakh taxpayers earned Rs. 5.5-9.5 lakh,
while their cumulative salary earnings stood at Rs.
1.40 lakh crore in the financial year 2011-12.
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 Further 19.18 lakh individuals earned salary of Rs.
2.5-3.5 lakh that year. Six individuals fell in the high-
end earning bracket of Rs. 50-100 crore of salary
income. In the salary range of Rs. 1-5 crore, there
were as many as 17,515 individuals.

 Nearly 2.87 crore salary earners filed their I-T returns
in assessment year 2012-13.

Concerns:
 These figures show that India remains a low-tax

country despite the acceleration of economic growth
in the past decade.

 The data also reveal that income inequality has risen
in the past few decades. The share of the top 1% of
the population in the country in the total national
income was around 10% in the 1950s, but came down
to less than 4% by the end of the 1970s before
steadily climbing to 7% by the end of the 1990s. By
the latest estimates, this went up to 13% for 2012,
the highest since independence, but also,
importantly, it almost doubled in the past 15 years.

 The increase in inequality has been one of the
highest since independence and is much more than
in any other country with a comparable per capita
income or among developed economies. This also
shows the inability of the state to tax the rich more.

 This has also contributed to a worsening fiscal
situation by increasing exemptions, subsidizing the
wealthy and through various tax giveaways.

 The data also indicate that India is the country with
the lowest tax-to-GDP ratio among countries with a
similar per capita income on a purchasing power
parity basis. It is also the country with the lowest
expenditure-to-GDP ratio. Expenditure on essential
public services such as agriculture, nutrition
(Integrated Child Development Services, mid-day
meals), education and health has been substantially
cut.

What’s the problem?
Successive governments at the centre have failed to tax the
rich considerably. The problem has been aggravated by
subsidies provided to the rich. Clearly, the subsidies to the
rich are not only bad on the equity principle, but are also
hurting the capacity of the government to spend more on
essential sectors such as health and nutrition and education.
Due to this, not only has our expenditure on a per capita
basis on these sectors been among the lowest, but has also
remained stagnant for the past two decades.
India’s tax-to-GDP ratio is also not picking up. The current
tax-to-GDP ratio of around 16.8% is roughly the same as it
was at the beginning of economic reforms in 1991. The

primary reason for the low tax collection has been the low tax
base, as admitted by the finance ministry in the economic
survey. The Indians who pay tax account for only 2% of the
population. This is not only low compared to the ratio of
voters in an economy but also low compared to the quantum
of high-value transactions.
What’s the solution?
As recommended by the Economic Survey, bringing more
people into the tax net through some form of direct taxation
will help. In some instances, higher tax rates can also be
considered by the government. Experiences of developed
countries can be considered here. Most of post-war Europe
and other developed countries had an effective tax rate
higher than 60% during the time their economies were being
built after the war. On the other hand, India continued to
lower tax rates not just on personal income but also on
corporate entities, with the finance minister recently
announcing a reduction in the corporate tax rates to 25%
from the existing 30% by 2019.
Conclusion:
The approach of the government in the past few years
regarding tax collection has not been very impressive. Overall,
this has largely affected the poor in the country. Hence, it is
high time for the government to take up the matter seriously
and address the issues concerned.
Why RBI governors need a longer tenure
A survey conducted by the Bank of International Settlements
in 2009 showed that the average tenure of a central bank
governor worldwide is between five and six years. However,
the RBI governor has the shortest tenure among the heads
of major central banks, with the possible exception of Brazil,
where no fixed term is specified.
What is the main concern?
According to experts, a three-year term for the central bank
chief is not sufficient.
How RBI governor is appointed in India?
In India, the appointment process is entirely a political one.
Though an Appointments Committee is the formal vehicle
designated to shortlist candidates for the job, in reality, the
Prime Minister’s Office chooses the governor after consulting
the finance ministry and the outgoing governor.
Moreover, there are no stipulations in Indian law regarding
the qualification of governors, or even for those who will be
nominated by the government for India’s first monetary
policy committee. An economics or finance background is
not de  riguer  for the job, as is evinced by the record of those
who have been appointed to the top job.
Why longer tenure is necessary?

 Since India is moving to a new rules-based monetary
policy framework, a longer and more certain tenure
is necessary.
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 Apart from monetary policy, RBI also looks after
banking supervision, currency market, and has an
interest in maintaining overall financial stability in
the economy. Hence, a longer tenure will allow the
governor to plan better.

 A more clearly defined term for the governor will
also help reduce uncertainty in financial markets.

 Various studies have also shown how central
bankers who lived under the fear of recall were less
effective in their duties.

 A fixed term is also widely seen as a mechanism to
reduce the vulnerability of the central banker to
political pressure.

Worldwide practice:
Among the developed countries, the chairman of the US
Federal Reserve is appointed for a term of four years which
can be renewed, while the governors of the Bank of England
serve a much longer term. The president of the European
Central Bank has a non- renewable term of eight years.
Way ahead:
Central bank chiefs are normally appointed by the political
leadership all over the world, but their appointment does not
necessarily have to be politicised. Any government should
avoid uncertainty by clearly defining the term of the governor.

 However, longer terms by themselves don’t
necessarily translate into better outcomes. What is
perhaps needed is a balance. Ideally, the term should
not be so short that it hampers longer-term thinking,
and it should not be too long to block new ideas.

 The new monetary policy framework seems to
further complicate matters. The government has
amended the RBI Act to create a monetary policy
committee (MPC) that will have a term of four years.
The inflation target will be decided by the finance
ministry every five years. Clearly, a three-year term
for the RBI governor does not make sense in this
context. It will lead to misaligned incentives.

What would be an appropriate term for the RBI governor?
There is no clear indication of what is the optimum tenure for
a central bank chief. The economic literature also doesn’t
offer much guidance in this respect.

 However, a five-year term for the governor will be
more appropriate, and consistent with both the
political cycle and the review of the inflation target.

 This will also provide continuity when the term of
MPC members end. It will strengthen the
independence of the central bank if the term of the
governor is non-renewable.

 It will also help if the five-year term of the governor
ends 12-18 months after the general elections so

that there is stability at one end of the policy
spectrum.

Conclusion:
Since India is changing the way monetary policy will be
conducted, this is a good time to increase the minimum tenure
of an RBI governor to five years.
Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY)
In order to impart skilling to One Crore Indian population in
the next four years, PM Narendra Modi unveiled  Pradhan
Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY)  with an outlay of
Rs.12000 crore. This scheme will impart new skills to  60 lakh
people  and also make certifications to 40 lakh people acquired
under the Recognition of Prior Learning.

 In this Scheme, the training and assessment cost
will be directly given to the training providers and
assessing bodies as per the common norms.

 The financial assistance to the trainees is to be
disbursed through the DBT – Direct Benefit
Transfer scheme  in the form of travel allowance,
boarding and lodging fee.

 At the same time, the subsidy disbursement
mandates the link of  Aadhar  and  Biometricfor
transparency and better transmission.

 In a next step of addressing the skill requirements
in different states, State Governments would be
involved through a project based approach under
the PMKVY 2016-20 with 25% of the total training
targets as both physical and financial forms.

General guidance, supervision and job arrangements for the
trained people will be made through

 Rozgar Melas (placement camps)
 Kaushal Shivirs (mobilization camps).

This target allocation between fresh training’s and RPL will
be flexible and interchangeable depending on functional and
operational requirements.
Another proposal for a non formal training is also
proposed.  There will be special focus on placement of trainees
with incentives/disincentives linked to placement as advised.
Under this scheme, scholarship will be awarded to the training
in high end job roles.  Apart from satisfying the domestic
needs, this training also focuses training standards for
overseas employment in Europe, Gulf and other global
hotspots.
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Current Affairs of 1 July 2016 Friday
 Indigenously built LCA, Tejas inducted in IAF –
 Heavyweight Torpedo,  Varunastra  inducted by

Indian Navy.
 Rodrigo Duterte sworned in as new president of

Philippines.
 Supreme Court ruled that Lesbians, gays and

bisexuals are not third gender.
 Teacher education portal, Prashikshak  launched by

Union HRD Ministry.
 National Doctors Day 2016 was observed in India

on – 1st July 2016

Current Affairs of 2  July  2016  Saturday
 Punjab launched Rapid Rural Police Response

System.
 President Pranab Mukherjee presented B C Roy

National Awards.
 Fast Attack Craft, INS Tarasa  launched by Indian

navy.
 The State Bank of India (SBI) sold five per cent

stake in  the National Stock  Exchange (NSE)  to
Mauritius-based Veracity Investments.

 Ravi Shastri resigned from his post as media
representative in ICC’s prestigious Cricket
Committee.

 The Sports Ministry granted recognition to
Paralympic Committee of India(PCI).

 The 2nd  BRICS Youth Summit started  in Guwahati.

Current Affairs of 3 July 2016 Sunday
 For solar photovoltaic, projects SBI has inked

agreements with the World Bank for a $625 million.
 Saudi Arabia became Associate Member of ICC.
 Indrajit Coomaraswamy became new Governor of

the Central Bank of Sri Lanka.
 JPMorgan Chase & Co.will open three branches in

India  in New Delhi, Devanahalli (near Bengaluru)
&Paranur (near Chennai).

 Reliance Industries & SBI signed agreement to set
up the payments bank by joint venture.

 Chennai-based Equitas Holdings got licence from
the RBI  to start small finance bank (SFB).

DATE-WISE UPDATES
Current Affairs of 4 July 2016 Monday

 B Sai Praneeth won 2016 Canada Open Grand Prix
Badminton Men’s Singles title.

 Former French Prime Minister Michel Rocard died.
 Haryana to develop new Industrial Township at an

expense of $5 billion.
 BRICS Working Group Meeting on Energy Saving

and Energy Efficiency began in Visakhapatnam
 ICC relaxed Decision Review System for LBWs.
 Electronic Cigarettes to be banned by Kerala

government.
 Rapid Rural Police Response System launched by

Punjab Government.
 Gurpreet Singh Sandhu   became first Indian to play

in Europa League.

Current Affairs of 5 July 2016 Tuesday
 NASA’s Juno spacecraft successfully began orbit

of Jupiter.
 19 new Ministers of State inducted in Union council

of Ministers.
 Para swimmer Niranjan Mukundan wins eight medals

in IWAS World Games.
 Logistic Performance Index 2016 released by  World

Bank.
 MV Dhekane takes over as Director of IISU.
 Hero MotoCorp inked 3-year wage agreement with

Gurgaon Workers.

Current Affairs of 6  July 2016 Wednesday
 R Thiruppathi Venkatasamy appointed as

Accountant General of Tamil Nadu.
 Union Cabinet approves Interest Subvention

Scheme for Farmers.
 Aditya Birla Fashion acquired global clothing brand

Forever 21.
 SC appointed Green Panel recommends high

pollution cess of 20-22% on Diesel Vehicles.
 Union Cabinet approved National Apprenticeship

Promotion Scheme.

Current Affairs of 7 July 2016 Thursday
 Dipa Karmakar named as World Class Gymnast by

International Gymnastics Federation.
 National Green Highways Mission launched by

Union Government.
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 Deepak Singhal appointed as the Chief Secretary of
Uttar Pradesh.

 Social media banking platform SBI Mingle launched
by SBI.

 Myspeed App to measure real time mobile internet
speed launched by TRAI.

Current Affairs of 8 July 2016 Friday
   India and Mozambique signed MoUs on drug

trafficking, pulse trading & sports.
 Google acquired Paris-based startup Moodstocks.
 BRICS drug control meeting begins in New Delhi.
 India’s first Centre of Excellence on Internet of

Things is unveiled by  NASSCOM.

Current Affairs of 9  July  2016  Saturday
 Kerala Govt state govt proposed 14.5 per cent fat

tax on junk food.
 India inked MoU’s in four areas of cooperation with

South Africa.
 Kevin Turner resigned as Chief Operating Officer

of Microsoft.
 Noted Pakistani philanthropist Abdul Sattar passed

away.

Current Affairs of 10 July 2016 Sunday
 NATO Summit 2016 concluded in Warsaw.
 Football cup Euro 2016 won by Portugal.
 Wimbledon cup won by Andy Murray.
 BRICS  had its 2nd Anti-Drug Working Group

meeting of Heads of Drug Control Agencies.

Current Affairs of 11 July 2016 Monday
 Sushila Karki became Nepal’s first woman Chief

Justice.
 Kudankulam nuclear power plant attained critical

Status.
 India, Tanzania signed Five bilateral  agreements.
 NBAGR conferred rare and singular species genetic

recognition tag to Kendrapara Sheep.
 Lewis Hamilton won the title 2016 British Grand Prix.

Current Affairs of 12 July 2016 Tuesday
 Six more Indians qualified for Rio Olympics.
 India and Kenya  signed seven agreements to

deepen cooperation.
 Sanjay Gupta appointed as CMD of Konkan Railway

Corporation Limited.
 India’s first Centre of Excellence on Internet of

Things launched in Bengaluru.

 President conferred 51st Jnanpith Award to Dr.
Raghuveer Chaudhari.

Current Affairs of 13 July 2016 Wednesday
 Test, ODI, and T20I Rankings were released by ICC.
 Forbes released the list of World’s Highest-Paid

Celebrities of 2016.
 Permanent Court of Arbitration ruled in favor of The

Philippines on  South China Sea.
 SBI inks MoU with which IIT Bombay to promote

fintech start-ups.
 India & Bangladesh signed deal for construction of

coal fired power plant.

Current Affairs of 14 July 2016 Thursday
 Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana approved by

Union Cabinet.
 Sankat Mochan operation launched to evacuate

Indian citizens from South Sudan.
 Ashok Patnaik appointed as CEO of NATGRID.
 Theresa May appointed as Prime Minister of United

Kingdom.
 India-born Kinshuk appointed as Dean of University

of North Texas College of Information.

Current Affairs of 15 July 2016 Friday
 India, ADB sign 100 Million US dollar loan agreement

for Cauvery Delta project in Tamil Nadu.
 11th ASEM summit began in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia.
 RBI set up Sudarshan Sen-headed Inter-regulatory

Working Group on Fin Tech and Digital Banking.
 Fide Women’s Grand Prix trophy won by Harika

Dronavalli.
 World Youth Skills Day was observed globally on

15 July 2016.
 Rakesh Kumar Chaturvedi appointed as Chairman

of CBSE.

Current Affairs of 16  July  2016  Saturday
 Tata Advanced Systems signs deal with Bell

Helicopter.
 Ramayana Month month began in Kerala.
 Nalanda Mahavihara university enters UNESCO’s

World Heritage Site list.
 Madhya Pradesh became the first state to approve

setting up of Happiness Department.

Current Affairs of 17 July 2016 Sunday
 Pema Khandu sworned in as new Chief Minister of

Arunachal Pradesh.
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 Yatra Online acquired by Terrapin 3 Acquisition
Corporation for $218 mn.

 Boxer Vijender Singh clinched the WBO Asia Pacific
Super Middleweight title with a win over Kerry
Hope.

 A court in Andheri issued non bailable warrant
against Vijay Mallya in cheque bouncing case.

 SEBI directed clearing corporations not to accept
fixed deposit receipts (FDRs) from banks as
‘collateral’

Current Affairs of 18 July 2016 Monday
 Guruprasad Mohapatra appointed as Chairman of

Airports Authority of India.
 Unmanned Dragon cargo capsule to International

space station launched by – SpaceX
 Nelson Mandela International Day 2016 observed

on 18th July.
 TRI-NETRA   system developed for enhancing the

vision of Locomotive Pilots in inclement weather.
 HCL Technologies appointed C. Vijaykumar as their

Chief Operating Officer (COO).

Current Affairs of 19 July 2016 Tuesday
 India’s first e-court opened at Hyderabad High

Court.
 Regional Centre for Biotechnology Bill, 2016 passed

by Parliament.
 Malcolm Turnbull sworn in as Australia’s PM for

another term.
 Report of 2015 Non-communicable Diseases Global

Survey released by WHO.
 SC accepted Lodha panel recommendations on

structural reforms in BCCI.

Current Affairs of 20 July 2016 Wednesday
 Mohammed Shahid won Indian hockey player

recently passes away.
 Canada to conduct world’s first Zika vaccine test

on humans.
 Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation)

Amendment Bill, 2012 passed by Rajya Sabha.
 Chennai’s Advay Ramesh wins which award from

Asia – Google Community Impact Award
 Odisha government to celebrate bicentenary of 1817

Paika revolt.

Current Affairs of 21 July 2016 Thursday
 National Electoral Roll Purification 2016 launched

by ECI.

 India and Japan inked Social Security Agreement.
 Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Bill,

2016 approved by Union Cabinet.
 Union Cabinet approved signing of Air Services

Agreement between India and Mozambique.
 Genes of 6000 Year Old  barley grains sequenced for

first time.

Current Affairs of 22 July 2016 Friday
 Union Cabinet approved establishment of AIIMS

at Gorakhpur.
 Kerala Government constituted State Technical

Advisory Group on Immunisation.
 NDMC signed MoU with NEERI to develop sewage

treatment plants.
 According to WMO, 2016 is set to be the world’s

hottest year on record.
 Ajay Bhushan Pandey appointed as CEO of UIDAI.
 Indian companies ranked 7 on 2016 Fortune 500 lists.
 Lok Sabha passes Bill for new NIT in Andhra

Pradesh.

Current Affairs of 23  July  2016  Saturday
 The successful completion of first test flight

announced by Facebook Inc.
 Virat Kohli became first Indian captain to score

double century outside India.
 Kerala Tourism won Gold at PATA Awards.
 Ganesh Singh appointed Head of Joint Parliamentary

Committee for Land Acquisition Bill.
 Narendra Modi and Sheikh Hasina inaugurated

Petrapole Integrated Check Post.

Current Affairs of 24 July 2016 Sunday
 First ever Water Metro project in the country has

been launched by Kerala Government.
 Annual electronic music festival Tomorrowland

begins in Belgium.
 Department of Industrial Policy &  Promotion

organised Startup India States’ Conference in Delhi.
 Scientists to undertake field trials of Oil-degrading

bacteria in Kochi.
 Neeraj Chopra   became 1st Indian to set world record

in Jr Athletics Championship.
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Turkey declared three-month state of emergency
after a failed military coup
A three month state emergency was recently declared in
Turkey by it’s president following a botched coup attempt in
the country. This measure was taken by the Turkish Prime
Minister to maintain the democracy in Turkey. Since loyalist
security forces and protesters quashed the rebellion, nearly
10,000 people who have been rounded up for security
measures.

Russian PM suspended sports ministry official
named in doping report
Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev has suspended
Deputy Sports Minister Yury Nagornykh, whose named
recently cropped up in a report on the doping of Russian
athletes at the 2014 Sochi Olympics. The investigation was
led by Canadian sports lawyer Richard McLaren, who was
present on the independent commission that exposed doping
and corruption in Russian track and field in 2015.The report
stated that Nagornykh had been advised of every positive
test across all sports from 2011 onward and decided “who
would benefit from a cover-up and who would not be
protected.

Malcolm Turnbull sworn in as Australia’s PM for
another term
Malcolm Turnbull was recently sworn in for another term as
Australia’s prime minister after a narrow election victory with
budget repair and a public vote on same sex marriage among
his top priorities. The multi-millionaire former banker’s Liberal/
National coalition is holding 76 seats in the 150-seat House
of Representatives.

Theresa May appointed Prime Minister of United
Kingdom
After the abrupt resignation of Britain’s former PM David
Cameron, Theresa May, a Conservative politician has
become Britain’s prime minister. May, the former Interior
Minister, has become Britain’s second female leader after
Margaret Thatcher.

Peru declares Zika emergency in 11 states
Peru’s government has declared a health emergency in 11
states of the country due to an expanding outbreak of the
Zika virus. The Zika virus is carried by the Aedes albopictus
a n d  A e d e s  a e g y p t i   mosquitoes same mosquito species which
spreads dengue, chikungunya and yellow fever.

Shinzo Abe’s party attained majority in Upper
House of National Diet
Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s ruling Liberal
Democratic Party emerged victorious in an election for the
121 seats in the upper house of parliament National Diet.
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s ruling coalition already enjoys
a two-thirds majority in the lower house and they needed a
supermajority in the House of Councilors to start a
parliamentary motion for changing the constitution.

China inducted largest homegrown Y-20 military
transport plane
China has inducted its largest indigenously-built transport
aircraft Y-20, a breakthrough in military aviation technology
for the PLA that allows the world’s largest force to transport
cargo and troops over long distances in diverse weather
conditions. The Y-20 officially joined the PLA Air Force in
Chengdu, is ideal for transporting cargo and personnel over
long distances in diverse weather conditions and has a
maximum weight limit of 200 tonnes. Besides manufacturing
J-15, China’s first-generation multipurpose aircraft for the
newly-built aircraft carrier, Chinese military has testedJ-31, a
fifth generation aircraft, and stealth fighter J-20, which PLA
officials claim to be comparable with US versions.

Nepal PM KP Oli resigned ahead of a no-
confidence vote
Ahead of non-confidence vote in Nepal’s parliament, prime
minister K P Oli has resigned from his office. K.P. Oli was
heading Nepal’s 8th government currently. The country will
again face political turmoil with his resignation.

Quarter of a million children severely
malnourished in Borno state, Nigeria: UNICEF
As per the recently released report by UNICEF, almost a
quarter of a million children in parts of Borno state, North-
East Nigeria, are suffering from severe malnutrition and risk
death. The humanitarian crisis is caused due to the activity
of terrorist group Boko Haram that is controlling the state
since 2013.

US sanctioned North Korean leader Kim Jong-
Un for human rights abuses
Citing notorious abuses of Human rights, US has imposed
sanction on Kim Jong-Un, the infamous leader of North Korea.
The sanctions, for the first time target any North Koreans for
rights abuse and also affect property and other assets within
the U.S. jurisdiction. The report from US notified many of the

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
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abuses are in North Korea’s prison camps, which hold
between 80,000 and 120,000 people including children.

Exercise RIPMAC 2016 concluded
Exercise RIMPAC 2016, the Pacific military exercise, began
on 30 June 2016 at Hawaii with 26 nations participating in the
war games that will cover the Hawaiian Island and southern
California. The theme of RIMPAC 2016 is Capable, Adaptive,
Partners. RIMPAC 2016 is the 25th exercise in the series that
began in 1971.Twenty-six nations, 45 ships, five submarines,
more than 200 aircraft, and 25000 personnel will participate in
the biennial Rim of the Pacific (RIMPAC) exercise that is
scheduled from 30 June to 4 August 2016.

Bolivia, Ethiopia, Kazakhstan and Sweden elected
as the non-permanent members of UNSC
Bolivia, Ethiopia, Kazakhstan and Sweden  have been elected
as the non-permanent members of the United Nations Security
Council (UNSC) for a two-year period beginning in January,
2017. They will replace Spain, Malaysia, New Zealand, Angola
and Venezuela. The  193-member UN body  conducted the
elections for five non-permanent seats, which included one
seat for the African Group, one seat for the Group of Asia
and the Pacific small island developing states, one seat for
the Group of Latin American and Caribbean States, and two
seats for the Western European and Others Group.

Aboriginal woman makes Australian political
history
A former teacher has made political history by becoming the
first indigenous woman elected to Australia’s lower house
of parliament, winning a seat for the centre-left Labour party
after national polls. Linda Burney, 59, has been a trailblazer,
having been the first female Aboriginal to enter the New
South Wales state parliament in 2003.She joins the first
Aboriginal MP Ken Wyatt of the conservative Liberal Party,
who was elected in 2010, and follows in the footsteps of
former Senator and Olympian Nova Peris, who was the first
indigenous woman in the upper house.

Vladimir Putin signed the controversial “anti-
terrorist” Big Brother Law
Russian President  Vladimir Putin  signed the  controversial
“anti-terrorist” Big Brother Law. The laws include increasing
government powers of surveillance, strengthening the
punishment  for inciting or justifying terrorism online and
increasing the number of crimes with which children between
the ages of 14 and 17 can be charged.

NEWS IN BRIEF
 The IMF has announced a $5.34 billion program for

Iraq to help strengthen the country’s finances, hit

by the crash in oil prices and the fight against the
Islamic State group.

 Couple of  Chinese made trains  running at  world-
record speeds  in opposite directions crossed each
other on parallel tracks, in the latest feat achieved  by
China in high-speed rail network. The two
trains  Golden Phoenix  and  Dolphin Blue
travelling  at 420 km per hour  crossed on lines
between Zhengzhou in the central Henan Province
and Xuzhou in the eastern Jiangsu Province.

 China has successfully completed Asia’s longest
16-km single tunnel  that has double tracks for high-
speed trains in northwest Shaanxi province of the
country.

INDEX

India’s CSIR ranked world’s 12th best
Government Institute
The Council of Scientific Industrial Research (CSIR) was
ranked world’s 12th best government institution out of 746
institutions. CSIR is an autonomous body and the largest
research and development (R&D) organisation in India. It
was established in 1942.Top 5 institutions: National Center
for Scientific Research (France), Chinese Academy of
Sciences (China), Helmholtz Association of German Research
Centres (Germany), Max Planck Society (Germany) and
Spanish National Research Council (Spain).

2016 Fortune 500 list released: India’s India Oil
Corporation ranked at 161st
The 2016 Fortune Global 500 list of the world’s biggest firms
was released. Seven Indian companies were featured in the
list with Indian Oil Corporation (IOC) ranking highest at 161st
rank with revenues worth 54.7 billion US dollars. The overall
list was topped by retail giant Walmart with revenue of 482.130
million US dollars. Global top 5 companies: Walmart (1st),
State Grid (2nd), China National Petroleum (3rd), Sinopec
Group (4th), Royal Dutch Shell (5th).7 Indian companies are:
Indian Oil Corporation (161st), Reliance Industries (215th),
Tata Motors (226th), State Bank of India (232nd), Bharat
Petroleum (358th), Hindustan Petroleum (367th) and Rajesh
Exports (423rd).

Forbes released list of World’s Highest-Paid
Celebrities of 2016
Forbes magazine recently released a list of the World’s
Highest-Paid Celebrities of 2016. American pop singer Taylor
Swift is ranked 1st on this list whereas, One Direction (band)
took the No. 2 spot, followed by author James Patterson at
the third place. According to this list, The Rock aka Dwayne
Johnson is the highest paid actor in the world. Shah Rukh
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NATIONAL NEWS
Cabinet Reshuffle: 19 New Ministers included
Union Council of Ministers was reshuffled and expanded
with inclusion of 19 new Ministers of State on 5 July 2016.
The new inductees were administered the oath of office and
secrecy at the Rashtrapati Bhavan by President Pranab
Mukherjee.
List of Reshufle and expand of Cabinet Ministers

 Venkaiah Naidu: Ministry of Information &
Broadcasting

 Ananth Kumar: Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs
 Prakash Javdekar: Ministry of Human Resource

Development
 Ravi Shankar Prasad: Ministry of Law & Justice
 Narendra Singh Tomar: Ministry of Rural

Development Ministry
 Smriti Zubin Irani: Ministry of Textiles

Ministers of State
 Vijay Goel: Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports

(Independent Charge)
 Piyush Goyal: Ministry of Mines (Independent

Charge)

Khan ranks 86th on the list with earnings to the tune of $33
million, while Akshay Kumar comes in on the 94th spot with
$31.5 million earnings.

India ranked 105th in 2016 Human Capital Index
India was ranked low at 105th position out of 130 countries
globally on the 2016 Human Capital Index (HCI), which was
recently released in the World Economic Forum (WEF) report.
The report was released by Geneva-WEF in the Chinese city
of Tianjin at its Annual Meeting of New Champions which is
also known as ‘Summer Davos’ summit. Finland (1st position),
Norway (2nd), Switzerland (3rd), Japan (4th), Sweden (5th),
New Zealand (6th), Denmark (7th), Netherlands (8th), Canada
(9th) and Belgium (10th).

Logistics Performance Index (LPI)
In the recently released bi-annual Logistics Performance Index
(LPI) 2016 of World Bank Group, India ranked 35th among
160 countries. The index was published in the World Bank
bi-annual report ‘Connecting to Compete 2016: Trade
Logistics in the Global Economy’. For the third time, Germany
has topped in LPI. Top 5 countries in 2016 LPI: Germany
(score: 4.23 points), Luxembourg (4.22), Sweden (4.20),
Netherlands (4.19) and Singapore (4.14).

India’s Air passenger market grew at the fastest
pace in the world
The  International Air Transport Association (IATA)  reported
that India’s Air passenger market in India grew at the fastest
pace in the world in 2015 and India topped the domestic air
passenger growth rankings. With annual growth of  18.8%  (in
a market of 80 million domestic passengers), India’s
performance surpassed that of Russia (11.9% growth, in a
market of 47 million domestic passengers)The number of
domestic fliers in India stood at  80 million, compared to
Russia’s 47 million, China’s 394 million and the US’s 708
million.

Sustainable Development Index
India has been ranked a low 110th out of 149 countries on
Sustainable Development Index (SDI). Top 5 Countries:
Sweden (1st), Denmark (2nd), Norway (3rd), Finland (4th),
Switzerland (5th).

NEWS IN BRIEF
 According to a survey of millions of airline

passengers conducted by  Skytrax  World Airline
Awards 2016 the world’s best airline for this year is
Dubai based Fly Emirates.



 Anil Madhav Dave: Ministry of Environment, Forest
and Climate Change (Independent Charge).

 Santosh Kumar Gangwar: Ministry of Finance
 Faggan Singh Kulaste: Ministry of Health & Family

Welfare
 S. Ahluwalia: Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs
 Ramdas Athawale: Ministry of Social Justice and

Empowerment
 Rajen Gohain: Ministry of Railways
 Jayant Sinha: Ministry of Civil Aviation
 Arjun Ram Meghwal: Ministry of Finance and

Corporate Affairs
 Mahendra Nath Pandey: Ministry of Human

Resource Development
 Ajay Tamta: Ministry of Textiles
 Anupriya Patel: Ministry of Health & Family Welfare
 R. Chaudhary: Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food

& Public Distribution
 P. Chaudhary: Ministry of Law & Justice
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231 Projects under Namami Gange launched all
over country
Aiming to give a major boost to Namami Gange
Programme, 231 projects  inaugurated at over 100 locations
in seven states,  Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand,
West Bengal, Haryana and Delhi. Projects Worth:  Rs.1500
Crore
Key Fact

a) The Namami Gange Programme aims at cleaning the
holy river and ensuring its unfettered flow. Union
government has allocated Rs. 20,000 crore budget
for it.

b) The projects were launched simultaneously in five
basin states of the river Ganga viz. Uttarakhand,
Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand and West Bengal.

c) Besides, projects were also launched in Delhi and
Haryana through which Ganga’s largest tributary
Yamuna passes.

d) In Uttar Pradesh alone total 112 projects were
launched through this ambitious scheme. 47
projects were inaugurated at various locations in
Uttrakhand.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi unveiled
foundation stone for revival of fertilizer unit at
Gorakhpur
India’s PM Narendra Modi laid the foundation stone for the
revival of a sick fertiliser plant in Gorakhpur in Uttar Pradesh
with an investment of Rs 6,000 crore. This centre will create
up to 4,000 jobs and ensure adequate supply of nutrients to
farmers of Uttar Pradesh. The gas-based urea plant of the
state-run Fertiliser Corporation India Ltd (FCIL) will be
revived by an equal joint venture company between Coal
India Ltd (CIL) and NTPC.

Union Cabinet approved establishment of All India
Institutes of Medical Sciences at Gorakhpur
Centre has approved the establishment of All India Institutes
of Medical Sciences at Gorakhpur under the Pradhan Mantri
Swasthya Suraksha Yojana (PMSSY).The cost of the project
for establishment of the new AIIMS in Gorakhpur shall be Rs
1011 crore.

Union Cabinet approved Transgender Persons
(Protection of Rights) Bill, 2016
The Union Cabinet has approved The Transgender Persons
(Protection of Rights) Bill, 2016 to protect transgenders from
discrimination. The bill will benefit a large number of
transgender persons, mitigate the stigma, discrimination and
abuse against this marginalized section and bring them into
the mainstream of society.

Parliament passed Regional Centre for
Biotechnology Bill, 2016
The Regional Centre for Biotechnology Bill, 2016 seeking to
establish a Regional Centre for Biotechnology in Faridabad,
Haryana has been passed by the Rajya Sabha. The bill
provides for establishing a regional biotechnology centre
that will work on education, training and research, under the
auspices of United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in the National Capital
Region and declare it to be an institution of national
importance said an official statement. This will help to create
a hub of Biotechnology expertise and will facilitate transfer
of technology and knowledge in the SAARC region and
generally Asia. It also intends to promote cooperation at the
international level.

Cabinet approved amendments to the Benami
Transactions (Prohibition) (Amendment) Bill,
2015
The Cabinet has approved amendments to the Benami
Transactions (Prohibition) (Amendment) Bill, 2015 to
strengthen the legal and administrative procedure. The law
also aims to prohibit benami transactions and subsequently
prevent evasion of law through unfair practices. It enables
the government to seize benami property by adhering to
procedure and promote equality.

CCEA approved Rs1799 cr investment to
augment Cochin Shipyard capability
The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) has
approved construction of a new dry dock within the existing
premises of Cochin Shipyard Limited (CSL) at an estimated
cost of Rs 1799 crore to enhance shipbuilding and repair
capacity of India. The augmentation will enable Cochin
Shipyard to utilise the market potential of building specialised
and technologically-advanced vessels such as liquefied
natural gas (LNG) vessels, indigenous higher capacity aircraft
carriers, jack up rigs, drill ships, large dredgers and repairing
of offshore platforms and larger vessels.

ECI launched National Electoral Roll Purification
2016
The Election Commission of India (ECI) has launched the
National Electoral Roll Purification (NERP) 2016 programme
across the country. “No voter to be left behind” is the motto
of ECI for year 2016.The programme will continue till August
31, 2016 and will ensure enrolment of all eligible citizens and
removal of repeated and multiple entries; entries of dead,
shifted and absent voters, correction of errors in EPIC and
removal of other data errors.
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Union Cabinet approved incorporation of
Sagarmala Development Company
Union Cabinet has approved incorporation of Sagarmala
Development Company under the Companies Act, 2013, with
an initial authorised share capital of Rs 1,000 crore and a
subscribed share capital of Rs 90 crore. The prime objective
of Sagarmala project is to promote port-led direct and indirect
development and to provide infrastructure to transport goods
to and from ports quickly, efficiently and cost-effectively.
Implementation of the identified projects will be done mainly
through private or PPP mode. It will provide equity support
for the project Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) set up by the
Ports/State/Central Ministries window.

Union cabinet approved the implementation of the
recommendations of the 7th  pay Commission
Union cabinet approved the implementation of the
recommendations of the Seventh Central Pay Commission
which will give a substantial raise to the salaries and
pensions  to one crore central government employees that
will be  implemented from January 1, 2016.
Upon this the entry level pay to be raised to  Rs.18,000 per
month  from the  current Rs.7,000  a month while maximum pay
fixed at Rs. 2.5 lakh per month, up from Rs.90,000 per month
that would be drawn by the Cabinet Secretary.
7th Commission Recommendations:

a) The Central Pay Commission was Chaired by  Justice
A. K. Mathur  had submitted its report on November
2015.

b) It has financial impact of the recommendations is
expected  tobe Rs.1,02,100 crore that results  27 per
cent hike in basic pay at junior levels, 23.55 per
cent  overall hike in salaries, allowances and pension.

Union cabinet approved disinvestment of 15% in
NBCC
The cabinet committee on Economic Affairs approved the
disinvestment of 15% paid-up equity in National Building
Construction Corporation Limited   (NBCC) India Ltd. out
of government’s 90% share-holding. The disinvestment
will be through the offer for sale which is expected to raise
Rs. 1,706 crores.

Union Cabinet approved revival of defunct
fertilizer units in Gorakhpur, Sindri and Barauni
The Union cabinet has approved the revival of closed urea
units of the Fertilizer Corporation India(FCIL) at Sindri in
Jharkhand and Gorakhpur in Uttar Pradesh, as well as the
Barauni unit in Bihar of Hindustan Fertilizer Corporation
(HFCL).

Union Government launched National Green
Highways Mission
Union Minister of Road Transport & Highways and Shipping
Nitin Gadkari has launched the National Green Highways
mission (NGHM) in New Delhi. This initiative launched the
plantation drive on 1,500 km of National Highways at a cost
of about 300 crore rupees. This mission has also launched
initiatives like Guidelines for Implementation, Vision
Document, Knowledge Reports of the mission, Adopt a Green
Highway Program, Kisan Harit Rajmarg Yojana, National
Green Highways Mission Mobile App. This mission is
launched under the Green highways policy to analyse the
vision of developing eco-friendly and green National
highways. This mission will generate jobs as greening of 1
km of highway provides employment for 10 people. The
government has made it mandatory to set aside 1 percent of
the total project cost of any NH contract to a Green Fund
corpus that will be used for plantation purposes.

FTII to be converted into Digital Media University
The governing council of Film & Television has given a nod
to the conversion of FTII into Digital Media University with
22 new courses. The suggestions were given by the
Academic Council of FTII headed by producer BP Singh.
The Digital Media University envisages setting up of nine
different “schools” under the aegis of FTII, which will offer
22 courses. The institute currently offers 11 courses- seven
on filmmaking and four on television production.

India’s first Commercial Court & Disputes
Resolution Centre inaugurated in Chhattisgarh
Chhattisgarh CM has inaugurated India’s first Commercial
Court and Disputes Resolution Centre. Some facilities
available for litigants through the new system includes video-
conferencing, e-Court, e-Library, e-Filing and e-Summons.
The court also acts as an arbitration centre and meditation
centre. These ultra-modern facilities available at the court
will facilitate the investors in their commercial dealings.

National Mineral Exploration Policy unveiled by
Narendra singh Tomar
Union Minister Narendra Singh Tomar has launched the
National Mineral Exploration Policy (NMEP) with an intent
to explore the new mining areas across the country and raise
contribution of the sector in the country’s GDP. The policy
was revealed at the inaugural function of the two-day
national conclave on ‘Mines and Minerals’ at Raipur in
Chhattisgarh. The event witnessed a participation of over
300 delegates from the country. The policy will help in
mapping of the mining areas across the country, thus creating
a lot of employment opportunities in mineral rich districts.
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Union HRD Ministry launched teacher education
portal Prashikshak
The Union Minister for Human Resource Development Smriti
Zubin Irani has launched the Prashikshak, a teacher education
portal, with a vision to strengthen District Institutes of
Education and Training (DIETs) and bring quality teachers
into the Indian school education system. For now,
Prashiskshak Portal works only for DIETs, however it will
cover block level institutes in the future and identify gaps at
the bottom of the pyramid. 

DoT cleared Rs 3,500cr Airtel-Aircel 4G spectrum
trading deal
Telecom ministry is learnt to have cleared the  Rs.3, 500 crore
4G spectrum  trading deal between service providers  Bharti
Airtel and Aircel. Airtel has entered into an agreement with
Aircel to acquire rights to use 4G spectrum of Aircel in eight
telecom circles for Rs.3,500 crore.

NEWS RELATED TO RAILWAY

Railways Ministry launched NIVARAN portal for
employees’ grievances redressal
 The Railways Minister Suresh Prabhakar Prabhu on 30 June
2016 launched NIVARAN portal, an online system for
redressal of service related grievance of serving current and
former railway employees. The Portal is developed by CRIS,
the IT arm of Indian Railways, on the basis of process
designed by Establishment directorate of Railway Board
which deals with staff matters.

Indian Railways to install TRI-NETRA to reduce
train accidents
The Indian Railways has initiated process to launch the
Terrain Imaging for Diesel Drivers- Infrared Enhanced Optical
and Radar Assisted (Tri-NETRA) system to avoid train
accidents. The system will be installed on locomotives for
enhancing the vision of Locomotive Pilots in inclement
weather.

India’s First Green Rail Corridor Launched In
Tamil Nadu
Union Railways Minister Suresh Prabhu through video-
conferencing from Chennai, Tamil Nadu has launched India’s
first Green Rail Corridor on the 114-km long Rameswaram-
Manamadurai stretch in Tamil Nadu. The Green Rail Corridor
ensures zero toilet discharge on rail tracks as part of its
commitment to clean environment under the ‘Swachh Rail-
Swachh Bharat’ initiative. Trains in the section have been
equipped with bio-toilets to ensure zero discharge of human
waste on the rail tracks.

IRCTC, SBI sign MoU on promotion of rail
ticketing activities
Indian Railway Catering and Tourism Corporation (IRCTC)
and one of the World’s Leading commercial Banks State Bank
of India  (SBI), have signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) on July 20.This pact is signed in order to thrash out a
detailed plan for promotion of rail ticketing activities which
includes internet ticketing and unreserved ticketing system.
IRCTC: Indian Railway Catering and Tourism Corporation,
CEO – A.K. Manocha, HQ – New Delhi.

NEWS IN BRIEF
 The Union Railway Ministry has launched a project

to install Solar Panels in all Railway Buildings in
order to reduce expenditure on electricity.

 The Lifeline Express, the world’s first hospital on a
train of Indian Railways has completed 25 years of
service to the poor and underprivileged masses of
rural India.

 State owned  Rail India Technical and Economic
Service  (RITES) has supplied  60 broad gauge
passenger coaches (LHB type) to Bangladesh
Railway  (BR) upon a contract agreement  of 120
coaches.



BILATERAL
India - Mozambique
India handed over 30 SUVs to Mozambique, completing the
delivery of US $4.5 million grant assistance as part of
supporting the institutions of Mozambique. Secretary of
Economic relations in the External Affairs ministry Amar Sinha
handed over these vehicles. The Union Cabinet has recently
approved signing of the Air Services agreement between
India and Mozambique. Presently there is no Air Services
Agreement between India and Mozambique.

India- Bangladesh
India & Bangladesh recently signed a deal for the
construction of a 1,320-megawatt coal-fired power plant. The
Rampal Power Station is the biggest project under bilateral
cooperation. This is the biggest project under India -
Bangladesh cooperation and EXIM Bank of India will provide
$1.49 billion for the project, scheduled to start generating
power in 2019.The deal came amid concerns by environmental
groups that the plant could affect the delicate ecosystem of
the world’s largest mangrove forest, spreading over both
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Bangladesh and India. The project is also known as Maitree
Super Thermal Power Project.

India -Mauritius
The Union cabinet recently signed two MoU with Mauritius
to create a framework for cooperation between the National
Development Unit, Prime Minister’s Office of the Republic
of Mauritius and the Ministry of Rural Development of the
Republic of India in the sphere of rural development. The
MoU will facilitate cooperation in the field of rural
development and capacity building on the basis of equality.

India- Portugal
Department of Post of India and Portugal Post have decided
to issue joint postage stamps on the theme of folk dances.
Department of Post of India has picked up Dandiya dance of
Gujarat.

India-Nepal
The first direct bus service between Pokhara (Nepal) and
New Delhi (India) was launched. The bus service was flagged
off by Nepal Home Minister Shakti Bahadur Basnet and
India’s ambassador to Nepal Ranjit Rae from Pokhara (Nepal’s
famous tourist spot).

India - Switzerland
The Union Cabinet has given its ex-post-facto approval for a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed between India
and Switzerland for cooperation in skill development.

India - Tunisia
The Union Cabinet has apprised of a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) signed between India and Tunisia for
strengthening bilateral cooperation in the field of Information
and Communications Technology (ICT) and Digital
Economy.

India- Nigeria
India has set up an training centre in Kaduna, Nigeria to
support textiles industry of the West African country. The
training centre was established under the Cotton Technical
Assistance Programme for Africa which is being implemented
by the Department of Commerce.

India- Bangladesh
India’s biggest gas importer Petronet LNG Ltd is planning to
set up Rs 5000 crore  LNG import terminal at Kutubdia islands
in Bangladesh.

India-Russia
Commerce and Industry Minister Nirmala Sitharaman will led
a delegation which comprises of over 110 Indian
companies  that will showcase their engineering prowess at
a international trade fair ‘INNOPROM 2016’ in Russia.

India- Bhutan
The Union Cabinet has given its approval for Revised Cost
Estimate (RCE) of 7290.62 crore rupees for the ongoing 1020
MW Punatsangchhu-II Hydroelectric Project (HEP) in
Bhutan.

India- Japan
India and Japan have signed a Social Security Agreement
(SSA) and will come into force on 1 October 2016. The SSA
will benefit Indian and Japanese professionals and skilled
workers working in each other’s country and will also boost
bilateral business linkages.

India- Afghanisthan
As a  platform to promote  Afghan   products  and to boost
trade relations between both nations, a conference named
‘Made in Afghanistan’ was held in New Delhi. ‘Made in
Afghanistan: Harnessing the Economic Potential‘ was the
theme of this neighboring conference. Afghanisthan-Capital
– Kabul, Currency – Afghan afghani, President – Ashraf
Ghani.

MOU

NITI Aayog, Intel India joined hands to start Atal
Tinkering Lab initiative
NITI Aayog has signed a Statement of Intent (SoI) with Intel
India to start the Atal Tinkering Laboratories (ATL) initiative
as a part of its flagship programme the Atal Innovation
Mission (AIM).The SoI includes creation of 10 laboratories,
which aim to foster curiosity, creativity and imagination in
youth; teaching skills such as computational thinking,
adaptive learning, physical computing; and developing a
design mindset among students. It intends to build relevant
skill set among youngsters and provide access to technology
to help create solutions for social impact. Intel will support
Niti Aayog in building capacities of mentors and developing
linkages with maker ecosystem for quality improvement of
projects made by youth, facilitating ideation, design thinking
and prototyping workshops through industry experts and
co-lead an innovation festival which reaches out to 5,00,000
young innovators.

Dabur signed MoU with DRDO to promote
cultivation of rare medicinal plants
Dabur India has signed an MoU with the Defence Research
and Development Organisation’s (DRDO) Defense Institute
of High Altitude Research (DIHAR), The agreement is to
promote sustainable cultivation of rare medicinal plants
Ladakh.

India, ADB signed $100 mn loan agreement for
Cauvery Delta project
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The Indian government and the Asian Development Bank
(ADB) signed a $100 million loan for ‘Climate Adaptation in
Vennar sub-basin of Cauvery Delta project’ in Tamil Nadu.
The agreement aims to strengthen irrigation and drainage
system and improve water management in the Vennar sub-
basin of the Cauvery delta, which is a major source of water
for agriculture in Tamil Nadu as well as neighbouring states.

NADA signed 2-year MoU with Australian agency
National Anti-Doping Agency has signed a 2-year MoU with
its Australian counterpart and its international parent body-
WADA-to bolster its anti-doping programme. The project
plan established by these 3 agencies will ensure that India
implements a more effective anti-doping programme that is
fully compliant with the WADA Code. WADA’s role is to
monitor the partnership, including the timeline set for the
project, and to assist with the implementation of the work
required. The MoU will prove beneficial in testing and results
management structures, more timely appeals processes, and
a review of the agency’s structure to confirm that the current
structures enable autonomous operational decision making.

Hero MotoCorp inked 3-year wage agreement
with Gurgaon workers
Country’s largest two-wheeler maker, Hero MotoCorp, has
signed a 3-year pact with its permanent workers at their
Gurgaon plant. The pact is regarding a hike of Rs. 12,500/-
which is spread over three years and will be effective from
1st August, 2015 to 31st July, 2018.

Union Cabinet has approved  MoU between UPSC
and RCSC
The Union Cabinet has approved the signing of a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between Union

Public Service Commission (UPSC) and Royal Civil Service
Commission (RCSC). The draft MoU between UPSC and
RCSC, Bhutan will be signed to develop institutionalized
linkage between the Public Service Commission of both the
countries, which share the common ideals.

NEWS IN BRIEF
 The Food Safety and Standards Authority of India

(FSSAI) has inked a MoU with Advertising Standard
Council of India (ASCI) to check misleading
advertisements in the food and beverages sector.

 Maharashtra  government is mulling to sign
a  memorandum of understanding (MoU) with Tata
Power  for obtaining 1,000 MW from the upcoming
Dherand Thermal Project.

 The World Bank committed USD 1 billion (about Rs
6,750 crore) to support solar energy programme in
India, which is reducing dependence on
conventional energy sources to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions.

 A  MOU  has been signed between the Karnataka
Region Economic and Trade Organization (KRETO)
and Sanya People Municipal Government of China
in order to nurture the trade between  Sanya City
and Karnataka.

 The  Defense Research and Development
Organization (DRDO)  signed an agreement with IIT-
Bombay and Madras to establish a bi—
nodal ‘Centre of Propulsion Technology’ (CoPT) at
the two institutions.



RBI IN NEWS
Sudarshan Sen appointed Executive Director of
RBI
Sudarshan Sen has been as Executive Director of the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI). He will replace NS Vishwanathan who
was elevated as Deputy Governor of RBI. 

RBI sets up panel to study Fintech, digital banking
The Reserve Bank of India has set up an inter-regulatory
Working Group to analyse a host of issues pertaining to
financial technology and digital banking. Headed by
Sudharshan Sen, Executive Director of the RBI, the group
review and restructure the regulatory framework, based on
the dynamics fast-developing Fintech.

RBI asked banks to exchange upto 20 soiled
notes free of charge
Reserve Bank of India advised banks to exchange up to  20
pieces of soiled Indian currency notes with a cap value of Rs
5,000 through the counter without any processing fee in
order to improve the customer service. If the notes are
presented in bulk (where the number exceeds 20 pieces or Rs
5,000 in value per day), banks will accept them, against receipt,
for value, which is to be credited later.

RBI sanctioned a semi closed wallet license to
YELDI SOFTCOM
Reserve Bank of India (RBI), sanctioned a semi closed wallet
license to YELDI SOFTCOM. A semi-closed wallet is a

ECONOMY & BANKING
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payment instrument that is  accepted by a predefined set of
merchants  that have been contracted specifically by the
issuer of the semi-closed wallet. A semi-closed wallet does
not allow users to  withdraw or redeem cash. Most semi-
closed wallets require a debit card, credit card or a net banking
account. But when it comes to adding money to Yeldi’s
products, cash could be remitted over a designated counter
to add money to the wallet.

NEWS IN BRIEF
 India’s Central Bank “Reserve Bank of India

is  mulling to set up a committee to study the use
of Blockchain technology”. It will be used to reduce
the  use of paper currency.

 The meeting of the Central Board of RBI was held at
Bengaluru for the first time in 7 years discussing
macro-economic development and constitution of
Monetary Policy Committee.

 Reserve Bank of India’s Executive Director Mr N S
Vishwanathan  is escalated as Deputy Governor of
RBI  on July 4th

SBI IN NEWS
SBI signed MoU with IIT Bombay to promote
fintech start-ups
India’s largest public sector bank, State Bank of India (SBI)
has signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with the
Indian Institute of Technology Society for Innovation and
Entrepreneurship (SINE), which is IIT Bombay’s technology
business incubator. The aim was to promote innovation by
start-ups in the financial sector. The deal also aims to help
evaluate start-ups operating out of SINE or those being
promoted by SINE for early stage funding within the bank’s
norms. As per the MoU, both the parties will identify fintech
start-ups that have products or applications to cater to the
financial sector and can help SBI explore opportunities to
enhance synergy for their banking services. SBI will provide
a platform for testing/ piloting such products/applications.

SBI Card launched premium credit card ‘Elite’
SBI Cards and Payment Services (SBI Card), the third-largest
card issuer by number, has launched a premium credit card
called ELITE. Created on the MasterCard World platform,
ELITE is build with several privileges and benefits for high
networth individuals (HNIs).The card will come with a joining
fee of Rs. 4,999. All ELITE customers will receive a welcome
gift of Rs. 5,000 in the form of vouchers from popular travel
and lifestyle brand. ELITE offers privileges such as 24x7
concierge services, golf course reservations, spa, and
limousine or movie ticket bookings which can be availed
with just one phone call. Also, ELITE offers lounge access

through “priority pass programme” at over 850 airports across
the globe for frequent fliers.

SBI launched social media banking platform called
‘SBI Mingle’ 
Country’s largest lender State bank of India launched a social
media banking platform for Facebook and Twitter users, called
‘SBI Mingle’ to help the customers with a host of banking
services on their social media accounts, at their own
convenience. It was launched by the SBI’s
Chairman  Arundhati Bhattacharya  on the occasion of 61st
State Bank Day.

SBI gets $625 mn from World Bank for solar
photovoltaic projects
State Bank of India has inked agreements with the World
Bank for a $625-million (around Rs. 4,200 crore) facility to
support grid connected rooftop solar programme in the
country. This will help SBI in financing grid connected
rooftop solar photovoltaic (GRPV) projects at very
competitive rates. The eligible beneficiaries under the facility
would be developers, aggregators and end-users, who wish
to set up solar PV projects mainly on commercial, industrial
and institutional rooftops. Through this initiative, at least
400 MW solar capacity will be created across the country.

RIL and SBI signed Subscription and
Shareholders’ Agreement to set up payments bank
Telecom-to-energy conglomerate Reliance Industries (RIL)
and India’s largest lender State Bank of India (SBI) have
signed Subscription and Shareholders’ Agreement to set up
payments bank. So far two of these – Cholamandalam
Investment and Finance Co and Sun Pharma, IDFC Bank and
telecom operator Telenor have decided to shelve plans of
launching payments bank.
About Payments banks

(a) Payments banks are small deposit-taking institutions
that can accept deposits (initially up to 1 lakh rupees
per individual).

(b) Besides, they will offer Internet banking, facilitate
money transfers and sell insurance and mutual funds
by piggy-backing on existing retail or other
networks.

(c)  They can also issue ATM/debit cards, but not credit
cards.

(d) However, they are also not allowed to lend. Instead,
they can invest 75% of their deposits in short-term
government bonds.

(e) Union Government has decided to approve the
proposal to set up the Indian Post Payments Bank
with capital of  Rs. 800 Crore and to set up 650
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branches by September 2017  as a Public Limited
Company under the Department of Posts, with  100%
Government of India (GOI) equity.

NEWS IN BRIEF
 The State Bank of India (SBI) has signed a

memorandum of understanding (MoU) with the
Society for Innovation and Entrepreneurship (SINE)
at IIT Bombay to promote innovation by start-ups
in the financial sector.

 Balal village in Kasargode district in the state of
Kerala is one of the 21 villages selected across the
country by the State Bank of India under the
SBI  Digital Village initiative, launched by the SBI
Chairperson on State Bank Day (1st July). 

 Country’s largest lender State Bank of India (SBI)
and Brookfield Asset Management have set up a
joint venture (JV) with an initial commitment of over
$1 billion to make investments in businesses with
stressed assets. Brookfield will commit around Rs
7,000 crore and SBI up to 5 percent of the total
investments into stressed assets.

OTHER BANKS IN NEWS
Axis Bank opened innovation lab for start-ups in
Bengaluru
Private sector lender Axis Bank launched an innovation lab
to hone start-ups and announced that it will create a dedicated
fund to invest in these new-age companies that would benefit
its business. The bank launched the 10,000 sq ft lab at
Bengaluru with an in-house innovation team, which will host
a three-month accelerator programme where companies will
get mentored. The bank will work with companies in various
stages of maturities, including those at the ideation level,
adding that there can be two-way benefit to the lender
through the initiative. It can either get existing problems
solved by start-ups or integrate their solutions into its
business, stressing there will not be an exclusivity clause
while undergoing the mentorship programme.

HDFC bank launched India first small and medium
enterprises (SME) Fund
HDFC bank launched India first small and medium enterprises
(SME) fund. This will help the customers to utilize a complete
set of services on their choice at anytime and at anywhere in
India. SME Bank is the second leg of the ‘Bank Aapki Mutthi
Mein’ campaign that was launched for the Bank’s retail
customers in December 2014 at Varanasi.

Federal Bank partnered with Reliance Jio Money
for One-Click payment service

Kochi based  Federal Bank  have announced partnership with
Reliance Jio Money for One-Click payment service that will
make payment ease for their customers. The  Reliance Jio
money  is a payment wallet where Federal bank will  enable a
direct payment option for its customers in mobile devices.
Through this service customers can complete a  transaction
without funding the wallet also without pre-loading their
wallet. Federal Bank  - Headquarters: Kochi, CEO: Shyam
Srinivasan, Slogan: Your Perfect Banking Partner.

VISTARA” ties up with AXIS bank to release a
contactless Vistara credit card
Guragon based India’s fastest developing air
carrier ”VISTARA” ties up with AXIS bank to release a
contactless Vistara credit card using the VISA platform. The
cards come with a yearly fee of  Rs. 1,500, Rs. 3,000 and Rs.
10,000. The card comes in three variants: Infinite, Signature,
Basic.

IndusInd Bank  opened its  IFSC Banking
Unit  (IBU) GIFT City
Mumbai based Indian new generation lender  IndusInd
Bank  has opened its  IFSC Banking Unit  (IBU) at the Gujarat
International Finance Tec-City (GIFT City) to meet the
requirements of  offshore banking. It became the sixth bank
to  open an IBU at GIFT.

Cabinet approves increase of foreign investment
in Axis Bank Limited 
The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs, chaired by the
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi, has approved increased
limits in  foreign investment in Axis Bank  from  62% to 74%  of
the total paid up share capital of the Axis Bank on a fully
commodity basis.

Union govt allocated Rs 22195 crore to meet the
capitalization needs of 13 Public Sector Banks
The Narendra Modi government has allocated Rs 22,915 crore
capital to meet the capitalization needs of 13 Public Sector
Banks (PSBs) in the current fiscal. This is in line with its
Indradhanush initiative, aimed at restoring banking sector
health. The maximum capital infusion will be for State Bank
of India (SBI) at Rs 7,575 crore and the least for Allahabad
Bank at Rs 44 crore. 

NEWS IN BRIEF
 SIDBI (Small Industries Development Bank of India)

entered into a partnership with  YES Bank  to
guarantee  75% of loans of up to Rs 15
crore  extended to energy efficiency projects  under
the WORLD BANK  initiative.
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 India’s largest Private Sector lender ICICI bank has
conducted  a coin exchange mela during Rath Yatra
festival  at the  RBI financial literacy camp in Puri.

 Mangalore based  Karnataka Bank  has started a
programme to offer  solar lights in the non-electrified
houses  of students in rural zones.

OTHER FINANCIAL NEWS
HDFC  became the first Indian company to issue
“masala bonds” on London Stock Exchange (LSE)
The Housing Development Finance Corporation (HDFC) has
become the first Indian company to issue rupee-denominated
bonds “masala bonds” on London Stock Exchange (LSE).
What are masala bonds?

a) The Masala bond refers to a rupee-denominated
bond through which Indian entities can raise money
from foreign markets in rupee, and not in foreign
currency.

b) Basically, bonds are instruments of debt that are
typically used by corporates to raise money from
investors.

c) By issuing bonds in rupees, an Indian entity is
protected against the risk of currency fluctuation,
typically associated with borrowing in foreign
currency.

d) Masala bonds also help in internationalization of
the rupee and in expansion of the Indian bond
markets. These bonds are usually traded on the LSE
and not in India.

The fourth tranche of the Sovereign Gold Bonds
(SGB) scheme opened for subscription
The fourth tranche of the Sovereign Gold Bonds (SGB)
scheme opened for subscription. SGB is government
securities denominated in grams of gold. It offers an
alternative to holding gold in physical form. The scheme
was launched by the Union Government in October 2015.
The scheme will be open till 22 July 2016. Government has
fixed 3,119 Rupees per gram as the issue price for the bond in
this tranche.
SGB bonds?

a) The bond can be purchased from the National Stock
Exchange (NSE) and Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE).

b) Besides, all Bank branches and select Post Offices
and Stock Holding Corporation of India Limited will
also issue it.

c) In this tranche minimum subscription has been
reduced to 1 gram and maximum at 500 gram per
person or institution.

d) The SGB bonds can be converted into demat form
and can be used as collateral for availing loans.

Redemption of SGB bonds by an individual is
exempted from capital gains tax.

e) SGB gives an interest of 2.75 per cent per annum
and is payable every six months on initial
investment.

f) The first 3 tranches of SGB Scheme had attracted
an investment of 1,318 crore rupees, equivalent to
4.9 tons of gold at the then prevailing prices.

India First Life Insurance partnership with Nainital
Bank 
India First Life Insurance announced a partnership
with  Nainital Bank  for distribution of its products and also
to provide life insurance solutions to the customers of the
bank and enhance our distribution footprint in northern India.
India First Life Insurance is a joint venture between Bank of
Baroda, Andhra Bank and  Legal and General (UK).

IDFC Bank acquires micro lender Grama Vidiyal
Private sector lender IDFC Bank has acquired South India-
based lender Grama Vidiyal Microfinance for an undisclosed
amount.Grama vidiyal was acquired in an all cash deal to
expand the customer base of IFDC Bank. The IFDC Bank will
also gain access to loan portfolios which enjoy priority sector
status.

NEWS IN BRIEF
 ‘Paperless SIP’ (systematic investment plans) which

allows mutual fund investors to make transactions
through various modes of payments has been
unveiled by the leading Bombay Stock Exchange
(BSE).

 The World Bank Board has approved  the 63 million
US dollar  for  Tejaswini  project    that paves the way
for Socioeconomic Empowerment of  Adolescent
Girls and Young  Women  in Jharkhand.

 The SIT or black money has recommended to ban
cash transaction of above 3 lakh and restricting cash
holding with individuals to not more than Rs. 15
lakh to curb illegal wealth in the economy.

MERGER AND AQUISTION
Softbank to acquire ARM Holdings for $32 billion
Japan’s Softbank has agreed to acquire ARM Holdings, the
U.K. based semiconductor firm, in a deal worth more than 32
billion US dollar. The deal is the first major cross-border
transaction in Britain since it voted to exit the European Union
in June 2016.As part of its bid to bolster its presence in the
growing internet of things (IoT) sector, Softbank will pay
about 22.50 US dollar per share for ARM.
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Google acquired Paris-based startup Moodstocks
Tech giant Google has expanded its technology services by
acquiring Paris based start up Moodstocks, which has
developed machine learning based image recognition
technology for smartphones.

Aditya Birla Fashion acquired global clothing
brand Forever 21
Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail (ABFRL) has acquired global
clothing brand ‘Forever 21’ in the Indian market for USD 26
million (around Rs 175.52 crore).

NEWS IN BRIEF
 E-commerce major Flipkart and Royal Enfield have

entered into collaboration where Flipkart will sell
complete range of accessories of Royal Enfield.

 Mahindra Aerostructures becomes the first Indian
company to receive a direct manufacturing contract
from Airbus (European aviation major) to supply
airframe parts for Airbus’s AS565 MBe Panther
helicopter.

 India’s leading FMCG (Fast Moving Consumer
Goods) Dabur International has acquired South
Africa-based manufacturing and trading  cosmetic
company Discaria Trading  Ltd.

 New Delhi based E-commerce major  Snapdeal  has
announced its partnership with e-ticketing
platform  BookMyShow. Snapdeal:CEO: Kunal Bahl,
Headquarters: New Delhi



Ramon Magsaysay Award 2016
Two Indians, social activist Bezwada Wilson and musician
TM Krishna, have won the prestigious Ramon Magsaysay
Award 2016. Total six awardees selected for the 2016 Ramon
Magsaysay Award, which is also regarded as Asia’s Nobel
Prize given in memory of 3rd President of Philippines.
The 6 awardees are
Bezwada Wilson (India): He has been recognized for
asserting the inalienable right to a life of human dignity.  He
is the National Convener of the Safai Karmachari Andolan
(SKA). He has done remarkable work in liberating scores of
people engaged in manual scavenging across the country.
Thodur Madabusi Krishna (India): He has been recognized
for ensuring social inclusiveness in culture. He  is a Carnatic
music vocalist.
Conchita Carpio Morales (Philippines): She has been
recognized for restoring faith in the rule of law.
Dompet Dhuafa (Indonesia): She has been recognized for
expanding the transformative impact of zakat.
Japan Overseas Cooperation Volunteers (Japan): The
organisation has been recognized for building a world of
genuine solidarity.
Vientiane Rescue (Laos): The organisation has been
recognized for volunteering to save lives at risk.

East Bengal to honour Milkha Singh with Bharat
Gaurav Award
Kolkata’s football club East Bengal has announced that the
2016 Bharat Gaurav Award, also known as Pride of India
Award, will be conferred on legendary athlete Milkha Singh.
Singh will be honoured with the prestigious award on the
East Bengal Foundation Day (1 August 2016). Along with

AWARD & HONOUR
the award, a cheque of 2 lakh rupees will also be presented to
him. Besides, special awards along with a cash prize of 1 lakh
rupees each will be given to East Bengal players Shyam
Thapa and Shyamal Ghosh. The trophy for the Best Footballer
of the Year will be given to South Korean midfielder Do Dong
Hyun, who will also receive 50000 rupees. Veteran sports
reporter Debashish Dutta and photo journalist Rony Roy
will also be receiving awards for their contribution over the
years.

A Kanyakumari, first female violinist to receive
Sangita Kalanidhi award
Renowned violinist A Kanyakumari has conferred with 2016
Sangita Kalanidhi award. With this award, she has become
first female violinist to receive this award. She will preside
over the 90th annual conference of the Academy to be held
between 15 December 2016 and 1 January 2017.The
Rudrapatnam brothers R N Thyagarajan & R N Tharanathan
have received the Sangita Kala Acharya Awards. A
Kanyakumari is the exponent of Carnatic music who has
created seven ragas under the title Saptadri, seven names of
Lord Venkateswara of Tirupati.

Chennai’s Advay Ramesh wins Google
Community Impact Award from Asia
Google India has announced the results of Google
Community Impact Award from Asia which is a part of Google
Science Fair 2016. Advay Ramesh, a 14-year-old student from
Chennai, has created a device that enhances fishermen’s
safety and productivity.
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Nigeria’s Didi Akinyelure won BBC World News
Komla Dumor Award
Nigerian journalist Didi Akinyelure has won the BBC World
Service News Komla Dumor Award for 2016. She is the second
recipient of this award which was established to honour
Ghanaian BBC World News presenter Komla Dumor.

Turkish musician Kudsi Erguner named UNESCO
Artist for Peace
Turkish musician Kudsi Erguner has been named UNESCO
Artist for Peace. His responsibility as a holder of this post is
to work to revive the forgotten musical heritage. He has been
given the honour in recognition of his efforts to spread the
universal values of music, which is essential to bring diverse
cultures together. Also, for his support for the International
Decade of the Rapprochement of Cultures.

Radhika Menon: First woman to receive Award
for Exceptional Bravery at Sea
Captain Radhika Menon, the first ever woman captain of
Indian merchant Navy who has received the IMO award for
exceptional Bravery at sea. Menon will receive the 2016
International Maritime Organisation Award for Exceptional
Bravery at Sea for her role in the dramatic rescue of seven
fishermen from a sinking fishing boat in tumultuous seas in
the Bay of Bengal in June last year.

South African writer Lidudumalingani Mqombothi
wins 2016 Caine Prize
South African author Lidudumalingani has won the 2016
Caine prize for African writing for his short story Memories
We Lost, published in Incredible Journey: Stories That Move
You .

51st Jnanpith Award  conferred on renowned
Gujarati writer and litterateur Dr. Raghuveer
Chaudhari
President Pranab Mukherjee conferred the 51st Jnanpith
Award on renowned Gujarati writer and litterateur Dr.
Raghuveer Chaudhari at a function in New Delhi. Jnanpith
Award is India’s highest literary honour. The award is
bestowed upon any Indian citizen who writes in any 22 official
languages of India mentioned in VIII Schedule of
Constitution of India. The award carries cash prize of 11 lakh
rupees, a citation plaque and a bronze replica of Saraswati. 

The Kerala Tourism won two Gold Gongs at the
Pacific Asia Travel Association (PATA) Awards
The Kerala Tourism has won two Gold Gongs at the Pacific
Asia Travel Association (PATA) Awards in recognition of
its trend setting marketing initiatives. Kerala Tourism won
the awards in the Travel Advertisement Broadcast Media

and E-Newsletter categories respectively. Earlier in 2015,
Kerala Tourism had won PATA Gold in the Heritage and
Culture category for its Muziris Heritage Project. These
awards are given by Pacific Asia Travel Association and are
sponsored by Macau Government Tourism Office (MGTO).
These awards are presented every year in recognition of the
achievements of 25 separate organisations and individuals.

Nimi Sunil Kumar won the Gourmand World
Cookbook Award
Cookbook author and food blogger Nimi Sunil Kumar has
won the Gourmand World Cookbook Award for 2015-16. She
was bestowed with this award for her cookbook “4 o’clock
Temptations of Kerala”. It was chosen for the award in the
‘Best Indian Cuisine Cookbook’ section.

NEWS IN BRIEF
 The Odisha government has decided to double  the

prize money of Unesco Kalinga Prize-2017 to
$40,000. The  Kalinga Prize  is given to a person(s)
who make outstanding contribution to the
interpretation of science and technology  to the
general public.

 Odisha’s Eminent Sand artist Sudarsan
Pattnaik  created another world record by carving  100
sand chariots  at the Puri beach in Odisha during
the Ratha Yatra of Lord Jagannath in July 2016.

 The Advertising Agencies Association of India
(AAAI) has announced that Srinivasan K Swamy,
Chairman of R K Swamy Hansa, would be the
recipient of this year’s AAAI Lifetime Achievement
Award. 
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BOOK & AUTHOR
Amitav Ghosh’s The Great Derangement: Climate
Change and the Unthinkable released
The book titled The Great Derangement: Climate Change and
the Unthinkable authored by Indian novelist Amitav Ghosh
has been released. Amitav Ghosh is an award-winning
novelist. Best of his works include The Calcutta
Chromosome, The Glass Palace, The Hungry Tide and the
Ibis Trilogy: Sea of Poppies, River of Smoke and Flood of
Fire.

Margaret Alva’s book Courage & Commitment:
An Autobiography  released
Congress leader Margaret Alva has published her
autobiography titled Courage & Commitment: An
Autobiography. The book maps the author’s 44-year political
career under four Prime Ministers, namely Indira Gandhi, Rajiv
Gandhi, PV Narasimha Rao and Manmohan Singh. It also
sheds light on her transition from a politician to Governor

Ringside With Vijender authored by Rudraneil
Sengupta released
Book titled ‘Ringside With Vijender’ authored by Rudraneil
Sengupta and published by Juggernaut Books has released.
The book describes about the Beijing Olympics bronze
medallist boxer Vijender Singh’s life post his transition to the
world of pro boxing. The book also offers an insight into his
struggles, changes in his boxing style, training, and his
personal life.

NEWS IN BRIEF
 Bollywood’s star Shah Rukh Khan launched tennis

star Sania Mirza’s the autobiography, Ace Against
Odds, in Hyderabad.

 The biography titled “Who moved my interest rate?
Mr. Subbarao penned by Mr. Subbarao released.



PERSON IN NEWS
WORLD
Sadiq Khan:  London’s first Muslim Mayor Sadiq Khan has
appointed India-born  Rajesh Agrawal  as the deputy mayor
for business.
Sushila Karki: Sushila Karki has become the first woman
Chief Justice of Nepal after taking oath of office and secrecy
at a special programme organised  at the Presidential
Residence, Sheetal Niwas. The oath was administered by
President Bidya Devi Bhandari. 
Malcolm Turnbull: Malcolm Turnbull was sworn as Prime
Minister of Australia for second term after a narrow victory
in the federal election. He became the 29th Prime Minister of
the country. He became the Prime Minister of Australia by
succeeding Tony Abbott in 2015.
Kudsi Erguner: Turkish musician Kudsi Erguner was
appointed as the UNESCO Artist for Peace by the Director-
General of UNESCO, Irina Bokova.
Sohini Rajola|: American financial services company
Western Union has appointed  Sohini Rajola as Regional Vice
President  who will be responsible for managing and
developing the Western Union business across India, Sri
Lanka, Nepal, Bangladesh, Maldives and Bhutan.
Mr. Paul Romer:   Respected economist, an expansive and
unorthodox thinker,  Mr. Paul Romer  has been appointed as
a  Chief Economist of the World Bank. President of world
bank- Jin Yong Kim, HQ – Washington D. C.

Le Corbusier’s: The United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) has listed Swiss-French
architect Le Corbusier’s works among its World Heritage
Sites list.
Noor Huda Roslan, and Nenney Shuhaidah Shamsuddi: Two
women have been appointed as judges of Malaysia’s Islamic
Shariah High Court for the first time in the history of the
judiciary of the Muslim-majority country.

INDIA
M V Dhekane: Noted scientist M V Dhekane has assumed
the office of Director of ISRO Inertial Systems Unit (IISU),
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala.
Sanjay Gupta: Sanjay Gupta has been appointed as Chairman
and Managing Director (CMD) of Konkan Railway
Corporation Ltd (KRCL).
Tathagata Roy: Tripura Governor Tathagata Roy was sworn
in as the acting Governor of Arunachal Pradesh. With this he
becomes 18th Governor to be sworn in as Governor of Tripura.
K V R Murthy: K V R Murthy  has been appointed
as  chairman-cum-managing director  of the Jute Corporation
of India Limited.
Ashok Patnaik: The Union Government has appointed
senior IPS officer Ashok Patnaik as the Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) of the National Intelligence Grid (NATGRID).
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Guruprasad Mohapatra: Senior IAS officer Guruprasad
Mohapatra was appointed as Chairman of Airports Authority
of India (AAI).
Pema Khandu: Pema Khandu (36) of Congress Party was
sworn in as the 10th Chief Minister of Arunachal Pradesh.
With this, he became the youngest Chief Minister in the
country. He was administered the oath to office and secrecy
by Governor Tathagata Roy at the Rajbhavan in Itanagar. He
will succeed ousted Chief Minister Khaliko Pul.
Ajay Bhushan Pandey: Senior IAS officer Ajay Bhushan
Pandey was appointed as Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of
Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI).
Nabam Tuki:   Nabam Tuki  took charge as  Arunachal Pradesh
Chief Minister 
Rakesh Kumar Chaturvedi: Senior IAS officer Rakesh Kumar
Chaturvedi has been appointed as the new Chairman of the
Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE).

DEFENCE
S K Kohli:   Senior civil servant  S K Kohli  has been named as
the Controller General of Defence Accounts (CGDA).

CORPORATE
D K Hota: D K Hota has been appointed as Chairman &
Managing Director (CMD) of Bharat Earth Movers Ltd.
(BEML) with effect from July 1.
Sudarshan Sen: Sudarshan Sen has been as Executive
Director of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). He will replace
NS Vishwanathan who was elevated as Deputy Governor of
RBI.
Mr N S Vishwanathan: Reserve Bank of India’s Executive
Director  Mr N S Vishwanathan  is escalated as Deputy
G o v e r n o r  o f  R B I   o n  J u l y  4

th

Vishal Kapoor: IDFC Mutual Fund has named  Vishal
Kapoor  as its  chief executive officer, who would assume
charge from September this year.
Kevin Turner: Kevin Turner has resigned as the Chief
Operating Officer (COO) of Microsoft with effect from 31
July 2016.  He would now be joining Citadel Securities as
Chief Executive Officer.
Aditya Puri: Aditya Puri,  the chief executive and managing
director of the second largest private sector lender  HDFC
Bank has been named as the best banking CEO in Asia by
the investor community.

RESIGN
Najma Heptullah and Gowdara Mallikarjunappa
Siddeshwara: Minority Affairs Minister  Najma Heptullah  and
Minister of State for Heavy Industries  Gowdara
Mallikarjunappa Siddeshwara  has resigned from the Union
council of ministers.

Navjot Singh Sidhu:  Cricketer-turned- BJP
leader  in  Punjab, Navjot Singh Sidhu  resigned  from
the  Upper House.

OBITUARY
Dr. Ramchandra Chintaman Dhere: Renowned Marathi
literary scholar Dr. Ramchandra Chintaman Dhere passed
away after prolonged illness in Pune, Maharashtra. 
S.H.Raza: Veteran Indian painter and a well-known Modern
Artist, S.H. Raza passed away.
Noted Indian hockey player Mohammed Shahid passed
away.
Om Prakash Sonik: Noted music director Om Prakash Sonik
passed away in Mumbai, Maharashtra after a brief illness.
Noel Neill: US actor  Noel Neill, the first actress to play the
role Lois Lane on the  Adventures of Superman television
series  passed away.
Romesh Chandra: Romesh Chandra,  A  veteran communist
leader and Former president of World Peace Council  passed
away in Mumbai 
Abdul Sattar Edhi: Pakistani philanthropist, social activist,
humanitarian and ascetic Abdul Sattar Edhi passed away.
Amal Dutta : Former India footballer and the country’s first
full time ‘diamond’ coach Amal Dutta has passed away.
Mubarak Begum: Legendary playback singer Mubarak
Begum passed away in Mumbai, Maharashtra.
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PLACE IN NEWS
Nalanda Mahavihara :Bihar’s much awaited ancient site, the
ruins of Nalanda Mahavihara - barely 98 km away from Patna
- has been declared as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO.
The site comprises large number of remains of stupas, shrines,
viharas and important art works in stucco, stone and metal.
Hyderabad High Court: India’s first e-court has opened at
the High Court of Judicature in Hyderabad, the common high
court for the states of Telangana and Andhra
Pradesh.Besides, SC judge Justice Madan B Lokur has also
announced the launch of India’s first Integrated Criminal
Justice System (ICJS) in the High Court of Judicature at
Hyderabad. This system will integrate the courts, police
stations, prosecution, forensic science laboratories and jails.
Bhatind, Punjab: The Union Cabinet has approved the
establishment of a new AIIMS at Bhatind, Punjab under the
Pradhan Mantri Swasthya Suraksha Yojana (PMSSY).
Pradhan Mantri Swasthya Suraksha Yojana (PMSSY): It is a
Central Sector Scheme announced in August 2003. The
primary objective of the scheme is to correct the regional
imbalances in availability of affordable and reliable tertiary
level healthcare in the country.   Besides, it also seeks to
augment facilities for quality medical education in under-
served or backward States.
Boom, Belgium: One of the biggest electronic music festival
‘Tomorrowland’ has concluded in Boom, Belgium. In 2016,
the tomorrow land festival marks it’s 10th edition. By the
time, tomorrowland has won the International Dance Music
Award, DJ Magazines inaugural award & Red Bull
Elektropedia.
Guwahati: To pay homage to the North East India’s culture,
the fourth edition of the Brahmaputra valley Film festival has
begun.Six short films and six full-length films from northeast
states like Manipur, Assam, Mizoram and Arunachal Pradesh
will be presented at the three-day fest, organised by Tattva
Creations. The core objective of this festival is to bring
filmmakers of this region under one roof. There will be special
sessions with Bollywood filmmakers Prakash Jha and Imtiaz
Ali.
Kochi: The Kochi water Metro project was recently launched
in Kerala. It is India’s first ever metro project. The German
development bank Kreditanstalt fr Wiederaufbau (KfW) is
funding for this project. This metro will link various islands
on mainland with it’s 78 modern boats.
Ghatampur,Uttar Pradesh: The Cabinet Committee on
Economic Affairs (CCEA) has approved the installation of
Ghatampur Thermal Power Project (GTPS) of 1980 MW
capacity through a Joint Venture Company.

Shimla : With an intent to highlight environmental issues,
Shimla celebrated a three-day Woodpecker Environment and
Wildlife Film Festival at historic Gaiety Theatre.
Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust :Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust
has become the first in India to implement Logistics Data
tagging of containers which will help importers and exporters
track goods in transit through logistics data bank service.
The containers will be attached with a Radio Frequency
Identification Tag (RFID) and will be tracked through RFID
readers installed at different locations. The tagging system
would improve visibility and transparency of EXIM container
movement by covering the entire movement through rail or
road till the Inland Container Depot and Container Freight
Station. Also, it will help in reducing the overall lead time of
the container movement across the western corridor and
lower the transaction costs incurred by shippers and
consignees.
IGI airport: World’s largest spinning wheel (charkha) was
unveiled at Terminal 3 of Indira Gandhi International Airport,
Delhi. Union MSME minister has said that the charkha is a
symbol of Gandhian values and shows government’s priority
towards Khadi and Village Industries.The idea behind the
installation is to highlight India’s quest to foster an egalitarian
society as demonstrated by Mahatma Gandhi.

NEWS IN BRIEF
 Tourism Department of West Bengal plans to set

up a tourist hub at Bhorer alo akaGajoldoba.
 Union Agriculture and Farmers’ Welfare

Minister  Radha Mohan Singh  announced that
centre is mulling to set up National Research Centre
for Banana at Goraul in BIHAR’s Vaishali district.

 Gujarat based Sardar Sarovar Dam at Kevadia in
Narmada district have become operational.

 A memorial for APJ Abdul Kamal will be build at
Rameswaram in Tamil Nadu.

 Being Dr Ambedhkar’s Birth place, a formal Approval
has been given by the Central Government
for  renaming MHOW Railway Station  after B
R  Ambedhkar. He was born at Mhow, Madhya
Pradesh  in 1891.
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CRICKET
ICC releases Test, ODI, and T20 rankings
The International Cricket Council (ICC) has released the latest
Test, ODI and T20 rankings. Australia tops the Test rankings
list with a rating of 118 for 32 matches. India comes second in
the list with 112 for 20 matches. Pakistan, England and New
Zealand are place third, fourth and fifth respectively.
Australia also topped the ODI list with a rating of 123 for 42
matches. It was followed by New Zealand (113), India (110),
South Africa (110), England (106).
In T20 rankings, New Zealand topped the list with a rating of
132 for 20 matches. It was followed by India (128), West
Indies (122), South Africa (119) and England (116).
Australian captain Steven Smith was ranked first among Test
batsmen with 925 ratings. Pakistan’s Yasir Shah topped the
list among Test bowlers with 878 points.
AB de Villiers topped the ODI batsmen list with 887 points.
India’s Virat Kohli came a close second with 813 points while
compatriots Rohit Sharma and Shikhar Dhawan took the sixth
and eighth places with 750 and 737 points respectively. West
Indies’ Sunil Naraine has been ranked the best ODI bowler
with 759 points.
Among best T20 batsmen and bowlers were Virat Kohli (837)
and West Indies’ Samuel Badree (790) respectively.

NEWS IN BRIEF
 Indian test team captain Virat Kohli became the first

Indian captain to score a double century outside
India. He achieved feat after scoring 200 runs
against West Indies on second day of the first Test
at the Sir Vivian Richards stadium in Antigua, North
Sound.

 Saudi Arabia turned into  the 39th  Associate
Member of the International Cricket Council  (ICC)
after being unanimously elected during the Full
Council meeting in Edinburgh.

 Steve Elworthy had been appointed as Managing
Director of the ICC Cricket World Cup, which will
be held in England and Wales in 2019. 

 Pakistan captain Misbah–ul–Haq became the 
oldest  player  to score  a  Test century   when he
reached the three-figure mark against England at
Lord’s.

TENNIS
2016 Wimbledon Championships

Men’s Singles Title: Britain’s Andy Murray won by
defeating Canada’s Milos Raonic 

SPORTS
Women’s Singles Title: Serena Williams of United
States won by defeating Germany’s Angelique
Kerber.
Men’s Doubles Title: French pair of Pierre-Hugues
Herbert and Nicolas Mahut.
Women’s Doubles: US pair of Serena Williams and
Venus Williams.
Mixed Doubles Title: Henri Kontinen (Finland) and
Heather Watson (United Kingdom)

 Indian Tennis  Star Rohan Bopanna  defeated   Hong
Chung to win against Chung his 10 th Davis Cup
Singles win.

FOOTBALL
 Indian goalkeeper Gurpreet Singh Sandhu was

named in Norwegian club Stabaek FC’s squad for
their Europa League qualifying match against
Welsh Premier League side Connah’s Quay Nomads
FC, making him the first from the country to play in
the continental competition.

 FC Barcelona’s Superhero Lionel Messi his father
Jorge have been sentenced to  21 months in prison
for tax fraud, but the Barcelona forward is not
expected to spend any time behind bars.

 Portugal has won the 2016 UEFA European football
championship (Euro Cup 2016) by defeating host
France. It was Portugal’s first UEFA European
Championship title. Euro 2016 was the 15th edition
of UEFA European football championship 2016.For
the first time, the final tournament will be contested
by 24 teams.
Awards
Golden Boot: Antoine Griezmann (France
Silver Boot: Cristiano Ronaldo (Portugal)

HOCKEY
 Argentina women’s team has won the 2016

Champions Trophy title of Hockey by defeating
Netherlands In the final match played at the Lee
Valley Hockey and Tennis Centre in London, UK.

 India’s Junior Men’s Hockey team has just clinched
the EurAsia Cup 2016 after defeating Dynamo–
Stroitel 3-2 in a close contest held at  Yekaterinburg
in Russia.

BADMINTON
 B Sai Praneeth won the 2016 Canada Open Grand

Prix Badminton title
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Ace Indian shuttler B Sai Praneeth (World no 33)
has won the 2016 Canada Open Grand Prix
Badminton title in the men’s singles category. In
the final match played at Calgary Praneeth defeated
Lee Hyun II of South Korea. Indian pair Manu Attri
and B Sumeeth Reddy also won the 2016 Canada
Open Grand Prix Badminton title in the men’s doubles
category.

 Rio-bound Indian  shuttler Saina Nehwal  was
honored by Hyundai Motor India Ltd by gifting her
the 1st anniversary edition of Indian Car of The
year – Creta.

OTHER SPORTS
Union Sports Ministry grants recognition to
Paralympic Committee of India
The Union Sports Ministry has granted recognition to
Paralympic Committee of India (PCI) after the International
Paralympic Committee (IPC) announced temporary lifting of
suspension on it. This recognition gives a huge confidence
boost to the several para-athletes who have qualified for
2016 Rio Paralympics. 

Amul to officially sponsor Indian contingent at Rio
Olympics 2016
India’s largest food products marketing organization Amul
has become the official sponsor of Indian contingent to the
2016 Rio Olympics.  In this regard, Gujarat Cooperative Milk
Marketing Federation (GCMMF), which sells its product
under the brand Amul has inked an agreement with Indian
Olympic Association (IOA).

NEWS IN BRIEF
 Sameer Mon, the veteran sprinter of India, won gold

in 100 meter dash in 10.60 seconds at the 56th
National Inter-state Senior  Athletics Championships
in Hyderabad.

 Mercedes driver Lewis Hamilton from Great Britain
has won the 2016 Austrian Grand Prix title of
Formula One.

 Dipa Karmakar becomes the first Indian gymnast to
secure World Class Gymnast award, ‘Gymnaste de
Classe Mondaile’ by the Federation International
de Gymnastique (FIG).

 Javeline thrower  Annu Rani,  the Incheon Asian
Games bronze medalist, sets national mark at
National Inter-state Athletics Championships.

 Mercedes driver Lewis Hamilton from Great Britain
has won the 2016 British Grand Prix title of Formula
One. It was also his fourth title of the 2016 season
after Monaco Grand Prix (May 2016), Canadian

Grand Prix (June 2016) and Austrian Grand Prix (July
2016).

 Indian gymnast Dipa Karmakar was named a
‘Gymnaste de Classe Mondaile’ (World class
gymnast) by the International Gymnastics
Federation (FIG).

 India’s Chess Grand Master Harika Dronavalli has
won the Fide Women’s Grand Prix trophy in Chendu,
China. 

 Dipika Pallikal Karthik and Saurav Ghosal have won
the 73rd Senior National Squash Championship in
men’s and women’s single categories respectively.

 Indian actor, model, television personality Rohit
Khandelwal won the prestigious 2016 Mr. World
title. With this he became first Indian and first Asian
to win the Mr. World title.

 Vijender Singh, the boxing star from India, has
clinched the WBO Asia Pacific Super Middleweight
title at the Thyagraj Stadium, New Delhi.

 Indian shooter Manavaditya Rathore has won the
trap bronze medal in the Champion of Champions
match at the Junior World Cup in Porpetto, Italy.

 Mercedes driver Lewis Hamilton from Great Britain
has won the 2016 Hungarian Grand Prix title of
Formula One. it was his fifth title of the 2016 season
after Monaco Grand Prix (May 2016), Canadian
Grand Prix (June 2016), Austrian Grand Prix (July
2016) and British Grand Prix (July 2016).

 Javelin thrower Neeraj Chopra (18) has created
history by becoming first Indian Junior athlete to
create a World Record in Junior athletics
Championship. He achieved this feat, by throwing
javelin at a record distance of 86.48 m in his second
attempt in the IAAF Under-20 World Athletics
Championship held in Bydgoszcz, Poland. He won
gold medal in this event.

 Indian Batting great  Sachin Tendulkar  is set to
appear in the world of digital  gaming  with the
proposed  launch  of his official  game named  Sachin
Saga.
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NASA’s Juno Spacecraft successfully entered
Jupiter’s orbit
Juno spacecraft of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) of USA has successfully entered
Jupiter’s orbit. The main aim of this spacecraft is to
understand the origin and evolution of Jupiter. The spacecraft
will also investigate the existence of a solid planetary core,
map Jupiter’s intense magnetic field, measure the amount of
water and ammonia in the deep atmosphere and observe the
planet’s auroras.

NASSCOM unveiled India’s first Centre of
Excellence on Internet of Things
National Association of Software and Service Companies
(NASSCOM) unveiled India’s first Centre of Excellence
focused on Internet of Things (CoE-IoT) at its Startup
Warehouse in Bengaluru. The centre is a joint initiative
between the Department of Electronics and Information
Technology (DeITY), Education and Research Network
(ERNET) and NASSCOM and will function as an enabler of
funding, accelerating, and mentoring for start-ups in this
area. It is also supported by Accenture, Cisco, Intel, HCL
Technologies, Qualcomm, TCS and L&T Technology
Services, among others.

NASA extends New Horizons mission to Kuiper
Belt
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
of USA in the first week of July 2016 gave its approval to the
New Horizons mission to investigate a mysterious object
known as 2014 MU69 deep in the Kuiper Belt.2014 MU69,
otherwise known as 1110113Y, is a relatively small KBO
discovered in June 2014 by astronomers using the NASA/
ESA Hubble Space Telescope. Estimated to have a diameter
of 30 miles, it is considered to be one of the earliest building
blocks of the solar system. New Horizons is currently 3.24
billion miles (5.21 billion km) from Earth and 264 million miles
(424.9 million km) beyond Pluto, with all systems healthy
and operating normally.

Facebook’s Aquila Internet drone completes first
test flight
Facebook Inc announced the successful completion of test
flight of a solar-powered drone named Aquila. The social
media giant believes that Aquila will help to extend Internet
connectivity to every corner of the planet. Facebook has
been working on the project as part of the many connectivity
initiatives under Internet.org. Aquila is very similar to Google’s

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
project Loon, which plans to use high flying balloons to
beam internet signals down to remote areas. Aquila’s
wingspan is bigger than that of a Boeing 737, and its wings
and frame are made of carbon fiber. It is solar-powered, so it
runs on solar energy during the day and battery power at
night. The batteries can last for up to 13 or 14 hours.

NEWS IN BRIEF
 The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI)

has launched ‘MySpeed’ mobile application for
measuring real time mobile Internet speed that
consumers get.

 Chief Minister of Kerala  Pinarayi Vijayan  has
launched SV.CO, ostensibly world’s first digital
student incubator,  as a digital makeover of the
Startup Village in Kochi.  This Startup Village is
India’s first PPP model technology incubator  and
has supported more than 500 start-ups and helped
create 3,000 jobs during its first phase 2012-15.

 SpaceX successfully launched its Dragon Cargo
capsule filled with supplies for astronauts aboard
the International Space Station (ISS). The Dragon
Cargo capsule was launched using SpaceX’s
workhorse Falcon 9 rocket from Cape Canaveral,
Florida

 China has completed the production of the world’s
largest amphibious aircraft dubbed as the AG600.
AG600, the massive seaplane is far larger than any
other plane built for marine take-off and landing.

   NASA is in the final  design and construction  of its
next  Mars rover, aimed to launch in 2020, which will
probe for evidence of past life on the red planet and
help prepare for future manned missions.

 Union Minister for Science & Technology and Earth
Sciences Dr. Harsh Vardhan has launched ‘Solar
Power Tree’, an innovative way to generate
electricity by harnessing maximum solar energy in a
limited space in New Delhi. The Solar Power Tree
has been developed by the CSIR-Central
Mechanical Engineering Research Institute (CSIR-
CMERI).
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ENVIRONMENT & ECOLOGY
Kendrapara sheep got registered breed status
The National Bureau of Animal Genetic Resources has
formally accorded registered breed status on Kendrapara
sheep, an indigenous variety mainly found in Kendrapara,
Cuttack, Jagatsinghpur, Bhadrak and Jajpur districts of the
State.The Kendrapara breed was identified as the second in
India and sixth in the world to carry FecB mutation gene
responsible for multiple births such as twins and triplets.It is
the 42nd sheep breed to have been registered in India. In the
past, four cattle and two buffalo breeds, all native to Odisha,
were registered.

HEALTH
Scientists decide to launch field trials of oil-
degrading bacteria in Kochi
To launch field trials for three new strains of oil degrading
bacteria in Kochi, The Malabar Botanical Garden and Institute
of Plant Sciences, Kozhikode, and Bharat Petroleum
Corporation Limited (BPCL) have joined hands. These
bacteria will help the bio remediation techniques used for
the cleaning of petroleum pollutants from the environment.

Health ministry launched nationwide Intensified
Diarrhoea Control Fortnight
Union Ministry of Health has launched a Nationwide
Intensified Diarrhoea Control Fortnight campaign. The drive
intends to reach under-five children at the critical time of
monsoon when diarrhoea becomes a common infection. The
Intensified Diarrhoea Control Fortnight (IDCF) was observed
from 11th to 23rd July throughout the country. The Ministry
also unveiled a package of measures putting the
government’s resolve to end child diarrhoea deaths on the
overdrive. ASHAs shall visit households with children below
five years of age to pre-position the ORS and explain its
significance. Also, intensified community awareness
campaigns on hygiene and promotion of ORS and Zinc
therapy will be conducted at the state, district and village
levels.

Researchers build super-sensitive e-nose
Researchers from the University of Leuven (KU Leuven) in
Belgium have built a super-sensitive electronic nose
comprising of chemical sensors metal-organic frameworks
(MOFs). The super-sensitive e-nose has ability to detect
pesticides and nerve gas in very low concentrations
by  analyzing their chemical makeup.

Sun Pharma introduced anti-cancer product in
Europe
Pharmacy Major  Sun Pharma  introduced anti-cancer product
named  Gemcitabine InfuSMART,  used in treatment of cancer,
in Europe to build a meaningful and differentiating presence
in global oncology therapy.

Bengaluru-based Startup Launched India’s First
Smart Glucometer
Bengaluru based start-up  Cooey   Technologies  has released
India’s first IOT glucometer that wirelessly syncs data with
a smartphone by combining user-centric design and smart
technology. In the Device blood glucose levels are measured
through  a drop of blood  on a strip in the smart glucometer
and the data is automatically logged.

NEWS IN BRIEF
 The World Health Organization (WHO) has

certified India as Yaws, Maternal and Neonatal
Tetanus free country.

 Indian AYUSH Ministry has inked Pact with  World
Health Organisation  for promotion of the Indian
system of medicines that encompasses  Yoga and
Ayurveda, Worldwide.

 Brazilian scientists have identified Culex
quinquefasciatus mosquito infected by the Zika
virus as another type of Zika-transmitting mosquito.
Up until now, transmission of the Zika virus was
only known through the Aedes aegypti mosquito,
the same vector that spreads Dengue and
Chikungunya.



IUCN declared Bornean Orangutan as critically
endangered
According to International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN), Bornean Orangutan has been declared as critically
endangered. Sharp decline in population has been observed
due to habitat destruction and illegal hunting which accounts
for 86% population reduction between 1973 and 2025.Also,
the IUCN also put the whale shark, the largest fish in the
world, on the Endangered list.
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DEFENCE
Operation ‘Sankat Mochan’ launched to evacuate
Indian citizens from South Sudan
To evacuate over 300 people stranded in South Sudan, Indian
government has started Operation Sankat Mochan. India
Minister of state for external affairs VK Singh is leading this
rescue operation.

Admiral Sunil Lanba commissioned Marine
Commandos’ base INS Karna
Admiral Sunil Lanba, Chief of Naval Staff, has commissioned
the Marine Commandos (MARCOS-East) unit as ‘INS Karna’
at a function at INS Kalinga.

India’s first Integrated Defence Communication
Network launched
India’s first Integrated Defence Communication Network
(DCN) was launched by Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar
at South Block. The network enables the Army, the Air Force,
the Navy and the Special Forces Command to share
situational awareness for a faster decision-making process.
It is the first tri-service communication and IT network of the
Armed Forces.
Key highlights of the Integrated Defence Communication
Network

 The Defence Communication Network is a strategic,
highly secure and scalable system.

 It has a pan-India reach, i.e., from Ladakh to the
North East to island territories.

 The DCN offers high quality voice, video and data
services covering 111 entities spread across India.

INS Tarasa, Follow-on Water Jet Fast Attack Craft,
launched by Indian Navy
Indian Navy launched the fourth in the series of Follow-on
Water Jet Fast Attack Craft (FO-WJFAC) called INS Tarasa.
It was launched at the Garden Reach Shipbuilders &
Engineers Ltd (GRSE), Kolkata. The name of the ship, like
the previously launched FO-WJFACs, is based on the
picturesque island in the Andaman and Nicobar islands in
the Bay of Bengal.

First squadron of LCA Tejas inducted into Indian
Air Force
The first squadron of indigenously designed and
manufactured Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) Tejas was
inducted into Indian Air Force (IAF). State-run Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL) handed over the first two Tejas
aircrafts to IAF as part squadron at the Aircraft System

Testing Establishment in Bengaluru. The first squadron of
LCA Tejas has been named as ‘Flying Daggers’.

India’s first integrated Defence Communication
Network launched
India’s first integrated Defence Communication Network
(DCN) was launched by Union Defence Minister Manohar
Parrikar in South Block, Delhi The network will enable India
Army, Air force, Navy and the Special Forces Command to
share situational awareness for a faster decision-making
process.

Medium range surface-to-air missile developed
by India, Israel successfully test-fired
 The medium range surface-to-air missile missile (MR-SAM)
developed jointly by India and Israel was successfully test-
fired. During the test, the missile was launched from a mobile
launcher in the Integrated Test Range (ITR) at Chandipur,
Odisha. After getting signal from the radars, the missile
successfully intercepted a moving aerial target supported
by unmanned air vehicle (UAV) ‘Banshee’.



VANIK’S KNOWLEDGE GARDEN
Important Nuclear Power Plant in India

Plant Location State Capacity

Narora Atomic Power
Station

Narora Uttar Pradesh 440 MW

Rajasthan Atomic
Power Station

Rawatbhata Rajasthan 1180 MW

Tarapur Atomic Power
Station

Tarapur Maharashtra 1400 MW

Kakrapar Atomic
Power Station

Kakrapar Gujarat 440 MW

Kudankulam Nuclear
Power Plant

Kudankulam Tamilnadu - MW

Madras Atomic Power
Station

Kalpakkam Tamilnadu - MW

Kaiga Nuclear Power
Plant

Kaiga Karnataka 660 MW

Madras Atomic Power
Station

Kalpakkam Tamil Nadu 440 MW
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2016 BRICS Youth Summit held with theme Youth
as bridge for Intra-BRICS Exchanges
2016 BRICS Youth Summit was recently held in Guwahati
Assam to bring together the youngsters from five BRIC
nations to empower them and strengthen their young minds.
Over 50 youth from Brazil, Russia, India, China and South
Africa gathered in Guwahati for the event. The theme of this
summit was ‘Youth as Bridge for Intra-BRICS Exchanges’.
The BRICS Youth Summit was initiated by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. The last summit was held in Russia in 2015.

NATO Summit concluded in Warsaw
The leaders of 28 NATO allies and many partner nations
have started a meet for a landmark Warsaw Summit. The
agenda of the biannual summit included the situation in
Eastern Europe, the risks emanating from the Middle East,
reform of NATO’s partnership policy, question of
enlargement, debate about the future nuclear strategy of the
Alliance. The leaders agreed to deploy more troops along
the eastern borders of Estonia 7 Poland. The leaders have
also supported Georgia’s membership aspirations.

2nd Anti-Drug Working Group meeting of Heads
of Drug Control Agencies of BRICS concluded
The 2nd Anti-Drug Working Group meeting of Heads of Drug
Control Agencies of BRICS countries was concluded on 8
July 2016 in New Delhi and was attended by officials and
policy makers from the other BRICS nations - Brazil, Russia,
China and South Africa. The delegates resolved to develop
and enhance cooperation and collaboration among the
Member States to monitor current trends and drug trafficking
routes, exchange of information among the drug law
enforcement agencies, share and exchange experiences, best
practices and enhance capacity building in order to prevent
and counter illicit drug trafficking and related crimes. The
meeting was the second such meeting of the Heads of Drug
Control Agencies. The first such meeting was held in
Moscow, Russia in 2015 in keeping with the spirit of the
eThekwani Declaration.

BRICS meeting on energy conservation concluded
in Visakhapatnam
The first meeting of the BRICS Working Group on Energy
Saving and Energy Efficiency conclude on 5 July 2016.Hosted
by the Union power ministry, it was attended by all 5 member
nations, namely Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa.
India showcased its efforts in energy saving and efficiency,
particularly the LED street lighting programme and PAT

RECENT SUMMIT IN NEWS
(Performance Achievement & Trade) programme for industrial
energy efficiency.

India to host meet of BRICS anti-narcotics heads
India is going to host meet of the heads of anti-narcotics
agencies of BRICS nations to discuss issues related to narco-
terrorism and money laundering. This meet will be held ahead
of the eighth annual Summit of BRICS (Brazil-Russia-India-
China-South Africa nations scheduled in October 2016.

ASEM11 or ASEM2016 concluded in Ulaanbaatar,
Mongolia
The eleventh edition of Asia-Europe Meeting Summit
(ASEM11) or ASEM2016 began in Ulaanbaatar, the capital
of Mongolia. The theme of the Summit is ‘Partnership for the
Future through Connectivity’. Indian delegation is led by
Vice President Mohmmad Hamid Ansari.  ASEM is an informal
process of dialogue and cooperation that brings 53 entities
– including 51 countries (including India) from Asia and
Europe and two regional bodies European Union (EU) and
the ASEAN.

Vadodara in Gujarat to host World Electrical
Buyers Summit  named as ‘SWITCH’
Vadodara in Gujarat to host World Electrical Buyers Summit –
named as ‘SWITCH’ which is a two-day meet of State Power
Ministers under the leadership of Union Power Minister
Piyush Goyal.



For details please like in Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/vanik
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DATE & OBSERVATION
July 1 - National Doctors’ Day
July 11 - World Population Day

Theme -  Investing in teenage girls.
July 12 - Malala Day
July 15 - World Youth Skills Day

Theme  - Skills Development to Improve Youth
Employment

July 18 - Nelson Mandela International Day
July 28 - World Hepatitis Day 2016

Theme – Elimination

July 28 - World Nature Conservation day
July 29 - International Tiger Day

Campaign  - #igivehope
July 30 - International Day of Friendship
July 30 - United Nations World Day against Trafficking in

Persons 



INTERNATIONAL & NATIONAL INSTITUTION
1.    World Trade Organization (WTO) –

Headquarters – Geneva, Switzerland
Head – Roberto Azevedo
Founded on – 1 January, 1995

2.    World Health Organization (WHO) –
Headquarters – Geneva, Switzerland
Head – Dr Margaret Chan
Founded on – 7 April, 1948

3.    World Economic Forum (WEF) –
Headquarters – Geneva, Switzerland
Head – Klaus Schwab
Founded on – 1971

4.      World Intellectual Property Organisation(WIPO  Also
called OMPI) –
Headquarters – Geneva, Switzerland
Head – Francis Gurry
Founded on – July 14, 1967

5.     International Labour Organisation (ILO/OIT) – 
Headquarters – Geneva, Switzerland
Head – Guy Ryder
Founded on – 1919

6.    United Nations Conference on Trade & Development
(UNCTAD) –
Headquarters – Geneva, Switzerland

COMMITTEE & ITS FUNCTION
Arvind Subramanian panel constituted to tackle
pulses shortage
Centre has constituted a high level committee to review the
minimum support price (MSP) and bonus for pulses. The
committee will be headed by Chief Economic Adviser Arvind
Subramanian and is expected to submit its report within two
weeks. It will suggest an appropriate policy to promote
cultivation of lentils in India and find the measure to contain
the rising prices of pulses in the country.

NEWS IN BRIEF
 The Union Finance Ministry has constituted four

members committee to examine the feasibility and
desirability of having a new financial year. The
committee will be headed by Dr. Shankar Acharya
(former Chief Economic Adviser). 

 The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has set up an inter-
regulatory Working Group headed by RBI’s
Executive Director Sudarshan Sen to study the
regulatory issues relating to Financial Technology
(Fintech) and Digital Banking in India. The working
group consist of 12 members.

 The Union Ministry of Water Resources, River
Development and Ganga Rejuvenation has
constituted a committee to prepare guidelines for
desiltation of Ganga River. The four member
committee will be headed by Madhav Chitale (Expert
Member of NGRBA). 
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Head – Mukhisa Kituyi
Founded on – 1964

7.    World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) –
Headquarters – Geneva, Switzerland
Head – Pettere Talas
Founded on – 1950

8.    International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) –
Headquarters – Geneva, Switzerland
Head – Peter Mauren
Founded on – 1863

9.    International Monetary Fund (IMF) –
Headquarters – Washington DC, US
Head – Christine Lagarde
Founded on – 27 December, 1945

10.  The World Bank –
Headquarters – Washington DC, US
Founded on – July, 1944

11.  United Nations Organization (UN) –
Headquarters – New York, US
Head – Ban Ki-moon
Founded on – 1945

12. United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) –
Headquarters – New York, US
Head – Anthony Lake
Founded on – December, 1946

13. United Nations Populations Fund (UNFPA) –
Headquarters – New York, US
Head – Dr. Babatunde Osotimehin
Founded on – 1969

14. Asian Development Bank –
Headquarters – Manila, Philippines
Head – Takehiko Nakao
Founded on – 22 August, 1966

15. Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) –
 Headquarters – Beijing, China
Head – Jin Liqun
Founded on – 4 October, 2014

16. New Development Bank (BRICS Development Bank) –
Headquarters – Shanghai, China
Head – K. V. Kamath
Founded on – July, 2015

17.  United Nations Education Scientific & Cultural
Organisation (UNESCO) –
 Headquarters – Paris, France
Head – Irina Bokova
Founded on – 16 November, 1945

18.  Organisation for Economic Cooperation & Development
(OECD) –
Headquarters – Paris, France
Head – Jose Angel Gurria
Founded on – 30 September, 1961 

19. North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) –
 Headquarters – Brussels, Belgium
Head – Jens Stoltenberg
Founded on – 4 April, 1949

20. Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) –
Headquarters – Singapore
Head – Dr. Alan Bollard
Founded on – 1989

21. Association of South East Nations (ASEAN) –
Headquarters – Jakarta, Indonesia
Secretary-General – Le Luong Minh, Vietnam
Founded on – 8 August, 1967 

22.  South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation
(SAARC) –
Headquarters – Kathmandu, Nepal
Head-Mr. Thapa
Founded on – 8 December, 1985

23. International Maritime Organisation (IMO) –
Headquarters – London, UK
Head – Kitack Lim
Founded on – 1959

24. Amnesty International – 
Headquarters – London, UK
Head – Salil Shetty
Founded on – July, 1961

25. Commonwealth of Nations – 
Headquarters – London, UK
Head – Queen Elizabeth II
Founded on – 28 April, 1949 

26. International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) –
Headquarters – Vienna, Austria
Head – Yukiya Amano
Founded on – July 29, 1957

27.  United Nations Industrial Development
Organisation (UNIDO) –
 Headquarters – Vienna, Austria
Head – Li Yong
Founded on – 1966

28.  Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) –
Headquarters – Vienna, Austria
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STATE NEWS
Lok Sabha passed Bill to establish new NIT in
Andhra Pradesh
Lok Sabha has recently passed the National Institute of
Technology, Science, Education and Research (Amendment)
(NITSER) Bill, 2016 to establish a National Institute of
Technology in Andhra Pradesh with effect from August 2015.

Odisha govt. to celebrate bicentenary of 1817
Paika revolt
The Odisha government has decided to celebrate the
bicentenary (200 years) of the 1817 Paika revolt against the
British Empire in 2016. For this, the state will organise a series
of events in Odisha and at national level.

MP became first state to get ‘Happiness
Department’
Madhya Pradesh has become India’s first state to establish
Happiness Department, which, in Chief Minister Shivraj
Singh’s words, will aim to ensure “happiness in the lives of
common people”. He said that besides basic necessities of
life, people need something more to be happy in life. He
stressed that this cannot be achieved by materialistic
possessions, but by spreading positivity in people’s lives.

Pema Khandu sworn-in as Arunachal Pradesh CM
Pema Khandu has been sworn in as the ninth Chief Minister
of Arunachal Pradesh. Governor Tathagata Roy administered
the Oath of Office and Secrecy to him. Khandu has replaced
Nabam Tuki, who resigned from the post after stepping down
as leader of the Congress Legislature Party (CLP). Also, he is
the youngest CM of Arunachal Pradesh.

Head – Mohammed Sanusi Bankindo
Founded on – 1961-62

29. International Olympic Committee (IOC) –
Headquarters – Lausanne, Switzerland 
Head – Thomas Bach
Founded on – 23 June, 1894

30. International Cricket Council (ICC) –
Headquarters – Dubai, UAE
Head – Dave Richardson
Founded on – 15 June, 1909

31.  The Fédération Internationale de Football Association
(FIFA) –
Headquarters – Zurich, Switzerland
Head – Joseph S. Blatter
Founded on – 21 May, 1904

32. World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) –
Headquarters – Avenue du Mont-Blanc, Gland, Vaud,
Switzerland
Head  – Macro Lambertini
Founded on – 29 April, 1961

33. Food & Agricultural Organisation (FAO) –
Headquarters – Rome, Italy
Head – Jose Graziano da Silva
Founded on -16 October, 1945

34. International Court of Justice (ICJ) –
Headquarters – The Hague, The Netherland
Head – Ronny Abraham
Founded on -1945



Supreme Court ordered restoration of Nabam
Tuki government in Arunachal Pradesh
The five-judge Constitutional bench of Supreme Court has
unanimously restored the Congress government in Arunachal
Pradesh led by Nabam Tuki.The constitutional bench headed
by Justice JS Khehar termed removal of former chief minister
Nabam Tuki as unconstitutional. Other members of the bench
were Justice Dipak Misra, Justice Madan B. Lokur, Justice
P.C. Ghose and Justice N.V. Ramana.

Andhra Pradesh decided to conduct ‘Smart Pulse
Survey’ of 1.48 crore households
Andhra Pradesh government has decided to conduct a ‘Smart
Pulse Survey’ for collecting socioeconomic data of 1.48 crore
households in the state. The survey was conducted between
8 July to 30 July 2016.The state Cabinet decided to conduct
the survey to determine the socio-economic status and
collect all other relevant details of each household in the
state. Revenue and civic staff would go round the houses
and collect the data during the above dates. Citizens can
provide their details even over internet.

Second phase of Haritha Haram programme
launched in Telangana
The two-week long Haritha Haram programme of Telangana
government aimed to plant 46 crore plants to improve the
green belt has recently begun. Chief Minister Chandrasekhar
Rao participated in the plantation programme at
Gundrampally near Chityal in Nalgonda district by planting
a Neem sapling. People from all walks of life including
students, NGOs, self help group members the general public
took part in the green drive on a massive scale. The exercise
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was intended to develop a green corridor all along the
highway. Hyderabad - Vijayawada highway was selected as
a pilot project to plant trees on either side of highways.

Union cabinet approves setting up of major port
at Enayam in Tamil Nadu
The Union cabinet has given a nod to set up a major port at
Enayam in Tamil Nadu. The estimated cost of the project is
around Rs. 25,000 crores. A special purpose vehicle will be
formed for development of this project, with initial equity
investment from three other major ports in Tamil Nadu namely
Chidambaranar Port Trust, Chennai Port Trust, and Kamarajar
Port Limited.

Rajasthan became first state to introduce minimum
wages for part-time workers
Rajasthan has become India’s first state to introduce
minimum wages for part time workers. As per the official
notification, it is mandatory to pay 50% of the prescribed a
day minimum wage to a person who works for less than four
hours in a day. With this, part-time workers of Rajasthan
now come under the Minimum Wages Act, 1948.

Kerala Government banned e-cigarettes
Kerala Government has banned ‘electronic cigarette’ alias
‘e-cigarette’ as its use can cause various health issues,
including cancer and heart ailments. In this regard, an order
was issued that banned the production, sale and
advertisement of e-cigarettes in the state.  With this, Kerala
becomes second state in India to ban e-cigarette. Punjab
was the first state to ban e-cigarettes in November 2014 under
the provisions of Cigarettes and Other Tobacco Products
Act (COTPA), 2003.
What are e-cigarettes?
e-cigarettes are handy battery-powered devices that emit
doses of vaporised nicotine. It produces the feel of tobacco
smoking. Unlike regular cigarette, e-cigarettes do not produce
smoke but produces an aerosol (mist), which is inaccurately
referred to as vapor. e-cigarettes have a heating element that
atomizes a liquid solution known as e-liquid which usually is
a mixture of propylene glycol, glycerin, nicotine, and
flavorings.

Rapid Rural Police Response System launched in
Punjab
A Rapid Rural Police Response System was launched across
Punjab on 1 July 2016.The system was launched to ensure
prompt and effective police response in over 12000 villages
in Punjab.

Netherlands-UP inks pact to set up skill
development centre for farmers

The Netherlands and Uttar Pradesh signed an MoU to
establish a skill development centre to help farmers. The
MoU is to ensure that farmers receive information on food
processing along with use of modern techniques to boost
production of sugarcane, potato, dairy development and
flowers. Besides, under this agreement, the Dutch
government would help the state in solid waste management,
urban development and infrastructure. It would help in
cleaning the Yamuna in Agra. Besides, the Netherlands would
also provide assistance in land reclamation of 1500 acres in
the Ganga basin in Kanpur and development of cultural
heritage.

NEWS IN BRIEF
 The  Rajasthan  government has joined hands with

business-to-business (B2B) ecommerce
firm  Applicate IT Solutions  to enable 35,000 e-mitra
kiosks in the state for traders and retailers to procure
products directly from manufacturers. The  e-mitra
kiosks  launched in 2011 by the state government
allows villagers to access government services such
as licenses and passport services.

 The West Bengal Government has taken up a project
to set up three biotechnology hubs across the state
to bring in more biotechnology innovations to the
State.  The three proposed biotechnology hubs will
come in Bardhaman, Kalimpong and Medinipur
districts.

 A USD  290-million credit  agreement signed by
Centre,  Bihar  government and  World Bank under
Bihar Transformative Development Project, also
known as  Jeevika II   to help improve livelihood
opportunities for poor rural households across 300
blocks and 32 districts of the eastern state. 

 Bihar  government signed a MoU with  Bangkok-
based Asian Disaster Preparedness Centre (ADPC)
to implement the Roadmap for Disaster Risk
Reduction in Bihar (2015-30). 

 As a First of its Kind move in India,   Uttarakhand 
Government is going to set up an Industrial Park
completely and exclusively dedicated to the Women
entrepreneurs.

 Haryana  has  announced ban on  15 year old
petrol  vehicles and  10 year old diesel vehicles to
curb air pollution from plying in NCR Region.

 National E-Vidhan Academy will be set up
in  Tapovan in Dharamsala, Himachal Pradesh.

 Centre to allot Rs 400 Crore for developing airports
in UP.

 Kerala Government imposed a 14.5 % “Fat Tax” on
fast food items like burgers, pizzas, donuts and pasta
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Union Government constitutes cyber cell to check
online abuse and harassment of women
The Union Ministry of Women and Child Development
(WCD) Maneka Gandhi has constituted a cyber-cell to check
the online abuse and harassment of women and children on
social media platforms. The WCD Ministry has advised
women and children to send their complaints, if they are
being abused or harassed on social media platforms using
the hashtag #IamTrolledHelp.

Union Cabinet allocates Rs 12,000 crore to
Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana
The Union Cabinet has given its approval for allocation of
Twelve thousand(12000) crore rupees to Pradhan Mantri
Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY). The funds will be used to
impart skill training to 60 lakh youths and certify skills of 40
lakh persons acquired non-formally. It is the revamped version
of the PMKVY, which includes a mechanism to revive the
traditional Guru-Shishya approach to train youth with the
help of local craftsmen and trade practitioners.

The Union Government has launched
Transforming India Website
The Union Government has launched Transforming India
Website (www.transformingindia.mygov.in), a repository for
sharing the impact of various governance initiatives with
citizens in real-time. It was launched by the Union Minister
of Electronics and Information Technology and Law & Justice
Ravi Shankar Prasad in New Delhi.

The Government has released Rs 100 crore
towards its co-contribution for Atal Pension Yojana
(APY)
The Government has released Rs 100 crore towards its co-
contribution for Atal Pension Yojana (APY) for 2015-16. APY
provides minimum guaranteed pension ranging between Rs
1,000 to Rs 5,000 per month for the subscriber from the age of
60 years. The same amount of pension is paid to the spouse
in the case of the subscriber’s demise. Under the scheme,
individuals who have registered before March 31, 2016, will
get a co-contribution from the government, which will be 50

Union Cabinet approved Interest Subvention
Scheme for farmers
The Union cabinet chaired by PM Narendra Modi has
approved Interest Subvention Scheme for farmers for 2016-
17.The government has embarked sum of Rs. 18,276 for this
scheme. The scheme will prove beneficial to the farmers to
get a short term crop loan payable within one year up to Rs.
3 lakh at only 4% per annum. Central govt will provide interest
subvention of 5% per annum to all farmers for short crop
loan up to one year for loan upto Rs. 3 lakh borrowed by
them during 2016-17.To provide relief to the farmers affected
by natural calamities, the interest subvention of 2 per cent
will be provided to banks for the first year on the restructured
amount.

Union Minister of Agriculture and Farmers
Welfare, Radha Mohan Singh launched KVK portal
Union Minister of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, Radha
Mohan Singh launched Krishi Vigyan Kendra (KVK) portal
(http://kvk.icar.gov.in) in New Delhi. The programme will help
create awareness about various programmes and benefit
farmers and youth in joining different training programmes
being organized by KVKs.
The Union Cabinet has approved a National Apprenticeship
Promotion Scheme (NAPS) for providing apprenticeship
training to over 50 lakh youngsters in order to create more
jobs. The Scheme has an outlay of 10,000 crore rupees and a
target of training 50 lakh apprentices by 2019-20.

Meghalaya Governor   V.Shanmuganathan 
inaugurated PMSMA
Meghalaya Governor   V.Shanmuganathan   inaugurated the
launch of  Pradhan Mantri Surakshit Matritva
Abhiyan  (PMSMA)  in the  East Khasi Hills  District of
Meghalaya at a programme organized by the office of the
District Medical & Health Officer, East Khasi Hills District,
under the aegis of the National Health Mission.   PMSMA
Scheme is a new initiative of the central government aimed at
boosting the health care facilities for pregnant women
especially the poor.

RECENT GOVERNMENT DEVELOPMENT & SCHEME

etc. served in branded restaurants in a bid to
discourage the junk food culture.

 Kerala Government announced a  Rs 12,000-
crore  rescue package for the state in view of the
Gulf crisis and recessionary trends in the state.

 Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal has launched
a live interactive programme, titled ‘TalkToAK’,

aimed at directly engaging with the Delhiites, where
people from across the country can ask him
questions over the phone, by sending text
messages and through social media.
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per cent of the subscriber contribution up to a maximum of
Rs 1,000. The co-contribution will be for 5 years from 2015-16
to 2019-20.

APY
The APY is focused on  all citizens in the unorganized sector.
The scheme is administered by the  Pension Fund Regulatory
and Development Authority (PFRDA) through NPS
architecture. The government is implementing Atal Pension
Yojana (APY) through banks and the Department of Post.
The total number of subscribers registered under APY as on
June 30, 2016, has crossed 30 lakh.

NEWS IN BRIEF
 Central govt. launched the Kisan Harit Rajmarg

Yojana to green National Highways and PSU and
NGO can go for “Adopt a Green Highway” scheme.

 According to the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural
Gas Over fourteen lakh LPG connections have been
released to the women of BPL families under the
Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana (PMUY). 

 Parliament was informed by Minister of State for
Rural Development Ram Kripal Yadav that this
year  over Rs. 28,000 crore  has been released by
Union government to States  under MGNREGA
Scheme to disburse last year’s accountabilities and
for running the programme in the ongoing year.

 The Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas has
under taken on intensive exercise to eliminate
inactive and duplicate domestic coking gas account
for better implementation of DBT Scheme (PAHAL)
which has blocked 3.34 cr. LPG fake account and
saved Rs. 21,000 cr. subsidy.



MISCELLANEOUS
 The second unit of Kudankulam Nuclear Power

Plant (KNPP), India’s largest nuclear power plant in
Tamil Nadu became operational. KNPP is a nuclear
power station located in Koodankulam in Tamil
Nadu. It has capacity of generating 2000 MW with
2 reactors. The nuclear reactors of the plant have
been built with Russian expertise. The power
generated from the plant will provide electricity to
Tamil Nadu, Puducherry, Kerala and Karnataka.

 The Market Research Division  of Ministry of
Tourism has released report on Domestic and foreign
Tourist visits to States and Union Territories for the
year 2015. Tamil Nadu  tops both the list in terms of
number of domestic tourist Visits during 2015 and
number of foreign tourist Visits during 2015.

 As a measure for counter operation during Natural
calamities, exercise ‘Jalrahat’ commenced at Narangi
Cantt in Assam which is a joint initiative by State
Govt and Armed Forces for relief during floods.

 The forest department of  Uttar Pradesh  has set a
world record for orchestrating the largest state-wide
plantation drive in 24 hours mission to plant 5 crore
saplings.

 Famous Mumbai Square is renamed after  Jyotirmoy
Dey, A Journalist who has been shot dead in this
same square in 2011. “J Dey Chowk” – Newly named
square was unveiled by the Mumbai Mayor Snehal
Ambekar.

 The traditional annual  Ramayana Month  began in
Kerala with temples and Hindu houses resonating
with the chanting of the epic Ramayana.

 Indian Revenue Department has slapped anti-
dumping duty of up to  USD 168.76  per tonne on
import of a chemical used in textile industry from
five countries (China, Iran, Indonesia, Malaysia and
Taiwan).
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VANIK’S STUDY GUIDE

SPECIAL CLASS ON MATH

MIXTURE AND ALLIGATION
1.     In my office the average age of all the female employees is 21

years and that of male employees is 32 years, where the
average age of all the (male and female) employees is 28 years.
The total no. of employees in my office could be:
a) 35 b) 78 c) 231 d) 90

2.     Rs. 69 were divided among 115 students so that each girl gets
50 paise less than a boy. Thus each  boy received twice the
paise as each girl received. The no. of girls in the class is :
a) 92 b) 42 c) 33 d) 23

3.    In a 25 litre mixture of milk and water, the water is only 20%
. How many litres of water is required to increase the percentage
of water to 90% ?
a) 45 litre b) 70 litre     c) 115 litre d) 175 litre

4.   Baniya sells two types of tea viz. Desi Chai and Videshi
Chai.He sells Desi Chai at Rs. 18 per kg and incurs a loss of
10% whereas on selling the Videshi Chai at Rs. 30 per kg. he
gains 20% . In what proportion should the Desi Chai and
Videshi Chai be mixed such that he can gain a profit of 25% by
selling the mixture at Rs. 27.5 per kg?
a) 3 : 2 b) 2 : 3 c) 2 : 5 d)3 : 5

5.      The average marks of the students in four sections A, B, C and
D together is 60%. The average marks of the students of A, B,
C and D individually are 45%, 50%, 72% and 80%
respectively. If the average marks of the students of sections
A and B together is 48% and that of the students of B and C
together is 60 %. What is the ratio of number of students in
sections A and D?
a) 2 : 3 b) 4 : 3 c) 5 : 3 d) 3 : 5

6.     The diluted wine contains only 8 litres of wine and the rest is
water. A new mixture whose concentration is 30%, is to be
formed by replacing wine. How many litres of mixture shall
be replaced with pure wine if there was initially 32 litres of
water in the mixture?
a) 4 b) 5 c) 8 d) None of these

7.     In a mixture of milk and water, there is only 26% water . After
replacing the mixture with 7 litres of pure milk, the percentage
of milk in the mixture become 76%. The quantity of mixture
is:
a) 65 litre b) 91 litre     c) 38 litre    d) None of these

8 .  4  k g  o f  a  m e t a l  c o n t a i n s

5

1
 copper and rest zinc. Another 5 kg of

metal contains
6
1

copper and rest is zinc. The ratio of copper

and zinc into the mixture of these two metals:
a) 49 : 221 b) 39 : 231      c) 94 : 181 d) None of these

9.    The average weight of boys in a class is 30 kg and the average
weight of girls in the same class is 20 kg. If the average weight

of the whole class is 23.25 kg. what could be the possible
strength of boys and girls respectively in the same class ?
a) 14 and 26 b) 13 and 27
c) 17 and 27 d) None of these

10. From a container, 6 litres milk was drawn out and was replaced
by water. Again6 litres of mixture was drawn out & was
replaced by the water. Thus the quantity of milk and water in
the container after these two operations is 9 : 16. The quantity
of mixture is:
a) 15 b) 16 c) 25 d) 31

EXPLANATIONS

1.    c) Since the ratio of no. of female and male employees is 4: 7,
so the total no. of employees must be the multiples of 11.
Hence the possible answer is 231.

2. a)

3. d)
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4. a)

5. b)
Since the average marks of sections B and C together are equal
the average marks of all the four sections (i.e., A, B, C and D),
therefore the average marks of the remaining two sections A
and D together will also be equal i.e., 60%

6. b)

7. b)

8. a)

9. b)

10. a)

SPECIAL CLASS ON REASONING

Directions: (Q.1-5): Each of the questions below consists of a
question and two statements numbered I and II given below
it. You have to decide whether the data given in the statements
are sufficient to answer the question. Read both statements
and choose the most appropriate option.

1.     How many persons are standing between L and K in a straight
line of 19 persons? (Note : All are standing in a straight line,
facing north).
I. Y stands on the extreme left end of the line. Only five

persons stand between Y and K. Only six persons stand
between K and R. Only four persons stand between R
and L.

II. J stands exactly in the middle of the line. Only two
persons stand between I and J. Only five persons stand
between I and L. I stands to the left of L. K stands third
to the left of J.

a) The data even in both statements I and II together are not
sufficient to answer the questions.

b) The data even in both statements I and II together are
necessary to answer the question

c) The data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer
the question, while the data in statement I alone are not
sufficient to answer the question.

d) The data either in statement I alone or in statement II
alone are sufficient to answer the question.
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e) The data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer
the question while the data in statement II alone are not
sufficient to answer the question.

2.    Among six persons A, B, C, D, E and F standing around a circle,
some of them are facing the centre while others are facing
outside (ie opposite to the centre,). What is the position of A
with respect to E?
(Note: Facing the same direction means, if one is facing the
centre then the other is also facing the centre and vice versa.
Facing the opposite directions means, if one is facing the
centre then the other is facing outside and vice versa).
I. C stands second to the right of E. E faces outside. C is an

immediate neighbour of both D and B. F stands second
to the left of D. D faces the same direction as E.

II. Only two persons stand between B and E. Both B and E
face outside. E is an immediate neighbour of both D and
F. B is an immediate neighbour of both C and A. A is not
an immediate neighbour of D.

a) The data in both statements I and II together are
necessary to answer the question.

b) The data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer
the question while the data in statement I alone are not
sufficient to answer the question.

c) The data even in both statements I and II together are not
sufficient to answer the question.

d) The data either in statement I alone or in statement II
alone are sufficient to answer the question

e) The data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the
question, while the data in statement II alone are not
sufficient to answer the question.

3.    How is X related to N?
I. X is mother of J. T is married to Z. N is daughter of T. Z

is brother of J.
II. X is married to Y. Y is father of J. J is married to L. J is

uncle of N.
a) The data even in both statements I and II together are not

sufficient to answer the question.
b) The data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the

question, while the data in statement II alone are not
sufficient to answer the question.

c) The data either in statement I alone or in statement II
alone are sufficient to answer the question.

d) The data in both statements I and II together are
necessary to answer the question.

e) The data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer
the question, while the data in statement I alone are not
sufficient to  answer the question.

4.    Among mobiles R, S, T, U, V and W, which is the costliest?
I. T is costlier than only two mobiles. S is costlier than R

but not the costliest. V is costlier than only W.
II. R is cheaper than only two mobiles. V is costlier than W

but cheaper than T. T is cheaper than R. S is cheaper
than U.

a) The data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer
the question, while the data in statement I alone are not
sufficient to answer the question.

b) The data even in both statements I and II together are not
sufficient to answer the question.

c) The data either in statement I alone or in statement II
alone are sufficient to answer the question.

d) The data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the
question, while the data in statement II alone are not
sufficient to answer the question.

e) The data in both statements I and II together are
necessary to answer the question.

5.    In a six-storey building (consisting of floors number I to 6,
wherein the topmost floor is number 6 and the ground floor is
number I) each of the six friends, namely M, N, O, P, Q and R,
lives on a different floor (not necessarily in the same order).
Who amongst them lives on the lowermost floor?
I. M lives on floor number five. Only two persons live

between M and N. Q lives immediately above P.
II. P lives on floor number three. Only two persons live

between P and O. N lives immediately above R. N lives
on an even-numbered floor.

a) The data even in both statements I and II together are not
sufficient to answer the question.

b) The data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer
the question while the data in statement I alone are not
sufficient to answer the question.

c) The data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the
question, while the data in statements II alone are not
sufficient to answer the question.

d) The data either in statement I alone or in statement II
alone are sufficient to answer the question.

e) The data in both statements I and II together are
necessary to answer the question.

Directions (Q.9-10): In each of the following questions, a
question is followed by three statements. You have to decide
the information given in which of the statements is necessary
and sufficient to answer the question.

6.     Are J, K, L, M and N facing outward from the centre? (All are
sitting in a circle.)
I. J is sitting second to the left of M. L is facing outward

from the centre and is not an immediate neighbour of M.
II. K, Who is sitting between L and M, is second to the left

of N, who is not an immediate neighbour of L. K and J
are facing outward. K is sitting second to the left of J.

III. M is sitting on the immediate right of K, who is not
sitting on the immediate right of J. N is sitting on the
immediate left of M.

a)Only I and III
b)Only I and II
c)Either I and II or III
d)Any two of three
e)None of these
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7.     Among A, B, C, D and E, who is the tallest?
I. C is taller than B but not as tall as E.
II. A is taller than B but not as tall as D.
III. E is not the tallest.
a)Only I and II
b)Only II and III
c)Only I and III
d)Can’t be determined
e)None of these

8.    How is ‘are’ coded in a code language?
I. ‘companies are state centred’ is coded as ‘ 4 1 6 7’ and

‘international taxpayer companies’ is coded as ’3 0 1’.
II. ‘international critical player’ is coded as ‘9 0 5’ and

‘companies are critical’ is coded as ‘7 5 1’.
III. ‘last player is not champion’ is coded as ‘8   

9’ and ‘companies are winner’ is coded as ‘2 7 1’.
a)Only I
b)Only II
c)Only I and II
d)Only II and III
e)Only I and either II or III

9.    Which direction is Riya facing?
I. If Riya turns 2250 to her right, she will face the direction

which is exactly opposite Tarun.
II. Rani is facing south; if she turns 1800 to her right and 450

ACW, she will be exactly in opposite direction of Riya.
III. Riya will be in the same direction of Tarun if she turns

450 to her left after turning 900 to her right.
a)Only I
b)Only II
c)Only III
d)Only I and III
e)None of these

10. How is M related to N?
I. L is the only daughter of S, who is the only brother of his

sister.
II. T is the only granddaughter of U, who has two children

S and N.
III. T is the cousin of L and only daughter of M.
a)Only I and II
b)Only II and III
c)All I, II and III
d)Data inadequate
e)None of these

ANSWER
1. (c) 2. (e) 3. (c) 4. (c) 5. (b) 6. (e)
7. (e) 8. (e) 9. (b) 10. (c)

SPECIAL CLASS ON BANKING

How the Bank functions? How will they get profit?

COST OF FUNDS AND  LIABILITIES
So let us look into the first and foremost part, please look
into the figure and here a  vertical line is given that vertical line
basically it is interest percentage, when you go the banks
there are primarily two things, either you are going to deposit
money or to take some loan from bank.
So when we deposit money in the banking system, they are
required to pay us interest, this vertical line you are seeing in
the fig. is basically the interest rate, here if you look at
1. Current a/c Deposit – the interest rate will be zero, the

second one is the
2. Saving a/c Deposit some interest is paid around 4% ,

next comes
3. Fixed deposit a/c and Recurring deposit a/c, then one

more category is there
4. Bulk deposits – Bank deposits primarily constitutes these

5 types in general and when we deposit money with the
bank they are required to pay interest to us and that
interest varies, the interest which they pay varies
depending on the deposit. As banks are required to pay
us interest the deposits with the banks are known as
liabilities.

Now what is liability? What is asset?

Suppose you have a brother who always gives you money, he
is your asset. Look at the other scenario you have a brother
who always asks you money; he will be your liability. Similarly
when you deposit money with the banking system they are
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required to pay us interest and the avg. interest of all these
deposits put together is known as COST OF FUNDS for
banks. The cost of funds should be as low as possible.
Now how to reduce this cost of funds?
Cost of funds can be reduced if banks have more current a/c
and saving a/c deposits because –
1. In Current a/c banks are not required to pay any interest

and
2. In Saving a/c the interest rate is very less around 4%.
But if banks have more fixed deposits, the cost of funds will
be more. That’s why in the banking system banks requires
more current a/c and saving a/c deposits, but the problem here
is CASA deposits can be withdrawn at any point of time,
they are unstable deposits, today he may deposit 10 crores ,
tomorrow he may withdraw all the 10 crores, that’s why they
are volatile deposits.But fixed deposits, they are for fixed
terms, banks can plan their activities, so the advantage of
having more fixed deposits is, these deposits are stable, banks
can plan their loans. That’s why banks have to judiciously
mix support these deposits.

YIELD OR INCOME ASSETS
Now we are looking at loan. There are several types of loans
– house loans, mortgage loans, corporate loan, and Personal
loans. We will discuss the salient features of these loans in
subsequent modules. This vertical line shows the various
interest rates.
Banks are giving loan to us we pay interest to the banks,
that’s why they are assets for the banking system and the
income which they are getting is known as YIELD OR
INCOME. The avg. interest which bank get on loans is known
as YIELD OR INCOME. Yield should be as high as possible,
but because of the competition b/w various banks they cannot
increase interest rate on loans. If one bank increases the
customer will go to second bank, their difference is
hardly0.25% or 5%.

NET INTEREST MARGIN
The gap between these two i.e COST OF FUNDS and YIELD/
INCOME should be minimum 3% which is known as NET
INTEREST MARGIN (NIM). With these gap banks have to
pay- salary, rent on their premises, banks have to pay for
their operations and they have to get profit also. This banking
is called viable banking. Banks require this NIM of 3% to
ensure profitability.

Ex– Let us assume banks have Rs. 100 cr of money and cost
of fund is 6% that means they have to pay Rs. 6 cr per
annum. If the yield is 9% they will get Rs. 9 cr per annum,
that means the difference Rs.3 cr is the income which they get
on Rs. 100 cr and they have to meet all their expenses within
this Rs.3 cr and have to ensure profitability with this gap
only. If the NIM is less than 3% then its not sufficient to
ensure profitability.
CONSIDER CASE-1==Viable banking operation & CASE-
2==Strained banking operation
CASE-1 – NIM is greater than or equal to 3%. Is met by SBI,
ICICI, HDFC, AXIS Bank
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CASE-2 – NIM is less than 3%. Small banks like ANDHRA
BANK, UNITED BANK OF INDIA,STATE BANK OF
MYSORE. NIM is around 2.5%.Most of the public sector
banks are struggling with NIM’s of 2.2% to 2.7%. Hence
these banks are not able to achieve desired levels of
profitability. Smaller public sector banks are unable to attract
current a/c deposits that are the main reason why their NIM
is less than 3%.

SPECIAL CLASS ON ENGLISH

Directions—(Q. 1–15) Read the following passage carefully
and answer the questions given below it. Certain words have
been printed in  bold  to help you locate them while answering
some of the questions.

Indeed the western recession is really the beginning of
good news for India ! But to understand that we will have to move
away for a while from the topic of western recession ……to the
Japanese recession ! For years the Japanese style of management
has been admired. However, over the last decade or so,
one key question has sprung up ‘if Japanese management style is
as wonderful as described then why has Japan been in a recession
for more than a decade ?’

The answer to this question is very simple. Culture plays
a very important part in shaping up economics. What succeeds in
one culture fails in another. Japanese are basically non-materialistic.
And however rich they become, unlike others, they cannot just
keep throwing and buying endlessly. And once they have everthing
they need, there is a saturation point. It was only when companies
like Toyota realized that they cannot keep selling cars endlessly to
their home market that they went really aggressive  in the western
markets – and the rest is history. Japanese companies grew bigger
by cateringto the world markets when their home markets shrank.

And the markets have to shrink finally after attaining a
level of affluence ! And that’s great for the world because earth
needs sustainable development. It does not need monstrous
consumers who keep consuming at the cost of the environment
and the earth. There should be limits to growth so that consumers
are not converted into material dustbins for the profit of a handful
of corporations.

Owing to the materialistic culture elsewhere, it was
possible to keep selling newer products to the consumers despite
having existing ones which served equally well. They were lured
through advertising and marketing techniques of ‘dustbinisation’
of the customer; and then finally, once they became ready customers,
they were given loans and credits to help them buy more and more.
When all the creditworthy people were given loans to a logical
limit, they ceased to be a part of the market. Even this would have
been understandable if it could work as an eye opener. Instead of
taking the ‘Right Step’ as Toyota did, they preferred to take a
‘shortcut’. Now banks went to the non creditworthy people and
gave them loans. The people expectedly defaulted and the entire
system collapsed.

Now like Toyota western companies will learn to find
new markets. They will now lean towards India because of its

common man ! The billion plus population in the next 25 years
w i l l  b e c o m e  a   consuming middleclass. Finally, the world’s attention
will shift to the developing world. Finally, there will be a real surge  in
income of these people and in next fifty odd years, one can really
hope to see an equal world in terms of material plenty, with poverty
being almost nonexistent ! And this will happen not by selling
more cars to Americans and Europeans. It will happen by creating
markets in India, China, Latin America and Africa, by giving their
people purchasing power and by making products for them.

The recession has made us realize that it is not because
of worse management techniques, but because of limits to growth.
And they will realize that it is great for planet earth. After all, how
many cars and houses must the rich own before calling it enough ?
It’s time for them to look at others as well. Many years back, to
increase his own profits, Henry Ford had started paying his workers
more, so that they could buy his cars. In similar fashion, now the
developed world will pay the developing world people so that
they can buy their cars and washing machines.

The recession will kick-start the process of making the
entire world more prosperous, and lay the foundation of limits to
growth in the west and the foundation of real globalization in the
world – the globalization of prosperity. And one of its first
beneficiaries will be India !

1.     What does the author mean by the ‘Right Step’ in the passage?
(A) Giving loans to creditworthy people only
(B) Considering market growth along with environment

protection
(C) Restricting people to buy only such products as are

needed by them
(D) To start looking at newer avenues and markets
(E) None of these

2.     Although admired since years, why did the scepticism over the
Japanese management style start since the last decade ?
(A) Japanese companies have been moving out of their home

markets since the last decade
(B) Japenese banks have provided loans indiscriminately to

the creditworthy as well as non creditworthy people
(C) Because Japanese markets have been going through a

period of continuous recession since the last decade
(D) The unlimited growth of the Japanese markets has come

at the cost of the western market
(E) None of these

3.    Why does the author foresee the market being created in the
developing countries instead of America and Europe ?
(A) All developing countries have materialistic culture
(B) Developed countries are willing to make an effort to

achieve globalization
(C) American and European markets have had a large number

of credit defaulters
(D) Recession has not hit the markets of developing countries

yet
(E) None of these

4.    According to the author, what is the main cause of Japanese
recession ?
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(A) Only a handful of corporations earned profits and not
the people in general

(B) Non creditworthy people deafulted which lad to collapse
of the entire system

(C) Consumers were sold newer products which were similar
in quality to the existing ones

(D) Japanese do not purchase endlessly and thus when
products had been sold to every customer, the markets
slowed down

(E) None of these
5.    How does the author foresee the future globalization as an

analogy to Henry Ford’s example ?
1. Car companies would start selling cars in developing

countries as well
2. By paying the developing world the developed world

would increase its own profit, in turn bringing affluence
to developing world as well.

3. To earn profit, the companies in developing countries
would move to foreign land

(A) Only 1 (B) Only 2
(C) Only 3 (D) Only 1 and 3
(E) None of these

6.      According to the passage, which of the following was NOT  an
effect of providing loans and credits to the customers ?
1. The non creditworthy people defaulted.
2. People bought new products which were not needed.
3. Poverty became nonexistent.
(A) Only 1 (B) Only 2
(C) Only 1 and 2 (D) Only 2 and 3 (E) One 3

7.     Why is recession the beginning of good news for India in the
author’s view ?
1. India can provide an attractive market to the western

companies.
2. India has remained largely unaffected by recession owing

to its huge population.
3. Indians keep purchasing products despite owning equally

good products.
(A) Only 3 (B) Only 2
(C) Only 1 (D) Only 2 and 3
(E) None of these

8.    What does the author mean by ‘Dustbinisation’ of the customer?
(A) Convincing the customer to buy products he does not

need
(B) Denying the non creditworthy people of any loans
(C) Denying more loans to people of any loans
(D) Moving from old customers at the home market to foreign

markets
(E) None of these

9.     Why according to the author is the current recession great for
‘Planet Earth’ ?
1. It will make people nonmaterialistic like the Japanese.
2. The unlimited market growth which caused hazards to

the environment would be checked to a certain extent.
3. Banks will now provide loans only to the creditworthy

people.

4. Developing countries will also be benefited by shifted
markets.

(A) Only 1 (B) Only 2 and 4
(C) Only 1 and 2 (D) Only 2
(E) None of these

Directions—(Q. 10 –12) Choose the word which is MOST
SIMILAR  in meaning to the word printed in  BOLD  as used
in the passage.

10. catering
(A) considering (B) lending
(C) supplying (D) working
(E) indulging

11. key
(A) foundation (B) solution
(C) requisite (D) difficult
(E) important

12. aggressive 
(A) violent (B) determined
(C) demanding (D) offensive
(E) brutish

Directions—(Q. 13 –15) Choose the word/phrase which
is  MOST OPPOSITE  in meaning to the word printed
in  BOLD  as used in the passage.

13. prosperous
(A) distressed (B) helpless
(C) worse (D) worthless
(E) underprivileged

14. consuming
(A) destroying (B) exhausting
(C) greedy (D) curtailing
(E) spending

15. surge
(A) decrease (B) deteriorating
(C) weakening (D) atrophy
(E) crumble

Directions—(Q. 41–50) In the following passage there are blanks,
each of which has been numbered. These numbers are printed below
the passage and against each, five words are suggested, one of
which best fits the blank appropriately. Find out the appropriate
word in each case.Twenty years …(16)… now, nearly 60% of the
world’s population will live in urban areas. The impact of
urbanization might not all be positive on India as urban expansion
is happening at a much …(17)… rate than infrastructure
expansion.Sustainability issues need to be …(18)… so that
economic development is not at the …(19)… of public health.
Some urban services that ought to be in …(20)… in a city like
water, electricity, transport etc. need special consideration.TERI
has put together a detailed report that …(21)… sustainability in
the provision of basic urban services in Indian cities.…(22)… public
transport is a major reason for the proliferation of private vehicles
on the road. Respiratory illness in children living in urban areas is
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on the …(23)… with more cases of Ashthma being …(24)…
because of pollution. The future of cities of Indian dreams depends
on …(25)… we can build better cities today.

16. (A) till (B) since
(C) from (D) after
(E) on

17. (A) faster (B) slower
(C) changed (D) speed
(E) quick

18. (A) speculated (B) believed
(C) imagined (D) considered
(E) understand

19. (A) payment (B) rate
(C) cost (D) charge
(E) expense

20. (A) abundance (B) large
(C) functional (D) vicinity
(E) location

21. (A) bring (B) emphasizes
(C) speculates (D) postulates
(E) requests

22. (A) good (B) competent
(C) absence (D) inadequate
(E) sufficient

23. (A) multiplication (B) expansion
(C) rise (D) inflation
(E) grow

24. (A) produced (B) develop
(C) composed (D) resulted
(E) reported

25. (A) if (B) whether
(C) unless (D) provided
(E) weather) 

ANSWER KEYS
1. (D) 2. (A) 3. (C) 4. (D) 5. (A) 6. (E)
7. (E) 8. (A) 9. (B) 10. (C) 11. (E) 12. (D)
13. (A) 14. (D) 15. (A) 16. (C) 17. (A) 18. (D)
19. (C) 20. (A) 21. (B) 22. (D) 23. (C) 24. (E)
25. (B)

SPECIAL CLASS ON COMPUTER

Network Protocol - Types of Network Protocols
Network Protocol is a set of rules that governs the communications
between computers on a network.
What is a Network Protocol?
Rules of Network Protocol include guidelines that regulate the
following characteristics of a network: access method, allowed
physical topologies, types of cabling, and speed of data transfer.
Types of Network Protocols
The most common network protocols are:

 Ethernet
 Local Talk
 Token Ring

 FDDI
 ATM

The followings are some commonly used network symbols to draw
different kinds of network protocols.

Ethernet
The  Ethernet  protocol is by far the most widely used one. Ethernet
uses an access method called CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense Multiple
Access/Collision Detection). This is a system where each computer
listens to the cable before sending anything through the network. If
the network is clear, the computer will transmit. If some other
nodes have already transmitted on the cable, the computer will
wait and try again when the line is clear. Sometimes, two computers
attempt to transmit at the same instant. A collision occurs when
this happens. Each computer then backs off and waits a random
amount of time before attempting to retransmit. With this access
method, it is normal to have collisions. However, the delay caused
by collisions and retransmitting is very small and does not normally
effect the speed of transmission on the network.
The Ethernet protocol allows for linear bus, star, or tree topologies.
Data can be transmitted over wireless access points, twisted pair,
coaxial, or fiber optic cable at a speed of 10 Mbps up to 1000
Mbps.
Fast Ethernet
To allow for an increased speed of transmission, the Ethernet
protocol has developed a new standard that supports 100 Mbps.
This is commonly called Fast Ethernet. Fast Ethernet requires the
application of different, more expensive network concentrators/
hubs and network interface cards. In addition, category 5 twisted
pair or fiber optic cable is necessary. Fast Ethernet is becoming
common in schools that have been recently wired.
Local Talk
Local Talk is a network protocol that was developed by Apple
Computer, Inc. for Macintosh computers. The method used by
Local Talk is called CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access
with Collision Avoidance). It is similar to CSMA/CD except that a
computer signals its intent to transmit before it actually does so.
Local Talk adapters and special twisted pair cable can be used to
connect a series of computers through the serial port. The
Macintosh operating system allows the establishment of a peer-
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to-peer network without the need for additional software. With
the addition of the server version of AppleShare software, a client/
server network can be established.
The Local Talk protocol allows for linear bus, star, or tree topologies
using twisted pair cable. A primary disadvantage of Local Talk is
low speed. Its speed of transmission is only 230 Kbps.
Token Ring
The Token Ring protocol was developed by IBM in the mid-
1980s. The access method used involves token-passing. In Token
Ring, the computers are connected so that the signal travels around
the network from one computer to another in a logical ring. A single
electronic token moves around the ring from one computer to the
next. If a computer does not have information to transmit, it simply
passes the token on to the next workstation. If a computer wishes
to transmit and receives an empty token, it attaches data to the
token. The token then proceeds around the ring until it comes to
the computer for which the data is meant. At this point, the data is
captured by the receiving computer. The Token Ring protocol
requires a star-wired ring using twisted pair or fiber optic cable. It
can operate at transmission speeds of 4 Mbps or 16 Mbps. Due to
the increasing popularity of Ethernet, the use of Token Ring in
school environments has decreased.
FDDI
Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) is a network protocol
that is used primarily to interconnect two or more local area
networks, often over large distances. The access method used by
FDDI involves token-passing. FDDI uses a dual ring physical
topology. Transmission normally occurs on one of the rings;
however, if a break occurs, the system keeps information moving
by automatically using portions of the second ring to create a new
complete ring. A major advantage of FDDI is high speed. It operates
over fiber optic cable at 100 Mbps.
ATM
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is a network protocol that
transmits data at a speed of 155 Mbps and higher. ATM works by
transmitting all data in small packets of a fixed size; whereas, other
protocols transfer variable length packets. ATM supports a variety
of media such as video, CD-quality audio, and imaging. ATM
employs a star topology, which can work with fiber optic as well
as twisted pair cable.
ATM is most often used to interconnect two or more local area
networks. It is also frequently used by Internet Service Providers
to utilize high-speed access to the Internet for their clients. As
ATM technology becomes more cost-effective, it will provide
another solution for constructing faster local area networks.
Gigabit Ethernet
The most latest development in the Ethernet standard is a protocol
that has a transmission speed of 1 Gbps. Gigabit Ethernet is
primarily used for backbones on a network at this time. In the
future, it will probably also be used for workstation and server
connections. It can be used with both fiber optic cabling and copper.
The 1000BaseTX, the copper cable used for Gigabit Ethernet,
became the formal standard in 1999.

Compare the Network Protocols

Protocol Cable Speed Topology

Ethernet
Twisted Pair,
Coaxial, Fiber

10 Mbps
Linear Bus,
Star, Tree

Fast Ethernet
Twisted Pair,
Fiber

100 Mbps Star

LocalTalk Twisted Pair .23 Mbps
Linear Bus or
Star

Token Ring Twisted Pair
4 Mbps - 16
Mbps

Star-Wired
Ring

FDDI Fiber 100 Mbps Dual ring

ATM
Twisted Pair,
Fiber

155-2488
Mbps

Linear Bus,
Star, Tree



VANIK’S KNOWLEDGE GARDEN
Important Nuclear Power Plant in India

Plant Location State Capacity

Narora Atomic Power
Station

Narora Uttar Pradesh 440 MW

Rajasthan Atomic
Power Station

Rawatbhata Rajasthan 1180 MW

Tarapur Atomic Power
Station

Tarapur Maharashtra 1400 MW

Kakrapar Atomic
Power Station

Kakrapar Gujarat 440 MW

Kudankulam Nuclear
Power Plant

Kudankulam Tamilnadu - MW

Madras Atomic Power
Station

Kalpakkam Tamilnadu - MW

Kaiga Nuclear Power
Plant

Kaiga Karnataka 660 MW

Madras Atomic Power
Station

Kalpakkam Tamil Nadu 440 MW
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200 MCQ ON CURRENT AFFAIRS

1.      Which country along with Uttar Pradesh
Government signed an Memorandum
of Understanding in order to set up a
new Skill Development Centre for
Famers of UP?
A.Netherland B.Switzerland
C.Ireland D.England

2.     Which musician has named as an Artist
for Peace by the United Nations
cultural agency UNESCO? 
A.Ennio Morricone
B.Gustavo Santaolalla
C.Kudsi Erguner
D.Alexandre Desplat

3.   Which date is observed as Nelson
Mandela International Day every year
by which remembering working
towards conflict resolution,
democracy, human rights, peace, and
reconciliation?
A.July 17 B.July 18
C.July 28 D.July 8

4.    Which Indian Tennis Star defeated Hong
Chung by a 3-6 6-4 6-4 to win against
Chung his 10 th Davis Cup Singles
win?
A.Leander Paes
B.Yuki Bhambri
C.Ramkumar Ramanathan
D.Rohan Bopanna

5.     Asia Europe meeting (ASEM) Summit
in its 11th session signed the
Ulaanbaatar Declaration on July 16 by
which place?
A.Mongolia B.Tanzania
C.Africa D.China

6.      Which state along with Andhra Pradesh,
Justice Lokur is inaugurated the first
e-court (paperless court) in the High
Court of Judicature?
A.Kerala B.Karnataka
C.Tamilnadu D.Telangana

7.  How much money spended by
Government of India as its contribution
to the Atal Pension Yojana Scheme?
A.Rs. 200 crore    B.Rs. 160 crore
C.Rs. 100 crore    D.Rs. 200 crore

8.     Which country’s Cabinet has approved
India’s proposal to simplify the
extradition process on July 18?
A.Bhutan B.Nepal
C.Bangladesh D.Pakistan

9.   How many Indian heritage sites of
Historical importance is announced for
the first time by World Heritage
Committee? 

A.3 B.4
C.5 D.2

10. Who resigned recently from the Upper
House at a time speculations were rife
that he might join the AAP party?
A.Navjot Singh Sidhu
B.Dharamvira Gandhi
C.Narayan Tripathi
D.Radadiya

11. An eminent Playback singer has been
passed away after a long illness in
Mumbai who had ruled the bollywood
Industry. Name the Singer?
A.Mubarak Mallick
B.Mubarak Begum
C.Mohammad Begum
D.Mohammad Mallick

12. A respected economist Paul Romer has
been appointed as a Chief Economist
of which financial institutions to
support the president and senior
management?
A.International Monetary Fund
B.Reserve Bank of India
C.World Bank
D.Asian Development Bank

13. Indian Railway Ministry has initiated
which system on locomotives to
enhance the vision of Locomotive
Pilots in merciless weather conditions?
A.TRI-UTSAV
B.TRI-RANGA
C.TRI-UDSAL
D.TRI-NETRA

14. Based on the Regional Centre for
Biotechnology Bill, 2016 the Central
Government set up the Regional Centre
for Biotechnology Training and
Education in which State?
A.Bihar B.Gujarat
C.Haryana D.Tamilnadu

15. Who has been elected as the Prime
Minister of the Australia’s Jumbo
Cabinet for the Second term in the
Parliamentary elections?
A.Margo Madrin
B.Serco Justin
C.Maldev Jesco
D.Malcolm Turnbell

16. Who has been appointed as new
Chairman of the Airport Authority of
India?
A.Guruprasad Mohapatra
B.Manoranjan Mahopatra
C.Rajeev Ganguly
D.Manohar Sukla

17. Who has been awarded with the
outstanding member of the South Asian
Diaspora award for his contribution in
shaping ties with India?
A.P K Sharma
B.D K Devan
C.M C Vijayan
D.S R Nathan

18. Election Commission of India has
launched Portal in Hindi language along
with two other releases in the sidelines
of the Conference of Chief Electoral
Officers of States?
A.SHEEP B.SEECP
C.SVEEP D.SCEEP

19. Which Indian Pro boxer clinched the
WBO Asia Pacific Super Middleweight
title with a dominating win over former
WBC European champion Kerry Hope
in New Delhi?
A.Shiva Thapa
B.Mandeep Jangra
C.Vijender Singh
D.Manoj Kumar

20. Which company to set up a bus
assembly plant in Kenya with an
investment of Rs 70 crore as part of its
global expansion plans?
A.Hyundai B.Ashok Leyland
C.Tata D.Honda

21. Who was sworn in as the 10th Chief
Minister of Arunachal Pradesh marking
the culmination of fast-paced political
developments in the State?
A.Kalikho Pul
B.Tarun Gogoi
C.Nabam Tuki
D.Pema Khandu

22. What is the name of live interactive
programme which is launched by the
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal
to make directly engaging with the
Delhiites? 
A.InteractToAK
B.ConnectToAK
C.TalkToAK
D.GetCloseAK

23. What is launched by the Union
Commerce Ministry for online
purchase of goods and services by
various central government ministries?
A.e-teleservice
B.e-purchase
C.e-marketplace
D.e-sharemarket
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24. In which place, the Mumbai based BSE
is planning to trade currency, metals
and energy at its upcoming international
commodity exchange called Gift City?
A.Hyderabad B.New Delhi
C.Allahabad D.Gandhi Nagar

25. A book titled Courage & Commitment:
An Autobiography is authored by
which personality about her transition
from politician to Governor?
A.Margaret Alva
B.Mridula Sinha
C.Vasundhara Raje
D.Anandiben Patel

26. Which country has made trains running
at world – record speeds in opposite
directions crossed each other on
parallel tracks?
A.China B.Japan
C.Russia D.United States

27. India ranked which position during the
April-June Quarter of 2016 on the scale
of business optimism, according to the
latest International Business Report
by London Based Grant Thornton?
A.2nd B.3rd
C.4th D.5th

28. Reserve Bank of India has allowed
foreign investors to up their stakes in
which of the following banks under the
Portfolio Investment Scheme?
A.Axis Bank    B.IDFC Bank
C.Both A & B    D.None of these

29. The traditional annual Ramayana Month
began in which state with temples and
Hindu houses resonating with the
chanting of the epic Ramayana?
A.Tamil Nadu   B.Andhra Pradesh
C.Kerala   D.Odisha

30. The World’s first hospital on train
celebrated 25 years of service to
facilitate poor and rural people. Name
the express.
A.Lifepharma Express
B.Lifeline Express
C.Lifetrain Express
D.Lifelane Express

31. Which Country holds the 11th edition
of Asia-Europe Meeting Summit with
world leaders including from the leaders
of 51 member countries?
A.Mongolia B.Singapore
C.Phillipines D.Indonesia

32. Vice President has visited which country
and unveiled a stone statute of
Mahatma Gandhi at Pethub Monastery
as symbol of Cultural and Spiritual
ties?

A.Nepal B.Myanmar
C.Mongolia D.China

33. Which Government is going to set up an
Industrial Park completely and
exclusively dedicated to the Women
entrepreneurs?
A.Meghalaya
B.Arunachal Pradesh
C.Uttarakhand
D.Madhya Pradesh

34. How much cap value, Reserve Bank of
India advised banks to exchange up to
20 pieces of soiled Indian currency
notes through the counter without any
processing fee in order to improve the
customer service?
A.Rs 5,000 B.Rs 15,000
C.Rs 6,000 D.Rs 25,000

35. Who is appointed as the Chairman of
the Central Board of Secondary
Education (CBSE) for a five-year term
by the Union government?
A.Umang Narula
B.Deepak Kumar Panwar
C.Kumar Mangalam Birla
D.Rajesh Kumar Chaturvedi

36. What is the name of a gun which is
purely indigenous 155 mm x 52 caliber
is successfully test fired by the
DRDO?
A.AMAGS B.ATAGS
C.ATMGS D.ATAGM

37. Who wrote the Biography titled “Who
moved my interest rate?” revealing a
turbulent relationship with two
Finance Ministers of the time P.
Chidambaram and Pranab Mukherjee?
A.Anita Nair
B.Vikram Seth
C.RC Dhere
D.Duvvuri Subbarao

38. Which date is celebrated as World Youth
Skills Day by United Nations every
year in order to in order to highlight
the fundamental rights of the youth?
A.July 16 B.July 13
C.July 14 D.July 15

39. Which Indian Grand Master has bagged
Fide Women’s Grand Prix trophy in
Chendu in China?
A.Mary Ann Gomes
B.Tania Sachdev
C.Koneru Humpy
D.Harika Dronavalli

40. How much amount above the
transactions are to be Banned to curb
Black Money which is specified by the
Special Investigation Team?

A.5 Lakhs B.4 Lakhs
C.3 Lakhs D.6 Lakhs

41. How India is called by the World Health
Organization (WHO), as a significant
marking in Public Health Protection?
A.Chickenpox -Free Country
B.Yaws – Free Country
C.Polio – Free Country
D.Aids – Free Country

42. Which state is all set to become the first
state to set up ‘Happiness
Department’ to ensure happiness in the
lives of common people on the lines of
Bhutan?
A.Sikkim
B.Arunachal Pradesh
C.Madhya Pradesh
D.Assam

43. NASA is planned to give final design
and construction of its next Mars
Rover to be launched by which year?
A.2017 B.2018
C.2019 D.2020

44. Tata Advanced Systems Limited has
signed agreement which firm to
manufacture helicopters under “Make
in India” initiative in order to meet civil
and military requirements?
A.DRDO        B.BHEL
C.Bell Helicopter   D.HAL

45. Which place has been declared as a
Heritage Site by UNESCO and will be
33rd site to get this tag?
A.Nalanda University
B.Banaras Hindu University
C.National University
D.Jawaharlal Nehru University

46. Union Minister of Electronics &
Information Technology and Law &
Justice launched a new website named
as ___________ in New Delhi.
A.Transforming Bharat
B.Transforming lives
C.Transforming India
D.Transforming World

47. Union Government approved the
revised plan for Punatsangchchu-II
Hydroelectric project in which country
to provide excess power to our
country?
A.Nepal B.Bangladesh
C.Bhutan D.Singapore

48. Which Agent has signed a deal to merger
its business with the NASDAQ listed
Terrapin 3 Acquisition Corporation?
A.Yatra B.MakeMyTrip
C.GoIbo D.Ola
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49. Who has been appointed as Chief
Executive Officer of the National
Intelligence Grid by Appointments
Committee of the Cabinet?
A.Naveen Patnaik
B.Gupta Patnaik
C.Ashok Patnaik
D.Mahesh Patnaik

50. Air Carrier VISTARA tied up with
which bank to release a contactless
Vistara Credit Card using VISA
Platform?
A.HDFC Bank
B.ICICI Bank
C.Axis Bank
D.State Bank of India

51. Which Bank has opened its IFSC
Banking Unit (IBU) at the Gujarat
International Finance Tec-City (GIFT
City) to meet the requirements of
offshore banking?
A.Axis Bank
B.HDFC Bank
C.IndusInd Bank
D.None of the above

52. Which Operation has been executed by
South Sudan leading the Government
to evacuate over 600 Indians stranded
in the war-trapped African Country?
A.Sankat Mochan
B.Sansad Mochan
C.Sansar Mochan
D.None of the Above

53. Which Country made the fastest train in
the country at a speed of 180 Km/hr
by covering 84 km in 38 minutes on
pilot basis?
A.China B.Japan
C.Spain D.Denmark

54. Shah Rukh Khan launched Tennis Player
Sania Mirza’s autobiography named as
___________ in Hyderabad which was
published by Harpercollins.
A.Success against odds
B.Ace against Difficulties
C.Victory against odds
D.Ace against Odds

55. Which Airline company gained the first
position according to a survey of
millions of airline passengers conducted
by Skytrax World Airline Awards 2016?
A.Emirates
B.Qatar Airways
C.Singapore Airlines
D.Cathay Pacific

56. Which airline carrier announced an
agreement with European plane maker

Airbus to buy 7 A320neos in a deal
worth about $7.7 billion?
A.Jet Airways
B.BlueDart
C.GoAir
D.Kingfisher

57. The Supreme Court of India restored
the Chief Minister rule in which State
Government spelled out by the Union
government in January 2016?
A.Jharkhand
B.Puducherry
C.Tamilnadu
D.Arunachal Pradesh

58. Which State has launched SV.CO
startup, World’s first digital student
incubator, as a digital makeover of the
Startup Village?
A.Telangana
B.Andhra Pradesh
C.Karnataka
D.Kerala

59. Which scheme is unveiled by PM
Narendra Modi in order to impart
skilling to One Crore Indian population
in the next four years?
A.PSKVY B.PMKWY
C.PNKVY D.PMKVY

60. Which bank is to acquire a Tamil Nadu
based microfinance institution (MFI)
called Grama Vidiyal?
A.Yes Bank
B.ICICI Bank
C.HDFC Bank
D.IDFC Bank

61. Which bank has signed a (MoU) with
the Indian Institute of Technology
(IIT) Society for Innovation and
Entrepreneurship (SINE), (IIT)
Bombay’s technology business
incubator, in order to promote the
innovation by startups in the financial
sector?
A.State Bank of India
B.HDFC Bank
C.Indian Overseas Bank
D.Bank of India

62. Which Indian bowler topped the all-
rounders list in the latest ICC rankings
besides being placed second in bowling?
A.Hardik pandya
B.Ashish nehra
C.Mohammed Shami
D.Ravichandran Ashwin

63. Who is the new Britain’s new prime
minister as incumbent Prime Minister

David Cameron announced to resign
after the Brexit vote?
A.Theresa May
B.Maija Parnas
C.Natalia Gherman
D.Vassiliki Thanou

64. In which state along with Sanya City of
China, a (MoU) has been signed
between the Region Economic and
Trade Organization and Sanya People
Municipal Government for trading?
A.Arunachal Pradesh
B.Karnataka
C.Andhra Pradesh
D.Kerala

65. For which route, the new bus service
was proposed by the Uttar Pradesh
State Road transport Corporation
(UPSRTC) as per decision taken in
MVA?
A.Pokhara-New Delhi
B.Jaipur-New Delhi
C.Lucknow-Bhubaneshwar
D.Allahabad-Bhubaneshwar

66. Which Minority Affairs Minister along
with Minister of State for Heavy
Industries Gowdara Mallikarjunappa
Siddeshwara has resigned from the
Union council of ministers?
A.SK Roy
B.Najma Heptullah
C.SP Anupama Shenoy
D.Eknath Khadse

67. Which Indian-American professor, who
goes by single name has been named
the dean of University of North Texas
College of Information in the U.S?
A.Dr Bhaskar Datta
B.Dr. S Christopher
C.Dr. Kaushik
D.Dr. Kinshuk

68. In which place, the Union government
has set to extend support to the
country’s first smart grid project?
A.Gangtok, Sikkim
B.Bengaluru, Karnataka
C.Gurgaon, Haryana
D.Jaipur, Rajasthan

69. Which company is planning to raise
about Rs.3,000 crore by issuing the
first unrated Synthetic Indian Rupee
(INR) Notes to overseas investors?
A.Yes Bank B.IndusInd Bank
C.ICICI D.HDFC Ltd

70. Which allows mutual fund investors to
make transactions through various
modes of payments has been unveiled
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by the leading Bombay Stock Exchange
(BSE)?
A.Receiptless SIP
B.Receiptless SOP
C.Paperless SOP
D.Paperless SIP

71. Which state’s forest dept. has set a world
record for orchestrating the largest
state-wide plantation drive in 24 hours
mission to plant 5 crore saplings?
A.Himachal Pradesh
B.Madhya Pradesh
C.Uttar Pradesh
D.Arunachal Pradesh

72. Who is sworn-in as acting Governor of
Arunachal Pradesh during the leave of
absence of incumbent Governor Jyoti
Prasad Rajkhowa?
A.Suresh Prabhu
B.Umesh Gupta
C.Tathagata Roy
D.Ramesh Negi

73. Which date is observed as Malala Day
to raise awareness and to help girls get
their right to education?
A.July 22 B.July 13
C.July 12 D.July 14

74. Who is named as the captain of the
national team for the Rio Olympics by
the Indian Hockey Federation?
A.PR Ajees
B.PR Murugesh
C.PR Rajesh
D.PR Sreejesh

75. Who has appointed as chairman-cum-
managing director of the Jute
Corporation of India Limited with the
effect from this month beginning ?
A.Vijay Kumar Arora
B.John G. Rice
C.Brijendra Kumar Mishra
D.K V R Murthy

76. Who is conferred with the 51st Jnanpith
Award is one of the highest Indian
literary awards presented by the
President of India?
A.Raghuveer Chaudhari
B.Rajesh Pillai
C.Bhalchandra Nemade
D.Kedarnath Singh

77. Which government signed a MoU with
Bangkok-based Asian Disaster
Preparedness Centre (ADPC) to
implement the Roadmap for Disaster
Risk Reduction?
A.Meghalaya B.Karnataka
C.Odisha D.Bihar

78. Which state Police Launches Four Apps
To Strengthen Public Security System
in India?
A.Maharashtra
B.Odisha
C.West Bengal
D.Tiripura

79. Who is the Cookbook author and food
blogger has bagged the Gourmand World
Cookbook Award for 2015-16?
A.Vikhas Kanna
B.Sanjeev Kapoor
C.Nimi Sunilkumar
D.Sudarsan Pattnaik

80. Who is to be conferred with AAAI
Lifetime Achievement Award on 29th
July?
A.Mukund Padmanabhan
B.Nayare Ali
C.RC Dhere
D.Srinivasan K. Swamy

81. Who is the chief executive and managing
director of the second largest private
sector lender HDFC Bank has been
named as the best banking CEO in Asia
by the investor community?
A.Rana Kapoor
B.Chanda Kochhar
C.Aditya Puri
D.Romesh Sobti

82. Who is appointed as a new Chairman
and Managing Director (CMD) of
Bharat Petroleum Corporation Ltd
(BPCL)?
A.Sarath Kumar Achariya
B.D Rajkumar
C.Utpal Bora
D.Dinesh K Sarraf

83. Which Bengaluru based start-up has
released India’s first IOT glucometer
that wirelessly syncs data with a
smartphone by combining user-centric
design and smart technology?
A.Fossilshale
B.Xactly Corporation
C.Cooey Technologies
D.Amitysoft Technologies

84. Who finished with a dominant victory
in a British Grand Prix 2016 to cut
team-mate Nico Rosberg’s
championship lead to one point?
A.Michael Schumacher
B.Sebastian Vettel
C.Max Verstappen
D.Lewis Hamilton

85. Which date is observed as World
Population Day every year all through
the world?

A.July 11 B.July 12
C.July 13 D.July 21

86. Who won the men’s single Wimbledon
2016 Championships with cash prize
of £2 million?
A.Nicolas Mahut
B.Pierre Hugues Herbert
C.Milos Raonic
D.Andy Murray

87. In which state, Union Agriculture and
Farmers’ Welfare Minister Radha
Mohan Singh announced that centre is
mulling to set up National Research
Centre for Banana?
A.Meghalaya B.Assam
C.Karnataka D.Bihar

88. Which leading telecom services provider
with global operations in around 19
countries across Asia and Africa has
been ranked first in a listing of 100
emerging market multinational
companies?
A.Tata Docomo
B.Aircel
C.Airtel
D.Idea

89. For how much credit, agreement signed
by Centre, Bihar government and World
Bank to help improve livelihood
opportunities for poor rural households
across 300 blocks and 32 districts of
the eastern state?
A.USD 290-million
B.USD 390-million
C.USD 490-million
D.USD 590-million

90. Which programme is launched by the
Meghalaya Governor
V.Shanmuganathan in the East Khasi
Hills District of Meghalaya?
A.PSMMA B.PMNMA
C.PMSMA D.PSSMA

91. What is the name of largest annual
international industrial trade fairs which
is led by Commerce and Industry
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman?
A.INNOPROM 2016
B.AMALGAMATION 2016
C.ANNOPROM 2016
D.AMALGAM 2016

92. What is the name of the reform bill along
with H-1B would prevent Indian
companies from hiring IT professionals
which is introduced by the US?
A.V-1 Lisa B.V-2 Lisa
C.L-2 Visa D.L-1 Visa

93. Who won a historic 22nd Grand Slam
title defeating German professional
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tennis player Angelique Kerber by 7-
5, 6-3 in the Wimbledon held at
London?
A.Roger Federer
B.Novak Djokovic
C.Andy Murray
D.Serena Williams

94. Which Indian Wrestler along with
Narsingh Yadav has bagged the silver
and bronze medals in 74kg and 57kg
respectively at the Spanish Grand Prix
Wrestling championship held in
Madrid?
A.Yogeshwar Dutt
B.Mandeep Jangra
C.Sandeep Tomar
D.Sushil Kumar

95. Which President announced stationing
of forces to bolster eastern flank of
Nato, one of four new battalions, at
Warsaw meeting?
A.Barack Obama, US
B.Abdul Hamid, Bangladesh
C.Bidhya Devi Bhandari, Nepal
D.Pranab Mukherjee, India

96. What is the name of Spanish train which
commenced its second phase trial from
Mathura-Palwal at a speed of 120 km
per hour?
A.Shinkansen
B.The Intercity-Express
C.Talgo
D. Siemens Velaro

97. In which state, a seed processing unit
will be set up to produce and procure
high quality seeds for cultivation and
generate employment in the state?
A.Uttarakhand
B.Assam
C.Jammu and Kashmir
D.Odisha

98. In which network provider along with
aircel for 4G spectrum deal to have
cleared the Rs.3, 500 crore that is learnt
by the Telecom ministry?
A.Tata Docomo
B.Airtel
C.BSNL
D.Ideal

99. Who has appointed as the Chairman and
Managing Director of Konkan Railway
Corporation Limited (KRCL)?
A.Ramesh Parthiv
B.SARAT KUMAR ACHARYA
C.Dinesh K Sarraf
D.Sanjay Gupta

100. Who is appointed as acting Chief
Secretary of Delhi in the absence of K.

K. Sharma, who will remain on leave
till July 25?
A.Suresh Prabhu
B.Umesh Gupta
C.Ramesh Negi
D.Nagarjun Naren

101.The Book Titled “The Great
Derangement: Climate Change and the
Unthinkable” is written by which
author that explains information about
climate change?
A.Arundhathi Roy
B.Amitav Ghosh
C.James Johnbell
D.Chetan Bhagat

102. World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA)
recommended which country ban from
all International competition including
Rio Olympics?
A.Syria B.China
C.Japan D.Russia

103. Which Premier Nutrition Company has
been announced by Indian Olympic
Association as official nutrition
sponsor of the Indian Olympic
Contingent to Rio Olympics?
A.Herbalife B.Pharmalife
C.Amway D.Nutrigen

104. Who has been elected as Managing
Director of the ICC Cricket World Cup
2019 by International Cricket Council
and England and Wales Cricket Board?
A.Sachin Tendulkar
B.Kumar Sangakkara
C.Steve Elworthy
D.Brendon Mccullum

105. The Union Government has sanctioned
how much capital to 13 state run banks
to boost lending and shore up economic
growth?
A.Rs. 22,917 crore
B.Rs. 22,951 crore
C.Rs. 22,915 crore
D.Rs. 22,971 crore

106. Which exam bill has been passed namely
Indian Medical Council (Amendment)
Bill, 2016 and the Dentists
(Amendment) Bill, 2016 in Lower
House of Parliament?
A.AIIMS B.AIPMT
C.NIET D.NEET

107. How much capital has been sanctioned
for MGNREGA Scheme to disburse
2015 accountabilities and for running
the programme in future?
A.Rs. 26,000 crore
B.Rs. 27,000 crore

C.Rs. 28,000 crore
D.Rs. 29,000 crore

108.Union HRD Minister Prakash
Javadekar introduced a bill in the Lok
Sabha designs at bringing the how
many new Indian Institute of
Technology in India?
A.5 B.6
C.7 D.8

109. NITI AAYOG signed two year
Statement Of Intent with which
company to set up the first 10 Atal
Tinkering Labs in India to foster
curiosity, creativity and imagination
among young innovators?
A.Google B.Yahoo
C.CDAC D.Intel

110. Detroit-based Ford Motor’s Indian arm
pledged to invest in technology and
business centre in which city to provide
support services for the parent’s
offices spread across the globe?
A.Hyderabad B.Chennai
C.Mumbai D.Bengaluru

111. Who has bagged 2016 BBC World News
Komla Dumor Award and will be placed
in BBC to gain skills and experience
by attending a course?
A.Didu Sekranayalu
B.Dida Memayelure
C.Didi Ajinkiya
D.Didi Akinyelure

112. Who has been awarded as Mr World
Title after a crucial Judgement in the
grand ceremony held in United
Kingdom on 19th July 2016?
A.Rohit Khandelwal
B.Puert Rico
C.Fernando Alvarez
D.Aldo Esparza Ramirez

113. Famous sportsperson Mohammed
Shahid has passed away due to severe
liver illness and kidney failure in
Gurgaon at the age of 56 years. He
belongs to which sport?
A.Badminton B.Cricket
C.Hockey D.Kabaddi

114. Child Labor law which emphasizes to
permits children below which age to
work in family enterprises after school
and on holiday has been amended by
the Rajya Sabha on July 20, 2016?
A.8 years B.12 years
C.14 years D.16 years

115. At what percent, the new Kerala
government is planning to boost up the
tax revenue this year on junk foods?
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A.16% B.11.7%
C.13% D.14.5%

116. Which bank along with SIDBI entered
into a partnership to guarantee 75% of
loans of up to Rs. 15 crore extended to
energy efficiency projects under the
WORLD BANK initiative?
A.YES Bank
B.Indus Ind Bank
C.HDFC Bank
D.ICICI Bank

117. Which Securities has topped the Initial
Public Offering (IPO) league table in
the first half of 2016?
A.ICICI B.HDFC
C.Birla Life D.SBI

118. Who became the first woman in the
world to receive the Award for
Exceptional Bravery at Sea from the
International Maritime Organsiation
(IMO)?
A.Swethika Krishnan
B.Radhika Menon
C.Avanthika Menon
D.Nirmala Naidu

119. Lokpriya Gopinath Bordoloi
International Airport located in?
A. Guwahati, Assam
B. Ahmedabad, Gujarat
C. Bengaluru, Karnataka
D. Kozhikode, Kerala

120. Which has been declared as the critically
endangered according to the
International Union for Conservation
of Nature (IUCN)?
A.Bornean Orangutan
B.Jerdon’s courser
C.Forest owlet
D.Himalayan quail

121. Who is the former Walmart executive
is all set to leave his COO post at
Microsoft after an 11-year stint with
Microsoft to join Citadel Securities as
the Chief Executive Officer?
A.Kunal Bahl
B.Jong-Kyun Shin
C.Binny Bansal
D.Kevin Turner

122. Which government has joined hands
with business-to-business (B2B)
ecommerce firm Applicate IT Solutions
to enable 35,000 e-mitra kiosks in the
state for traders and retailers to procure
products directly from manufacturers?
A.Maharashtra
B.Gujarat
C.Rajasthan
D.West Bengal

123. For which country’s visit Union Road
Transport and Highways Minister
Nitin Gadkari will at attracting billions
of dollars in Foreign Direct Investment?
A.South Africa
B.England
C.United States
D.Bangladesh

124.Which country has successfully
completed Asia’s longest 16-km single
tunnel that has double tracks for high-
speed trains in northwest province of
the country?
A.Mongolia B.China
C.Nepal D.Taiwan

125. How much package is announced by
the Kerala Government for the state in
view of the Gulf crisis and recessionary
trends in the state?
A.Rs. 11,000 crore
B.Rs. 12,000 crore
C.Rs. 10,000 crore
D.Rs. 20,000 crore

126. Which controversial law is adopted by
the lower and upper house of
parliament of Russia under the
President Vladimir Putin?
A. Big Brother Law
B. Anti Hijacking Law
C. Anti-Conversion Law
D. Model Shops and Establishments

Bill
127.Shri Rajnath Singh inaugurates the

BRICS Heads of ____________
Agencies Working Group Meeting in
New Delhi.
A.Alcohol Control
B.Pollution Control
C.Terrorist Control
D.Drug Control

128. What is the name of survey launched
by Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister N.
Chandrababu Naidu to collect socio-
economic data of 1.48 crore households
in the state?
A.SUPER SURVEY
B.SMART SURVEY
C.SUPER PULSE
D.SMART PULSE

129. In which country, India’s biggest gas
importer Petronet LNG Ltd is planning
to set up Rs 5000 crore LNG import
terminal?
A.China B.Bangladesh
C.Nepal D.Bhutan

130. In which place, Trade body National
Association of Software and Services
Companies unveiled India’s first centre

of excellence focused on Internet of
Things (CoE– IoT)?
A.Delhi B.Chennai
C.Bengaluru D.Hyderabad

131.Which government has decided to double
the prize money of Unesco Kalinga
Prize-2017 to $40,000?
A.Meghalaya B.Jharkhand
C.Odisha D.West Bengal

132. Which company honoured Indian
shuttler Saina Nehwal by gifting her the
1st anniversary edition of Indian Car
of The year – Creta for her Australian
Open Win?
A.Ford B.Honda
C.Hyundai D.TATA

133. Which senior civil servant has been
named as the Controller General of
Defence Accounts (CGDA)?
A.Arup raha B.Sunil Lamba
C.S K Kohli D.Dalbir Suhag

134. What is the name of NASA’s Next
Airborne Mission unveiled to Study
Earth Atmosphere?
A.BLAST B.SPACE
C.ATOM D.AIR

135. Which hockey ground has received
recognition from the International
Hockey Federation (FIH)?
A. Shivaji Hockey Stadium in New

Delhi
B. Aishbagh Stadium in Bhopal
C. Dhyanchand Hockey Ground in

Rajkot
D. Imphal Hockey Stadium in Imphal

136. In which country along with India is
planned a partnership to set up an
apparel training centre and textiles
industry of the West African country?
A.South Africa   B.Kenya
C.Morocco    D.Nigeria

137. Which is launched by the Union
Agriculture Minister Radha Mohan
Singh to monitor nearly 645 Krishi
Vigyan Kendras across the country?
A.KVV portal
B.KVK portal
C.RMS portal
D.VKV portal

138. In how many places in our country will
implement a cleaning driving under
Swachh Bharat Mission as a initial
strategy?
A.45 B.30
C.20 D.10

139. For how many projects inaugurated at
over 100 locations in Uttarakhand,
Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, West
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Bengal, Haryana and Delhi under
Namami Gange Programme?
A.236 B.123
C.321 D.231

140. Which academy to be set up in
Dharamshala will train MPs, MLAs
and the staff of such institutions from
different states in the country?
A.E –JEEVIDHAN
B.E –SUDHAN
C.E –NIDHAN
D.E –VIDHAN

141. Which government sector having India’s
first insurance policy covering public
liability to an atomic power plant
operator?
A.ONGC B.NPCIL
C.NLC D.NSG

142. Which artificial organ is found by the
Researchers, in order to monitor blood
glucose in patients with diabetes?
A.Heart
B.Kidney
C.Blood Vessels
D.Pancreas

143. What is the name of China’s largest
indigenously-built transport aircraft
that allows the world’s largest force to
transport cargo and troops?
A.W-20 B.Y-20
C.Z-20 D.X-20

144. Which football sportsperson handed
21-month prison term in Spain for tax
fraud?
A.Gareth Bale
B.Cristiano Ronaldo
C.Arjen Robben
D.Lionel Messi

145. Who becomes the first Indian gymnast
to secure World Class Gymnast award,
‘Gymnaste de Classe Mondaile’ by the
Federation Internationale de
Gymnastique (FIG)?
A.Preeja Sreedharan
B.Anjali Bhagwat
C.Deepika Kumari
D.Dipa Karmakar

146. For which company, Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) sanctioned a semi closed
wallet license?
A.ZELDI SOFTCOM
B.MELDI SOFTCOM
C.NELDI SOFTCOM
D.YELDI SOFTCOM

147. In which bank, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi has approved increased
limits in foreign investments from 62%

to 74% of the total paid up share capital
on a fully commodity basis?
A.Axis Bank
B.Indus Ind Bank
C.HDFC Bank
D.ICICI Bank

148. Which place is come up with tourist
hub worth of Rs. 300 crore for the
development of tourism?
A.Deoghar, Jharkhand
B.Gulmarg, Jammu and Kashmir
C.Canacona, Goa
D.Gajoldoba, West Bengal

149. Which bank launched a full-fledged
digital banking service for small and
medium enterprises (SME)?
A.HDFC Bank
B.ICICI Bank
C.IndusInd Bank
D.UCO Bank

150. For what purpose, 3 lakh rupees of
loan amount at an interest rate of 4% is
given by the Central Government?
A.Education B.Home
C.Health D.Crop

151. Which Motor corporation has inked a
wage settlement pact with its
permanent workers at Gurgaon Plant?
A.Bajaj B.Honda
C.Yamaha D.Hero

152. Which writer won the 17th Caine Prize
for African Writing for his short story
Memories We Lost, published in
Incredible Journey: Stories That Move
You?
A.J.M. Coetzee
B.Zakes Mda
C.Andre Brink
D.Lidudumalingani Mqombothi

153. Which Javeline thrower sets national
mark at 56th National Inter-state
Athletics Championships at G.M.C.
Balayogi Stadium?
A.Annu Rani
B.Devendra Jhajharia
C.Anil Singh
D.Neeraj Chopra

154. The first actress played the role Lois
Lane on the Adventures of Superman
television series who is passed away
at an age of 95. Who is she?
A.Caroline Aherne
B.Carla Lane
C.Victoria Wood
D.Noel Neil

155. In which place Union Cabinet approved
to setting up of major port to become a

trans-shipment hub for the global East-
West trade route?
A. Ezhudesam
B. Pazhaverkadu
C.Tiruchendur
D.Enayam

156. Which state Government Labour
Department has introduced a new
system of introducing minimum wages
to the part time workers?
A.Assam B.Gujarat
C.Rajasthan D.Odisha

157. What is the ranking position, India
secured among the rest of the countries
in terms of their readiness for transition
to a digitised economy and society?
A.86 B.93
C.81 D.91

158. In which international airport having
the World’s Largest “chakra” that is
unveiled by the BJP President Amit
Shah?
A. Chhatrapati Shivaji International

Airport, Mumbai
B. Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar

International Airport, Nagpur
C. Anna International Airport,

Chennai
D. Indira Gandhi International

Airport, New Delhi
159. In which country along India has

approved a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) in the field of
Traditional Systems of Medicine and
Homeopathy?
A.Bangladesh B.Tanzania
C.Korea D.South Africa

160. Which spacecraft followed by The
Galileo is a key mission endeavoured
to explore and study the biggest planet
of the solar system “The Jupiter”?
A.Juma B.Jumo
C.Juno D.Juna

161. Which project is inaugurated by the
President Pranab Mukherjee in order
to develop basic requirements in the
major villages of India?
A. SMART STYLE VILLAGE

PILOT
B. SMART VERSION VILLAGE

PILOT
C. SMART MODEL VILLAGE

PILOT
D. SMART STANDARD

VILLAGE PILOT
162.What is the name of Canadian Prime

Minister created history by marching
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with tens of thousands of people in
Toronto’s Gay Pride parade?
A.Justin Trudeau
B.Stephen Harper
C.Jean Chrétien
D.Paul Martin

163. By which scheme Government of India
made a pact of Allowing four Public
Sector Insurers?
A.PMJJB B.PMKVY
C.PMFBY D.PMSBY

164. What is the name of the World’s largest
and sensitive radio telescope has
installed in Pingtang county, South
west China?
A.JET B.FAST
C.SWIFT D.SPEED

165. Which Formula One Racer has bagged
the famous AUSTRIAN GRAND
PRIX TITLE 2016 held in Red Bull
Rings, Austria?
A.Romain Grosjean
B.Pascal Wehrlein
C.Lewis Hamilton
D.Max Vestereppan

166. Which government signed a MoU With
China Fortune Land Development
(CFLD) company for $5 Billion fund
assistance for setting up this township?
A.Chattisgarh
B.Madhya Pradesh
C.Kerala
D.Haryana

167. Which state tops both the list in terms
of number of domestic and foreign
tourist Visits during 2015 report
released by the Market Research
Division of Ministry of Tourism?
A.Assam B.Tamilnadu
C.Kerala D.Karnataka

168. For whom, President Pranab Mukherji
presented National Awards for 2008,
2009 & 2010 at Rashtrapati Bhavan in
New Delhi by paying the tribute?
A.Bhagat Singh Koshyari
B.Bidhan Chandra Roy
C.Bipin Chandra Pal
D.Biju Janata Dal

169. Which has decided to ban by Kerala
government in order to prevent from
health related problems?
A.e-kutka B.e-food
C.e-khainis D.e-cigarette

170. Which is rank is got by the India on
World Bank’s Logistics Performance
Index which was released by the World
Bank?
A.52 B.25
C.55 D.35

171. What is the name of World’s largest
international Biennial maritime exercise
started in Pacific Ocean at Hawaii,
United States?
A.RIMPAC B.RIPMAC
C.PIMPAC D.PIPMAC

172. Which Bank has signed agreements with
the World Bank for $625 million to
support grid connected rooftop solar
programme in the Country?
A.ICICI Bank
B.Indian Overseas Bank
C.Indian Bank
D.State Bank of India

173. Which industry is incorporated with
State Bank of India have signed the
shareholder for the bank payment?
A.ITC
B.HDFC Bank
C.Hindustan Unilever
D.Reliance Industries Limited

174. How much amount has unearthed
undisclosed income gathered by the
Income Tax Department from
investigations during the past two fiscal
years?
A.Rs 13,000 crore
B.Rs 53,000 crore
C.Rs 43,000 crore
D.Rs 33,000 crore

175. What is the name of social media
banking platform for Facebook and
Twitter users to help the customers of
banking services through online?
A.SBI Join B.SBI Unite
C.SBI Mingle D.SBI Circle

176. Which method is developed by the
researchers from UTSA which can kill
cancer cells deals with tumours in two
hours?
A.Invasive method
B.Destructive testing method
C.Non Invasive method
D.Non destructive testing method

177. Which online portal is launched by the
Railway Minister Suresh Prabu for
redressal of matters related to
grievances of currently serving and
former railway employees?
A.PRASHIKSHAK
B.SAHAPEDIA
C.MERI SADAK
D.NIVARAN

178. Which award is won by the India team
at NASA’s Prestigious global
competition to build and design
remotely operated vehicles from
scratch?

A.Excellent Team Award
B.Marvel Team Award
C.Team Management Award
D.Team Spirit Award

179. Who is appointed as London’s Deputy
Mayor by the London’s first Muslim
Mayor Sadiq Khan?
A.Rajesh Kumar
B.Rajesh Abhimanyu
C.Rajesh Khanna
D.Rajesh Agarwal

180. Which former Indian Cricket Team
director has resigned from the
International Cricket Council’s cricket
committee?
A.Ganguly
B.Virendar Sehwag
C.Anil Kumble
D.Ravi Shastri

181. What is the name of Indo-Israel medium
range surface-to-air missile which are
test fired successfully at the coast of
Odisha?
A.Marak 9 B.Marak 8
C.Barak 8 D.Barak 9

182. Which date is observed as National
Doctor’s Day in healthcare
organizations to recognize the
contributions of physicians to
individual lives and communities?
A.July 3 B.June 30
C.July 2 D.July 1

183. Which government is mulling to sign a
memorandum of understanding (MoU)
with Tata Power for obtaining 1,000
MW from the upcoming Dherand
Thermal Project?
A.Uttar Pradesh
B.West Bengal
C.Odisha
D.Maharashtra

184. For what programme World Bank along
with International Alliance Cell signed
a declaration in the presence of World
Bank President Jim Yong Kim?
A.Geothermal Energy
B.Thermal Power
C.Solar Energy
D.Nuclear Power

185. Which country is along with Union
Public Service Commission approved
the Memorandum of Understanding in
the links with Royal Civil Service
Commission?
A.Japan B.China
C.Bhutan D.Nepal

186. What is the name called a teacher
education portal is launched by Union
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Minister for HRD Smt. Smriti Zubin
Irani at Vigyan Bhawan, in New Delhi?
A.Pramokshak
B.Vrukshak
C.Pratikshak
D.Prashikshak

187. Which country along with India has
signed a Memorandum of
Understanding for bilateral cooperation
in water resources Management and
Development?
A.Tanzania B.Mongolia
C.Bangladesh D.Sri Lanka

188. What are all the countries elected as
the non-permanent members of the
United Nations Security Council
(UNSC) for a two-year period
beginning in January, 2017?
A. India, Bangladesh, China and

Japan
B. Indonesia, Srilanka, Nepal and

Bhutan
C. Tanzania, Mongolia, Afghanistan

and Pakistan
D. Bolivia, Ethiopia, Kazakhstan and

Sweden
189. Which summit concluded under the

presidency of Uzbekistan which is
conducted the 2-day meeting in
Tashkent, Uzbekistan?
A. Shanghai Cooperation

Organization
B. Hong Kong Cooperation

Organization
C. Beijing Cooperation Organization
D. Tashkent Cooperation

Organization
190. For what programme in India the World

Bank committed USD 1 billion to
reduce dependence on conventional
energy sources to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions?
A.Solar power projects
B.Hydro electric projects
C.Windmill power projects
D.Thermal power projects

191. Who is sworn in as a 16th President of
Phillipines on 30 June 2016 inside the
Malacanang presidential palace in
Manila?
A.Tsakhiagiin Elbegdorj
B.Rodrigo Duterte
C.John Magufuli
D.Abdul Hamid

192. Which Integrated programme is
launched by the Defence Minister
Manohar Parrikar at South Block in the
sector of communication?

A.Defence Communication Network
B.Restraint Communication Network
C.Armour Communication Network
D.Protective Communication Network

193. Which India’s leading food products
company has signed up as the official
sponsor for the Indian contingent to
the Rio Olympics 2016?
A.Aashirvaad B.Britannia
C.ITC D.Amul

194. Which country inaugurated a test stretch
of an electric road in Sandviken for
heavy transports on public roads?
A.Korea B.Germany
C.Sweden D.Switzerland

1 9 5 .  T h e  1 3

th G- 20 summit 2018 will be
held in which place?
A. Germany, Hamburg
B. India, New Delhi
C. Argentina, Byenos Aires
D. China,  Hangzhou

196. Which country turned into the 39th
Associate Member of the International
Cricket Council (ICC) after being
unanimously elected during the Full
Council meeting in Edinburgh?
A. Oman  B. Egypt
C. Afghanistan D. Saudi Arabia

197. Which Scheme was Launched recently
by central Govt. to boost the health
care Facilities for the Pregnant women?
A. PMSMA B. SSY
C. PMJJBY D. PMUY

198. SBI has signed a MOU with which IIT
to promote innovation by start –ups
in the financial sector?
A. IIT- Chennai
B. IIT- Bombay
C. IIT – Madras
D. IIT – Delhi

199. Who is sworn-in as acting Governor of
Arunachal Pradesh during the leave of
absence of incumbent Governor Jyoti
Prasad Rajkhowa?
A. Suresh Prabhu
B. Umesh Gupta
C. Tathagata Roy
D. Ramesh Negi

200. First Annual General Meeting of Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank held at
A. Dhaka B. Jakarta
C. Shanghai D. Beijing
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100 G.K. QUESTION FOR SSC/RAILWAY
1.     Kolkata is an example of a __ _ port.

(A)  Natural (B) Riverine
(C) Naval (D) Oil

2.   Which one of the following pairs is
correctly matched ?
(A) ADM Jabalpur case – Rights of

citizens under emergency
(B) Vishakha case – Centre – State

relations
(C) Indira Sawhney case – Rights of

women at work
(D) Kartar Singh case – Rights of

minorities
3.   Under whose leadership was the

Chittagong Armoury Raid Organised?
(A) Rajguru
(B)  Bhagat Singh
(C) Surya Sen
(D) Sukh Dev

4.   Insectivorous plants grow in soil
which is deficient  in :
(A)  Magnesium
(B) Nitrogen
(C) Calcium
(D) Sodium

5.    Water gas is the combination of :
(A)  CO and H

2
O

(B) CO and H
2

(C) CO
2

 and CO
(D) CO

2
 and H

2

6.      National  income  can be calculated  in
all
except one of the following ways :
(A) Sum of all expenditures
(B) Sum of all incomes
(C) Sum of all savings
(D) Sum of all outputs

7.     In which  one  of the following  states
is laterite soil found ?
(A)  Kerala
(B) Uttar Pradesh
(C) Maharashtra
(D) Rajasthan

8. If a change in all inputs leads to a
proportionate change in output, it is a
case of :
(A)  Increasing  returns to scale
(B)  Constant returns to scale
(C) Diminishing returns  to scale
(D) Variable returns to scale

9.   Who among the following was not a
member of the Draftin g Committee
of Indian Constitution?
(A)  B.R. Ambedkar

(B) Rajendra Prasad
(C) Gopalachari Ayyangar
(D) Alladi Krishnaswamy

10.  Which  one  of the fol lowing
Committee’s Report recommended
the establishment of the Institutions
of Lokpal and Loka-Yukta?
(A) Gorwala Report
(B) The Appleby Reports
(C) First Administrative Reforms

Committee
(D) Ashok Mehta Committee

11.  Which of the following is used as a
primary memory of a computer ?
(A)  Magnetic storage device
(B) RAM
(C) Optical storage device
(D) Magneto-Optical storage device

12.  Carbon footprint can be reduced by :
(A)  Commuting by public transport
(B)  Using energy efficient appliances
(C) Recycling  waste materials
(D) All the above

13.  Chief Justices of the Supreme Court
hold office till they attain the age of
(A) 65 years (B) 62 years
(C) 60 years (D) 58 years

14. Pachmarhi biosphere reserve is in :
(A)  Arunachal Pradesh
(B)  Himachal Pradesh
(C) Andhra Pradesh
(D) Madhya Pradesh

15.  Cloud burst means :
(A) Abnormally heavy  downpour

of rain, associated  with
Thunderstorm

(B) Formation  of artificial rain
(C) Presence of scattered flakes of

cloud in the sky
(D) Sowing of seeds of a crop in a

cloudy weather.
16.  On which  of the following issues

can a Governor  make
recommendation to the President ?
1. Dism iss al o f t he St ate Co u

ncil of Ministers
2. Removal of the Judges of the

High Court
3. Dissolut io n of t he  State

Legislative Assembly
4. Declaration of the breakdown

of the Constitutional  Machinery
in the state. Select the correct
answer using the codes

given below :
(A) 1, 2 and 3
(B) 2, 3 and 4
(C) 1, 3 and 4
(D) 1, 2 and 4

17.  Which committee recommended for
three language formula ?
(A)  Rajamannar Committee
(B)  Kothari Committee
(C) Dutt Committee
(D) Raj Committee

18. Th e ri ce  is co oke d mo re qu ickl y
in a pressure cooker because :
(A) water  boils  at a higher

temperature under pressure
(B) it is covered
(C) less quantity of water is used
(D) none of the above

19.  Wings of birds and insects are :
(A)  analogous
(B) paralogous
(C) homologous
(D) xenologous

20. The Five Permanent  Members  of the
UN Security Council Are :
(A) Germany, Italy, France, India,

China
(B) UK, US, China, Australia, New

Zealand
(C) China, France, Russia, UK, US
(D) India, China, France, Russia,

UK
21. Rate of cooling depends on the :

(A) Temperature difference
between the body and the
surroundings

(B) Area of the radiating surface
(C) Nature of the radiating surface
(D) All of tabove

22. Hertz is a unit for measuring:
(A) intensity  of waves
(B)  frequency of wave
(C) wavelength
(D) clarity of waves

23.  In India how many times has the
President declared Financial
Emergency ?
(A)  Once (B) Twice
(C) Thrice (D) Never

24. The 2016 Olympic Games shall be
held in which of the following cities ?
(A) Rio de Janeiro in Brazil
(B) Los Angeles in USA
(C) Toronto in Canada
(D) Madrid in Spain
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25. Who among the following introduced
Ryotwari system in Madras?
(A) Lord Wellesley
(B) Sir Thomas Munro
(C) Lord Hastings
(D) Lord Cannemara

26. Which element behaves chemically
both as metal and non-metal ?
(A)  Argon (B) Carbon
(C) Xenon (D) Boron

27.  The duration of the Twelfth Five Year
Plan is :
(A) 1 January 2011 to 31 December

2016
(B) 1 April 2011 to 31 March 2016
(C) 1 January 2012 to 31 December

2017
(D) 1 April 2012 to 31 March 2017

28. Which one of the following books has
been authored by Sachin Tendulkar ?
(A) ‘Train to Pakistan’
(B) ‘Playing it my way’
(C) ‘India of my dreams’
(D) ‘Untold story’

29.  Vehicles  use  ______  to  see  the o
bject s coming from behind.
(A) convex mirror
(B)  concave mirror
(C) convex  lens
(D) concave lens

30. Who among the following has created
history by becoming the youngest girl
in the world to climb Mount Everest
at an early age of 13 ?
(A) Malawath Purna
(B) Malit Pradhan
(C)  Mayawati Kulkarni
(D)  Manindini Mahendroo

31. Which of the following cities in India
have the Headquarters of more than
one Railway Zones ?
(A) Kolkata
(B) Mumbai
(C) Both Kolkata and Mumbai
(D) Neither Kolkata nor Mumbai

32. How many times Shivaji plundered
Surat ?
(A)  Thrice
(B) Once
(C) Four times
(D) Twice

33. Acid Rain is caused due to pollution
of atmosphere by :
(A) oxides of carbon and nitrogen
(B) oxides of nitrogen and sulphur

(C) oxides of ni trogen and
phosphorous

(D) None of these
34.  The ‘PURA’  Scheme  which envisages

the provision of urban amenities in
rural areas in India was advocated  for
the first time by :
(A) Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
(B) Dr. M.S. Swaminathan
(C) Dr. Arvind Subramanian
(D) Prof. Dinshaw Mistri

35.  Which  one of the  following  features
is absent in a virus ?
(A) Fully parasitic in nature
(B) Reproduce within host cell
(C) Presence of either DNA or RNA
(D) Presence of cell wall

36. Which of the fol lowing is a
consequence of inflationary price
rise?
(A) Increase  in economic

inequalities
(B) Obstacle in development
(C) Adverse effect on the balance of

payment
(D) All of the above

37. The amount of oxygen in the
atmosphere remains relat ively
constant because it is given off by :
(A) Rocks (B) Animals
(C) Plants (D) Oceans

38. Ma t ch th e fo llo wing wo rks wi th
their authors :
List-I
a. Gita – Govinda
b. Yogasastra
c. Sribhasya
d. Siddhantasiromani
List-II
1. Hemachandra
2. Bhaskaracharya
3. Ramanuja
4. Jayadeva
Code :

a b c d
(A)  4 1 3 2
(B) 4 3 2 1
(C) 2      4       3 1
(D) 4 3 1 2

39. Hind limbs thumping on ground by a
rabbit is a behaviour related to :
(A) courtship
(B) warning signal to members
(C) preparation for a duet
(D) surrender to a stronger opponent

40. Who was the ruler of Delhi when
Ahmad Shah Abdali defeated the
Marathas in the Third Batt le of
Panipat in 1761 ?
(A)  Alamgir  II
(B) Muhammad Shah
(C) Shah Alam II
(D) Jahandar Shah

41.  The country where the national
animal is the ‘sacred cow’ :
(A)  Nepal (B) India
(C) Bhutan (D) Indonesia

42.  DTP stands for :
(A) Digital Transmission Protocol
(B) Desk Top Publishing
(C) Data Type Programming
(D) Document Type Processing

43.  The  colour  of the  carrots  is due  to
the presence of :
(A) Chlorophyll
(B) Phycocyanin
(C)  Carotene
(D) Phycoerythrin

44.  With which one of the following
Jacobson’s organ is related to ?
(A)  smelling (B) chewing
(C)  vision (D) hearing

45.  Which of the following elements is
obtained from sea weeds ?
(A) Argon (B) Sulphur
(C) Vanadium (D) Iodine

46.  The first foreigner to receive Bharat
Ratna award was :
(A) Nelson Mandela
(B) Annie Besant
(C) Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan
(D) Dalai Lama

47. Which of the following fuels causes
minimum  environmental pollution ?
(A)  Diesel
(B) Kerosene
(C) Hydrogen
(D) Coal

48.  Which  one of the following is found
in Vinegar ?
(A) formic acid
(B)  acetic acid
(C) propionic acid
(D) butyric acid

49. A tax is said to be regressive  when its
burden falls :
(A) More heavily on the poor than on

the rich.
(B) Less heavily on the poor than on

the rich.
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(C) Equally on the poor as on the
rich.

(D) None of the above
50.  Which of the following countries is

not an exporter of tea ?
(A)  India (B)  Sri Lanka
(C) Kenya (D) United Kingdom

51. Asteroid belt is a region in the solar
system that exists between the orbits
of –
(A) Venus and Mars
(B) Mars and Jupiter
(C) Mercury and Earth
(D) Jupiter and Uranus

52. Electrocardiograph (ECG) is used to
measure –
(A) Blood Count
(B) Heart Beat
(C)  Temperature
(D) Electricity

53.  USB stands for –
(A) Unique Serial Bus
(B) Universal  Serial Bus
(C) Unary Serial Bus
(D) Universal Secondary Bus

54.  The yellow  colour  of mangoes is due
the presence of –
(A) Chlorophyll
(B) Anthocyanin
(C)  Anthoxanthin
(D) Carotene

55.  Lunar eclipse is caused by shadow of
the –
(A) Earth on the Moon
(B) Moon on the Sun
(C) Earth on the Sun
(D) Earth and the Moon on other

stars
56.  The largest planet in the solar system

is –
(A) Venus (B) Mars
(C) Jupiter (D) Earth

57.  The unit of rate of reaction is –
(A) Mol lit-1 sec-1

(B)  sec mol-1

(C) Moles sec-1

(D) Joules sec-1

58.  Salt that dissolves in aqueous
ammonia solution is –
(A) HgCl (B) PbCl
(C) Cu (OH) (D) Al (OH)

59.  Residence  time of water  molecule  in
the ocean is –
(A) 3.5 years
(B) 3.5 million years
(C) 35 years
(D) 35000 years

60. Biotic  environment includes
(A) Producers
(B) Consumers
(C) Decomposers
(D) All the above

61.  In computer network  terminology,
WAN
stands for –
(A) World area network
(B) Wide area network
(C) Wide array net
(D) Wireless  area network

62.  Which  element produces hydro gen
on reaction with strong alkali?
(A) S i (B) C
(C) P (D) S

63.  Which metal does not react with
diluted H

2
SO

4
?

(A) Pb (B) Fe
(C) Zn (D) Mg

64.  Which is the longest dam in India?
(A)  Bhakra-Nangal
(B) Rihand
(C) Hirakud
(D) Nagarjuna Sagar

65. The Thermal Power Plant in Tamil Nadu
is –
(A) Kundah
(B) Ramagundam
(C)  Pykara
(D) Neyveli

66.  Which one of the following regions
does not come under the
Mediterranean type of climate?
(A)  Iberian Peninsula
(B)  California coast
(C)  Chilean coast
(D) Eastern coast of South Africa

67.  The famous court poet of Akbar was –
(A) Birbal
(B) Tulsidas
(C) Rahim Khan
(D) Bairam Khan

68.  Who established four great Mathas at
the four corners of India- Srin geri,
Puri , Dwaraka and Badrinath?
(A) Shankara
(B) Ramanuja
(C) Madhva
(D) Ramananda

69.  The local name of Mohenjodaro  is –
(A) Mound of the living
(B) Mound of the great
(C) Mound of the dead
(D) Mound of bones

70. Temporary wilting occurs in plants due
to –
(A) Respiration

(B) Transpiration
(C) Photosynthesis
(D) Absorption of water

71.  Lichens are a symbiotic association of
(A) Algae and Fungi
(B) Bacteria and Fungi
(C) Bacteria and Algae
(D) Fungi and Higher plants

72.  Photophobia is caused by the deficiency
of –
(A)  Vitamin B
(B)  Vitamin B
(C)  Vitamin B

4

(D) Vitamin B
6

73. Which of the following is present only in
plant cell?
(A)  Cell membrane
(B) Mitochondria
(C) Cell wall
(D) Endoplasmic reticulum

74.  The main cause of faulting is –
(A)  Tension
(B) Wind
(C) Tidal activity
(D) Gravitational force

75.  ‘Pan American’ refers to –
(A)  North America
(B)  South America
(C) Central America
(D) All the above

76.  Most primitive living vascular plants
are –
(A) Brown algae
(B) Cycas
(C) Ferns
(D) Sphagnum

77.  The f irst w oman  in t he  world t o
have climbed Mt. Everest twice is –
(A) Bachendri  Pal
(B)  Molly Chacko
(C) Santosh Yadav
(D) Theresia Kiesl

78. What  is th e foundation of Gandhian
thought?
(A) Political campaigns
(B) Social movements
(C) Religion and morality
(D) Freedom of the individual

79.  Amir Khusrau  was a famous poet in
the court of –
(A) Akbar
(B) Shahjahan
(C)  Ibrahim Lodhi
(D) Alauddin Khilji

80. A na tu ral p he no me no n t h at be c
ome s harmful due to pollution is –
(A) Global warming
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(B)  Ecological balance
(C) Greenhouse effect
(D) Desertification

81. Decomposers  include –
(A) Bacteria
(B) Fungi
(C) Both Bacteria and Fungi
(D) Animals

82.  Who said about religion that “it is the
opium of the masses”?
(A)  Hitler (B) Stalin
(C) Lenin (D) Marx

83. Patanjali is well-known for the
compilation–
(A) Yogasutra
(B) Panchatantra
(C) Brahmasutra
(D) Ayurveda

84. Which of the following Presidents of
America  abolished Slavery?
(A)  Abraham Lincoln
(B)  Thomas Jefferson
(C) George Washington
(D) Stanley Jackson

85. Who is the first woman cosmonaut of
the world?
(A)  Valentina Tereshkova
(B)  Maria Estela Peron
(C) Svetlana Savitskaya
(D) Kay Cottee

86. In the year 1905, Gopal Krishna
Gokhale founded the –
(A) servants of India Society
(B)  Asiatic society
(C) Brahmo Samaj
(D) Bharat Sewak Samaj

87.  Gandhiji believed  that  Satyagraha is
a weapon of –
(A) The poor
(B)  The weak
(C) The untouchables
(D) The brave

88. Pt. Shiv Kumar Sharma is an exponent
of –
(A) Mandolin
(B) Santoor
(C)  Sitar
(D) Veena

89. Which Constitutional Amendment
provided Constitutional status to
Panchayat Raj Institutions?
(A) 93rd Amendment
(B) 44th Amendment
(C) 42nd Amendment
(D) 73rd Amendment

90.  Who has the power to pardon  in case
of capital punishment?
(A)  Prime Minister

(B) President
(C)  Chief Justice
(D) Attorney General of India

91. The Union Public  Service
Commission of India has been
established under –
(A) Article 315
(B) Article 320
(C) Article 325
(D)Article 335

92.  The Harappans worshipped –
(A) Shiva, Paravathi  and Vishnu
(B) Mother Goddess and Pashupathi
(C) Vishnu and Mother Goddess
(D) Pashupathi and Vishnu

93.  Gandhiji started the Dandi March for
(A) Poorna Swaraj
(B) Home-rule
(C) Protest against the imposition of

Salt Tax
(D) Responsible Government

94. Classification of Economics into two
branches  (Macro Eco no mics  and
Micro Economics) was done by –
(A) J. M. Keynes
(B)  Milton Friedman
(C) Ragnar Frisch
(D) Adam Smith

95. ‘Capital Goods’ refers to goods which
(A) Serve as a source of raising further

capital
(B) Help in the further production

of goods
(C) Direct ly  go into  the sat

isfaction of human wants
(D) Find multiple uses

96.  NNP is equal to –
(A) GNP - Depreciation
(B) GNP - Depreciation
(C) GNP + Exports
(D) GNP - Exports

97. Rate of growth of an economy is
measured in terms of –
(A) Per capita income
(B) Industrial development
(C) Number of people who have

been lifted above the poverty
line

(D) National income
98. The basic characteristic of oligopoly

is –
(A) A few sellers, a few buyers
(B) A few sellers, many buyers
(C) A few sellers, one buyer
(D) Many sellers, a few buyers

99. Governor will act on the advice of
Council of Ministers while –

(A) Dissolving  the Legisla t ive
Assembly

(B) Appointing  the Chairman  of
the State Public Service
Commission

(C) Recommending for President’s
Rule in the State

(D) Returning a bil l for
reconsideration

100. The Supreme Court of India was set
up by the –
(A)  Regulating Act, 1773
(B) Pitts India Act, 1784
(C) Charter Act, 1813
(D) Charter Act, 1833



ANSWER KEYS

1. (B) 2. (A) 3. (C) 4. (B)

5. (B) 6. (C) 7. (C) 8. (B)

9. (B) 10. (C) 11. (B) 12. (D)

13. (A) 14. (D) 15. (A) 16. (C)

17. (B) 18. (A) 19. (A) 20. (C)

21. (D) 22. (B) 23. (D) 24. (A)

25. (B) 26. (D) 27. (D) 28. (B)

29. (A) 30. (A) 31. (C) 32. (D)

33. (B) 34. (A) 35. (D) 36. (A)

37. (C) 38. (A) 39. (B) 40. (C)

41. (A) 42. (B) 43. (C) 44. (A)

45. (D) 46. (C) 47. (C) 48. (B)

49. (A) 50. (D) 51. (B) 52. (B)

53. (B) 54. (D) 55. (A) 56. (C)

57. (A) 58. (C) 59. (C) 60. (D)

61. (B) 62. (D) 63. (A) 64. (C)

65. (D) 66. (D) 67. (C) 68. (A)

69. (C) 70. (B) 71. (A) 72. (B)

73. (C) 74. (A) 75. (D) 76. (C)

77. (C) 78. (D) 79. (D) 80. (C)

81. (C) 82. (D) 83. (A) 84. (A)

85. (A) 86. (A) 87. (D) 88. (B)

89. (D) 90. (B) 91. (A) 92. (B)

93. (C) 94. (C) 95. (B) 96. (B)

97. (D) 98. (B) 99. (A) 100. (A)
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40 MCQ ON COMPUTER

1.       A compact disc provides ……………
type of data access.
(a) Sequential
(b) Direct
(c) Both (A) and (B)
(d) None of these
(e) All of these

2.     Query language comes under:
(a) Third generation
(b) Fourth generation
(c) Fifth generation
(d) None of these
(e) All of these

3.   …………… is a type of processor
architecture that utilize a small, highly
optimized set of instructions.
(a) CISC
(b) RISC
(c) VISC
(d) LISC
(e) None of these

4.         ALU works on the instructions and
data held in the:
(a) Note book
(b) Copy pad
(c) Registers
(d) I/O devices
(e) None of these

5.     The ………….. is the administrative
section of the computer system.
(a) Input unit
(b) Memory unit
(c) Output unit
(d) Central processing unit
(e) None of these

  6.     In cyber crimes,
(a) The computer is a tool
(b) The computer is a target
(c) Both (A) and (B)
(d) Neither (A) nor (B)
(e) None of these

7.        Which of the following is not an
operating system?
(a) Linux
(b) Mozilla
(c) Macintosh
(d) Windows
(e) None of these

8.           Statistical calculations and preparation
of tables and graphs can be done using
(a) Adobe Photoshop
(b) Excel
(c) Notepad
(d) Power Point

(e) None of these
9.          Nod 32, Norton and Panda are

(a) Search engines
(b) Operating Systems
(c) Antivirus software
(d) Internet browsers
(e) None of these

10.   Identify a web browser from the
following
(a) Yahoo
(b) Internet Explorer
(c) Bing
(d) DuckDuckGo
(e) None of these

11.        Which one of the following software
applications would be the most
appropriate for performing numerical
and statistical calculations?
(a) Database
(b) Document processor
(c) Graphics package
(d) Spreadsheet
(e) None of these

12.        In order to save an existing document
with a different name you need to
…………
(a) Retype the document and give it

a different name
(b) Use the Save as... command
(c) Copy and paste the original

document to a new document and
then save

(d) Use Windows Explorer to copy
the document to a different
location and then  rename it

(e) None of these
13.      What is the name for the process that

is used to convert a series of
instructions, or program, written in a
high-level language into instructions (or
a program) that can be run on a
computer?
(a) Assembling
(b) Compiling
(c) Translating
(d) Uploading
(e) None of these

14.      To access properties of an object, the
mouse technique to use is:
(a) right-clicking
(b) shift-clicking
(c) dragging
(d) dropping
(e) None of these

15.      What type of resource is most likely
to be a shared common resource in a
computer network?
(a) keyboards
(b) speakers
(c) floppy disk drives
(d) printers
(e) None of these

16.  To “maximize” a window means to
……….....
(a) fill it to capacity
(b) expand it to fit the desktop
(c) put only like files inside
(d) drag it to the Recycle Bin
(e) None of these

17.  The “home page” of a web site is
…………….
(a) the largest page
(b) the last page
(c) the first page
(d) the most colorful page
(e) None of these

18.     A personal computer is
(a) MC
(b) SC
(c) YC
(d) PC
(e) None of these

19.   Saving is the process of ………….
(a) copying a document from

memory to a storage medium
(b) making changes to a document’s

existing content
(c) changing the appearance, or overall

look, of a document
(d) developing a document by entering

text using a keyboard
(e) None of these

20.    To find a saved document in the
computer’s memory and bring it up on
the screen to view.
(a) reverse
(b) rerun
(c) retrieve
(d) return
(e) None of these

21.   All formula in Excel start with
a) %
b) +
c) =
d) –
e) None of the above

22.   What is the keyboard shortcut to go to
a selected cells?
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a) F3
b) F5
c) F7
d) F11
e) None of the above

23.  One of the functions of the arithmetic
logic unit is to:
a) receive data from the registers
b) convert negative numbers to

hexadecimal code
c) send logical operations, such as

AND or NOT, to the alphabetic
unit

d) retrieve data from virtual memory
e) none of these

24.   A stick like structure used for pointing
purpose in PDA as well as Cell phone
also.?
a) Light pen
b) Stylus
c) Trackball
d) Joystick
e) touch pad

25.   The letter and number of the intersecting
column and row is the:
a) Cell coordinates
b) Cell location
c) Cell position
d) Cell address
e) None of these

26. Which of the following may be
necessary for you to do after you
install new application software?
a) Turn the computer power switch

off and then back on
b) Do a cold boot
c) Press Shift + Alt + Del
d) Do a warm boot
e) None of these

27.  The power-on self-test
a) Checks for upgrades to the

application software
b) Verifies that the computer

hardware is working properly
c) Is able to provide easy-to-follow

on-screen instructions to correct
hardware problems

d) Is conducted after the BIOS
instructions are placed in memory

e) None of these
28.   Which of the following is NOT part of

the motherboard?
a) System clock
b) Connector
c) CPU
d) Chipset

e) None of these
29.   Which of the following is not an example

of hardware?
a) Scanner
b) Printer
c) Monitor
d) Mouse
e) Interpreter

30.   Which of the following is a circuit that
issue signals at regular intervals...?
a) Circuit board
b) Clock
c) Circuit card
d) Gates
e) None of these

31. The largest unit of storage is–
(a) Byte
(b) Terabyte
(c) Megabyte
(d) Kilobyte
(e) Gigabyte

32.   Which of the following devices sends
and receives data over telephone lines
to and from computers?
(a) Modem
(b) Expansion slot
(c) Printer
(d) Speaker
(e) Sound Card

33.   How many bytes are there in a terabyte?
(a) 1000
(b) 1 billion
(c) 1 trillion
(d) 1 million
(e) 1 quadrillion

34.   Which is a pointing device?
(a) Joystick
(b) Monitor
(c) Scanner
(d) Plotter
(e) Printer

35.   Checking whether a program functions
correctly, and then correcting errors, is
known as–
(a) decoding
(b) error-proofing a program
(c) debugging
(d) de-erroring
(e) default error-checking

36. This system conversion called
……….involves running the old and
new systems simultaneously before
converting completely to the new
system.
(a) pilot conversion
(b) convergent conversion

(c) phased conversion
(d) direct conversion
(e) parallel conversion

37.   Programs such as Mozilla Firefox that
serve as navigable windows into web
are called–
(a) Internet
(b) Networks
(c) Web browser
(d) URL
(e) Hypertext

38. Which of the following protects the
system from hackers?
(a) Snort
(b) Scanner
(c) Firewall
(d) Backup
(e) Hub

39.   What is Linux ?
(a) Input Device
(b) Operating System
(c) Processor
(d) Storage Device
(e) Output Device

40. The cell reference for range D20 to H35
in MS Excel will be–
(a) D20 + H35
(b) D20:H35
(c) D20;H35
(d) D20 - H35
(e) D20,H35



ANSWER KEYS

1.c 2.b 3.b 4.c

5.d 6.c 7.b 8.b

9.c 10.b 11.d 12.b

13.b 14.a 15.d 16.b

17.c 18.d 19.a 20.c

21.c 22.b 23.a 24.b

25.d 26.d 27.b 28.b

29.e 30.b 31.b 32.a

33.c 34.a 35.c 36.e

37.c 38.c 39.b 40.b
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e) None of these
15. Which of the following cannot be

categorised as a debt instrument?
a) Loan
b) Certificate of deposit
c) Commercial paper
d) Bond
e) Stock

16. When the RBI opts to reduce liquidity
in the banking system, it increases
which of the following?
a) CRR b) SLR
c) Repo rate    d) Reverse repo rate
e) Any of the above

17. A Banking Ombudsman can reject a
complaint at any stage on which of the
following grounds?
a) There is no loss or damage or

inconvenience caused to the
complainant in the opinion of the
Banking Ombudsman.

b) The compensation sought from
the Banking Ombudsman is
beyond ‘10 lakh.

c) The complaint is not pursued by
the complainant with reasonable
diligence.

d) Any of the above
e) Only 1) and 3)

18. Revolving credit is made available by
the issuer in the case of which of the
following instruments?
a) Debit card              b) Credit card
c) Cashless claim card d) ATM card
e) None of these

19. A debit card holder cannot perform
which of the following functions?
a) Make Point of Sale (PoS) purchase
b) Recharge pre-paid mobile phones
c) Pay life insurance premium
d) Make donation
e) None of the above

20. The process through which an investor’s
physical share certificate gets
converted to electronic format which
is maintained in an account with the
Depository Participant, is termed as
a) Materialisation b) Dematerialisation
c) Conversion      d) Prioritisation
e) None of these



ANSWER KEYS

1. (c) 2. (b) 3. (e) 4. (c)
5. (b) 6. (c) 7. (d) 8. (c)
9. (b) 10. (c) 11. (e) 12. (e)
13. (b) 14. (c) 15. (e) 16. (d)
17. (b) 18. (e) 19. (b) 20. (b)

20 SPECIAL MCQ ON BANKINGAWARENESS

1.    What is the name of associate body of
NABARD ?
a) NABCON b) RBI
c) BIRD d) SIDBI
e) NABFIN

2.    SBI has launched which facility to check
debit card frauds
a) SBI Protect   b) SBI Quick
c) SBI Control  d) SBI DCF
e) SBI Secure

3.   Whichthe committee constituted to
monitor government directions in
accordance with supreme court ?
a) Urjit Patel Committee
b)H.R. Khan Committee
c) Nachiket Mor Committee
d) Bimal Jalan Committee
e) B.B. Tandon Committee

4.      As per the recent guidelines, all deposit
accounts after how many years of
inactivity can be termed as “Unclaimed
Deposits” by the Banks and other
Financial Institutions?
a) 2 Years b) 5 Years
c) 10 Years d) 7 Years
e) None of these

5.    Which among the following is best fit
for the banks to adopt during the case
of considerable shortfall of Liquidity?
a) Banks can borrow funds through

Repo Rate
b) Banks can borrow funds through

MSF Rate
c) Banks can borrow funds through

Bank Rate
d) Banks can borrow funds to RBI

through Repo Rate
e) Only 1) and (3)

6.      The Union Government has constituted
an expert committee under the
Chairmanship of _________ to closely
work with Banks Board Bureau (BBB)
for the merger of 27 Public Sector
lenders at present to about 6?
a) Sasi Kanta Das b) Arvind Mayaram
c) Vinod Rai      d) Urjit Patel
e) YV Reddy

7.    Mr. Ashok had filed a complaint with
Banking Ombudsman but is not
satisfied with the decision. What is the
next option before him for getting his
matter resolved?
a) Write to the CMD of the Bank

within 30 days from the date of
the decree

b) File an appeal before the Hon’ble
Court with in a period of 45 days

c) File an appeal before the Banking
Ombudsman again to revisit the
order again

d) File an appeal before the Deputy
Governor of RBI

e) None of these
8.    What is the Maximum Investment can

be carried out under RGESS in a
Financial Year as per the recent
guidelines implemented by the
Government of India?
a) Rs. 1 lakh b) Rs. 1.5 lakh
c) Rs. 50,000 d) Rs. 25,000
e) None of these

9.    The amount invested in re-launched
Kisan Vikas Patra would get doubled
in ____ as per the new Interest Rates
implemented effecting from 01 April
2016 by the Union Finance Ministry?
a) 112 months     b) 110 months
c) 100 months     d) 84 months
e) None of these

10. When a person avails loan from a bank,
he will be given a repayment holiday,
which is referred as
a) Discount      b) Concession
c) Moratorium  d) Subsidy
e) None of the above

11. What is NOT true with regard to
‘Carbon Credit’?
a) It is a tradable certificate orpermit.
b) It represents the right of an

Industry to emit certain quantity
of Carbon Dioxide.

c) Carbon Credits mechanism was
formalized in Kyoto Protocol.

d) Carbon Credits are currently
traded on 5 exchanges across the
globe.

e) None of the above
12. The permanent account number (PAN),

which is an alphanumeric number
allotted by the income tax department
to taxpayers, consists of how many
digits?
a) Seven digits   b) Eight digits
c) Nine digits     d) Ten digits
e) Eleven digits

13. Which of the following regulators
regulates credit rating agencies in India?
a) Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
b) Securities and Exchange Board of

India (SEBI)
c) Insurance Regulatory and

Development Authority(IRDA)
d) Forward market commission

(FMC)
e) None of these

14. Expand the term MFI as used in banking/
financial parlance.
a) Market Finance Institution
b) Medium Finance Institution
c) Micro Finance Institution
d) Mega Finance Institution
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PRACTICE SET FOR UPCOMING EXAM [IBPS-PO (PRELIM)]

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE
Directions: (Q.1-5): Study the graph
carefully to answer the questions that
follow:

Percent Rise in Profit of Two
Companies over the Years

1.    If the profit earned by Company L in
the year 2005 was Rs. 1.84 lakhs, what
was the profit earned by the company
in the year 2006?
a)Rs 2.12 lakhs
b)Rs 2.3 lakhs
c)Rs 2.04 lakhs
d)Cannot be determined
e)None of these

2.     If the profit earned by Company M in
the year 2008 was Rs. 3.63 lakhs, what
was the amount of profit earned by it
in the year 2006?
a)Rs 2.16 lakhs
b)Rs 1.98 lakhs
c)Rs. 2.42 lakhs
d)Cannot be determined
e)None of these

3.   What is the average percent rise in profit
of Company L over all the years
together?

a)15
3

1
b)25

3

1

c)18
6

5
d)21

6

5

e)None of these
4.   Which f the following statements is

TRUE with respect to the above graph?
a) Company M made the highest

profit in the year 2009

b) Company L made least profit in
the year 2005

c) The respective ratio between the
profits earned by Company L and
M in the year 2006 was 6 : 5.

d) Company L made the highest
profit in the year 2008

e) All are true
5.   What is the percentage increase in

percent rise in profit of Company M
in the year 2009 from the previous
year?
a)25 b)15
c)50 d)75
e)None of these

Directions: (Q.6-10): Study the following
table carefully and answer the questions
given below it.

Percentage of Marks Obtained by
Various Students in Various Subjects

in an Examination

Stud
ents

Marks

English
(out of
100)

Hindi
(out
of

100)

Science
(out of
150)

History
(out of

60)

Maths
(out
of

150)

Geograph
y (out of

40)

A 68 75 82 60 96 55

B 88 73 85 65 88 65

C 75 56 72 75 75 80

D 70 66 80 80 72 62

E 72 60 68 74 68 75

F 85 70 90 70 74 70

6.      What is approximate overall percentage
obtained by C in the examination?
a)78% b)69%
c)75% d)71%
e)65%

7.   What is the difference in the marks
obtained by B in English and Maths
together and the marks obtained by F
in the same subjects?
a)24 b)17
c)15 d)28
e)None of these

8.      The marks obtained by E in Geography
are what percent of the marks obtained
by E in Hindi?
a)45% b)55%
c)50% d)60%
e)None of these

9.      What is the overall percentage of marks
obtained by D in History and
Geography together?
a)73.40% b)72.80%
c)70.50% d)68.80%
e)None of these

10. What is the average marks obtained by
all the students together in Science?
a)77.16 b)120.50
c)118 d)121
e)None of these

Directions: (Q.11-15): In each of these
questions, two equations (I) and (II) are
given. You have to solve both the
equations and give answer

a) If x > y
b) If x  y
c) If x < y
d) If x   y
e) If x = y or no relation can be

established between x and y.

11. I.
2

2

5

)18(

x
x  =0

II.
y

y
2

3

)19(
 =0

12. I. 821x2 – 757x2 = 256

II. 33 12196 yy  =16

13. I.x2 – 32 =112

II. y - 169 =0

14. I.2x2 + 9x +4 = 0
II. 4y2 – 19y + 12 = 0

15. I. 3x + 4y = 8
II. 4x + 2y = 4

Directions: (Q.16-20): In each of these
questions a number series is given. In
each series only one number is wrong.
Find out the wrong number.

16. 5  54  90   115 131  140  ?
a)149 b)146
c)144 d)152
e)None of these

17. 7 4    5   9 ?   52.5 160.5
a)32 b)16
c)14 d)20
e)None of these
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18. 6  42   ?  1260  5040  15120   30240
a)546 b)424
c)252 d)328
e)None of these

19. 4 10  22 40   64 94    ?
a)120 b)130
c)110 d)106
e)None of these

20. 2 9    30   ?   436   2195    13182
a)216 b)105
c)178 d)324
e)None of these

21. The salary of ‘B’ is 15% more than the
salary of ‘A’ and the salary of ‘C’ is
35% more than the salary of ‘A’. If the
average salary of A, B & C is Rs 9100
then what is the difference between
salary of ‘C’ and salary of ‘B’?
a) Rs 1170  b) Rs 1560
c) Rs 2730  d) Rs 3120
e) Rs 3340

22. Neeta borrowed some money at the rate
of 6% per annum for the first 3 yr, at
the rate of 9% per annum for the next 5
yr and at the rate of 13% per annum
for the period beyond 8 yr. If she pays
a total interest of Rs 8160 at the end of
11 yr, how much money did she
borrow?
a)Rs 12000 b)Rs 10000
c)Rs 8000 d)Data is inadequate
e)None of these

23. Two trains of length 100 m and 80 m
respectively run on parallel lines of
rails. When running in the same
direction the faster train passes the
slower train in 18 seconds, but when
they are running in opposite direction
with the same speeds as earlier, they
pass each other in 9 seconds. Find the
speed of faster train.
a)5 m/s b)10 m/s
c)15 m/s d)20 m/s
e)None of these

24. Mr X invested a certain in amount in
Debt and Equity Funds in the ratio of
4 : 5. At the end of one year, he earned
a total dividend of 30% on his
investment. After one year, he
reinvested the amount including the
dividend in the ratio of 6 : 7 in Debt
and Equity Funds. If the amount
reinvested in Equity Funds was Rs 94,
500, what was the original amount
invested in Equity Funds?
a)Rs 75, 000 b)Rs 81, 000
c)Rs 60, 000 d)Rs 65, 000
e)None of these

25. In a two-digit number the digit in the
unit’s place is more than the digit in
the ten’s place by 2. If the difference
between the number and the number
obtained by interchanging the digits
is 18 what is the original number?
a)46 b)68
c)24 d)Data inadequate
e)None of these

26. A contractor undertook to do a certain
piece of work in 18 days. He employed
certain number of men but 12 of them,
being absent from the very 1st day, the
rest could finish the work in 30 days.
Find the number of men originally
employed.
a)40 b)15
c)45 d)30
e)None of these

27. A dealer buys dry fruit at the rate of Rs
100, Rs 80 and Rs 60 per kg. He bought
them in the ratio  12 : 15 : 20 by weight.
He in total gets 20% profit by selling
the first two and at last he finds he has
no gain no loss in selling the whole
quantity which had. What was the
percentage loss he suffered for the third
quantity?
a)40% b)20%
c)30% d)50%
e)None of these

28. Two taps can fill a tank in 20 minutes
and 30 minutes respectively. There is
an outlet tap at exactly half level of
that rectangular tank which can pump
out 100 liters of water per minute. If
the outlet tap is open, then it takes 24
minutes to fill an empty tank. What is
the volume of the tank?
a)1800 liters b)1500 liters
c)1200 liters d)2400 liters
e)None of these

29. A boat P which can sail at 12 kmph in
still water starts chasing another boat
Q, whose speed in still water is 10
kmph, upstream ahead of it. If it takes
5 hours for P to catch up with Q, find
the initial distance between the two
boats given that the speed of the stream
is 2 kmph.
a)8 km b)10 km
c)12 km d)14 km
e)15 km

30. In the centre of a room 100m2, there is a
square-shaped carpet, and the rest of
the floor is covered with oil cloths. The
carpet and the cloths cost Rs 15 and
Rs 6.50 per square metre respectively

and the total cost of the carpet and the
oil cloth is Rs 1338.5. Find the width
of the oil cloth.
a)10 dm b)5 dm
c)15 dm d)20 dm
e)12 dm

Directions: (Q.31-35): What
approximate value should come in place
of question mark (?) in the following
questions?

31. )11248(593223  =(?)2

a)36 b)35
c)30 d)41
e)35

32. 177.5% of 2480 + 63.002 19.995 –
61.899 =?
a)5500 b)5400
c)5600 d)5650
e)5760

33. 44.6822
20

11
66.8022

16

7
  =?

a)7260 b)7290
c)7210 d)7300
e)7200

34. 97975  545 3 515 =?

a)1400 b)1500
c)1480 d)1540
e)1440

35. 289.089   4.27 + 5.004  333.918 = ?
a)2800 b)2850
c)2950 d)2900
e)3100

REASONING ABILITY

Direction (Q.36-40): Study the
information carefully and answer the
question:
L, M, N, O, P, Q, R and S are sitting around
a circular area at equal distance between each
other, but not necessarily in the same order.
Some of them are facing the centre while the
remaining are facing outside (ie in a direction
outside the centre). S sits fourth to the left
of P.O sits   second to right of S.S faces
outside. L sits third to the right of R.R is
not immediate neighbour   of O.L is not an
immediate neighbour of P. Both the
immediate neighbours of Q face the centre.
Both the immediate neighbours of M face
opposite directions (ie if one person faces
the center then the other face outside and
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vice versa). Both the immediate neighbours
of S face the same direction as O(ie,if O face
the center then both the immediate
neighbours of S also  face the center and vice
versa). Immedaite neighbours of P face a
direction opposite that of P (ie, if P faces
the center then both his immediate
neighbours face outside and vice versa).

36. What is R’s position with respect to
O?
a)Third to the right
b)Fifth to the left
c)Second to the left
d)Third to the left
e) Fourth to the right

37. Four of the following five are alike in a
certain way based on the given seating
arrangement and so form a
group. Which is the one that does not
belong to that group?
a)N b)O
c) M d)P
e)L

38. Which of the following is true regarding
N as per the given seating arrangement?
a) N sits on the immediate right of

M.
b) N face outside
c) Only two persons sit between N

and Q
d) L sits second to the right of N.
e) S  is one of the immediate

neighbours of N
39. Who is sitting on the immediate left of

P?
a)R b)M
c)O d)S
e)Q

40. How many persons in the given
arrangement face outside?
a)one b)Three
c)Five d)Four
e)Two

Direction (Q.41-45): Study the following
information carefully and answer the
questions given below.
V, W, X, Y, Z, A, B, C, D and E are sitting in
two parallel rows I and II containing five
persons each. All the persons of the first
row are facing south and the persons of the
second row are facing north. Y is third to
the right of V and sits exactly opposite B. X
is not an immediate neighbour of A, but sits
second to the left of Y. W sits on the

immediate right of B and is facing south. C
is third to the right of W and is exactly
opposite A. D sits opposite X and Z is not
the neighbour of C.

41. Which of the following pair members
are not in the same row?
a)V, Z b)Y, Z
c)D, W d)E, B
e)None of these

42. Who among the following sits exactly
opposite E?
a)X b)Y
c)V d)C
e)None of these

43. What is the position of E with respect
to W?
a)Second to the right
b)Third to the right
c)Fourth to the left
d)Immediate left
e)None of these

44. Four of the following five are alike in a
certain way based on the given
arrangement and thus form a group.
Which is the one that does not belong
to that group?
a)C b)Z
c)B d)Y
e)A

45. Which  of the following statements is/
are true?
a)C sits second to the left of E.
b)Y is third to the right of A.
c)Both C and B sit in the same row.
d)E sits in the middle of the first row.
e)All are true

46. If the expression D > A < G = C   F >
P is definitely true, which of the
following would be definitely true?
a)G  F b)C = P
c)A < F d)G > P
e) D < G

47. In which of the following expressions
the expression ‘A  M’ holds
definitely true?
a)B  N = M  G < P  A
b)Q  M <G > AA   F < E
c)B  Q = G  A  R > M
d)Q  M  N = W  A < F
e)E > F < M = G  Q > AA

48. In which of the following expressions,
RP is false?
a)R  T = P  Q  M
b)Q  P = M  R< T

c)Q>R=T< M  P
d)S  T  M = P  R
e)None of these

49. Which of the following symbols should
be placed in the blank spaces
respectively (in the same order from
left to the right) in order to complete
the given expression in such a manner
that ‘Z > R’ definitely holds true?
R _ I _ J _ K _ Z
a)>,   , =, <
b)=, >, <, 
c)=,  , =, <
d)>, =, <, 
e)None of these

50. In which of the following expressions ‘J
<L’ is true?
a)L > M   Q = R   J
b) J  N = M  Q > L
c)M = L > P = S   J
d)K < L  S = T  J
e)None of these

Directions (Q.51-55): Study the
following information carefully to
answer the given questions.
In a certain code language ‘do not tell a lie’ is
written as ‘© ® % *  ‘, do not disturb
him’ is written as ‘+® <© ‘, ‘give him a
sweet’ is written as ‘* $ #<’, ‘tell him sweet
is not tasty’ is written as ‘  <   % $ ® ‘.

51. What does ‘®’ stand for?
a)tell b)a
c)lie d)not
e)do

52. Which of the following is the code for
‘do not give him’?
a) ©< = * b) ® #© >
c) ® ©# > d) ©< #®
e)None of these

53. What is code the for ‘tasty’?
a)  b) 
c)$ d) ®
e)Can’t be determined

54. What will be the possible code for
‘distribute sweet’?
a)$+ b) ®$
c)*< d)@$
e)Can’t be determined

55. What does ‘+’ stand for?
a)disturb b)him
c)do d)not
e)None of these
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56. In a certain code TEMPORAL is written
as OLDSMBSP. How is CONSIDER
written in that code?
a)RMNBSFEJ
b)BNMRSFEJ
c)RMNBJEFS
d)TOPDQDCH
e)None of these

57. How many meaningful English words
can be made with the letters DLEI
using each letter only once in each word?
a)None b)One
c)Two d)Three
e)More than three

58. Each odd digit in the number 5263187 is
substituted by the next higher digit and
each even digit is substituted by the
previous lower digit and the digit so
obtained are rearranged in ascending
order, which of the following will be
the third digit from the left end after
the rearrangement?
a)2 b)4
c)5 d)6
e)None of these

59. Ashok started walking towards South.
After walking 50 metres he took a right
turn and walked 30 metres. He then
took a right turn and walked 100 metres.
He again took a right turn and walked
30 metres and stopped. How far and in
which direction was he from the
starting point?
a)50 metres South
b)150 metres North
c)180 metres East
d)50 metres North
e)None of these

60. How many such pairs of letters are there
in the word SEARCHES each of which
has as many letters between them in
the word as in the English alphabet?
a)None b)One
c)Two d)Three
e)More than three

Directions: (Q.61-65): Study the
following information carefully and
answer the questions given below it.
In a four storey building, owner’s family
resides on the ground floor. Except ground
floor there are 3 rooms in each floor where
one student resides in each room. The
students are Rishi, Anup, Ajay, Sakil, Gopal,

Soma, Asim, Thang and Shyam. Now Study
some additional clues:

(a) Shyam’s blood group is (B+) and
he resides on the first floor.

(b) One who has (O) blood group not
reside on that floor, on which Rishi
resides.

(c) Ajay resides one storey below
Sakil’s floor.

(d) Gopal resides just above the
Rishi’s floor but below the Sakil’s
floor.

(e) On the 2nd floor all three students
have same blood group (AB+)

(f) Anup resides with Soma who is
(A-) and Sakil who is (A+) on the
same floor.

61. Who among them has blood group (O)?
a)Ashim b)Anup
c)Gopal d)Can’t say
e)None of these

62. On which floor Ajay resides and who is
one of the floor mate?
a)First, Rishi
b)Second, Gopal
c)Second, Ashim
d)Third, Soma e)Can’t say

63. Amongst them, who definitely resides
on the first floor, the second floor and
the third floor respectively?
a)Rishi, Gopal and Soma
b)Ashim, Gopal and Anup
c)Soma, Ajay and Rishi
d)Shyam, Thang and Sakil
e)Cannot be determined

64.  Amongst them, who are residing may
be on the second floor?
a)Ajay, Gopal and Ashim
b)Sakil, Som, Shyam
c)Ajay, Ashim and Thang
d)Rishi, Gopal, Ajay
e)Can’t say

65.  If the blood group of Thang is (A-),
then on which floor he resides?
a)Second b)Third
c)Ground d)First
e)None of these

Directions (Q. 66-70): In each question
below are given two statements followed
by two conclusions numbered I and II.
You have taken the given two statements
to be true even if they seem to be at
variance with commonly known facts.

Which of the following conclusions
logically follows from the given
statements, disregarding commonly
known facts? Give answer

a) if only conclusion I follows.
b) if only conclusion II follows.
c) if either conclusion I or II follows.
d) if neither conclusion I nor II follows
e) if both conclusions I and II follows

66. Statements: Some vegetables are
mangoes. No mango is a potato.
Conclusions: I. Some vegetable are not
potatoes.
II.Some potatoes are not mangoes.

67. Statements: No orange is sweet.
All grapes are sweets.
Conclusions: I. Some sweets are
grapes.
II. Some grapes are not oranges.

68. Statements: All schools are coachings.
Some coaching are classes.
Conclusions: I. All classes being
schools is a possibility.
II.All classes are schools.

69. Statements: Some sets are books.
All books are copies.
Conclusions: I. All sets are copies.

II. Some copies are sets.
70. Statements: All rings are circles.

Some circles are squares.
Conclusions: I. Some rings are
squares. II. All squares are rings.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Directions (71 - 80) Read the following
passage carefully and answer the questions
given below it. Certain words in the passage
are printed in bold to help you to locate
them easily while answering some of the
questions.
The University Grants Commission’s
directive to college and university lecturers
to spend a minimum of 22 hours a week in
direct teaching is the product of budgetary
cutbacks rather than pedagogic wisdom. It
may seem odd, at first blush, that teachers
should protest about teaching a mere 22
hours. However , if one considers the
amount of time academics require to prepare
lectures of good quality as well as the time
they need to spend doing research, it is clear
that most conscientious teachers, work more
than 40 hours a week. In university systems
around the world, lectures rarely spend more
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than 12 to 15 hours in direct teaching
activities a week. The average college lecturer
in India does not have any office space. If
computers are available, internet
connectivity is unlikely. Libraries are poorly
stocked. Now the UGC says universities
must implement a complete freeze on all
permanent recruitment, abolish all posts
which have been vacant for more than a year,
and cut staff strength by 10 per cent. And it
is in order to ensure that these cutbacks do
not affect the quantum of teaching that
existing lecturers are being asked to work
longer. Obviously, the quality of teaching
and academic work in general will decline.
While it is true that some college teachers
do not take their classes regularly, the UGC
and the institutions concerned must find a
proper way to hold them accountable. An
absentee  teacher will continue to play truant
even if the number of hours he is required to
teach goes up.
All of us are well aware of the unsound state
that the Indian higher education system is
in today. Thanks to years of sustained
financial neglect, most Indian universities
and colleges do no research worth the name.
Even as the number of students entering
colleges has increased dramatically, public
investment in higher education has actually
declined in relative terms. Between 1985 and
1997, when public expenditure on higher
education as a percentage of outlays on all
levels of education grew by more than 60
per cent in Malaysia and 20 per cent in
Thailand, India showed a decline of more
than 10 percent. Throughout the world, the
number of teachers in higher education per
million Population grew by more than 10
percent in the same period; in India it fell by
one percent. Instead of transferring the
burden of government apathy on to the
backs of the teachers. The UGC should insist
that the needs of the country’s university
system are adequately catered for.

71. Why does the UGC want to increase
the direct teaching hours of university
teachers?
a) UGC feels that the duration of

contact between teacher and the
taught should be more.

b) UGC wants teachers to spend
more time in their departments.

c) UGC wants teachers to devote
some time to improve university
administration.

d) UGC does not have money to
appoint additional teachers.

e) None of these
72. Which of the following is the reason for

the sorry state of affairs of the Indian
Universities as mentioned in the
passage?
a) The poor quality of teachers
b) Involvement of teachers in extra-

curricular activities
c) Politics within and outside the

departments
d) Heavy burden of teaching hours

on the teachers
e) Not getting enough financial

assistance
73. Which of the following statements/ is /

are TRUE in the context of the passage?
A. Most colleges do not carry out

research worth the name.
B. UGC wants lecturers to spend

minimum 22 hours a week in
direct teaching

C. Indian higher education system is
in unsound state.

a) Only (A) and (C)
b) All (A), (B) and (C)
c) Only (C)
d) Only (B)
e) Only (B) and (C)

74. Besides direct teaching University
teachers spend considerable time in /
on........
a) administrative activities such as

admissions
b) supervising examinations and

correction of answer papers
c) carrying out research in the area

of their interest
d) maintaining research equipment

and libraries
e) developing liaison with the user

organisations
75. Between 1985- 1997, the number of

teachers in higher education per million
population, in India_____
a) Increased by 60%
b) Increased by 20%
c)decreased by 22%
d) decreased by 10%
e) decreased by 1%

76. Which of the following statements is
NOT TRUE in the context  of the
passage?
a) Indian universities are financially

neglected.
b) All over the world, the university

lecturers hardly spend more than
12 to 15 hours a week in direct
teaching.

c) Indian Universities are asked to
reduce staff strength by 10%.

d) Public investment in higher
education has increased in India.

e) Malaysia  spends more money on
education than Thailand.

77. Choose the word which is SIMILAR in
meaning as the word ‘freeze’ as used
in the passage.
a) cold b) halt
c) decay d) control
e) power

78. Choose the word which is SIMILAR in
meaning as the word ‘sustained’ as
used in the passage.
a) continuous b) frequent
c) careless d) deliberate
e) sporadic

79. Which of the following word is most
opposite to the word ‘Pedagogic’ in
the passage?
a) Lecture b) tutorship
c) catechetical d) didactic
e) Andragogy

80. Which of the following word is most
opposite to the word ‘APATHY’ in the
passage?
a) Impassiveness
b) phlegm
c) pity
d)Casualness
e)incuriosity

Directions (81 - 85): Rearrange  the
following six sentences (A), (B), (C), (D),
and (F) in the proper sequence to form a
meaningful paragraph: then answer the
question given below them.

A. Assuming that all these reasons
are true, the fact remains that there
is an urgent  need to check the
accelerated costs and initiate
suitable measures.

B. Some people attribute it to the
increasing greediness among the
medicos.
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C. The impact of these measures will
be visible only after a considerable
passage of time

D. Health care costs have been
skyrocketing in our country.

E. The measures include yoga classes
with emphasis on physical and
mental exercises and also change
in food habits.

F. Certain others feel that it is
because of drastic changes in
peoples lifestyle and eating habits.

81. Which of the following would be the
FIRST statement after rearrangement?
a) A b) B
c) C d) D
e) E

82. Which of the following would be the
SECOND statement after
rearrangement?
a) A b) B
c) C d) D
e) E

83. Which of the following would be the
FOURTH statement after
rearrangement?
a) A b) B
c) C d) D
e) E

84. Which of the following would be the
FIFTH statement after rearrangement?
a)A b) B
c) C d) D
e) E

85. Which of the following would be the
SIXTH (LAST) statement after
rearrangement?
a) A b) B
c) C d) D
e) E

Directions (86 - 90): Read each sentence
to find out whether there is any
grammatical error or idiomatic error in
it. The error, if any, will be in one part of
the sentence. The number of that part is
the answer. If there is no error, the
answer is (e). (Ignore errors of
punctuation, if any.)

86. The actress believes in (a)/ being fit and
feels that there (b)/ are too much hype
around size zero (c)/ in the
entertainment world (d)/ No error (e)

87. While the actress wins fans with (a)/ her
on screen fireworks, off screen, it’s
her(b)/ down-to-earth attitude and
easy-going manner (c)/ that wins her
friends. (d)/ No error (e)

88. Even though the exchange attract (a)/the
attention of all those present at (b)/
the police station, the inspector
continued (c)/ his tirade against the girl.
(d)/ No error(e)

89. The market continues to be positive (a)/
and in the next quarter  we expected
(b)/ the  trend to continue with (c)/ the
onset of the festive season. (d)/ No
error (e)

90. The Indian team cannot win the series
(a)/ and even pulling off a draw could
(b) be a tough proposition  with (c)/
its lead bowlers not playing. (d)/ No
error (e)

Directions (91 - 95): Each sentence below
has two blanks, each blank indicating
that something has been omitted.
Choose the words that best fit the
meaning of the sentence as a whole.

91. As many as five DJ’s ________up at
the party, making it a night
to__________
a) came, recollect
b) drove, memorise
c) turned, remember
d) jammed, forget
e) stared, stop

92. Over the next two years, the company
will __________ about USD 100
million in __________ up technology
and brand building
a) indulge, gearing
b) pump, boosting
c) supply, hiring
d) invest, ramping
e) spend, upgrading

93. The government has invested ________
to ________ public transport.
a) heavily, improved
b) heavy, improve
c) heavily, improve
d) lightly, improving
e) with, aggravate

94. This multi-purpose project has
demanded __________ investment
___________time and effort.

a) considerable, of
b) considerable, with
c) considering, for
d) reflective, for
e) considered, of

95. We need to work ________ to remain
__________ with other companies
a) hardly, competitive
b) harder, competitive
c) harder, competition
d) hard, calm
e) heavily, strict

Directions (96 - 100): in the following
passage there are blanks, each of which
has been numbered. These numbers are
printed below the passage and against
each, five words are suggested one of
which fits the blank appropriately. Find
out the appropriate word in each case.
The U. S is in the (96) of a cleanup of toxic
financial waste that will cost taxpayers
hundreds of billions of dollars at the very
least. The primary manufacturers of these
hazardous products (97) multimillion- dollar
pay checks for their efforts. So why
shouldn’t they have to pay for their mopup?
This is, after all what the U. S. Congress
(98) in1980 for producers of actual toxic
waste. Under the Superfund law (99) that
year, polluters  pay for the messes they
make. Environmental lawyer E. Michael
Thomas sees no (100) lawmakers couldn’t
demand the same of financial polluters and
force  them to ante up some of the bank
bailout money.

96. a) range b) depth
c) midst d) essence
e) debate

97. a)donated b) demanded
c) dwindled d) spent
e) pocketed

98. a) decreed b) refrained
c) commented d) admonished
e)visualized

99. a) revoked b) forced
c) squashed d) abandoned
e) enacted

100. a) practice
b) reason
c) compensation
d) issue
e) wonder
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EXPLANATIONS

(1-5):
1-b;

P r o f i t  e a r n e d  b y  c o m p a n y  L  i n  t h e  y e a r

2 0 0 5  i s  1 . 8 4  l a k h

T h e n ,  b a s e  a m o u n t  o f  c o m p a n y  L  i n

t h e  y e a r  2 0 0 6  i s  1 . 8 4  l a k h

P r o f i t  e a r n e d  b y  c o m p a n y  L  i n  2 0 0 6  i s

=

100

12584.1 
 = 2.3 lakh

2-c;
Let the profit earned by comp0any M
in the year 2006  is Rs x.

100

120

100

125
x

x =
120125

10010063.3




= 2.42 lakh

3-e;
Avg. percent rise in profit of company
L over all the year =

6

5
25

6

155
6

303530251520





4-a;
5-d;

In percent rise in profit of company
M in the year 2009 from the previous

year is  = 100
20

)2035(



 = 75

(6-10):
6-d;

C’s  mark in =Eng +Hindi + Science +
History + Math + Geography = 75 +
56 + 108 + 45 +112.5 +32= 428.5

Over all % = 100
600

5.428
 = 71.4

7-a;
Mark of B in Eng & Math =88 +132 =
220
Mark of F in Eng & Math = 85 +111 =
196
Diff. = 220 – 196 =24

8-c;
Mark of E in Geography

=
100

75
40 = 30

Mark of E in Hindi = 60

% = 100
60

30
 = 50%

9-b;
Mark of D in History & Geography

= 





 






 

100

62
40

100

80
60   =

48 +24.8 = 72.8

Over all % = 100
4060

8.72



= 72.8%

10-e;
Avg. mark obtained by all the students
together in Science

=
6

427

6

906880728582




= 79.5
(11-15):
11-c;

I. 2

5
22

1

18 xx

Or, 2

5

2

5

18x
x = 18

II. 2

3
12

1

19 yy

Or, 2

3

2

3

19y
y = 19
Hence, x < y

12-d;
I.821 x2 – 757x2 = 256
Or, 64x2 = 256

x = 4
II. 196 y3 – 12y3 = 16

Or, 14y3 – 12y3 = 16
y= 2
Hence, relation can’t be established
between x & y.

13-c;
I. x2 – 32 = 112
Or, x2 = 144

x =   12

II. y = 169
y = 13
Hence, x < y

14-c;
I. 2x2 + 9x +4 = 0
Or, 2x(x+4) + 1 (x+4) = 0
x = -4, -1/2
II. 4y2 – 19y  +12 = 0

Or, y =
4

16
,
4

3

y = 4, 3/4
Hence, x < y

15-c;
I. 3x+ 4y= 8 …………i)
II. 4x +2y = 4 ……..ii)
From eqn. i) and ii) we get
x = 0, y = 2
Hence, x < y

(16-20):
16-c;

The series difference is 72, 62, 52, 42,
………………

17-d;
The series is  0.5+0.5,  1+1,

 1.5+1.5,  2+2, …………………
18-c;

The series is  7 ,  6,  5,  4,
……………………

19-b;
The series is +6, +12, +18, +24,
………………..

20-b;
The series is  1+7,  2+12,  3+15,

 4+16,  5+15,  6+12, ……….
(21-30):
21-b;

Let salary of A = 100

B  = 100
100

115
  = 115

C = 100
100

135
 = 135

Ratio of  salary A, B & C = 100 : 115 :
135 = 20 : 23 : 27
Total ratio = 70
Total salary = 9100 3 = 27300
Diff. of salary C and B = 27 – 23 = 4

Hence, = 4
70

27300
 = 1560
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22-c;
Let Neeta Borrowed money is = 100
So, 1 st 3 yrs interest =

3100
100

6
 = 18

& next 5 yrs interest=

5100
100

9
  = 45

& next 3 yrs interest=

3100
100

13
 = 39

Total interest for 11 yrs = 102
when interest is 102,   sum = 100
When interest is 816, sum =

8160
102

100
 = 8000

23-c;
Let speed of the faster train = x m/s
Speed of the slower train = y m/s
If they run opposite direction, speed
= (x +y) m/s
If they run same direction, speed =  (x
– y) m/s
Total length of faster & slower train =
100 + 80 = 180

18
180


 yx

x  - y  = 10……………i)

9
180


 yx

x +y  = 20 ……………..ii)
solution of eqn. i) and ii we get,
x = 15 m/s
hence, speed of the faster train  = 15
m/s

24-a;
Let the amount in equity funds in the
original amount be Rs 5x.
Profit at the end of first year

= x9
100

30
 = Rs 2.7x

Equity fund at the end of first year =

13

7.117 x
= 94500

1500
7.117

1394500





x

Hence, amount in equity funds in the
original amount = 150005= Rs 75000

25-d;
Let the no. be = 10x+ y
Then y = x +2  or, y  - x =
2………………i)
(10y +x) – (10x +y) = 18
y – x = 2 …………………………..ii)
From eqn. i) and ii) we can’t get any
conclusion.

26-d;
Let number of men originally employed
is x.
x men can complete the work in 18
days.
(x – 12) men can complete the work  in
30 days
As per rule : -

=
1

30)2(

1

18 


 xx

12x = 360
x = 30

27-a;
Let A dealer bought dry fruit in 12 kg,
15 kg and 20 kg respectively at the rate
of 100, 80, 60 per kg respectively.
Total amount = a = 12 100 = 1200
B = 15 80= 1200
C = 20 60= 1200
In first two cases he gained 20%  then

SP =
100

120
2400  = 2880

In last there is no gain or loss
It means cost price  = SP
Total cost price = 3600
Then last SP = 3600 – 2880 = 720
hence, loss in last sale = 1200 – 720 =
480

Loss % = 100
1200

480
 = 40%

28-a;
 Let the volume of the tank is x litre.
Input pipes fill half of the tank = 6 m

12
12

1

60

5

30

1

20

1







 

& then out door pipe open, it means
outdoor pipe out water = 18 100 =
1800 litre

litre
2

3x
litre1800litre

2

x


1800
22

3


xx

x = 1800 litre
29-b;

P’s upstream  = 12 – 2 = 10 km/h
Q’s upstream = 10 – 2 = 8 km/h
Diff. Distance between P & Q = 5 hr
(10 – 8) = 5  2 = 10 km

30-b;
Let the side of the square shaped carpet
is = a m
Area = a2

Hence, (100- a2)   6.5 +a2  15 =
1338.5
= 650 – 6.5a2 + 15a2 = 1338.5
a = 9
Width of the oil cloth =

m
2

1

2

9m10m



= 0.5 m = 5 dm

(31-35):
31-c;

3923=897
Hence, (30)2(approx)

32-c;
4402 +1260 – 62 = 5600

33-a;
3510 +3752 = 7262 = 7260 (approx)

34-e;
180 8 = 1440

35-d;
1234 +1671 = 2905 = 2900 (approx)

(36-40):

P M

R

N

S

L

O

Q
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36-e; 37-c; 38-e; 39-b; 40-d;
(41-45):

C E D W B

A V X Z Y
(II)

(I)

41-e; 42-c; 43-a; 44-b;
45-c; 46-50): 46-d; 47-e;
48-c; 49-c; 50-a;
(51-55):
51-d; 52-d; 53-e; 54-a;
55-a;
(56-60):
56-a;

T E M P

O L D S

O

M

R A L

B S P

Similarly,

C O N S

R M N B

I D E R

S F E J

57-b;
One meaningful word is found.
DELI it means A store where we can
buy fruits.

58-b;
5  2  6  3  1  8  7
6  1  5  4  2  7  8
1  2  4   5  6 7 8

59-d;

60-d;
There are three pairs are found, i.e.,

(61-65):

Floor Person Person Person
3rd floor A (+) Sakil (O) Anup A (-) Soma
2nd floor Gopal

AB(+)
Ajay AB (+) Asim/Thang

AB (+)
1st floor Rishi Shyam B (+) Asim / Thang

61-b; 62-e; 63-a; 64-a;
65-d;
(66-70):
66-e;

67-e;

68-a;

69-b;

70-d;

71.e 72.e 73.b 74.c

75.e 76.d 77.b 78.a

79.c 80.c 81d 82.b

83.a 84.e 85.c 86.c

87.d 88.a 89.b 90.d

91.a 92.e 93.c 94.a

95.b 96.c 97.e 98.a

99.e 100.b



VANIK’S KNOWLEDGE GARDEN
Important Nuclear Power Plant in India

Plant Location State Capacity

Narora Atomic Power
Station

Narora Uttar Pradesh 440 MW

Rajasthan Atomic
Power Station

Rawatbhata Rajasthan 1180 MW

Tarapur Atomic Power
Station

Tarapur Maharashtra 1400 MW

Kakrapar Atomic
Power Station

Kakrapar Gujarat 440 MW

Kudankulam Nuclear
Power Plant

Kudankulam Tamilnadu - MW

Madras Atomic Power
Station

Kalpakkam Tamilnadu - MW

Kaiga Nuclear Power
Plant

Kaiga Karnataka 660 MW

Madras Atomic Power
Station

Kalpakkam Tamil Nadu 440 MW
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PRACTICE SET FOR UPCOMING EXAM [IBPS-PO (MAIN)]

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Directions (1- 10): In the following
questions, read the following passage
carefully and answer the questions given
below it .Certain words/ phrases are
given in bold to help you locate them
while answering some of the questions.
Over the past few days alone. The  China’s
Central Bank has pumped extra cash into
the financial system and cut interest rates.
The aim is to free more cash for banks to
lend and provide a boost for banks seeking
to improve the return on their assets. The
official data though, Suggested that bad loans
make up only 1.4% of their balance sheets.
How to explain the discrepancy ? One
possible answer is that bad loans are a
lagging indicator i.e. it is only after the
economy has struggled for a while that
borrowers began to suffer. Looked at this
way. China is trying to anticipate problems
keeping its banks in good health by
sustaining economic growth of nearly 7%
year on year. Another more worrying
possibility is that bad loans are worse than
official data indicate. This does not look to
be the cause for China’s biggest banks, which
are managed conservatively and largely focus
on the country’s biggest value and quality
borrowers. But there is mounting evidence
that when it comes to smaller banks,
especially those yet to list on the stock
market, bad loans piling up. That is
important because unlisted lenders account
for just over a third of the Chinese banking
sector, making them as big as Japan’s entire
banking industry.
Although, non- performing loans have edged
up slowly, the increase in special-mention
loans (a category that includes those over
due but not yet classified as impaired loans.)
has been much bigger. Special  - mention
loans are about 2% at most of China’s big
listed banks, suggesting that such loans must
be much higher at their smaller, unlisted
peers. Many of these loans are simple bad
debts which banks have not yet admitted
to. Another troubling fact is that fifteen
years ago, the government created asset-
management companies (often referred to
as bad-banks) to take on the non-performing
loans of the lenders. After the initial transfer
these companies had little to pay. But, last
year, Cinda, the biggest of the bad banks,

bought nearly 150 billion Yuan ($ 24 billion)
of distressed assets last year, two thirds
more than in 2013. These assets would have
raised the banks bad-loans ratio by a few
tenths of a percentage point. Although such
numbers do not seem very alarming, experts
who reviewed last year’s results for 158
banks, of which only 20 are listed found
that “shadow loans”, loans recorded as
investments which may be a disguise for
bad loans have grown to as much as 5.7
billion Yuan, or 5% of the industry’s assets.
These are heavily concentrated on the balance
sheets of smaller-unlisted banks and at the
very least, all this points to a need for
recapitalisation of small banks.

1.    Choose the word which is most nearly
the same in meaning to the word
‘LAGGING’ given in bold as used in
the passage.
a) delayed b) breaking
c) stopping d) protecting
e) tying

2.   Choose the word which is opposite in
meaning to the word FREE given in
bold as used in the passage.
a) expensive
b) secret
c) complimentary
d) restrict
e) charged

3.     According to the passage, which of the
following can be said about China’s
large banks?
A. These are cautiously run.
B. Their clients are mainly high value.
C. 2 percent of their loans have been

classified  as overdue but not
impaired.

a) Only  B
b) Only A
c) All  A, B and C
d) Only A and C
e) Only B and C

4.    Which of the following is the central
idea of the passage ?
a) Small banks should be permitted

to become listed on the stock
exchange.

b) The government should do away
with asset management
companies.

c) China’s financial crisis is not as
serious as it is being made out to
be.

d) China’s central bank has failed to
predict and stop the decline of its
banks.

e) There is trouble brewing in
China’s small unlisted banks.

5.     Choose the word which is most nearly
the same in meaning to the word
‘POINTS’ given in bold as used in the
passage.
a) peaks b) moments
c) arguments d) indicates
e) plugs

6.   Which of the following is true in the
context of the passage?
a) China has not implemented any

resources to help its banking
sector in recent times.

b) Approximately 32% of China’s
banking sectors is unlisted.

c) China’s stock market has
plummeted in recent times.

d) Japan’s banking industry is
experiencing a boom unlike that
of China.

e) None of the given options is true
in the context of the passage.

7.   What does the example of the Cinda
convey?
a) Many of the loans given by

China’s banks are in trouble.
b) Many such large Chinese asset

management companies are failing.
c) China’s economy is overly

dependent on large banks.
d) China is the ideal destination for

small banks to flourish.
e) Such companies have become

obsolete.
8.    Choose the word which is opposite in

meaning to the word MOUNTING
given in bold as used in the passage.
a) melting b) accumulating
c) removing d) submerging
e) decreasing

9.    Which of the following best describes
experts’ findings regarding shadow
loans?
a) Shadow loans have been steadily

falling and are negligible at
present.

b) These are growing substantially
and indicate the need for  reform
of small banks.
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c) Shadow loans are unfairly being
passed onto asset management
companies.

d) These loans are inconsequential
for the health of banks.

e) The findings are faulty as if only
includes few listed banks.

10. What is the author’s view regarding small
banks?
a) These have a better loan portfolio

than large banks.
b) These are a good health helping to

sustain economic growth of 7
percent.

c) These should be merged with large
banks to bail them out of trouble.

d) Regulations governing these banks
should be relaxed.

e) Other than those given as options

Directions (Q.11-16) : Read the following
passage carefully and answer the
questions given below it. Certain words
have been printed in BOLD to help you
locate them, while answering some of
the questions.
Though the US prides itself on being a leader
in the world community, a recent report
shows that it  lags far behind other
industrialised countries in meeting the needs
of its youngest and most vulnerable
citizens. The US has a higher infant
mortality rate, a higher proportion of low
birth-weight babies, a smaller proportion of
babies immunised against childhood diseases
and a much higher rate of adolescent
pregnancies. These findings, described as a
‘quiet crisis’ requiring immediate and far-
reaching action, appeared in a report
prepared by a task force of educators,
doctors, politicians and business people.
According to the report, a fourth of the
nation’s 12 million infants and toddlers live
in poverty. As many as half confront risk
factors that could harm their ability to
develop intellectually, physically and
socially. Child immunisations are too low,
more children are born into poverty, more
are in substandard care, while their parents
work and more are being raised by single
parents. When taken together, these and
other risk factors can lead to educational
and health problems that are much harder
and more costly to reverse.
The crisis begins in the womb with
unplanned parenthood. Women with
unplanned pregnancies are less likely to seek
pre natal care. In the US 80% of teenage
pregnancies and 56% of all pregnancies are

unplanned. The problems continue after
birth, where unplanned pregnancies and
unstable partnerships often go hand in hand.
Since 1950, the number of single parent
families has nearly tripled. More than 25%
of all births today are to unmarried mothers.
As the number of single parent families
grows and more women enter the work force,
infants and toddlers are increasingly in the
care of people other than their parents.
Most disturbingly, recent statistics show
that American parents are increasingly
neglecting or abusing their children. In only
four years from 1987 – 1991, the number of
children in foster care increased by over
50%. Babies under the age of one are the
fastest growing category of children entering
foster care. This crisis affects children under
the age of three most severely, the report
says. Yet, it is this period – from infancy
through preschool years – that sets the stage
for a child’s future.

11. The main focus of the passage is on the
plight of
(a) orphaned children
(b) teenage mothers
(c) low birth weight babies
(d) unwed mother
(e) None of these

12. Which of the following does not
constitute the ‘quiet crisis’ in the US
as per the task force report?
(a) Lower proportion of new born

babies with normal weight
(b) Higher incidence of adolescent

girls becoming mothers
(c) Lower rate of babies surviving

childhood diseases
(d) Larger proportion of babies, who

are deprived of immunisation
(e) Increasing cases of teenage

couples getting divorced
13. Which of the following statements is

not true in the context of the passage
(a) The number of single-parent

families today is approximately
three times that four decades ago

(b) The number of children in the US
entering foster care has decreased
after 1991

(c) In the US, the number of infants
living in poverty is about 3 million

(d) Only 20% of all the pregnancies
in the US are planned

(e) About 6 million infants the US
are likely to develop educational
and health problems

14. The number of children born to married
mothers in the US is approximately,
how many times the number of children
born to unwed mothers?
(a) 1.5 times
(b) 2 times
(c) 3 times
(d) 3.5 times
(e) Not mentioned in the passage

15. Decide which of the following factors
is/are responsible for the physical,
intellectual and social
underdevelopment of infants in the US?
A. Illiteracy of parents
B. Lack of parental care
C. Poverty
(a) Only A (b) Only B
(c) Only C (d) A and C
(e) B and C

16. The task force report seems to be based
on the data pertaining to the period
(a) 1987 – 91
(b) 1950 onwards till data
(c) 1987 onwards till data
(d) 1950 – 91
(e) 1991 onwards till date

Directions (Q.17-18) : Choose the word
which is most nearly the SAME in
meaning to the given word given in bold
as used in the passage.

17. Confront
(a) Face (b) Tolerate
(c) Succumb (d) Eliminate
(e) Oppose

18. Vulnerable
(a) Insecure (b) Indispensable
(c) Risky (d) Promising
(e) Challenging

Directions (Q.19-20) : Choose the word
which is most OPPOSITE in meaning to
the given word in bold as used in the
passage.

19. Severely
(a) Drastically
(b) Intensely
(c) Minutely
(d) Nominally
(e) Slightly

20. Substandard
(a) Impoverished
(b) Compassionate
(c) Excellent
(d) Valuable
(e) Beneficial
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Directions (21 - 25): Rearrange the given
six sentences (A), (B), (C), (D), (E) and
(F) in a proper sequence so as to form a
meaningful paragraph and then answer
the given questions.

A. Indeed, despite being the word’s
largest country, fewer than 200
million phones were being sold
every year.

B. With smart phone sales totalling
59% of the market and overall
mobile phone  sales boosted to
307 million. The Chinese smart
phone market has seen a growth
in sales of 108 % in 2012.

C. Unsurprisingly, the key driver of
change was price, with numerous
elements combining to drive down
the cost of both producing and
buying smart phones.

D. But what factors are behind this
vast and sudden uptake of smart
phone?

E. In 2008, smart phones accounted
for just 9% of all mobile phone
sales in China.

F. More forward to 2012 and there
has been a seismic shift in the
market.

21. Which of the following should be the
FIRST sentence after the
rearrangement?
a) A b) B
c) C d) D
e) E

22. Which of the following should be the
SECOND  sentence after the
rearrangement?
a) A b) B
c) C d) D
e) E

23. Which of the following should be the
THIRD sentence after the
rearrangement?
a) A b) B
c) F d) D
e) E

24. Which of the following should be the
SIXTH (last) sentence after the
rearrangement?
a) F b) D
c) B d) C
e) E

25. Which of the following should be the
FOURTH sentence after the
rearrangement?
a) A b) D
c)B d) C

e) F

Directions (26 - 30) : In the following
passage there are blanks, each of which
has been numbered. These numbers are
printed below the passage and against
each, five words are suggested, one of
which fits the blank appropriately. Find
out the appropriate word in each case.
There is plenty written about the wealth
divide in the U.S economy. But there is
another important divide the one between
consumers and corporations. If you look at
how U. S. Households have been behaving
(26) you’d think it was all blue skies.
Consumer confidence is at  a five –year high,
thanks to higher stock prices and a (27) in
the housing market. Home prices have had
their biggest jump since 2005. Consumers,
finally feeling more (28) are buying that new
car or electronic gadget and bolstering GDP
growth a bit. The wealth gap between
America’s high income group and everyone
else has (29) record high levels since the
economic recovery from the Great Recession
of 2007 – 9, with a clear (30) of increasing
wealth for the upper-in- come families and
no wealth growth for the middle and lower-
income families.

26. a) late b) lately
c) uniformly d) eager
e) earnestly

27. a) discovery b) growing
c) recovery d) delivery
e) depletion

28. a) flush b) happy
c) satisfied d) flung
e) flunk

29. a) reach b) reached
c) delivered d) targeted
e) subjugated

30. a) target b) projection
c) trajectory d) tar nation
e) temptation

Directions (31- 35): Read each sentence
to find out whether there is any
grammatical error in it. the error if any
will be in one part of the sentence, the
number of that part will be the answer.
If there is No error, the answer is (e). i.
e. ‘No error’. (ignore the errors of
punctuation, if any.)’

31. I may go to the (a)/ swimming class
tomorrow (b)/ if I have recovered (c)/
from the cold. (d)/ No error (e)

32. The prime minister announced (a)/ that
the taxes will be (b)/ increasing from

the (c)/ beginning of next year. (d)/ No
error(e)

33. She immediately quit (a)/ the job in which
(b) neither the skill nor (c) knowledge
were required (d)/ No error (e)

34. Instead of being a clear winner (a)/ he
was not given (b)/ the best employee
(c)/ of the year award. (d)/ No error
(e)/

35. Having been found (a)/ guilty of the theft,
(b)/ Sunny was sentenced (c)/ to five
year’s imprisonment. (d)/ No error (e)

Directions (36 - 40): Each question below
has two blanks. Each blank indicating
that something has been omitted.
Choose the set of words for each blank
that best fits the meaning of the sentence
as a whole.

36. Drawing attention to the pitfalls of
________ solely on Uranium as a fuel
for nuclear reactors, Indian scientists
warned that Uranium will not last for
long and thus research on Thorium as
its________ must be revived.
a) using, substitute
b) believing, replacement
c) depending, reserve
d) reckoning, option
e) relying, alternative

37. In an effort to provide__________ for
higher education to all, most of the
universities have been providing
education without adequate
infrastructure, thus churning out
_________ graduates every year.
a) chances, fresh
b) platform, capable
c) opportunities , unemployable
d) prospects, eligible
e) policy, incompetent

38. The move to allow dumping of
mercury___________ an outcry from
residents to the area who __________
that high levels of mercury will affect
their health and destroy ecologically
sensitive forest area.
a) resulted, insist
b) provoked, fear
c) incited, determined
d) activated, accept
e) angered ,believe

39. _____ has been taken against some
wholesale drug dealers for dealing in
surgical items without a valid license
and maintaining a stock of ___ drugs.
a) Note, overwhelming
b)Step, impressive
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c) Execution, outdated
d) action, expired
e) Lawsuit, invalid

40. Even as the __________ elsewhere in
the  world are struggling to come out of
recession, Indian consumers are
splurging on consumer goods and to
__________ this growth, companies
are investing heavily in various sectors.
a) economies, meet
b) countries, inhibit
c) governments, measure
d) nations, inflict
e) companies, counter

REASONING ABILITY

Directions (Q. Nos. 41-45): Each of the
questions below consists of a question
and two statements numbered I and II
given it. you have to decide whether the
data given  in the statements are
sufficient to  answer the question. Read
both statements and choose the most
appropriate option.

41. How many persons are standing between
L and K in a  straight line of 19 person?
(Note: All are standing in a straight line,
facing north).
I. Y stands on the extreme left end

of the line. Only five persons stand
between Y and K. Only six
persons stand between K and R.
Only four persons stand between
R and L.

II. J stand exactly in the middle of
the line. Only two persons stand
between I and J. Only five
persons stand between I and L. I
stands to the left of L. K stands
third to the left of J.

a) The data even in both statements
I and II together are not sufficient
to answer the question.

b) The data in both statements I and
II together are necessary to answer
the question.

c) The data in statement II alone are
sufficient to answer the question,
while the data in statement I alone
are not sufficient to answer the
question.

d) The data either instatement I
alone or statement II alone are
sufficient to  answer the question.

e) The data in statement I alone are
sufficient to answer the question

while the data in statement II alone
are not sufficient to answer the
question

42.   Among six persons A, B, C, D, E and F
standing around a circle, some of them
are facing the centre while others are
facing outside (ie opposite to the
centre,). What is the position of A with
respect to E?
(Note: Facing the same direction means,
if one facing the centre then the other
is also facing the centre and vice versa.
Facing outside and vice versa)
I. C stands second to the right of E.

E faces outside. C is an immediate
neighbour of both D and B. F
stands second to the left of D. D
faces the same direction as E

II. Only two persons stand between
B and E. Both B and E face
outside. E is  an immediate
neighbour of both D and F. B is an
immediate neighbour of both C
and A. A is not an immediate
neighbour of D.

a) The data in both statements I and
II together are necessary to answer
the question.

b) The data in statement II alone are
sufficient to answer the question
while the data in statement I alone
are not sufficient to answer the
question.

c) The data even in both statements
I and II together are not sufficient
to answer the question.

d) The data either in statement I
alone or in statement II alone are
sufficient to answer the question.

e) The data in statement I alone are
sufficient to answer the question,
while the data in statement II alone
are not sufficient to answer the
question.

43.  How is X related to N?
I. X is mother of J. T is married to

Z. N is daughter of T. Z is brother
of J.

II. X is married to Y. Y is father of J.
J is married to L. J is uncle of N.

a) The data even in both statements
I and II together are not sufficient
to answer the question.

b) The data in statement I alone are
sufficient to answer the question,
while the data in statement II alone
are not sufficient to answer the
question.

c) The data either in statement I
alone or in statement II alone are
sufficient to answer the question.

d) The data in both statements I and
II together are necessary to answer
the question.

e) The data statement II alone are
sufficient to answer the question,
while the data in statement I alone
are not sufficient to answer the
question.

44.  Among mobiles R, S, T, U, V and W,
which is the costliest?
I. T is costlier than only two

mobiles. S is costlier than R but
not the costliest. V is costlier than
only W.

II. R is cheaper than only two
mobiles. V is costlier than W but
cheaper than T. T is cheaper than
R. S is cheaper than U

a) The data in statement II alone are
sufficient to answer the question,
while the data in statement I alone
are not sufficient to answer the
question.

b) The data even in both statements
I and II together are not sufficient
to answer the question.

c) The data either in statement I
alone or in statement II alone are
sufficient to answer the question.

d) The data in statement I alone are
sufficient to answer the question,
while the data in statement II alone
are not sufficient to answer the
question.

e) The data in both statements I and
II together are necessary to answer
the question.

45.  In a six-storey building (consisting of
floors number I to 6, wherein the
topmost floor is number 6 and the
ground floor is number I) each of the
six friends, namely M, N, O, P, Q and
R, lives on a different floor (not
necessarily in the same order). Who
amongst them lives on the lowermost
floor?
I. M lives on floor number five.

Only two persons live between
M and N. Q lives immediately
above P.

II. P lives on floor number three.
Only two persons live between P
and O. N lives immediately above
R. N lives on an even-numbered
floor.
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a) The data even in both statements
I and II together are not sufficient
to answer the question.

b) The data in statement II alone are
sufficient to answer the question
while the data in statement I alone
are not sufficient to answer the
question.

c) The data in statement I alone are
sufficient to answer the question,
while the data in statement II alone
are not sufficient to answer the
question.

d) The data either in statement I
alone or in statement II alone are
sufficient to answer the question.

e) The data in both statements I and
II together are necessary to answer
the question.

Directions (Q.46-50): Study the
information carefully and answer the
questions.
N, O, P, Q, R, S, T and U are sitting around
a circular area at equal distances between
each other, but not necessarily in the same
order. Some of the people are facing the
centre while some face outside (i.e. in a
direction opposite to the centre).
R sits second to the right of T. T face the
centre. O sits third to the left of R. R and O
face opposite directions. Immediate
neighbours of O face the centre. P sits second
to the right of O. U sits to the immediate
left of P. N sits second to the left of Q. Q
faces the same direction as O. Q is not an
immediate neighbour of T. Immediate
neighbours of R face opposite directions.
(i.e. if one neighbour faces the centre the
other neighbour faces outside and vice-
versa.)

46. Four of the following five are alike in a
certain way based on the given seating
arrangement and so form a group.
Which is the one that does not belong
to that group?
a)U b)S
c)P d)N
e)Q

47. Who sits second to the left of U?
a)T
b)O
c)S
d)Other than those given as options
e)Q

48. As per the given seating arrangement,
which of the following is true regarding
S?

a) U is one of the immediate
neighbours of S.

b) S sits third to the right of R.
c) S faces the centre.
d) Only two people sit between S

and T.
e) Only one person sits between S

and N.
49. What is P’s positions with respect to

N?
a)Second to the left
b)Second to the right
c)Third to the right
d)Third to the  left
e)Fourth to the left

50. How many people in the given
arrangement face outside?
a)Three b)Two
c)Four d)Five
e)One

Directions (Q.51-55): Study the
following information carefully to
answer the given questions.
A word and number arrangement machine
when given an input line of words and
numbers rearranges them following a
particular rule in each step. The following is
an illustration of input and rearrangement.
Input:  202 nokia 65 samsung 116 micromax
5 apple 610 lenovo Panasonic 51 huawei
Step I:  610 202 nokia 65 samsung 116
micromax 5 apple Lenovo Panasonic 51
huawei
Step II:  610 202 65 nokia Samsung 116
micromax 5 apple Lenovo panasonic  51
huawei
Step III: 610 202 65 116 nokia Samsung
micromax 5 apple Lenovo Panasonic 51
huawei
Step IV:  610 202 65 116 5 nokia Samsung
micromax apple Lenovo panasonic 51
huawei
Step V:  610 202 65 116 5 51 nokia Samsung
micromax apple Lenovo Panasonic huawei
Step VI:  610 202 65 116 5 51 huawei nokia
Samsung micromax apple Lenovo panasonic
Step VII:  610 202 65 116 5 51 huawei
Panasonic nokia Samsung micromax apple
Lenovo
Step VIII: 610 202 65 116 5 51 huawei
Panasonic micromax nokia Samsung apple
Lenovo
Step IX: 610 202 65 116 5 51 huawei
Panasonic micromax nokia Lenovo Samsung
apple
Step X: 610 202 65 116 5 51 huawei
Panasonic micromax nokia Lenovo apple
samsung

Step X is the last step of the above input; as
the desired arrangement is obtained. As per
rules followed in the above steps, find out
in each of the following questions the
appropriate step for the given input.
Input: “24 whirlpool 55 kelvinator 81
godrej hitachi 200 electrolux 43 bluestar
315 sharp”

51. Which of the following is the last step
but one?
a)VII b)VIII
c)IX d)X
e)None of these

52. If ’24’ is related to ‘kelvinator’ and
‘godrej’ is related to ‘43’, ‘electrolux’
is related to which of the following in
step III?
a)bluestar b)43
c)315 d)sharp
e)None of these

53. Which of the following is third to the
left of the one that is 8th from the left
end in Step III?
a)godrej b)Kelvinator
c)whirlpool d)24
e)None of these

54. Which is the position of ‘kelvinator’ in
Step VI?
a)7th from the right
b)8th from the left
c)6th from the left
d)5th from the right
e)None of these

55. Which of the following will be Step V of
the rearrangement?
a) 315 81 200 43 24 whirlpool 55

kelvinator godrej hitachi Electrolux
bluestar sharp

b) 315 81 200 43 55 24 whirlpool
kelvinator godrej hitachi Electrolux
bluestar sharp

c) 315 81 200 24 whirlpool 55
kelvinator godrej hitachi Electrolux
43 bluestar sharp

d) 315 81 200 24 whirlpool 55
kelvinator godrej hitachi Electrolux
bluestar sharp 43

e) None of these

Directions: (Q.56-60): Study the
following information carefully and
answer the given questions.
A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are eight members
in a family. Among them, four are males and
four are females. There are three husbands,
three wives, two daughters, and two sons in
the family. They all have a different
profession, viz. Lecture, Professor, Lawyer,
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Businessman, Beautician, Doctor,
Housewife and CA. They all are sitting
around a circular table, facing the centre. A
is father of C and F, who is a male Doctor.
The Housewife is married to a Businessman
and neither A nor B is a Businessman. E is a
Professor and is sitting between the Lawyer
and the Housewife. No male is a Professor.
G is father of B and is sitting between two
male members. D is daughter of C, who is
second to the right of her son. H is
Beautician and married to a Doctor. D is a
CA and is sitting second to the left of her
father. A and B cannot sit adjacent to each
other. All females sit together.

56. Who among the following is the Lawyer?
a)A b)B
c)C d)Either A or B
e)G

57. Who is the Lecturer?
a)A b)B
c)C d)G
e)None of these

58. Which of the following pairs is not
correctly matched?
a)G – Businessman
b)B – Lawyer
c)E – Professor
d)A – Housewife
e)None of these

59. Who is sitting second to the left of A?
a)B b)C
c)D d)H
e)E

60. A is related to F, and G is related to B.
Similarly, E is related to which of the
following on the basis of their seating
arrangement?
a)H b)C
c)D d)A
e)G

Directions (Q.61-65): Study the
following information carefully and
answer the given questions.
J, K, L, M, N, O and P live on seven different
floors of a building but not necessarily in
the same order. The lowermost floor of the
building is numbered 1, the one above that
is numbered floor is numbered 7. Each one
of them also likes a different subject namely
– English, History, Commerce, Biology,
Accounts, Geography and Computer. (but
not necessarily in the same order.)
J lives on an odd numbered floor but not on
the floor numbered 3. The one who like
Accounts lives immediately above J. Only

two people live between M and the one who
likes Accounts.
The one who likes History lives on one of
the odd numbered floors above M. Only
three people live between L and the one
who likes History. The one who likes
Commerce lives immediately above L.
The one who likes English lives immediately
above the one who likes Computer. P lives
on an odd numbered floor.
Only one person lives between K and N. K
lives on one of the floors above N. J does
not like Biology. N does not like Commerce.
P does not like Biology and Geography.

61. Which of the following subjects does J
likes?
a)Geography b)Computer
c)Commerce d)History
e)English

62. Which of the following combinations is
true with respect to the given
arrangement?
a)Geography – L
b)History – O
c)Computer – P
d)Accounts – M
e)Commerce – K

63. If all the people are made to sit in
alphabetical order from top to bottom,
the positions of how many people will
remain unchanged?
a)Four b)None
c)Two d)One
e)Three

64. Which of the following statements is
true with respect to the given
arrangement?
a) The one who likes computer lives

immediately below J.
b) O likes History
c) None of the given options is true
d) Only four people live between M

and P.
e) P lives immediately below N.

65. Who amongst the following lives on the
floor numbered 6?
a)K
b)The one who likes English
c)Either (b) or (e)
d)M
e)O

Directions: (Q.66-70): Study the
following information and answer the
given questions:
Seven friends, namely M, N, O, P, Q, R and
S, have an essay competition on seven
different days, namely Monday, Tuesday,

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday and
Sunday of the same week. Each friend also
studies in a different standard, namely First,
Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth and
Seventh, but necessarily in the same order.
The one who studies in the first standard
has a competition on Saturday. S studies in
the second standard and has a competition
on Wednesday. N has a competition
immediately before Q. N does not have a
competition on any of the days after S. The
one who studies in the seventh standard does
not have a competition on any of the days
on or before Friday. The one who studies in
the third standard has a competition
immediately after O. Q does not study in
the fifth standard.  The one who studies in
the sixth standard does not have a
competition immediately before or after S.
R does not have any competition on Sunday
and does not study in the third standard. P
does not have any competition on any of
the days before M.

66. Which of the following standard does R
study in?
a)Seventh b)Fifth
c)First d)Second
e)Fourth

67. Four of the following five from a group
as per the given arrangement. Which of
the following does not belong to that
group?
a)O – Tuesday
b)M – Wednesday
c)P – Saturday
d)S – Monday
e)R – Thursday

68. Based on the given arrangement, which
of the following statements is TRUE?
a) M has a competition on Saturday
b) Q studies in the sixth standard.
c) All the given statements are true
d) Only two persons have their

competition between S and P
e) R has a competition immediately

after M.
69. Which of the following combinations is

definitely correct?
a) R – Friday – First
b) O – Tuesday – Fourth
c) M – Thursday – Third
d) Q – Saturday – Fifth
e) P – Sunday – Seventh

70. On which day does N have his
competition?
a)Saturday b)Friday
c)Sunday d)Tuesday
e)Monday
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Directions (Q. Nos. 71- 75): In each of
the questions below there are three
statements followed by five conclusions
Numbered (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e). you
have to take the given statements to be
true even if they seem to be at variance
with commonly known facts. Read all the
conclusions and then decide which of the
given conclusions definitely logically
does not follow from the given
statements, disregarding commonly
known facts.

71. Statement (i) Some B are C
(ii) All A are B
(iii) No C is D

Conclusion
(a) Some A are not D
(b) Some D are not B
(c) Some D are not C
(d) Some B are not D
(e)All B are D is a possibility

72. Statement (i) No Book is tree.
(ii) Some Tree are Pen.
(iii) No pen is Car
Conclusion
(a) No book is Pen
(b) Some pen are not Book
(c) Some Car are Book
(d) Some Pen are car
(e) All of the above

73. Statement   (i) All Rasgola are Odisha
(ii) Some Odisha are Westbengal
(iii) No west Bengal is Maharashtra
Conclusion
(a) Some Odisha are Maharashtra
(b) All Rasgola are west Bengal
(c) No Rasgola is Maharashtra
(d) Some Odisha are definitely not

Maharashtra
(e) None of these

74. Statement  (i) Some R & D are Lab
(ii) No Lab is Account
(iii) All account are Vanik
Conclusion
(a) Some R & D are Account
(b)  All R & D are Vanik
(c) All Vanik are Lab
(d) All Vanik are R & D is a Possibility
(e) No Lab is R & D

75. Statement : - (i) All People are
Democracy
(ii) No Democracy is Politics
(iii) All Democracy and Politics are
country
Conclusion
(a) Some Politics are not Democracy

is a Possibility

(b) Some People are country
(c) No People are politics
(d) All of the above
(e) None of these

Directions : 76-80): Read the following
information and answer the questions
that follow
An organisation related with weather
forecasting conducted a survey. The survey
was regarding the temperature of the five
days of a week starting from Monday to
Friday. But the survey was conducted in
only five cities. Those cities were Lucknow,
Bhopal, Patna, Jaipur and Chandigarh.
The concluded result revealed a unique
characteristic. During the survey period, on
each day one city witnessed maximum
temperature. No cities witnessed maximum
temperature twice in that period. The same
was true for minimum temperature also.
The maximum temperature witnessed
d u r i n g  t h o s e  f i v e  d a y s  w e r e  3 2

o, 33o, 34o,
35o and 36o but not necessarily in the same
order as the names of the days. Similarly,
minimum temperatures witnessed during
those five days were 23o, 24o, 25o, 26o and
27o but not necessarily in the same order as
the names of the days
Now study the given additional clues:

(i) No city witnessed both the
maximum and the minimum
temperatures of a day on the same
day.

(ii) The minimum temperature
26owas not witnessed in
Lucknow. Lucknow witnessed the
maximum temperature on
Wednesday, and it was 2o more
than the maximum temperature
witnessed in Patna, which it was
neither on Monday nor on
Tuesday.

(iii) The minimum temperature
27owas witnessed on Tuesday.
But it was not the city which
witnessed 35oas maximum
temperature.

(iv) Chandigarh witnessed the
minimum temperature on Friday.
But it was not in the form of an
odd number.

(v) The city which witnessed 25o as
minimum temperature, had
witnessed the maximum
temperature of 34o two days
before. But the city was not
Jaipur.

(vi) The city which witness the
minimum temperature on
Wednesday was not Patna,
Besides, Patna did not witness the
maximum temperature of 32o.

(vii) The greatest among the maximum
temperature was witnessed on
Monday. While 33o maximum
temperature was not witnessed on
Thursday. The minimum
temperature of 23o was not
witnessed on Monday.

(viii)One of the cities witnessed
maximum temperature on
Monday and minimum
temperature in Wednesday.

76. The maximum temperature 34o was
witnessed in which city?
a)Data inadequate
b)Lucknow
c)Bhopal
d)Patna
e)None of these

77. The minimum temperature 24o was
witnessed in which city?
a) Data inadequate
b)Lucknow
c)Bhopal
d)Patna
e)None of these

78. On which day did Patna witness the
maximum temperature?
a) Data inadequate
b)Monday
c)Tuesday
d)None of these
e)All of these

79. On which day did Chandigarh witness
the minimum temperature?
a) Data inadequate
b)Monday
c)Tuesday
d)None of these
e)All of these

80. The maximum temperature witnessed
on Monday was
a) 32o b) 33o

c)34o d)None of these
e)All of these

Directions (81 -82): In each question
below is given a statement followed by
three courses of action numbered (A),
(B) and (C). A course of action is a step or
administrative decision to be taken for
improvement, follow-up or further action
in regard to the problem, policy, etc. On
the basis of the information given in the
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statement, you have to assume
everything in the statement to be true,
then decide which of the suggested
courses of action logically follow(s) for
pursuing.

81. Statement : A heavy  unseasonal
downpour during the last two days has
parlaysed the normal life in the stat in
huge relief to the problem of acute
water crisis in the state.
Courses of action:
(A) The state government should set

up a committee to review the
alarming situation

(B) The state government should
immediately remove all the
restrictions on use of potable
water in all the major cities in the
state.

(C) The state government should send
relief supplies to all the affected
areas in the state.

a) None
b) Only (A)
c) Only (B) and (C)
d) Only (C)
e) All (A), (B), (C)

82. Statements : A large private bank has
decided to retrench on-third of its
employees in view of the huge losses
incurred by it during the past three
quarters.
Courses of action:
(A) The Govt. should issue a

notification to general public to
immediately stop all transactions
with the bank.

(B) The Govt. should Direct the to
refrain from retrenching its
employees.

(C) The Govt. should ask the central
bank of country to initiate an
enquiry into the bank’s activities
and submit its report.

a) None
b) Only (A)
c) Only (B)
d) Only (C)
e) Only (A) and (C)

83. Effect: Majority of the employees of
the ailing organization opted for
voluntary retirement scheme and left
the organization with all their
retirement benefits within a fortnight
of launching the scheme. Which of the
following can be a probable cause of
the above effect?

a) The company has been making
huge losses for the past five years
and is unable to pay salary to its
employees in time

b) The management of the company
made huge personal gains through
unlawful activities.

c) One of the  competitors of the
company went bankrupt last year

d) The company owns large tracts
of land in the state while will fetch
huge sum to its owners.

e) None of these
8 4 . Statement: Most of the companies IT

and ITES sectors in India have started
hiring from engineering college
campuses this year and are likely to
recruit much more than yearly
recruitment of the earlier years.
 Which of the following substantiates
the facts stated in the above
statement?
a) IT and ITES are the only sectors

in India which are hiring from
engineering college campuses.

b) Govt. has stepped up recruitment
activities after a gap of five years.

c) The IT and ITES companies have
now decided to visit the
engineering college campuses for
tier- II cities in India as well as.

d) The availability of qualified
engineers will substantially
increase in the near future.

e) None of these
85. Statement: The Govt. has decided to

instruct the banks to open new
branches in such a way that there is
one branch of any of the banks in every
village of population 1000 and above
or a cluster of villages with population
less than 1000 to provide banking
services to all the citizens.
Which of the following will weaken
the step taken by the Govt.?
a) The private sector banks in India

have stepped  up their branch
expansion activities in rural India

b) Many Govt.- owned banks have
surplus manpower in its urban
branches.

c) All the banks, including those in
private sector, will follow the
Govt. directive.

d) Large number of branches of many
Govt.- owned banks in the rural
areas are making huge losses every

year due to lack of adequate
business activities.

e) None of these

Directions (Q. Nos. 86 - 88): Study the
following information carefully and
answer the questions given below:
The Centre reportedly wants to continue
providing subsidy to consumers for cooking
gas and kerosene for five more years. This
is not good news from the point of view of
reining in the fiscal deficit. Mounting
subventions for subsidies means diversion
of savings by the government from
investment to consumption, raising the cost
of capital in the process. The government
must cut expenditure on subsidies to create
more fiscal space for investments in both
physical and social infrastructure. It should
outline a plane for comprehensive reform in
major subsidies including petroleum, food
and fertilizers and set goal posts.

86. Which of the following is a conclusion
which can be drawn from the facts
stated in the above paragraph?
a) Subsidy provided by the

government under various heads
to the citizen increases the cost of
capital

b) Govt. is unable to withdraw
subsidies provided to various
items.

c) Govt. subsidy on kerosene is
purely a political decision.

d) Govt. does not have enough
resources to continue providing
subsidy on petroleum products.

e) None of these
87. Which of the following is an inference

which can be made from the facts stated
in the above paragraph?
a) India’s fiscal deficit is negligible

in comparison to other merging
economies in the world .

b) Subsidy on food and fertilizers are
essential for the growth of Indian
economy.

c) Reform in financial sector will
weaken India’s position in the
international arena.

d) Gradual withdrawal of subsidy is
essential for effectively managing
fiscal deficit in India.

e) None of these
88. Which of the following is an

assumption which is implicit in the
facts stated in the above paragraph?
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a) People in India may not be able to
pay more for petroleum products.

b) Many people in India are rich
enough to buy petroleum
products at market cost.

c) Govt. may not be able to create
more infrastructural facilities if the
present level of subsidy continues
for a longer time.

d) Govt. of India has sought
assistance from international
financial organizations for its
infrastructural projects

e) None of these

Directions (Q. Nos. 89 - 90): Study the
following information carefully and
answer the questions given below:
Poverty measurement is an unsettled issue,
both conceptually and methodologically.
Since poverty is a process as well as an
outcome, many come out of it while others
may be falling into it. The  net effect of
these two parallel processes is a proportion
commonly identified as the ‘head count
ratio’, but these ratios hide the fundamental
dynamism that characterizes poverty in
practice. The most recent poverty re-
estimates by an expert group has also missed
the crucial dynamism. In a study conducted
on 13, 000 households which represented
the entire country in 1993 -94 and again in
2004-5, it was found that in the ten-year
period 18.2% rural population moved out
of poverty whereas another 22.1% fell into
it over this period. This net increase of about
four percentage points was seen to have a
considerable variation across states and
regions.

89. Which of the following is a conclusion
which can be drawn from the facts
stated in the above paragraph?
a) Accurate estimates of number of

people living below poverty line
in India is possible to be made

b) Many expert groups in India are
not interested to measure poverty
objectively

c) Process of poverty measurement
needs to take into account various
factors to tackle its dynamic
nature.

d) People living below poverty line
remain in that position for a very
long time

e) None of these

90. Which of the following is an
assumption which is implicit in the
facts stated in the above paragraph
a) It may not be possible to have an

accurate poverty measurement in
India.

b) Level of poverty  in India is static
over the years.

c) Researchers avoid making
conclusions on poverty
measurement data in India.

d) Govt. of India has a mechanism
to measure level of poverty
effectively and accurately.

e) None of these

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE

Directions (91-95) : Study the graphs
carefully to answer the questions that
follow:
Total number of children in 6 different
schools and the percentage of girls in

them

91. What is the total percentage of boys in
schools R and U together? (round off
two digits after decimal)
a)78.55 b)72.45
c)76.28 d)75.83
e)None of these

92. What is the total number of boys in
School T?
a) 500 b)600
c) 750 d) 850
e) None of these

93. The total number of students in school
R is approximately what per cent of
the total number of students in school
S?
a) 89 b)75
c) 78 d) 82
e) 94

94. What is the average number of boys in
schools P and Q together?
a) 1425 b)1575
c)1450 d) 1625
e) None of these

95. What is the ratio of the number of girls
in schools P to the number of girls in
school Q?
a) 27:20 b)17:21
c) 20:27 d) 21:17
e) None of these

Directions (Q.96-100) : Study the given
information carefully to answer the
questions that follow:
An organization consists of 2400 employees
working in different departments, viz HR,
Marketing, IT, Production and Accounts.
The ratio of male to female employees in
the Organization is 5 : 3 Twelve percent of
the males work in the HR department.
Twenty four per cent of the females work
in the Accounts department. The ratio of
males to females working in the HR
department is 6:11. One-ninth of the females
work in the IT department. Forty two per
cent of the males work in the Production
department. The number of females working
in the Production department is ten per cent
of the males working in the same. The
remaining Females work in the Marketing
department. The total number of employees
working in the IT department is 285. Twenty
two percent of the males work in the
Marketing department and the remaining
work in the Accounts department.

96. The number of males working in the IT
department forms approximately
what per cent of the total number of
males in the organization?
a) 5 b)12
c)21 d) 8
e) 18

97. How many males work in the Accounts
department?
a) 170 b)165
c)185 d)160
e)None of these

98. The total number of employees working
in the Accounts department forms what
per cent of the total numbers of
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employees in the organization?
(rounded off two digits after decimal)
a) 19.34 b)16.29
c) 11.47 d) 23.15
e) None of these

99. The number of females working in the
Production department forms what per
cent of the total number of females in
the organization?
a) 7 b)2
c)4 d) 15
e) None of these

100. What is the total number of females
working in the HR and Marketing
departments together?
a) 363 b)433
c) 545 d) 521
e) None of these

101. A bag contains 5 white and 3 black
balls, and 4 are successively drawn out
and not replaced. What’s the chance of
getting different colours alternatively?

a)
6

1
b)

5

1

c)
4

1
d)

7

1

e)None of these
102. Four balls are drawn at random from a

bag containing 5 white, 4 green and 3
black balls. The probability that
exactly two of them are white is

a)
33

14
b)

16

7

c)
33

18
d)

16

9

e)None of these
103. Three friends A, B and C started a

business by investing a sum of money
in the ratio-of 5:7:6. After 6 months C
withdraws half of his capital. If the sum
invested by ‘A’ is Rs. 40, 000, out of a
total annual profit of Rs.33,000, C’s
share will be
a)Rs. 9,000 b) Rs. 12,000
c) Rs. 11,000 d)Rs. 10,000
e)None of these

104. The average age of Mr.&  Mrs Sinha at
the time of their marriage in 1972 was
23 years. On the occasion of their
anniversary in 1976, they observed that
the average age of their family had come
down by 4 years compared to their

average age at the time of their marriage.
This was due to the fact that their son
Vicky was born during that period.
What was the age of Vicky in 1980?
a)6 b)7
c)8 d)5
e)None of these

105. There are two solutions of Sulphuric
acid (acid + water) with concentration
of 50% and 80% respectively. They
are mixed in a certain ratio to get a 62%
sulphuric acid solution. This solution
is mixed with 6 liters of water to get
back 50% solution. How much of the
80% solution has been used in the
entire process?
a) 15 liters b) 12 liters
c) 10 liters d)17 litres
e) None of these

106. In an examination, Raman scored 25
marks less than Rohit. Rohit scored 45
more marks than Sonia. Rohan scored
75 marks which is 10 more than Sonia.
Ravi’s score is 50 less than, maximum
marks of the test. What approximate
percentage of marks did Ravi score in
the examination, if the gets 34 marks
more than Raman?
a) 90 b)70
c) 80 d) 60
e) 85

107. Mayank can do 50% more work than
Shishu in the same time. Shishu alone
can do a piece of work in 30 hours.
Shishu starts working and he has
already worked for 6  hours when
Mayank joins him. How many hours
should Shishu and Mayank work
together to complete the remaining
work?
a) 6 b)12
c)4.8 d) 9.6
e)None of these

108. An aeroplane flies with an average speed
of 756 km/h. A helicopter takes 48 h to
cover  twice the distance covered by
aeroplane in 9 h. How much distance
will the helicopter cover in 18 h?
(Assuming that flights are non-stop
and moving with uniform speed.)
a) 5010 km b)4875 km
c) 5760 km d) 5103 km
e) None of these

109. 10000 workers were employed to
construct a river bridge in four years.
At the end of first year, 10% workers
were retrenched. At the end of the
second year, 5% of the workers at the

beginning of the second year were
retrenched. However to complete the
project in time, the number of workers
was increased by 10% at the end of the
third year. How many workers were
working during the fourth year?
a)9405 b)1000
c)8500 d)8000
e)None of these

110. An amount of Rs. 12820 due 3 years
hence, is fully repaid in three annual
installments starting after 1 year The
first installment is ½ the second
installment and the second installment
is 2/3 of the third installment. If the
rate of interest is 10% per annum, find
the first installment.
a) Rs. 2400 b)Rs. 1800
c) Rs. 2000 d) Rs. 2500
e) None of these

Directions (Q. 111-115): Study the
following table carefully and answer the
questions which follow.
Number of Candidates found Eligible
and the Number of Candidates Short
listed for Interview fro a recent
Recruitment Process for Six Posts from
Different States

Post I II III
State E S E S E S

A 2500 65 7200 240 5200 76
B 3200 220 8500 420 8400 190
C 2800 280 4500 350 7600 160
D 2400 85 4800 200 2600 55
E 3000 120 5600 280 3800 75
F 4800 325 6400 320 4400 220
G 6500 550 7000 140 6000 325

Post IV V VI
State E S E S E S

A 3600 200 4600 110 5400 380
B 6200 320 5800 180 6200 430
C 8200 440 7300 310 3700 250
D 7500 350 3900 160 4800 360
E 6800 280 6100 260 7800 520
F 4700 180 4900 220 8800 640
G 5500 220 8100 410 2700 200

E-Eligible S-short listed

111. From State B, which post had the
highest percentage of candidates short
listed?
a) V b) IV
c) VI d) II
e) None of these
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112. What is the average number of
candidates (approximately) found
eligible for Post III from all states?
a) 6700 b)6200
c) 4200 d) 45000
e) 5500

113. What is the overall percentage (rounded
off to one digit after decimal) of
candidates short listed over the total
number of candidates eligible for Post
I from all the States together?
a) 9.5% b)12.5%
c) 7.2% d) 6.5%
e) None of these

114. What is the ratio of the total number of
candidates short listed for all the posts
together from States E to that from state
G?
a) 307:369 b)73:79
c) 6:5 d) 9:7
e) None of these

115. The total number of candidates found
eligible for Post I from all states together
is approximately what per cent of the
total number of candidates found
eligible for Post VI from all States
together?
a) 45% b)50%
c) 60% d) 55%
e) 65%

Directions (Q.116-120) : Three
statements follow below the question
asked. How many statements (s) would
be required to answer the questions from
the options given below.

116. By selling an article what is the profit
per cent gained?
A) 5% discount is given on list price.
B) If discount is not given 20%

profit gained.
C) The cost price of the article is

Rs. 5000.
a) Only A and B
b) Only A and C
c) Only B and C
d) All A, B and C together
e) None of these

117. What is the Present  age of father?
A) Difference in ages of father and

son is 24 years.

B) Present age of son is
5

1
th of

present age of father.

C) After 6 years from now, the age

of son will be
3

1
rd of father’s age.

a) Only A and B
b) Only B and C
c) Only A and C
d) All A, B and C are together

required
e) Any two of the statements are

required to answer the question.
118. What is the cost of fencing a rectangular

plot?
A) Length of the plot is twice its

breadth.
B) Area of the plot is 288 square

metres.
C) Cost of fencing is Rs 4 per metre.
a) B and C only
b) A and C only
c) A and B only
d) All the three statements A, B and

C are required to answer the
question

e) Question cannot be answered
even with the all three statements
together

119. What is the length of the train?
A) The train crosses a signal pole in

18 seconds.
B) The train crosses a 200 metres

long plateform in 30 seconds.
C) Speed of the train is 60 kmph.
a) A and C only
b) B and C only
c) C and A or B only
d) A or B only
e) None of these

120. What will be the compound interest
earned on an amount of Rs. 5000 in
two years?
A) The simple interest on the same

amount at the same rate of interest
in five years is Rs.2000.

B) The compound interest and the
simple interest earned in one year
is the same.

C) The amount becomes more than
double on compound interest in
10 years.

a)  A  and B only
b) A only
c) B and C only
d) A and C only
e) None of these

Directions: (Q. 121-125): Study the
following pie-diagrams carefully and
answer the questions given below.

Number of students studying in
different faculties in the years 2001

and 2002 from state X

121. In which faculty there was decrease in
the number of students from 2001 to
2002?
a)None b)Arts
c)Agriculture d)Pharmacy
e)None of these

122. What is the ratio between the number
of students studying pharmacy in the
years 2001 and 2002 respectively?
a)4 : 3 b)3 : 2
c)2 : 3 d)7 : 12
e)None of these

123. What was the approximate percentage
increase in the number of students of
Engineering from the year 2001 to
2002?
a)17 b)15
c)25 d)23
e)20

124. In the year 2001, the number of
students studying arts and commerce
together is what percent of the number
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of students studying these subjects
together in 2002?
a)76 b)85
c)82 d)79
e)None of these

125. In which of the following faculties the
percent increase in the number of
students was minimum from 2001 to
2002?
a)Arts b)Science
c)Commerce d)Medicine
e)Engineering

Directions (Q.126-130) : What
approximate value should come in place
of the question mark(?) in the following
questions?

126. 18 34    66 114   178     ?
a)252 b)258
c)242 d)285
e)None of these

127. 24 51   99 201  399    ?
a)789 b)810
c)798 d)801
e)None of these

128. 22 26    35 60   109    ?
a)320 b)137
c)173 d)203
e)None of these

129. 48 66   132 150   300   318     ?
a)363 b)336
c)636 d)663
e)None of these

130. 656      344 188    110    ?
a)76 b)79
c)71 d)73
e)None of these

131. Rs 7930 is so divided into three parts
such that their amounts after 2, 3 and 4
years respectively are equal, the simple
interest being at the rate of 5% per
annum. Find the difference between the
greatest and the smallest parts of the
sum.
a) Rs 250 b) Rs 230
c) Rs 280 d) Rs 330
e)None of these

132. P, Q and R are the three towns on a
river which glows uniformly. Q is
equidistant from P and R. I row from P
to Q and back in 10 hours and I can
row from P to R in 4 hours. Compare
the speed of my boat in still water with
that of the river.
a) 5:3 b) 4:3
c) 6:5 d) 7:3
e)None of these

133. Three pipes A, B and C are attached to
a cistern. A can fill it in 10 minutes and
B in 15 minutes. C is a waste pipe for
emptying it. After opening both the
pipes A and B, a man leaves the cistern
and returns when the cistern should
have been just full. Finding, however,
that the waste pipe had been left open,
he closes it and the cistern now gets
filled in 2 minutes, In how much time
the pipe C, if opened alone, empty the
full cistern
a) 10 minute b) 12 minute
c) 18 minute d) 22 minute
e) None of these

134. The area of a side of a box is 120 sq cm.
The area of the other side of the box is
72 sq cm. If the area of the upper
surface of the box is 60 sq cm then find
the volume of the box.
a) 259200 cm3

b)86400cm3

c) 720 cm3

d) Can’t be determined
e) None of these

135. Two right circular cones of equal curved
surface areas have their highest in the
ratio of 2: 3. Find the ratio of their
radii.
a) 3 : 2
b) 3 : 1

c) 2:3
d) Data inadequate
e) None of these

136. A person sells his table at a profit of
15% and the chair at a loss of 5% but
on the whole he gains Rs 16. On the
other hand if he sells the table at a loss
5% and the chair at a profit of 15%
then he neither gains nor loses. Find
the cost price of the table and the chair.
a) Rs 120, Rs 40
b) Rs 150, Rs 90
c) Rs 40, Rs 120
d) Data inadequate
e) None of these

137. A person bought some oranges at the
rate of 3 per rupee. He bought the same
number of oranges at the rate of 2 per
rupee. He mixes both the types and
sells at 5 for rupees 2. In this business
he bears a loss of Rs 2. Find out how
many oranges he bought in all?
a) 240 oranges
b) 120 oranges
c) 180 oranges
d) Cann’t possible

e) None of these

138. A, B and C are partners. A receives
8

5

of the profit and B and C share the
remaining profit equally. A’s income is
increased by Rs 450 when the profit
rises from 4% to 9%. Find the capitals
invested by B and C.
a) Rs 3366 b) Rs 1687.5
c) Rs 3475 d) Rs 3466

139. Two train A and B having speed 108 m/
s and 72 m/s respectively, travels
towards each other. The distance
between them is 200 k.m. A Bird
starting from A reach B, again come back
to A and so on. What is the total
distance travel by the bird before the
two train meet each other if the speed
of the bird is 40 km/hr.
a) 200 k.m b) 150 k.m
c) 160 k.m d) 210 k.m
e) 170 k.m

140. There are 5 oranges, 7 apples and 9
mangoes in a fruit basket. In how many
ways can a person make a selection of
fruits from among the fruits in the
basket?
a) 480 b) 481
c) 482 d) 479
e) None of these

GENERAL AWARENESS

141. Who Leaded the inter- regulatory
working Group set up by RBI to study
the Regulatory issues relating to
Financial Technology (Fintech) and
digital  banking in India
a) Shankar Acharya
b) Aravind Subramanian
c)Sudarsan sen
d) N S vishwanathan
e) None of these

142. The Union Government has appointed
NS Vishwanathan as deputy  governer
of RBI. He will succeed__________?
a)  R Gandhi
b) S S Mundra
c) Urjit Patel
d) Harun R Khan
e) None of these

143.Recently which bank signed
subscription and shareholder ’s
Agreement with Reliance industries
(RIL) to set up payment bank
a) SBI b) RBI
c) ICICI d) HDFC
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e) Indusland Bank
144. How much percentage of their deposits

can invest by a payment banks in
short-term government bonds.
a) 50 % b) 51%
c) 74 % d) 25%
e) 75 %

145. What is the approximate share holders
of India in AIIB
a) 10% b) 22%
c) 8.5% d) 9%
e) 75%

146. Which bank Launched India’s First
Certified Green bond?
a) ICICI b) AXIX
c) HDFC d) YES Bank
e) SBI

147. Who is the Chief Minister of Arunachal
Pradesh?
a) Pema Khandu
b) Mukul Sangma
c) T. R. Zeliang
d) Tathagata Roy
e) Khaliko Pul

148. 40 th Session of World  Heritage
Committee meeting was held in
a) Manama, Baharin
b) Bejing , Turkey
c) Tehran , Iran
d) Istanbul Turkey
e) None of these

149. Which Bank become the first bank to
sell masala bonds?
a) IDFC b) AXIX
c) HDFC d) ICICI
e) UCO

150. Serena Williams won Wimbledon
women single title by defeating
a) Henri Kontinen
b) Venus Williams
c) Yaroslava Shvedova
d) Angelique Kerber
e) Anna –Lena

151. India has set up an apparel training
centre in which country to support
textiles industry?
a) South Africa
b) Mozambique
c) Nigeria
d) Uganda
e) Keneya

152. As per the Namami Ganga Programme
the government is committed to clean
Ganga completed by
a) 2018 b) 2020
c) 2022 d) 2017
e) 2019

153. Y- 20 military transport plane, the
largest transport aircraft belongs to
which country ?
a) USA b) Russia
c) Germany d) UK
e) China

154. Recently the French start up called
Moodstock has acquired by _____?
a) Microsoft
b) Googly
c) Trip Advisor
d) HP
e) Lenovo

155. Recently Lidudumalingani  Mqombothi
has won the ‘2016 the Caine Prize’ for
his story ‘Memories we Lost’. He
belongs to which country?
a) UK
b) Norway
c) South Africa
d) Keneya
e) Sudan

156. Noel Neil, Passed away recently. She
was a famous__________?
a) actress
b) singer
c) Film director
d) Journalist
e) Sports person

157. Annu Rani associated with which game?
a) Boxing
b) Chess
c) Badminton
d) Javelin throw
e) None of these

158. How many postal Bank branches will
become operational by 2017 ?
a ) 600 b) 800
c) 650 d) 700
e) 1000

159. “8 September” is observed as?
a) International Day for tolerance
b) World Philosophy Day
c) International  Day of Democracy
d) International Literacy Day
e) World maritime day

160. Maharana Pratap Airport is situated
at?
a) Maharashtra
b) Rajasthan
c) Bihar
d) Chhattisgarh
e) Gujarat

161. As per the Non- banking Financial
company- Account Aggregator
Direction – 2016, what should be the
minimum Net fund of NBFC?
a) Rs. 1 Cr b) Rs. 10 Cr

c) Rs. 2 Cr d) Rs. 5 Cr
e) Rs. 20 Cr

162. Which bank became the First Financial
institution in the country to tie up with
the New development bank to explore
opportunities.
a) Axix Bank
b) ICICI Bank
c) SBI
d) HDFC Bank
e) YES Bank

163. “A tradition of Trust” is the tag line of
which bank?
a) HDFC
b) Allahabad  Bank
c) DBS  Bank
d) Indian Bank
e) UCO Bank

164. Which of the following is not include
in the Transfer system in banking
sector
a) RTGS
b) NEFT
c) NPCI
d) Nepal Remittance scheme
e) EEFC A/C

165. What is the current Repo Rate?
a) 7.50 % b) 6.50 %
c) 5.50% d) 6.00%
e) 7.00%

166. Which of the following statement is
true regarding Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala
Yojana?
A) Under the Scheme, Financial

support of Rs. 1600 will be
provided.

B) This will be benefit about 1cr 60
lakh house holds below the
poverty line

C) It seeks to provide free LPG
connections to women from BPL

a)  Only A and C
b) Only B and C
c) Only B and C
d) Only A
e) All of these

167. World investment report is published
by?
a) UNDP  b) World bank 
c) IMF  d) UNCTAD
e) IDA

168. If you wish to purchase US dollars to
travel abroad, you will approach:-
a) ministry of finance
b) US embassy
c) any bank branch authorized for

such activity.
d) RBI
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e) external affairs ministry.
169. The total number of stock exchanges in

India is:-
a. 21  b. 22 
c. 23  d. 24
e.25

170. Which animal was declared as the
Guwahati’s City Animal?
a) Dolphin
b) Lion
c) White Shark
d) Star Fish
e) Tortoise 

171. Consider the following arrangement
1.  Maputo A. Filipe Nyusi
2.   Nairobi B. John Magufuli
3.  Dodom C. Jacob Zuma
4. Cape town D. Uhuru Kenyatta
Which of the following option is true?
a) 1  - C, 2 - D , 3 – B, 4 – A
b) 1 – D,  2- B,  3 – A,  4 - C
c) 1 – C, 2 – D, 3 – B, 4 – A
d) 1 – A, 2 – D, 3 – B , 4 – C
e) None of these

172. Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) recently
unveiled “Paperless SIP” which allow
mutual Fund investor to make
transaction through various mode of
payment. What is ‘S’ stands in SIP?
a) Settlement
b) System
c) Systematic
d) Stock
e) None of these

173. Which Bengaluru based start-up has
released India’s first IOT glucometer
that wirelessly syncs data with a
smartphone by combining user-centric
design and smart technology?
a) Fossilshale
b) Xactly Corporation
c) Cooey Technologies
d) Amitysoft Technologies
e) None of these

174. Which of the following banks has
planned to commence urban
microfinance operations in its 85
branches across the country? 
a) Yes Bank
b) Kotak Mahindra Bank
c) ICICI Bank
d) Axis Bank
e) None of these

175. According to United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD) report, what is the
position of India in Asia among the

largest recipients of Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI)? 
a) 12th b) 10th

c) 4th d) 9th

e) 6th
176. In which entry India joined in Missile

Technology Control Regime (MTCR)
for a complete member to enlighten in
high end missile technology?
a)34 b) 35
c) 36 d)37
e) 38

177. Which government inked a
memorandum of understanding (MOU)
deal for Rs 10,000 crore gas-based
fertilizer project?
a)Odisha
b)Arunachal Pradesh
c)Andhra Pradesh
d)Karnataka
e) Kerala

178. Which country inaugurated a test stretch
of an electric road in Sandviken for
heavy transports on public roads?
a)Korea b)Germany
c)Sweden d)Switzerland
e) Iceland

179. India’s first commercial court and
commercial Disputs Resolution centre
was inaugurated  at ______ ?
a)Raipur b)Jaipur
c)Shimla d)Kochi
e)Bhubaneswar

180. The MCLR marginal cost of lending
rate is effect from which date?
a)16 Apr 2016
b)7 June 2016
c)1 June 2016
d)1 Apr 2016
e)5 Apr 2016

COMPUTER KNOWLEDGE

181. Which out of the following commands
would you use to change your
password in UNIX system?
(a) pass
(b) cn pass
(c) password
(d) setpass
(e) None of these

182. If there are 5 routers and b networks in
an internetwork using link state routing
how many routing tables are there?
(a) 1 (b) 5
(c) 6 (d) 11
(e) None of these

183. A scripting language similar to HTML
and which runs only on a browser is
(a) FORTRAN
(b) BASIC
(c) FOXPRO
(d) Java Script
(e) None of these

184. In which technique, data is stored in
several disk units by breaking them into
smaller pieces and storing each piece
in separate disk?
(a) EDI (b) RAID
(c) DISK (d) Floppy
(e) None of these

185. The most popular network protocol
whose routing capabilities provide
maximum flexibility in an enterprise
wide network is known as
(a) TCP (b) FTP
(c) IP (d) TCP/IP
(e) None of these

186. HTML stands for
(a) Hyper Text Making Links
(b) Hyper Text Markup Language
(c) Higher Textual Marking of Links
(d) Hyper Text Mixer of Links
(e) None of these

187. All formula in Excel start with
(a) % (b) +
(c) = (d) –
(e) None of these

188. You can print
(a) A range of cells by range name
(b) An entire worksheet
(c) A single worksheet
(d) All of the above
(e) None of these

189. Which of the following fill effects can
you use for the slide background?
(a) Gradient (b) Texture
(c) Picture (d) All of the above
(e) None of these

190. Which of the following are types of
sound files?
(a) LOG files
(b) DAT files
(c) WAV files
(d) DRV files
(e) None of these

191. The input device to be used to get a
printed diagram into a computer is the
(a) Printer (b) Mouse
(c) Keyboard (d) Touchpad
(e) Scanner

192. What type of device is a computer
mouse?
(a) Storage (b) Output
(c) Software (d) Input
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(e) Input /Output
193. Any component of the computer you

can see and touch is
(a) Software (b) Peripheral
(c) Storage (d) CPU
(e) Hardware

194. What is the value of the binary number
101?
(a) 3 (b) 5
(c) 6 (d) 101
(e) 9

195. Data or information used to run the
computer is called ___
(a) Software
(b) Hardware
(c) Peripheral
(d) CPU
(e) none of these

196. The device which helps you to
communicate with computer is called :
(a) Input device
(b) Output device
(c) Software device
(d) Storage device
(e) none of these

197. In order to avoid memorising e-mail
address you should use
(a) Browser
(b) Search engine
(c) List of Birth date
(d) Phonebook
(e) Address book

198. The devices which store information
and that are used by computer for its
functioning are called:
(a) Input devices
(b) Output devices
(c) Software devices
(d) Storage devices
(e) none of these

199. Which among the following is not such
an operation which can be carried out
on objects in graphic programme?
(a) Spell check
(b) Change size
(c) Move
(d) Delete
(e) none of these

200. A hardware device which converts data
into meaningful information is called
(a) Protector
(b) Output device
(c) Input device
(d) Program
(e) Processor



EXPLANATIONS

1. (a) 2. (d) 3. (d) 4. (a)
5. (d) 6. (b) 7. (a) 8. (e)
9. (b) 10. (a) 11.(e) 12.(e)
13.(b) 14.(c) 15.(e) 16.(d)
17.(a) 18.(a) 19.(e) 20.(c)
21. (e) 22. (a) 23. (c) 24. (d)
25. (c) 26. (b) 27. (c) 28. (a)
29. (b) 30. (c) 31. (c) 32. (b)
33. (d) 34. (a) 35. (d) 36. (e)

37. (c) 38. (b) 39. (d) 40. (a)
41-c;

42-e;

43-c;

44-c;

45-b;
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(46-50):

46-d; 47-c; 48-c; 49-b;
50-b;
(51-55):

The machine rearranges first he
numbers and then the words. For
numbers, it starts rearranging with the
numbers, divisible by 5 but the biggest
number divisible by 5 is taken first.
Rest of the numbers (not divisible by
5) are rearranged the descending order.
Both divisible and non-divisible by 5
are taken in alternate steps. As for
words, they are rearranged according
to decreasing number of vowels. If
there are two words having the same
number of vowels then words are
arranged in alphabetical order.
If there are two words having equal
number of vowels and there is
repetition of a vowel in a word, then
this word will come after other words
having the same number of vowels and
alphabetical order will not be
applicable.
51-b; 52-d; 53-c; 54-a; 55-b;
56-60):

56-b;  57-a; 58-d; 59-d;
60-a;
(61-65):

Floor Name Subject
7 P History

6 O Eng

5 M Computer

4 K Commerce

3 L Biology

2 N Account

1 J Geography

61-a; 62-e; 63-b; 64-c;
65-c;
(66-70):

Day Name Standard

Mon N 6th

Tue Q 4th

Wed S 2nd

Thurs O 5th

Fri M 3rd

Sat R 1st

sun P 7th

66-c; 67-c; 68-e; 69-e;
70-e;
(71-75):
71-e;

A D

B

C

72-d;

treebook pen car

73-e’;

Rasgola Maharashtra

Odisha

WB

74-e;

R & D Lab Account

VANIK

75-a;

people

Democr
acy

Politics

Country

(76-80):

76-c; 77-b; 78-d; 79-d;
80-d;
(81-82):
81-a;

The alarming situation is pretty
obvious. So a review committee is not
required. Hence I does not follow.
Water crisis is not the concern of the
statement. Hence II does not follow.
Merely two days of downpour does
not merit “relief supplies”; one
assumes there is not a flood-like
situation as yet. Hence, III does not
follow.

82-d;
(A) would be an extreme step. (B) is
not within the govt’s purview. (C) is
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advisable when there is retrenchment
on such a large scale.

83-a;
The effect is a win-win solution to this
cause.

84-c;
Going to engineering colleges for tier-
II cities also shows the large scale of
recruitment.

85-d;
In such a scenario, villages do not
require banks to the extent the govt
wants them to proliferate.

(86-88):
86-a;

In such questions as use “conclusion”
and “inference” differently, a
conclusion means the essence of the
passage.

87-d;
Clear from the first two sentences of
the passage.

88-a;
That is why the centre wants to
continue providing subsidy.

(89-90):
89-c;

Only then can poverty be measured in
all its complexity.

90-e;
(91-95):
91-d;

Number of boys in schools R and U
together  =

 
100

5.8210005.722000 
=

1450 + 825 =2275

Reqd. % = 100
3000

2275
   = 75.83

92-c;
Number of boys in school T

=
100

601250 
  = 750

93-a;

Reqd. % = 100
2250

2000
 = 89

(approx)
94-b;

Reqd. Avg.

= 





 




100

553000

100

602500

2

1

= )16501500(
2

1
 = 3150

2

1


= 1575
95-c;

Reqd. Ratio

=
100

45
3000:

100

40
2500 

= 25 40 : 30  45 = 20 : 27
(96-100):

Organisation Male Female Total

HR 180 330 510

Marketing 330 191 521

IT 185 100 285

Production 630 63 693

Accounts 175 216 391

Total 1500 900 2400

96-b;

Reqd. % = 100
1500

185
 = 12

97-e;
Number of males in accounting dept. =
175

98-b;

Reqd. % = 100
2400

216175







 

=

16.29
99-a;

Reqd. % = 100
900

63
 = 7

100-d;
Number of females in HR and
Marketing department = 330 +191 =
521

101-d
Total number of balls = 8. Let the firs
drawn ball is white, so required
probability

=
14

1

5

2

6

4

7

3

8

5
 .

But here we had started with a white
ball. When we start with a black ball,
the required probability

=
14

1

5

4

6

2

7

5

8

3
  .

Since, these two cases are mutually
exclusive.
Total probability  =

7

1

14

2

14

1

14

1


102-a;
No. of ways of drawing 2 white balls
from 5 white balls = 5C

2
.

Also, no. of ways of drawing 2 other
from remaining 7 balls = 7C

2

Total number of balls = 12
Hence, required probability

= 33

14

C

CC

4
12

2
7

2
5




103-a;
Sum invested by A, B and C is
512:712:6+36
Or, 60 : 84 : 54 or, 10 : 14 : 9

Share of C = 000,33
33

9
 = Rs 9,

000
104-b;

Sum of ages of Mr. And Mrs. Sinha in
1972 = 46 years
Sum of ages of their family in 1976 =
19 3 = 57 years
Sum of ages of Mr. And Mrs. Sinha in
1976 = (46 +8)  yrs = 54 years
Age of Vicky in 1980 = 57 – 54 +4 = 7
years

105-c;
Let x liters of 50% solution and y liters
of 80% solutions are used

= 2

3

12

18

5062

6280






y

x

y

x

Solution get mixed in the ratio 3 : 2.
Now, suppose the value of acid is Z

liters  =
2

1

6

62.0


z

z

1.24 Z = Z + 6
0.24 Z = 6
Z = 25

Hence, reqd. Rate = 25
5

2
 = 10 litres

106-b;
Rohan’s marks = 75
Sonia’s marks = 65
Rohit’s marks = 65 +45 = 110
Raman’s marks = 110 – 25 = 85
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Ravi got marks = 85 + 34 = 119
Total maximum marks = 119 + 50 =
169
Percentage of Ravi’s marks =

%100
169

119
 = 70.4% = 70%

107-d;
Ratio of efficiency of Mayank and
Shishu = 3/2
So ratio of time taken by Mayank and
Shishu = 2 / 3
So if Shishu takens 30 hours, then
Mayank will take 20 hours
Shishu in 6 hours = 1 /5 the work.
Remaining work =  1- 1/5 = 4/5 t ie
work.
Shishu and Mayank together =

12

1

30

1

20

1


So required time =
12/1

5/4
 = 9.6 hours

108-d;
Distance covered by the aeroplane in 9
h  = 9756 = 6804 km

Speed of helicopter =
48

68042
=

283.5 km/h
Distance covered by helicopter in 18 h
= 283.5  18  = 5103 km

109-a;
We have,

Initial number of workers=10000
Reduction of workers at the end of first
year=10%
Reduction of workers at the end of
second year=5%
Increase of workers at the end of third
year=10%

  Number of workers working during
the fourth year

9405
10

11

20

19

10

9
10000

100

10
1

100

5
1

100

10
110000









 






 






 

Hence, the number of workers working
during the fourth year was 9405.

110-c;
Solve using options, option c) fits the
situation as : 12820 = 2000 +2 yrs
interest on 2000 +4000 +1 yrs interest

on 4000 +6000 (use 10% compound
interest for calculation of interest )
=12820 = 2000 + 420 +4000 +400
+6000.
Thus, option c) fits the situation
perfectly.

(111-115):
111-c;

From state B:
Post Percentage of candidates
shortlisted
I.  = 6.875
II. = 4.941
III. = 2.261
IV.  = 5.161
V. = 3.103
VI. = 6.935

112-e;

Reqd. Avg. =

7

600044003800

2600760084005200




7

38000
 =  5428.5 = 5500 (approx)

113-d;
Number of candidates eligible for post
I = 100 (25+32+28+24+30+48+65) =
25200
Number of candidates shortlisted for
post I = 65+220+280+85+120+325
+550 = 1645

Reqd. Percent = 100
25200

1645
 =

6.52%
114-a;

Number of candidates shortlisted from
state E for all the posts = 120 +280
+75 +280 +260 +520 = 1535
Number of candidates shortlisted from
state G for all posts = 550+140 + 325
+220 +410 +200 = 1845

Reqd. Ratio =
369

307

1845

1535
  = 307 :

369
115-e;

Total number of candidates eligible
from all states for posts = 25200
Total number of candidates eligible
from all states for posts VI = 39400

Reqd. Percent = 100
39400

25200
 =

63.9% = 65% (approx)
(116-120):
116-a;

Let the cost price of the article be Rs x.
From statement B,

List price = xRsx
5

6

100

120
   =

.....i)
Combining statement A and i)
Selling price =

xRsx
100

114

100

95

5

6


Percent profit =

100
100

100114



x

xx
 = 14%

117-e;
A ——— F – S = 24

B —— S =
5

1
F

C —— S + 6 =
3

1
 (F +6)

F – 3S = 12
So  solving any two of them, we can
get the value  of F = 30 years.

118-d;
From A and B:
288 = 2b  b
b = 12 m
l = 24 m
Perimeter of the plot = 2 36= 72 m
......i)
Combining i) and c),
Cost = 72 4 = Rs 288

119-c;
Let the length of train be x m.

From A, speed of the train =
18

x
........i)

From B, speed of the train =

30

200x
.......ii)

Form i) and ii),

30

200

18




xx
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x= 300 m
And combining A and C together or B
and C together, length of train can be
calculated. Hence any two of them are
sufficient.

120-b;
(121-125):
121.(c)

The number of students decreased from
2450 to 2000 in Agriculure.

122.(d)
Number of students studying in  2001
= 2100
Number of students studying
Pharmacy in 2002=3600

Required ratio = 2100 : 3600 = 7 :
12

123.(e)
Difference = 7600-6300=1300

Required percentage increase =

1300
100 20.63 20%

6300
  

124.(b)
Total number of students in Arts and
Commerce faculties in 2001 =4200 +
7700=11900
Total number of students in Arts and
Commerce faculties in 2002 = 4400 +
9600=14000

 Required percentage =

11900
100 85

14000
 

125.(d)
Percentage increase in the faculty of

4400 4200
100 4.761

4200


  Arts

9600 7700
100 24.675

7700


  Commerce

8800 8400
100 4.76

8400


  Science

7600 6300
100 20.63

6300


  Engineering

3600 2100
100 71.42

2100


  Pharmacy

4000 3850
100 3.896

3850


  Medicine

Hence, the percentage increase in
Medicine was minimum.

(126-130):
126-b;

the series is +16, +32, +48,
.........................

127-d;
the series is  2+3,  2 - 3 , 2 + 3 ,

.. ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ..
128-e;

the series is +22, +32, +52, ......................
129-c;

th e se ries is +1 8,  2, +18 ,  2 ,
.. ... .. ... ... .. ... ..

130-c;
t he  s er i es  i s

1 1 1
16, 16, 16,...............

2 2 2
     

131. ans-b, Required ratio

120

1
:

115

1
:

110

1
54100

1
:

53100

1
:

52100

1






=270:264:253
D iffe rence be tw een  g reat es t an d
smallest part of t he sum

132. a,
P_____Q____R
I can row P  t o R in 4 hour
I can row P  t o Q in 2 hour
But I can row from P to Q an d back in
10 hour.
I can row from Q to P  in (10-2)=8 hour
Hence, in  rowing with the cur rent I
take 2 hour and in rowing against the
current I take 8 hour hour, the distance
being same in both case down rate : UP
rate = 8:2, =4:1
Speed of boat in s till water :  Speed
water : Speed of river
= (4+1) : (4-1) = 5:3

133.c,
Let pipe C alone can empty the cistern
in x min.
A fills cistern in 1 min = 1/10;
B fills cistern in 1 min = 1/15;
A and B together fill in 1 min = (10*15)/
(10+15) = 16 min
Since, waste pipe w as left open  for 6
min then,
6 min, 6/x part of cistern will be emptied
by C.
Now, 6/x p art of the cistern  would be
filled by A and B in 2 min.

Hence, cistern will be filled in 3/x min.

And 

x/3 = 6

x = 18  min.
134.c
135. a,

I f th e ra ti o radi i of t wo  c ircu la r
cylin ders of equal sur face areas are
giv en ,then  the  rat io o f vo lume is
calculated from the following result
Ratio of volume = Ratio of radii

136.a
137. b

 If x oranges/rupee and y oranges/ rupee
are mixed in same numbers and sold at
2 oranges/rupee then

Number of total oranges

bought 2xyy)z(x

2xyzrupeesloss






120

5.0

120

322)32(5.2

5.23222









138.b
139.c

Relative speed = 180 m/s
Relative distance =200 k.m

Total time taken
5180

18200




 =
4 hour
The total distance bird will fly equal to
the to tal time tak en by two train to
meet each other

 In 4 hour the bird will fly

160404   k.m.

140.d 141.c 142.d 143.a
144.e 145.c 146.b 147.a
148.d 149.c 150.d 151.c
152.a 153.e 154.b 155.c
156.a 157.d 158.c 159.d
160.b 161.(c) 162.(b) 163.(b)
164.(e) 165.(b) 166.(a) 167.(d)
168.(c) 169.(c) 170.(a) 171.(d)
172.(c) 173.(c) 174.(d) 175.(c)
176.(b) 177.(c) 178.(c) 179.(a)
180.(d) 181.(b) 182.(b) 183.(d)
184.(b) 185.(d) 186.(b) 187.(c)
188.(d) 189.(d) 190.(c) 191.(e)
192.(e) 193.(e) 194.(b) 195.(a)
196.(b) 197.(e) 198.(d) 199.(a)

200.(e)
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PRACTICE SET FOR UPCOMING EXAM [RRB-PO (PRELIM)]

REASONING ABILITY

Directions (1- 5): Study the following
information to answer the given
questions:
Six plays A, B, C, D, E and F are to be
staged starting from Monday and ending on
Sunday with one of the days being an off
day, not necessarily in the same order, Each
of the plays has different time duration: ½

hour, 1 hour,
2

1
1  hours, 2 hours

2

1
2 hour

and 3 hours again not necessarily in the same

order.
Sunday is not an off day and a play of 1/2
hour duration is staged on that day. Play A
is staged immediately before Play E. There
are two plays staged between Play F which

is for 3 hours and Play C which is for

2

1
1 hours. The off day is after the staging

of Play E and there are two days between

the off day and Play A. Play D which is for
2 hours is not staged on Monday. The play

staged immediately before the off day is of

3hours. Play A is for less than
2

1
2 hours.

1.    What is the time duration of Play B ?

a )

2

1
2 hours b) 2 hours

c) 1 hour d) 1/2 hour
e) None of these

2.    Which day is the off day?
a) Tuesday
b) Monday
c) Friday
d) Saturday
e) Cannot be determined

3.    Which of the following combinations of
Play- Day- Time Duration is correct?
a) E – Wednesday – 2 hours
b) A – Tuesday -  1 hour

c) C – Thursday -
2

1
1 hours

d) F – Tuesday – 3 hours
e) None of these

Directions (4-5) : Keeping all the other

information the same, if b is stage on

Monday, then

4. A play of what time duration would be

staged on Thursday ?
a) 2 hours

b)
2

1
2 hours

c) 1 hour
d) 3 hours
e) Cannot be determined

5.    Which day would be the off day?
a) Tues day
b) Monday
c) Friday
d) Saturday
e) Cannot be determined

Directions (6 - 10): Study the following
information carefully and answer the
given questions.
P, Q, R , S ,T, V, W and X are captains of
eight different Cricket teams namely
Australia, New Zealand, India, Pakistan, Sri
– Lanka, England, West Indies and South
Africa, but not necessarily in the same order.
All of them are seated around a circular table
and are facing the centre.
P is sitting third to the left of the Sri- Lanka
captain. Only two people sit between T
and W. Neither T nor W is an immediate
neighbour of P. Neither T nor W is the
captain of Sri- Lanka. The captain of South
Africa sits second to the right of S. S. Is not
an immediate neighbour of P. S is not Sri-
Lankan captain and P is not the captain of
South Africa. The Australian captain sits
third to left of V. Australian and Sri-Lankan
captains are not immediate neighbours of
each other. Only  one person sits between S
and the Indian captain. Captains  of Pakistan
and New Zealand are immediate neighbours
of each other. S is not the captain of New
Zealand’s team. Only one person sits
between Q and the captain of England. The
captain of England is immediate neighbour

of X. W and Q are not immediate neighbours
of each other.

6.    How many people sit between T and
the captain of England when counted
in clockwise direction from T?
a) None b) One
c) Two d) Four
e) Five

7.    Who amongst the following is the captain
of the Australian team?
a) P b) V
c) W d) T
e) Q

8.    Which of the following would come in
the place of the question mark based
upon the given seating arrangement?
VS   XR TV   RP    ?
a) SW b) WX
c) QW d) QX
e) VR

9.   Which of the following is true with
respect to the given seating
arrangement?
a) R is the captain of South Africa
b) W is an immediate neighbour of V.
c) Captains of Australia and England

are immediate neighbour
d) Four people sit between W and Q
e) X sits second to left of S.

10. Who amongst the following is the Indian
captain?
a) Q
b) V
c) X
d) T
e) Cannot be determined

Directions (11- 15): Study the following
information to answer the given
questions:
Twelve people are sitting in two parallel
rows containing six people each in such a
way that there is an equal distance between
adjacent persons. In row -1 P, Q, R, S, T
and V are seated and all of them are facing
South. In row-2  A, B, C, D , E and F are
seated and all of them  are facing North.
Therefore, in the given seating arrangement
each member seated in a row faces another
member of the other row.
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P sits third to the left of T. Neither  P nor T
sits at an extreme end of the line. A sits
second to the right of E. Neither A nor E
faces T or P. A does not sit at an extreme
end. R does not face A and R does not sit at
an extreme end of the line. Only one person
sits between F and C. Neither F nor C faces
T. C does not sit at the extreme end. Only
one person sits between V and Q. F is not
an immediate neighbour of B and A does not
face V.

11. How many persons are seated between
B and D?
a) One b) Two
c) Three d) Four
e) None

12. V is related to B in the same way as Q is
related to C. To which of the following
is P related to, following the same
pattern?
a) F b) A
c) D d) E
e) None of these

13. Which of the following is true regarding
V?
a) V faces A
b) T is not an immediate neighbour

of V.
c) C faces the one who is second to

left of V
d) V sits at one of the extreme ends

of the line
e) R sits third to the right of V

14. Who amongst the following sit at
extreme ends of the rows?
a) D, F b) V, S
c) Q, S d) B, D
e) None of these

15. Who amongst the following faces B?
a) V b) S
c) Q d) R
e) T

Directions (16 - 18): Study the
information given below to answer these
questions.

 There is a family of 5 persons A,
B, C, D and E.

 They are working as a doctor, a
teacher, a trader, a lawyer and a
farmer.

 B, an unmarried teacher, is the
daughter of A.

 E, a lawyer, is the brother of C.
 C is  the husband of the only

married couple in the family.
 A, a fanner, is a father of two sons

and an unmarried daughter.
Daughter –in-law of A is a doctor.

16. Which of the following is a group of
female members in the family?
a) D and E
b) B and D
c) A, C and E
d) B and C
e) None of these

17. Which of the following is the married
couple?
a) C and D b) A and B
c) A and D d) B and D
e) None of these

18. Which of the following is a group of
male members in the family?
a) B and D
b) A, B and C
c) A, C and E
d) A, C and D
e) None of these

Directions (19 - 23): Study the following
arrangement carefully and answer the
questions given below

B   A M 3 # D 2 E K 9 $ F @ N  I T 4 1

U W © H 8 % V J 5 Y 6 * Y 7 R

19. How many such symbols are there in
the above arrangement each of which
is either immediately preceded by a
letter or immediately followed by a
letter but not both?
a)None b) One
c) Two d) Three
e) More than three

20. If all the symbols in the above
arrangement are dropped which of the
following will be the twelfth from the
left end?
a) 9 b) U
c) I d) 1
e) None of these

21. How many such numbers are there in
the above arrangement each of which
is immediately followed by a

consonant but not immediately
preceded by a letter?
a) None b) One
c) Two d) Three
e) More than three

22. Four of the following five are alike in a
certain way based on their positions in
the above arrangement and so form a
group. Which is the one that does not
belong to that group?
a) D K 3 b) 4 N U
c) 8 J © d) F K N
e) 5 * %

23. Which of the following is the seventh to
the right of the eighteenth from the
right end of the above arrangement?
a) H b) 9
c) % d) E
e)None of these

Directions (Q. Nos. 24-28) in each
question below are four statements
followed by four Conclusion I, II, III and
IV. You have to take the four given
statements to be true even if they seem
to be at variance from commonly known
facts and then decide which of the given
conclusions logically follows from the
four given statements disregarding
commonly known facts.

24. Statements: Some gardens are wardens.
All gardens are locks.
Conclusions: I. Some locks are not
wardens. II. Some locks are wardens.
III.No lock is a warden.
IV. Some locks are gardens.
a)Only I follows
b)II and IV follow
c)Either I or II follows
d)Either I or II and IV follow
e)Either I or II and III follow

25. Statements: Some charts are darts.
All darts are carts. Some carts are
smarts.
Conclusions: I. Some charts are carts.
II. Some carts are darts.
III. Some darts are smarts.
IV. Some smarts are charts.
a)I and III follow
b)II and III follow
c)I and II follow
d)I, III and IV follow
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e)None of these
26. Statements: All boxes are tables. N o

desks are tables.Some desks are
curtains.
Conclusions: I. No boxes are desks.
II. Some boxes are desks.
III. Some curtains are not boxes.
IV. Some curtains are boxes.
a)III and either I or II follow
b)I and either III or IV follow
c)Either I or II and either III or IV follow
d)I and III follow
e)None of the above

27. Statements: All grasses are brasses. All
brasses are wickets.
Conclusions: I. Some brasses are
grasses. II. Some wickets are grasses.
III. Some grasses are not wickets.
IV. All wickets are brasses.
a)I and II follow
b)II and III follow
c)I and III follow
d)I and IV follow
e)All follow

28. Statements: All teachers are students.
Some students are gypsies.
Conclusions: I.  All teachers are
gypsies. II. Some gypsies are teachers.
III. Some gypsies are students.
IV. All students are teachers.
a)Only I follows
b)I, II and III follow
c)Only III follow
d)II and III follow
e)None of these

Directions: (Q.29-30): Study the
following information carefully and
answer the questions given below.

a) ‘P – Q’ means ‘P is father of Q’.
b) ‘P +Q’ means ‘Q is sister of P’.
c) ‘P Q’ means ‘P is brother of

Q’.
d) ‘P  Q’ means ‘Q is mother of

P’
29. Which of the following means M is the

grandfather of N?
a)M – K T – N
b)M  K T  N
c)M – K T  N
d)M  K T – N
e)None of these

30. Which of the following means M is
daughter of T?
a)M – W R  T
b) M – J T  K
c)M + N  J – T
d)T – J R + M
e)None of these

Directions (Q. 31-35): In these questions,
a relationship between different
elements is shown in the statements. The
statements are followed by two
conclusions. Give answer

a)If only conclusion I is true.
b)If only conclusion II is true.
c)If either conclusion I or II is true.
d)If neither conclusion I nor II is true.
e)If both conclusions I and II are true.

31. Statements: B  N=S>L, P  N
Conclusions: I. B  L II. P>L

32. Statements: Q> M  K<R, H  Q
Conclusions: I. H>K II. Q>R

33. Statements: L  M=N, C<I  N
Conclusions: I. M>I II. L>C

34. Statements: S=T  Q, P>Je S
Conclusions: I. P>T II. J  Q

35. Statements: W<X=S>Y=Z
Conclusions: I. X>Z II. Z < S

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE

Directions (Q. 36-40): Study pie-chart
and table carefully to answer the
questions that follow:

Pie-chart showing Percentagewise
distribution of cars in four different

states
Total cars = 700

Table showing ratio between
diesel and petrol engine cars

which are distributed among four
different states

State Diesel
Engine Cars

Petrol
Engine Cars

State-1 3 4
State-2 5 9
State-3 5 3
State-4 1 1

36. What is the difference between the
number of diesel engine cars in state-2
and the number of petrol engine cars in
state-4?
a)159 b)21
c)28 d)34
e)161

37. Number of petrol engine cars in state-3
is what per cent more than the number
of diesel engine cars in state-1?
a)100 b)200
c)300 d)125
e)225

38. If 25% of diesel engine cars in state-3
are AC and remaining cars are non-AC,
what is the number of diesel engine cars
in state-3 which are Non-AC?
a)75 b)45
c)95 d)105
e)35

39. What is the difference between the total
number of cars in state-3 and the
number of petrol engine cars in state-
2?
a)96 b)106
c)112 d)102
e)98

40. What is the average number of petrol
engine cars in all the states together?
a)86.75 b)89.25
c)89.75 d)86.25
e)88.75

Directions (Q. 41-45): What approximate
value will come in place of the question
mark (?) in the following questions?

41. 685.005 ?5  = 16.99   6.01

a)625 b)1225
c)1156 d)841
e)1391

42. 36.0001  5.9998 ?  =108.0005

a)18 b)16
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c)256 d)316
e)None of these

43. 1169.9997  18.0011+7.0009  4.9898

= ?
a)99 b)9000
c)100 d)10000
e)9500

44. 1178.999  25.0001- ?  16.0011

=29075
a)25 b)15
c)575 d)225
e)625

45. 04.625  16.96 +136.001  17 =?

a)4.18 b)4.41
c)425 d)433
e)None of these

46. Vijay obtains a loan of Rs. 64, 000 against
his fixed deposits. If the rate of interest
be 2.5 paise per rupee per annum,
calculate the compound interest
payable after 3 years.
a) Rs. 4921 b) Rs. 5020
c) Rs. 4821 d) Rs. 4920
e)None of these

47. Wages of 20 boys for 15 days is Rs.
9000. If the daily wage of a man is one
and half times that of a boys, how many
men must work for 30 days to earn Rs.
13500 ?
a) 12 men b) 20 men
c) 16 men d) 10 men
e)None of these

48. Two bullets were fired at a place at an
interval of 34 minutes. A person
approaching the  firing point in his car
hears the two sounds at an interval of
33 minutes. The speed of sound is 330
m/sec. What is the speed of the car?
a) 72 km b) 36 km
c) 45 km d)51 km
e)None of these

49. A person bought some oranges at the
rate of 6 per rupee. He bought the same
number of oranges at the rate of 4 per
rupee. He mixes both the type and sells
at 10 for rupees 2. In this business he
bears a loss of Rs 4. Find out how many
oranges he bought in all ?
a) 480 oranges
b) 840 oranges
c) 490 oranges

d) Date inadequate
e)None of these

50. A bag contains 8 white and 9 black balls.
Balls are drawn one by one. Two draws
of one ball each are made without
replacement. What is the probability
that one is white and other is black?

a)
15

8
b)

17

1

c)
17

8
d)

15

1

e) None of these

Directions: (Q. 51-55): In each of these
questions, two equations (I) and (II) are
given. You have to solve both the
equations and give answer

a) If x > y
b) If x  y
c) If x < y
d) If x  y
e) If x = y or relation cannot be
established between ‘x’ and ‘y’

51. I. x2 +17x +52 =0
II. y2 + 9y – 36 =0

52. I. 11x2 + 25x + 6=0
II. 4y2 – 15y +14=0

53. I. 5x2 + 31x – 28 =0
II. 3y2 + 4y – 132 =0

54. I. 15x2 + 7x – 2 =0
II. 3y2 – 22y +24=0

55. I. 4x2 – 3x – 1 =0
II. y2 + 4y +4 =0

56. Average age of 6 sons of a family is 8
years. Average age of the sons together
with their parents is 22 years. If the
father is older than the mother  by 8
years, then the age of the mother is
a)44 years b)52 years
c)60 years d)68 years
e)None of these

57. A jar contains a mixture of two liquids A
and B in the ratio 3 : 1. When 15 litres
of the mixture is taken out and 9 litres
of liquid B is poured into the jar, the
ratio becomes 3: 4. How many litres of
liquid A was contained in the jar?
a) 27 litres b) 24 litres
c) 30 litres d) 21 litres
e)None of these

58. A parallelogram, the length of whose
sides are 15 cm and 10 cm, has one
diagonal 12 cm long. Find the length of
the other diagonal.

a) 255  cm

b) 17 cm

c) 253 cm

d) 506  cm

e)None of these

Directions: (Q. 59-63): The following
line graph shows the ratio of import of
export of two companies A and B during
the period 2009 to 2014.
Study the graph carefully and answer

given questions.

59. In which of the following years was the
value of exports less than the value of
imports in the case of Company B?
a)2009 b)2011
c)2012 d)2013
e)2014

60. If the exports of Company A in 2009
were Rs 16.5 lakh then what would be
the value of imports of Company B in
2011?
a)Rs 11.55 lakh
b)Rs 13.5 lakh
c)Rs 23.57 lakh
d)Can’t be determined
e)None of these

61. If the exports of Company B in 2014
were Rs 18 lakh then what were its
imports in that year?
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a)Rs 13.84 lakh
b)Rs 17.2 lakh
c)Rs 23.4 lakh
d)Rs 29.2 lakh
e)None of these

62. If the exports of Company A in 2013
and the exports of Company B in 2009
were equal and were Rs 17 lakh each
then what was the sum of imports of
Company A in 2013 and that of
Company B in the year 2009?
a)Rs 27.2 lakh
b)Rs 34.8 lakh
c)Rs 36 lakh
d)Rs 37.4 lakh
e)None of these

63. If the imports of Company A in 2014
and the imports of Company B in 2011
were Rs 14.8 lakh and Rs 11.2 lakh
respectively then the exports of
Company A in 2014 were what
percentage more than the exports of
Company B in 2011?
a)11.125% b)12.325%
c)13.5% d)14.875%
e)15.625%

64. In an examination, Arun scored 35 marks
less than Rahul. Rahul scored 55 more
marks than Monika. Rohit scored 85
marks, which is 10 marks more than
Monika’s. Raju scored 61 marks less
than the maximum marks of the test.
What approximate percentage of marks
did Raju score in the examination, if he
got 44 marks more than Arun?
a)80% b)75%
c)70% d)62%
e)None of these

65. Gita started a business investing Rs
60000. After six months Kanchan
joined her with Rs 90000. After another
six months Rekha also joined them with
Rs 1.35 lakh. The profit earned at the
end of 3 years when Gita started the
business should be distributed among
Gita, Kanchan and Rekha in the ratio
of
a)4 : 5 : 6 b)6 : 7 : 8
c)6 : 8 : 7 d)6: 5: 4
e)None of these

Directions (Q. 66-70): What should come
in place of question mark (?) in the
following number series?

66. 7, 35, 105, 525, 1575, 7875, ?
a)39375 b)23625
c)11815 d)15750
e)None of these

67. 0, 5, 24, 75, 152, ?
a)153 b)304
c)308 d)312
e)None of these

68. 17, 19, 21, 22, 25, 25, 29, 28, ?
a)31 b)32
c)33 d)34
e)None of these

69. 16, 48, 24, 72, 36, 108, ?
a)148 b)196
c)216 d)224
e)None of these

70.
11

?
,

15

125.78
,

19

25.31
,

23

5.12
,

27

5
,

31

2

a)156.25 b)156.3125
c)234.375 d)312.5
e)None of these

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Directions (Q. 71- 80) Read the following
passage carefully and answer the
questions given below it. Certain words
have been printed in bold to help you
locate them while answering some
questions.
When people decide to hedge, they are
insuring themselves against a negative event
This doesn’t prevent a negative event from
happening, but if it does happen and you’re
properly hedged the impact of the event is
reduced. So, hedging occurs almost
everywhere, and we see it every day. For
example, if you buy house insurance, you
are hedging yourself against fires, break-ins
or other unforeseen disasters.
Portfolio managers, individual investors and
corporations use hedging techniques to
reduce their exposure to various risks. In
financial markets, however, hedging
becomes more complicated than simply
paying an insurance company a fee every
year. Hedging against investment risk means
strategically using instruments in the market

to offset the risk of any adverse price
movement In other words, investors hedge
one investment by making another.
Technically, To hedge you would invest in
two securities with negative correlations. Of
course nothing in this world is free, so you
still have to pay for this type of insurance
in one form or another.
Although some of us may fantasize about a
world where profit potentials are limitless
but also risk free, hedging can’t help us
escape the hard reality of the risk-return
trade off. A  reduction in risk will always
mean a reduction in potential profits. So,
hedging , for the most part, is a technique
not by which you will make money but by
which you can reduce  potential loss If the
investment you are hedging against makes
money, you will have typically reduced the
profit that you could have made, and if the
investment loses money, your hedge, if
successful, will reduce that loss.

71. What is meant by hedging?
a) Investing in two securities having

no relation
b) Investing in two securities having

negative correlation
c) Investing in two securities  having

positive correlation
d) Exposing one self to the risk of

investment
e) None of these

72. Hedging can help which of the following?
(A) labourers
(B) corporations
(C) portfolio mangers
(D) individual investors
(E) Beggars
a) A and E only
b) B and C only
c) Only D
d) Only A, B and C
e)B, C and D

73. Hedging makes us aware of the hard
reality of –
a) prevention of a negative event
b) hedging oneself against fires,

break- ins
c) Risk-return tradeoff
d) (a) and (b) only
e) None of these
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74. If one buys house insurance, one is
hedging against-
(A) Unforeseen disasters
(B) fires
(C) break-ins
(D) property prices
a) Only A
b) Only B
c) Only B and C
d) Only A, B and C
e) A, B, C and D

75. Which of the following is true in the
context of the passage.
a) Hedging is equally complicated as

paying an insurance company a
fee

b) In hedging people insure
themselves against a positive
event

c) Hedging is used to reduce exposure
to various risks

d) To hedge, one should invest in two
secure having no correlation

e) None of these
76. Portfolio managers___

a) manage the investments of the
investors

b) manage the photographs of people
c) manage the business of big

corporate
d) manage the government and its

policies
e) None of these

Directions (Q.Nos.77- 78)Choose the
word which is most nearly the SAME in
meaning as the word printed in bold as
used in the passage.

77. Fantasize
a) thought
b)dream
c) wondering
d) display
e) None of these

78. Adverse
a) prosperous
b) profit-making
c) loss
d) opposite
e) None of these

Directions (Q. 79- 80) Choose the word
which is most OPPOSITE in meaning

as the word printed in bold as used in
the passage.

79. Unforeseen
a) predictable
b) unpredictable
c) disastrous
d) mammoth
e) None of these

80. Limitless
a) limitation b) vested
c) limited d) hoard
e) None of these

Directions (Q. Nos. 81 - 85): In the
following passage there are blanks, each
of which  has been numbered. These
numbers are printed below the passage,
against each five words are suggested,
one of which fits the blank appropriately.
Find out the appropriate word in each
case.
The Reserve Bank of India is (81) with many
more powers to control the Indian money
market. Every bank has to get a licence from
the Reserve Bank of India to do banking
business within India, the license can be
cancelled  by the Reserve Bank of certain
(82) conditions are not fulfilled. Every bank
will have to get the permission of the
Reserve Bank before it can  open a new
branch. Each scheduled bank must send a
weekly return to the Reserve Bank showing,
in detail, its assets and (83). This power of
the Bank to call for information is also
intended to give it effective (84) of the credit
system. The Reserve Bank has also the
power to (85) the accounts of any
commercial bank

81. a) armed b) equip
c) shown d) fired
e) charge

82. a) specify b) material
c) mention d) pushed
e) stipulated

83. a)revenues b) liabilities
c) finance d) policies
e) deficit

84. a) emphasis b) dimension
c) decision d) after
e) control

85. a) interrogate b) inspect
c) dismal d) intrude

e) amaze

Directions (Q.86- 90): Rearrange the
following sentence (A), (B), (C),(D) and
(E) in the proper sequence to form a
meaningful paragraph, then answer the
questions given below them.

(A) The ‘wealth –producing capacity’
and ‘using’ atomic energy of
civilian use.

(B) His ideas on town planning-going
beyond roads and parks to
education, recreation employment
and business-were remarkably
modern

(C) A supportive agrarian economy
and a small scale industrial base

(D) Nehru advocated state- sponsored
industrialization increasing.

(E) But he realized that for
industrialization to be viable it
needed.

(F) Slums distressed him, he
visualized a symbiotic
relationship between the city and
the village.

86. Which of the following is the SECOND
sentence after rearrangement?
a) B b) D
c) A d) C
e) F

87. Which of the following is the SIXTH
sentence after rearrangement?
a) E b) A
c) D d) F
e) B

88. Which of the following is the FIRST
sentence after rearrangement?
a) C b) B
c) E d) A
e) D

89. Which of the following is the FOURTH
sentence after rearrangement?
a)C b) B
c) F d) E
e) D

90. Which of the following is the THIRD
sentence after rearrangement?
a) D b) F
c) E d) B
e) C
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Directions(Q. 91- 95) Read each sentence
given below and find out whether there
is an error in it the error if any will be
one of the parts of the sentence which
are marked as a, b, c, and d. If there is no
error, the answer will be (e) i.e. No error.
(ignore the errors of punctuation, if any)

91. On landing the medical (a)/ team
examined the patient (b)/ and
recommended shift (c)/ him to hospital
(d)/ No error (e)

92. He would be sending a (a)/ copy of the
draft legislation to (b)/ all the chief
minister (c)/ and sought their comments
(d)/ No error(e)

93. The pain started in (a)/ his ankle and
thorough (b)/ the knee gradually (c)/
spread to his hip (d)/ No error(e)

94. The aid manager said he (a)/ had been
unable to send staff (b) to his rural
project for more (c)/ than a month
because of the restrictions (d)/ No error
(e)

95. It was suggested that the low-cost
houses on (a)/ mill land should be sold
and the money from the (b)/ sale
distributed amongst (c)/ all the mill
workers (d)/ No error(e)

Directions (Q. Nos.96- 100): In each
question below a sentence with four
words printed in bold type is given.
These are numbered (a),(b), (c) and (d).
One of these four words printed in bold
may be either wrongly spelt or
inappropriate in context of the sentence.
Find out the word which is wrongly spelt
or inappropriate if any. The  number of
that word is your answer. If all the words
printed in bold are correctly spelt & also
appropriate in the context of the
sentence, mark (e) “All correct” as your
answer.

96. Due to absent(a) of clearance(b)
aerobridges(c) have not been
installed (d) at airports.  All correct
(e)

97. Prior (a) to the event they encountered
(b) opposition (c) from people who
had a problem with the name of the
movement (d) All correct (e)

98. Finally the boxer lost his temper (a)
jumped  through (b)the glass door and
sustained (c) severe injuries (d) All
correct (e)

99. Only one with supreme detachment(a)
to wealth would be(b) willing (c) to
apart (d)form all that he owned.All
correct(e)

100. News paper articles highlighting
(a)the inadequacies (b)of the Lokpal
Bill although laudable (c)are not
enough to drive (d)home the message.
All correct (e)



EXPLANATIONS

(1-3)

Day Person Hours
Mon C

1
2

1

Tue A 1
Wed E

2
2

1

Thu F 3
Fri Off Off
Sat D 2
Sun B

2

1

1-d; 2-c; 3-b; 4-b;
5-d;
(6-10):

6-c; 7-a; 8-b; 9-c;
10-d;

(11-15):
 V    T    Q     R    P    S

E      B    A    C    D     F
11-b; 12-a; 13-d; 14-b;
15-e;
(16-18):

A(+) Farmer

B(–) Teacher E(+) Lawyer C(+) Trade 
D (-) Doctor

16-b; 17-a; 18-c;
(19-23):
19-d;

Such combinations are   # D , $ F, % V
20-c;

12 th from the left after dropping
symbols  in the series is ‘I’

21-b;
There is only such combination is  *  7
R

22-e;

23-a;
7th  to the right of 18th from the right
end means 11th from right end  = H

24-b;
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25-c;

26-d;

27-a;

28-c;

29. (a) 30. (d) 31. (b) 32. (d)

33. (b) 34. (a) 35. (e)

36-b;

Number of cars in state – 2 =

700
100

28
  =196

Number of diesel engine cars in state –

2 = 196
14

5
  = 70

Number of cars in State – 4

=700
100

26
  =182

Number of petrol cars in State – 4

=182
2

1
 = 91

Difference of two cars = 91 – 70 = 21
37-a;

Number of petrol engine cars in State –

3 =700
8

3

100

32
 = 84

Number of diesel engine cars in state –

1 = 700
7

3

100

14
 = 42

% increase = 100
42

42
 = 100%

38-d;
Number of diesel engine cars in state –
3 which are non-AC =700

100

75

8

5

100

32
 = 105

39-e;
Number of cars in state – 3

=700
100

32
  = 224

Number of petrol engine cars in state –

2 = 700
14

9

100

28
 = 126

Diff.erent of cars = 224 – 126 = 98
40-b;

Number of petrol engine cars in state –

1 = 700
7

4

100

14
  = 56

Average of petrol cars in all the given

four states =
4

918412656 
 =

89.25

41-b; 42-e; 43-d; 44-e;

45-d; 46. (a) 47. (d) 48. (b)

49. (a) 50. (c) 51. (e) 52. (c)

53. (e) 54. (c) 55. (a) 56. (c)

57. (a) 58. (d) 59. (e) 60. (d)

61. (c) 62. (a) 63. (e) 64. (c)

65. (a)

66-b;

The series is  5,  3,  5,  3,
............

67-a;
The series is 5+5, 4+4, 3+3,
...................

68-c;
The series is combination of two series
17+4, 21+4, 25+4, 29+4, ...............
19+3, 22+3, 25+3, .............

69-e;
The series is  3  2,  3  2,

3  2, ..................
70-e;

The series is

,.....
423

5.25.12
,

427

5.25
,

431

5.22










71. (b) 72. (e) 73. (c) 74. (d)
75. (c) 76. (a) 77. (b) 78. (d)
79. (a) 80. (c) 81. (a) 82. (e)
83. (b) 84. (e) 85. (b) 86. (c)
87. (d) 88. (e) 89. (a) 90. (c)
91. (c) 92. (d) 93. (b) 94. (e)
95. (c) 96. (a) 97. (e) 98. (b)

99. (d) 100. (e)



VANIK’S KNOWLEDGE GARDEN
Important Nuclear Power Plant in India

Plant Location State Capacity

Narora Atomic Power
Station

Narora Uttar Pradesh 440 MW

Rajasthan Atomic
Power Station

Rawatbhata Rajasthan 1180 MW

Tarapur Atomic Power
Station

Tarapur Maharashtra 1400 MW

Kakrapar Atomic
Power Station

Kakrapar Gujarat 440 MW

Kudankulam Nuclear
Power Plant

Kudankulam Tamilnadu - MW

Madras Atomic Power
Station

Kalpakkam Tamilnadu - MW

Kaiga Nuclear Power
Plant

Kaiga Karnataka 660 MW

Madras Atomic Power
Station

Kalpakkam Tamil Nadu 440 MW
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PRACTICE SET FOR UPCOMING EXAM [RRB-PO (MAIN)]

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Directions (1 - 10) : Read the following
passage carefully and answer the
questions given below it. Certain words/
phrases have been printed in bold to help
you locate them while answering some
of the questions.
For more than three years, Anna Feng didn’t
tell her husband that she had sunk nearly
half of their savings into the Shanghai stock
market. While he thought all their money
was safely sitting in a bank, the value of the
stocks plunged by almost 75%. But over
the past couple of months, the Shanghai
market has shown signs of life, and Feng, a
56- year- old retiree, has recouped half her
losses. She’s quietly hopeful that may be
she’ll make it all back. “Everyone seems to
be so optimistic about the markets now,”
she says.
Around the world, stocks have been on a
tear. In Asia, for example, the Tokyo TOPIX
stock index hit a 14 year high last week as a
bull run in once-dormant Japan gathered
momentum; Mumbai’s main equity index hit
an all-time high in trading early Friday amid
India’s continuing economic boom; and Hong
Kong shares reached a five- year high while
indices in Singapore, Jakarta and Jakarta and
Sydney set new records. And though stock
in Asia, in particular, are on fire, they are
not alone. From Germany to Venezuela to
South Africa, equity markets in both mature
and emerging markets have moved up
sharply this year- and show little sign of
slowing.
The underpinning for stock’s strong
performance, global bulls say, is  straight-
forward. Economic growth continues to be
strong in places where it has been buoyant
for several years (the U. S., China and India)
and is finally picking up in places where it
had been notably absent – Japan and parts
of “old” Europe. Moreover, earning and
corporate balance sheets around the world
are as healthy as they have been in years. In
Japan, corporate profits have climbed for
four straight years and consumer spending
is rising briskly on the back of declining
unemployment. Economists say that Japan
is now in a golden cycle. So, for now, is
much of the world. “ It comes down to very
simple macroeconomics.” Says Subir
Gokam, an economist at CRISIL, India’s

largest credit-rating firm. “The global
economy is growing without much
inflationary pressure.”
Is anything wrong with this picture? One
very big thing, warn the skeptics. Interest
rates are rising nearly everywhere, and if
there is one simple adage that many
investment advisers live by, It’s this: “When
rates are high, stocks will die.” Indeed, one
of the most impressive- or scariest – aspects
of the current global Bull Run is that it has
come in the teeth of central-bank tightening,
most importantly by the U. S. Federal
Reserve, which could slow growth in the
world’s key economic locomotive. The Fed
has increased key short-term interest rate
the so – called Fed funds rate – 15 times
dating back to June 2004, and is widely
expected to raise it one or twice more over
the next few months. A brief recession and
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks in 2001
spurred a prolonged period of very low
interest rates. That boosted U. S.
Consumption – in particular the rate-
sensitive housing market – and kept the
global economy humming. But long –term
rates are now beginning to tick upward: last
week the U.S. 30- year treasury bond reached
5.04 % its highest level since late 2004, and
the housing market is cooling off -
potentially triggering an economic slow-
down as homeowners cut their spending.

1.    According to the passage, what makes
people hopeful about the markets?
a) The descent in the value of stocks
b) The trend of substantial increase

in value of stocks
c) Safety provided by banks to their

deposits
d) Optimism of the stock market

players
e) The interest rates are going up

2.     Which of the following is TRUE about
the comparison between market indices
of Mumbai and Hong Kong on the one
hand and Singapore, Jakarta and
Sydney on the other?
a) The indices in the former case are

increasing while those in the letter
are decreasing

b) There is no remarkable trend
visible between the two sets of
Indices

c) Indices in both the groups of
exercises are stable over a period
of last five years

d) The markets in both the grouped
of countries have shown upward
trend

e) None of these
3.    In what way did the terrorist attack in

the US influence the markets?
a) It led to a brief recession
b) It increased long term need for

housing
c) It helped increase the interest rates

on housing
d) It prolonged the low interest rate

regime
e) None of these

4.    Which of the following statements is /
are FALSE in the context of the
passage?
(A) Economic growth in US, China,

India, Japan and old European
countries started to show a
downward trend.

(B) Higher interest rates help boost
stock value

(C) Skeptics firmly believe that
economic growth is a boon from
all the angles.

a) All the three
b) (A)  and  (B) only
c) (B) and (C) only
d) (A) and (C) only
e) None of these

5.  Which of the following is/ are the
reason(s) for the statement that  Japan
is now in golden cycle’?
(A) It is an economic growth without

much inflationary pressure.
(B) Japan witnessed a substantial

increase in corporate profits for
the last four years.

(C) There are more employment
avenues open and consumer’s
spending has increased
significantly.

a) All the three- (A), (B) and (C)
b) (A) and (B) only
c) Either (B) or (C) only
d) (A) and (C) only
e) Either (A) or (C) only

6.       According to the content of the passage,
the spurt in stock markets appears to
be_____
a) a healthy sign of growing world

peace
b) an indication of eradication of

global poverty
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c) a proof of a negligible number of
people below poverty line

d) a transition from under-
development to enrichment

e) None of these

Directions (7 – 8): Which of the following
is most OPPOSITE in meaning of the
word given in bold as used in the passage?

7. Boosted
a) aggravated b) elevated
c) deflated d) damaged
e) stopped

8. Plunged
a) fell b) increased
c) dropped d) more
e) appeared

Directions (9 – 10): Which of the
following is most nearly the SAME in
meaning as the word given in bold as
used in the passage

9. Buoyant
a) drawing b) haphazard
c) upbeat d) extravagant
e) sailing

10. Spurred
a) shortened b) widened
c) thronged d) stimulated
e) escalated

Directions (11 - 15) : Each question below
has two blanks each blank indicating
that something has been omitted.
Choose the set of words for each blank
that best fits the meaning of the sentence
as a whole

11. Centre should __________  ministries
whose functions ________ with the
state ministries to save money, deliver
efficiency and avoid duplication of
work.
a) finish, differ
b) establish, contradict
c) constitute, matches
d) abolish, overlap
e) block, vary

12. Many people __________ genetically
modified food but the reality is that all
the food that we eat has been
genetically modified naturally by
thousands of years of
a) Praise, manipulation
b) grow, mismanagement
c) criticize, farming
d) avoid, experience
e) condemn, abuse

13. Given that only seven percent of the
country’s labour force is in the
organised sector, Training  options
___________ for the unorganized
sectors should also be __________.
a) available, enhanced
b) absent, improved
c) lacking, sustained
d) existing, restricted
e) offered, limited

14. Government initiatives and participation
of many industrial houses in
__________ loans to the villagers have
led to the __________ of the farmers.
a) providing, plight
b) disbursing, betterment
c) denying, revitalization
d) subsidizing suffering
e) taking advancement

15. Indians will ___________ one-fourth
of total work force in the next five years
but India needs to introspect whether
its education system is __________
for these demographic dividends.
a) become, adequate
b) consist, incompetent
c) constitute, unequipped
d) represent, sound
e) comprise, prepared

Directions (16 - 20): Rearrange the
following six sentences (A), (B), (C), (D),
(E) and (F) in the proper sequence to form
a meaningful paragraph; then answer
the questions given below them.

(A) However, many people may not
be aware of the numerous other
areas where it has been applied.

(B) Today, even, those who have little
knowledge about the production
of virtual reality are now most
likely aware of its use in video
games.

(C) Similarly, medical students have
substituted a cadaver for a
fibreglass mould of a body and a
headset when training to perform
surgery.

(D) Virtual reality was an unfamiliar
concept to many people till the
early 90’s .

(E) Introducing virtual reality to the
real world, thus, has already
proven to be beneficial for every
industry it encounters.

(F) For example, astronaut trainees
have recently used virtual reality
to simulate a trip to space.

16. Which of the following should be the
FOURTH sentence after
rearrangement?
a) E b) F
c) A d) D
e) B

17. Which of the following should be the
FIRST sentence after rearrangement?
a) A b) B
c) C d) D
e) E

18. Which of the following should be the
LAST (SIXTH)  sentence after
rearrangement?
a) A b) B
c) C d) D
e) E

19. Which of the following should be the
SECOND sentence after
rearrangement?
a) B b) C
c) D d) E
e) F

20. Which of the following should be the
FIFTH sentence after rearrangement?
a) A b) B
c) C d) D
e) E

Directions (21- 25): In each question
below, a sentence is given with a part of
it printed in bold type. That part may
contain a grammatical error. Each
sentence is followed by phrases (a), (b),
(c) and (d). Find out which phrase should
replace the phrase given in bold to correct
the error, if there is any, and to make
the sentence grammatically meaningful
and correct. If the sentence is correct as
it is and no correction is required, mark
(e) as the answer

21. What does make him feel awkward, is
only a trivial matter.
a) does make him to feel
b) makes him to feel
c) makes him feel
d) would make him feeling
e)No correction required

22. This is exactly what he wanted me to
solve the problem
a) how he wanted me
b) what he wants from I
c)how does he want me
d) how did he want me
e) No correction required

23. They wanted to know that we could
extend the required help .
a) that can we extend
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b) that we had extended
c) if could we extend
d) if we could extend
e) No correction required

24. The Minister said that he is proud of
the people of his constituency.
a) he should be proud of
b) he was proud of
c) he had pride for
d) it is he to be proud of
e) No correction required

25. The mob started pelting stones on the
vehicles which were on the vehicles
which were parked on the street.
a) started to pelting stones
b) started stones to be pelted
c) pelted stones starting
d) had started to pelting stones
e) No correction required

Directions (26 - 35): In the following
passage, there are blanks, each of which
has been numbered. These numbers are
printed below the passage and against
each, five words are suggested, one of
which fits the blank appropriately. Find
out the appropriate word in each case
Actually every day we all are engaged in
this business of ‘reading’ people. We do it
(26). We want to figure others out. So we
(27) make guesses about what others think,
value, want and feel and we do so based on
our (28) beliefs and understandings about
human nature. We do so because if we can
figure out (29) and intentions of others the
possibility of them blaming or hurting us,
(30) and this will help us to avoid a lot of
unnecessary pain and trouble. We also make
second-guesses about what they will do in
future, how they will respond if we make
this or that response. We do all this second
guessing based upon our (31) of what we
believe about the person’s inner nature (32)
his or her roles and manners. We mind-read
their (33) motives.
Also everyday we misguess and misread.
Why? Because of the complexity, (34), and
multidimensional functioning of people.
After all how  well do you ‘read’ your own
thoughts, aims, values, motives, beliefs,
etc.? How well do you know your own
structuring process-your own thinking and
(35) styles.

26. a) vehemently
b) practically
c) actually
d) incessantly
e) virtually

27. a) ably b) constantly
c) partly d) largely
e) positively

28. a) futuristic b) proactive
c) reactive d) decorative
e) assumptive

29. a) manifestations
b) expressions
c) motives
d) hopes
e) prospects

30. a) lessens b) happens
c) questions d) deepens
e) laments

31. a) projection b) exhibition
c) situation d) prediction
e) attribution

32. a) organizing
b) underneath
c) appreciating
d) proposing
e) outside

33. a) cunning b) visible
c) deeper d) obvious
e) proposed

34. a) abnormality
b) angularity
c) focus
d) layeredness
e) contribution

35. a) proposing b) developing
c) up- bringing d) lamenting
e) emoting

Directions (36 - 40): Read each sentence
to find whether there is any grammatical
error in it. The error if any will be in
one part of the sentence, the number of
that part will be the answer. If there is
no error, mark (e) as the answer. (Ignore
errors of punctuation, if any.)

36. To be a king and (a)/ wear a crown are
(b)/ more glamorous to (c)/ see than to
bear. (d)/No error (e).

37. None of the student (a)/ in the class(b)/
scored below the (c)/given cut- off
marks.(d)/No error (e)

38. Ashok is among the (a)/ few people in
the world (b)/ which did not blindly
follow (c)/ the path of others.(d)/ No
error.(e)

39. Most people like to (a)/ rest after a day’s
hard work (b)/ but he seemed to have
(c)/ an in exhaustive supply of energy.
(d)/ No error(e)

40. Ancient artefacts are (a) a part of global
heritage (b)/ and should not be (c)/ sold
to the highest bidder.  (d)/ No error. (e)

REASONING ABILITY

Directions (41 – 45) : Study the following
information carefully and answer the
questions given below:
A, B, C, D, E, F and G are seven executives
of an organisation XYZ. There are no other
executives besides them. The management
body of the organisation decided to post
these seven executives in seven different
cities. The names of those cities are Delhi,
Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Surat, Patna and
Ranchi. The names of the cities are not
necessarily in the same order as that of the
names of the persons. There are three married
couples among the executives. One
astonishing feature is that despite having
equal efficiencies their salaries are different.
C has been posted in Delhi and her salary is
more than the salary of the person posted
at Chennai or the one at Kolkata. E is married
to the person posted at Patna. E gets the
least salary. No woman is posted at Kolkata,
Chennai or Patna. G is married to B and his
salary is more than A or D. F is not posted
at Kolkata. The salary of the person who is
posted at Patna is more than that of posted
at Ranchi but less than that of the one posted
at Kplkata. The salary of B, who is posted
at Mumbai, is more than that of A. A is
posted at Ranchi. F’s wife is not posted
either at Surat or at Ranchi. No one gets
more salary than the wife of the person who
is posted at Kolkata. None of the male
executives was drawing more salary than F.

41. Who among the following executives gets
the highest salary?
(a) B (b) C
(c) F (d) Data inadequate
(e) None of these

42. Which of the following is a right
combination of pair of married couples?
(a) BG (b) FD
(c) BF (d) Data Inadequate
(e) None of these

43. What is F’s position from the top when
the executives are arranged in
descending order of their salaries?
(a) First (b) Second
(c) Third (d) Data inadequate
(e) None of these

44. Which of the following cities is F posted
in?
(a) Data Inadequate
(b) Mumbai
(c) Kolkata
(d) Chennai
(e) None of these
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45. Which of the following statements is
true?
(a) B is posted at Kolkata
(b) F’s salary is more than C’s
(c) C gets more salary than F but less
than B
(d) A is a male
(e) None of these

Directions (Q. Nos. 46-50) In each of the
following questions, three statements
are given followed by four Conclusions
I, II, III and IV You have to consider the
given statements to be true even, if they
seem to be at variance with commonly
known facts. Read all the conclusions and
decide which of the following
conclusions logically follows from the
given statements disregarding the
commonly known facts.

46. Statements: All glasses are frames.
Some frames are metals.
All blocks are glasses.
Conclusions: I. All blocks are either
metals or glasses.
II.Some blocks are metals.
III.Some frames are blocks.
a)Only III follows
b)Only II follows
c)Only I follows
d)Only I and III follows
e)None of these

47. Statements: Some doors are windows.
All chairs are benches.
Some chairs are windows.
Conclusions: I. Some chairs are doors.
II. Some benches are windows.
III.No bench is a window.
a)Only I and III follow
b)Only II and III follows
c)Only II follow
d)Only II and either I or III follow
e)None of these

48. Statements: Some stones are bricks.
All plants are stones.
No flower is a plant.
Conclusions: I. No flower is a stone.
II. Some bricks are plants.
III.No brick is a plant.
a)Only I follows
b)Only II follows
c)Only III follows
d)Either II or III follows
e)None of these

49. Statements: Some bottles are bags.
All cards are bottles.
Some pens are bags.

Conclusions: I. Some pens are cards. II. Some cards are bottles.
III.Some pens are bottles.
a)Only I and III follows b)Only II and III follows
c)Only II follows d)Either I or III follows
e)None of these

50. Statements: All fishers are bones. No bone is dog. Some cars are dogs.
Conclusions: I. Some bones are fishes. II. No dog is fish.
III.No cat is bone.
a)Only I and III follow b)Only I and II follow
c)Only II and III follow d)All I, II and III follow
e)None of these

Directions (Q. Nos. 51-55): Study the following information carefully and answer the
questions given below.
A number arrangement machine when given an input line of numbers rearranges them following
a particular rule. The following is an Illustration of input and rearrangement.
Input : 48 245 182 26 99 542 378 297
Step I : 542 48 245 182 26 99 378 297
Step II : 542 26 48 245 182 99 378 297
Step III : 542 26 378 48 245 182 99 297
Step IV : 542 26 378 48 297 245 182 99
Step V : 542 26 378 48 297 99 245 182
This is the final arrangement and step V is the last step for this input.

51. What will be fourth step for an input whose second step is given below.
Step II: 765 42 183 289 542 65 110 350
a) 765 42 542 350 183 289 65 110
b) 765 42 542 65 110 183 289 350
c) 765 42 542 65 183 289 110 350
d) Cannot be determined
e)None of these

52. What should be the third step of the following inputs?
Input: 239 123 58 361 495 37
a) 495 37 361 123 239 58
b) 495 37 58 361 123 239
c) 495 37 58 123 361 239
d) 495 37 361 239 123 58
e) None of these

53. How many steps will be required to get the final output from the following input?
Input: 39 88 162 450 386 72 29
a) Two b)Three c)Four d)Six e)None of these

54. What should be the last step of the following input?
Input: 158 279 348 28 326 236
a) 348 28 326 158 279 236
b) 348 28 326 236 158 279
c) 348 28 326 158 279 326
d) 348 28 158 326 236 279
e) None of these

55. If the first step of an input is “785 198 32 426 373 96 49”, then which of the following
steps will be “785 32 426 49 198 373 96”?
a)Third b)Fourth c)Fifth d)Second e)None of these

Directions (56-60) Read the following information and answer the questions that
follow:
A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are eight persons of a family. There are three married couples in the
family. They are from three generations. There are no unmarried females in the family.
B and A are offsprings of D while G and H are offsprings of E and C respectively. F is the wife
of D. C is one of the females and she is not the wife of A.
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(e) is the correct answer and indicate it
on the answer sheet.

Give answer
a) If only Assumption I is implicit
b) If only Assumption II is implicit
c) If either Assumption I or II is

implicit
d) If neither Assumption I nor II is

implicit
e) If both Assumption I and II are

implicit

61. Statement: Now do not be disappointed
after the birth of a baby girl because on
this occasion you are entitled for a
package of Rs 1000 from the Central
government.
Assumptions:
I. Most of the people prefer a baby

boy to a baby girl.
II. Rs 1000 is an amount which can

eliminate the disappointment of
those who become disappointed
after the birth of a baby girl.

62. Statement: “If you are really concerned
about the plight of the farmers and the
country’s economy, please announce
that you will withdraw support if the
government does not withdraw the
price increase.” – A leader of the
opposition.
Assumptions:
I. Farmers are reeling under the

onslaught of drought and floods.
II. Farmers are the backbone of the

economy of the country.
63. Statement: Although the prospect of

the strike of country Y on country X
still looms large, the government is
considering revising excise and import
duties on oil products to cushion the
impact of the steep rise in oil prices.
Assumptions:
I. New excise and import duties on

oil products may cushion the
impact of the strike on oil price.

II. As a result of the strike price of
oil may increase and put burden
on the common man.

64. Statement: “Our cricketers who make
millions are granted income – tax
exemptions while no relief is offered
to the needy,” – Mr ‘X’
Assumptions:
I. Income-tax exemption should be

given only to the poor.
II. The decision to grant tax

exemption to cricketers who make
millions, is an absolute travesty

of domestic justice in a country
where millions are starving and the
middle class is struggling to make
money.

65. Statement: “Country X expresses
regret over ill-treatment of Indian’s by
the policemen of country X”. –
Spokesperson of country X
Assumptions:
I. Indians are sensitive to the

treatment they get from others.
II. Ill-treatment of Indians can pose

a threat to the bilateral
relationship between India and the
country X.

Directions (Q. Nos. 66-70) Study the
following information to answer these
questions.
Seven Professors A, B, C, D, E, F and G are
engaged in evaluation of answer papers in
three different subjects English,
Mathematics and History. Atleast two
persons evaluate the paper in each subject.
Each of the evaluators stay in different
buildings P, Q, R, S, T, V and W not
necessarily in the same order.
A evaluates English paper only with E and
stays in building R. D stays in building W
and does not evaluate Maths papers. The
one who stays in building V evaluates
History papers. B and C do not evaluate
the papers in the same subject. Those who
evaluate English papers do not stay in
building Q. F stays in building P but does
not evaluate history papers. G evaluates
same papers as F. C stays in building T.

66. Who stays in building V?
a)E b)F
c)G d)B
e)None of these

67. Which of the following combinations of
subject, person and building is
definitely correct?
a)Maths F-Q
b)Maths G-Q
c)History D-T
d)History E-S
e)None of these

68. Which of the following groups of
evaluate the Mathematics paper?
a)CF b)EFG
c)CFG d)FG
d)None of these

69. Papers in which subject are evaluated
by D?
a)History
b)Maths

Among them there are three doctors, two
engineers, two authors and one painter. Each
person has only one occupation.
One day all the persons sit around a round
table looking towards centre to solve a
puzzle which was asked recently in the
examination for Bank PO. They sit in such
a manner that only grandson of D is between
C and A, while only E is between B and F.
Only one person is between C and B but it
is not H. G, who is not next to B, is not
sitting opposite D. while B is not sitting
opposite a female. One of the sons of D is
on the immediate left of D. the persons who
are next to E are neither engineer nor doctor.
Persons who are on the immediate left of G
and immediate right of B are not doctors
while H is a renowned painter.

56. The only person who is sitting between
B and C is a/an
a)engineer b)doctor
c)author d)painter
e)None of these

57. The two females who are sitting adjacent
to each other are
a)C and E b)C and A
c)E and C d)C and E
e)None of these

58. The only female who is sitting opposite
a female is a/an
a) engineer b)doctor
c)author d)painter
e)None of these

59. Which of the following statements is
true regarding the person who is
between G’s father and H’s
grandmother?
a) She is sitting opposite a doctor.
b) She is a painter.
c) He is sitting one place away from

an engineer.
d) He is the son of an author.
e) None of these

60. H is between which two persons?
a)A and C b)C and B
c)A and F d)Can’t say
e)None of these

Directions (Q. Nos. 61-65) In each
question below is given a statement
followed by two Assumptions I and II. An
assumption is something supposed or
taken for granted. You have to consider
the statement and the assumptions and
decide which of the assumptions is
implicit in the statement. Then, decide
which of the answer (a), (b), (c), (d) and
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c)English
d)English or Mathematics
e)History or Mathematics

70. E stays in which building?
a)P
b)Q
c)T
d)Can’t be determined
e)None of these

Directions (Q.71-75): In each of the
following questions, a questions is
followed by information given in three
statements. You have to study the
question along with the statement(s) is
sufficient to answer the question.

71. A, B, C, D and E are sitting in a row.
Who among them is in the middle?
I. A is on the left of B and on the

right of D.
II. C is sitting on the immediate right

of who is sitting on the immediate
right of B.

III. C and E always sit together with
a condition that one of them will
necessarily occupy the right end.

a)I and II
b)Only I and III
c)Only II and III
d)I and II or III
e)All I, II and III

72. How is X related to T?
I. T is the only brother of M, whose

father is J.
II. L and M are twins.
III. X is the only son of L, who is the

only sister of M.
a) Only I and II
b) Only I and II or III
c) Only I and III
d) All I, II and III
e) I, II and III even together are not

sufficient
73. Who among Ritu, Tinku, Anu and Tanu

is lightest?
I. Anu is lighter than Tanu but

heavier than Tinku and Ritu.
II. Tanu is the heaviest.
III. Anu is heavier than Ritu and

Tinku.
a) Only I and II
b) Any two of the three
c) Only I and III
d) All I, II and III
e) I, II, III  even together are not

sufficient.
74. A, B, C, D and E live in a 5-storey

building (Ground floor numbered 1 and

top floor numbered 5). Who lives on
the 2nd floor?
I. B lives on the floor between E and

C.
II. A does not live on the top floor.
III. D lives on the floor between A

and E.
a) Only I and II
b) Only II and III
c) Only I and IIII
d) All I, II and III
e) I, II and III even together are not

sufficient
75. How is ‘go’ written in a code language?

I. ‘now or never again’ is written as
‘torn ka na sa’ in that code
language.

II. ‘you come again now’ is written
as ‘ja ka ta sa’ in that code
language.

III. ‘again go now or never’ is written
as ‘na ho ka sa torn’ in that code
language.

a) Only I and III are sufficient to
answer the question.

b) Only II and III are sufficient to
answer the question.

c) Only I and II are sufficient to
answer the question.

d) All I, II and III are required to
answer the question.

e) None of these

Directions: (Q.76-80): Study the
following information given below and
answer the given questions :
In a certain code ‘food is good for health’ is
written as ‘ja na pa ta da’, ‘eat tasty food
daily’ is written as ‘ja ka la sa’, ‘keep good
health daily’ is written as ‘ma na ta ka’ and
‘food is for eat’ is written as ‘pa da ja sa’.

76. What is the code for ‘food’?
a)ja b)pa
c)da d)ma
e)sa

77. What does ‘ta’ stand for?
a)daily b)tasty
c)health d)Can’t be determined
e)None of these

78. ‘ja sa da la pa’ could be a code for which
of the following?
a)food good tasty is eat
b)food is for eat tasty
c)keep good health daily
d)Can’t be determined
e)None of these

79. Which of the following may represent
‘keep eat tasty’?

a)sa pa ma b)ma sa la
c)la na ma d)sa la pa
e)None of these

80. What is the code for ‘for’?
a)either ja or na
b)either pa or ta
c)either da or pa
d)either na or pa
e)None of these

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE

81. A dog after travelling 50 km meets a
swami who counsels him to go slower.
He then proceeds at ¾ of his former
speed and arrives at his destination 35
minutes late. Had the meeting occurred
24 km further the dog would have
reached its destination 25 minutes late.
The speed of the dog is
a)48 km/h b)36 km/h
c)54 km/h d)58 km/h
e)None of these

82. A manufacturer of a certain item can sell
all he can produce at the selling price
of Rs 60 each. It costs him Rs 40 in
materials and labour to produce each
item and he has overhead expenses of
Rs 3, 000 per week in order to operate
that plant. The number of units he
should produce and sell in order to
make a profit of at least Rs 1, 000 per
week is
a)300 b)250
c)400 d)200
e)None of these

83. Harish makes a fixed deposit of Rs 20000
in Bank of India for a period of 3 yr. If
the rate of interest be 13% SI per
annum charged half-yearly, what
amount will he get after 42 months?
a)Rs 27800 b)Rs 28100
c)Rs 29100 d)Rs 30000
e)None of these

84. A box contains 8 Red, 4 White and 3
Black balls. Three balls are drawn
randomly from the box. What is the
probability that the three balls drawn
randomly are of different colours?

a)
91

3
b)

455

3

c)
5

1
d)

455

91

e)
455

96
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85. Two pipes can separately fill a tank in
20 hrs and 30 hrs respectively. Both
the pipes are opened to fill the tank

but when the tank is
3

1
rd full a leak

develops in the tank through which

3

1
rd of the water supplied by both

the pipes leak out. What is the total
time taken to fill the tank?
a)15 hours b)18 hours
c)14 hours d)16 hours
e)None of these

Directions (Q. 86-90): Following bar
graph shows the total number of people
of different cities and the line graphs
show the percentage population and the
percentage male population below
poverty line respectively.

86. What is the average male population of
all the six cities together?
a)32 lakh b)35 lakh
c)36 lakh d)36.5 lakh
e)37.5 lakh

87. What is the difference between the
population below poverty line and the
population above poverty line of all
the six cities?
a)22 lakh b)23 lakh
c)24 lakh d)25 lakh
e)26 lakh

88. The total female population of City C
and City D together is what percentage
of the total population of City E and
City F together?

a)35% b)45%
c)55% d)65%
e)75%

89. If the population below poverty line of
City F decreases by 50% and the
population above poverty line of City
F increases by 100%, what will be the
ratio of populations below poverty line
to the population above poverty line
for City F?
a)9 : 8 b)3 : 8
c)8 : 3 d)3 : 2
e)2 : 1

90. The female population of City A is what
percentage more than the male
population of City E?
a)20% b)60%
c)225% d)80%
e)125%

91. A river is flowing with a steady speed of
4 km/h. One rows his boat downstream
in the river and then returns by rowing
upstream in the same river. When he
returns to the starting point, the total
distance covered by him is 42 km. If
the return journey takes 2 h more than
his outward journey, then the speed of
his rowing in still water must be
a)12 km/h b)10 km/h
c)9 km/h d)8 km/h
e)None of these

92. A container contains a mixture of two
liquids A and B in the ratio of 7 : 5.
When 9 L of mixture is drawn off and
the containers is filled with B, the ratio
of A and B becomes 7 : 9. How many
litres of liquid A was contained by the
container initially?
a)10 b)20
c)21 d)25
e)None of these

93. A and B entered a partnership investing
Rs 16000 and Rs 12000, respectively.
After 3 months A takes out Rs 5000,
while B puts in Rs 5000 more. After 3
months more, C joins the business with
a capital  of Rs 21000. After a year,
they earned a profit of Rs 13200. By
what value does the share of B exceeds
the share of C?
a)Rs 1600 b)Rs 1800
c)Rs 2100 d)Rs 2300

e)None of these
94. 6 men can do a piece of work in 12 days

while 8 women can do the same work
in 18 days. The same work can be done
by 18 children in 10 days. 4 men, 12
women and 20 children work together
for 2 days. If only men have to
complete remaining work in 1 day, then
find the required number of men.
a)36
b)24
c)18
d)Couldn’t be determined
e)None of these

95. Sanjay borrowed a certain  sum from
Anil at a certain rate of simple interest
for 2 years. He lent this sum of Ram at
the same rate of interest compounded
annually for the same period. At the
end of two years, he received Rs 4200
as compound interest but paid Rs 4000
only as simple interest. Find the rate
of interest
a)15% b)20%
c)35% d)10%
e)None of these

Directions (Q. 96-100): The following
table shows the population of six
different cities, ratio of the males to
females among them, the percentage of
literate males and the percentage of
literate females. Answer the given
questions based on this table.

96. What is the total number illiterate females
in all six cities together?
a)2.769 lakh b)2.842 lakh
c)2.888 lakh d)2.926 lakh
e)2.964 lakh

97. The total number of illiterate females of

City C is approximately what percent
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of the total number of illiterate males
of City F?
a)65% b)69%
c)74% d)78%
e)81%

98. What is the average number of literate

females taking all six cities together?
a)62140 b)63580
c)63850 d)62410
e)64550

99. What is the ratio of illiterate males to

literate females of City B?
a)3 : 5 b)4 : 9
c)9 : 10 d)3 : 10
e)5 : 8

100. What is the difference between total

literate males of City A and B together
and the total literate females of City C
and D together?
a)64400 b)72800
c)84100 d)84400
e)9200

101. A’s age is
6

1
of B’s age. B’s age will be

twice of C’s age after 10 years. If C’s
eighth birthday was celebrated two

years ago, then the present age of A

must be

a)5 years b)10 years
c)15 years d)20 years
e)None of these

102. A square field of area 31684 m2 is to be

enclosed with wire placed at heights 1,
2, 3, 4 metres above the ground
respectively. What length of wire will
be required if the length required for
each circuit is 5% more than the
perimeter of the field?
a)2990.5m b)2990.2m
c)2990.4m d)2990.3m
e)2990.7m

103. A professional institute’s total
expenditure on students for a particular
course is partly fixed and partly varies
linearly with the number of students.
The average expense per student is Rs
615 when there are 24 students and Rs
465 when there are 40 students. What
is the average expense when there are
60 students?

a)Rs370 b)Rs 450
c)RS 420 d)Rs 420
e)Rs 390

104. In an examination, there are three
subjects A, B and C. A student has to
pass in each subject. 20% students
failed in A, 22% students failed in B
and 16% failed in C. The total number
of students who passed the whole
examination lies between.
a)42% and 84%
b)42% and 78%
c)58% and 78%
d)58% and 84%
e)60% and 80%

105. It takes 24 seconds for a train travelling

at 93 kmph to cross entirely another
train half its length travelling in
opposite direction at 51 kmph. It
passes a bridge in 66 seconds. What is
the length of the bridge? (in m)
a)1065 b)1600
c)1705 d)1580
e)None of these

Directions (Q. 106-110): Read the
following pie-chart and table carefully
and answer the questions given below.
Total number of TV viewers = 14 lakh

Percentage of urban total TV
viewers of these TV channels

106. What is the total number of TV viewers

from urban areas for all the channels?
a)452760 b)947240
c)493950 d)967240
e)None of these

107. What is the average number of TV
viewers from rural areas for all the
channels?
a)76640 b)74860
c)78250 d)75460
e)None of these

108. Total number of rural viewers of Sony
TV is what percentage of the total
number of urban viewers of the same
channel? (Approximately)
a)58 b)50
c)62 d)66
e)54

109. Total numbers of Colors TV viewers
from urban viewers is what percent
more than the total number of rural
viewers of Zee TV? (Approximately)
a)110 b)98
c)106 d)90
e)115

110. What is the ratio of total numbers of
urban viewers of SAB TV to the total
number of rural viewers of Colors TV?
a)108 : 87 b)105 : 88
c)103 : 84 d)110 : 87
e)None of these

Directions (Q. 111-115): What should
come in place of question mark (?) in
the following number series?

111. 18, 99, 682, 5443, ?

a)48972 b)48963
c)48957 d)48948
e)48682

112. 1324, 1721, 2190, 2737, 3368, ?

a)3986 b)4089
c)4136 d)4290
e)4068

113. 363, 234, 141, 78, 39, 18, ?

a)12 b)11
c)10 d)9
e)8

114. 665, 463, 307, 191, 109, ?

a)79 b)69
c)55 d)51
e)47
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115. 210, 336, 504, 720, 990, 1320, ?

a)1651 b)1688
c)1716 d)1794
e)1720

Directions: (Q. 116-120): For the given
equations (I) and (II) give answer

a)If x > y b)if x   y

c)if x < y d)if x   y

e)if x = y or if there is no relation

between ‘x’ and ‘y’

116. I.x2 + 20x +100 = 0
II. 2y2 + 43y +231 = 0

117. I.6x2 – 7x + 1 = 0
II. y2 – 12y + 36 = 0

118. I.2x2 – 29x + 105 = 0

II. y = 25.56
119. I.11x – 8y = 79

II. 15x – 16y = 123
120. I.21x + 69  =9x +105

II. 2y2 – 15y + 28 = 0

GENERAL AWARENESS

121. Which of the following is India’s first
Credit Rating Agency? 
a)ICRA  b)CRISIL 
c)ONICRA  d)CARE
e)CIBIL

122. RBI takes “Prompt Corrective Action”
when a bank is faced to __: 
a)Market Risk 
b)Credit Risk 
c)Liquidity Risk 
d)Low Capital Adequacy
e)Supervisory Risk

123. In terms of agricultural loans in India,
the short-term credit refers to the loans
made for a period less than __: 
a)1 year  b)15 Months 
c)18 Months  d)24 Months
e)30 Months

124. What is sold and purchased during
Open Market Operations by RBI? 
a)Government Securities 
b)Commercial Papers 
c)Certificates of Deposits 
d)Global Depository Receipts
e)Debentures

125. What is the time period during which
no interest is charged on a credit card? 
a)Gestation Period
b)Term period 
c)Loan period 

d)Sanction Period
e)Grace period

126. Who is the current ministry of Human
Resource and development?
a) Venkaiah  Naidu
b) Ananth Kumar
c) Narendra Singh Tomar
d) Prakash Javdekar
e) Smriti  Zubin Irani

127.  Authorised, Subscribed and paid up
share capital of RBI is ?
a)1 crore b)5 crore
c)50 crore d)100 crore
e)500 crore

128. VDMS in Government transaction
means?
a)Verified Data wise monthly statement
b)Valuable Data management system
c)Valuable Data matching system
d)None of the above
e)Both a) & b)

129. SBI recently Launched SBI Mingle,
which will allow customer to access
various banking service via?
a) Twitter and Face book
b) Face book and Whatsapp
c) Whatsapp and Twitter
d) Wechat  and Twitter
e) Hike and whatsapp

130. On which of the following types of
Cheque alternations are not allowed by
RBI?
a)paper Cheque
b)CTS Cheque
c)Electronic Cheque
d)Cheque with account payee crossing
e)Crossed cheque

131. The cash reserve requirements for Non
Schedule Banks are laid down in?
a) Section 42(i) of RBI act 1934
b) Section 42 (i) of Negotiable

instrument Act, 1881
c) Section 41 of BR Act 1949
d) Section 24 (2A) of BR Act 1949
e) None of the above

132. The head quarter of IDFC is situated
at?
a) Pune b) Kolkata
c) Mumbai d) Noida
e) Jalandhar

133. Current GDP (Gross Domestic
Product) base year in India is ______ ?
a)2010 -11 b)2011-12
c)2009-10 d)2012
e)2015

134. 2nd  BRICS youth summit has began
in which city.
a)Goa, Panaji

b)China, Beijing
c)India, guwahati
d)South Africa, Durban
e)Brazil, Brasses

135. The European Union have how many
countries?
a)27 b)28
c)35 d)48
e)164

136. Who is present secretary of NATO?
a)Roberto Azevedo
b)Ban Ki Moon
c)Christine Lagarde
d)Margaret Chan
e)Jens Stoltenberg

137. The BRICS New Development Bank
has issued its first ______ denominated
bonds. 
a) Uridashi b) Yuan
c) Masala d) Rupee
e) None of these

138. If an account remains NPA for a period
of _____ it is classified as doubtful.
a) 14 months  b) 12 months 
c) 18 months  d) 3 months 
e) 6 months 

139. What do you understand by the term
“Ante- Dated Cheque”?
a) A cheque bearing the date earlier

than it was drawn 
b) A cheque bearing the date later

than it was drawn 
c) A cheque bearing no date at all 
d) A cheque bearing same date on

which it was drawn 
e) None of these 

140. The Foreign Exchange Reserves in India
are kept in the custody of which of the
following Institution?
a) SBI  b) RBI 
c) GOI  d) SEBI 
e) None of these 

141. Which of the following is not included
in ‘CAMELS’:
a) Capital Adequacy and Asset Quality
b) Management and Earing Performance
c) Employees Performance
d) Liquidity and Systems
e) None of the above

142. The Basic Committee has defined
capital in two Tiers (Tier-I and Tier-
II). Tier-I capital is known as
(a) Net capital
(b) Gross capital
(c) Working capital
(d) Core capital
(e) None of these
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143. Which is the most active Money
Market Instrument in India ?
a) Treasury Bill
b) Commercial Papers
c) Repo
d) Notice Money
e) None of these

144. In context with banking in India, a
Custodial Account is created for __:
a) Illiterates
b) Women
c) Minor persons
d) Senior Citizens
e) None of these

145. Which of the following sections of the
NI Act 1881 defines “Negotiable
Instrument”?
a) Sec 11 b) Sec 12
c) Sec 13 d) Sec14
e) None of these

146. Government of India has released
_____________ so far this year to
States under MGNREGA to clear the
last year’s liabilities
a) 10000 crore
b) 33000 crore
c) 28000 crore
d) 18000 crore
e) 8000 crore

147. Which National Park has been
designated as India’s first “Mixed” site
on the UNESCO World Heritage List?
a) Panna National Park
b) Gir Forest National Park
c) Bandipur National Park
d) Khangchendzonga National Park
e) None of these

148. India’s first paperless court was
inaugurated at the ___________
a) Madras High Court
b) Hyderabad High Court
c) Mumbai High Court
d) Delhi High Court
e) None of these

149. Which State government has set a target
to construct toilets across all villages
of the state by March 2019?
a) Rajasthan
b) Mizoram
c) West Bengal
d) Karnataka
e) Assam

150. The Special Investigation Team (SIT)
on blackmoney has recommended ban
on cash transactions of above _____
a) 5 Lakh b) 3 Lakh
c) 10 Lakh d) 15 Lakh
e) 25 Lakh

151. Nelson Mandela International Day is
observed on?
a) July 17 b) July 18
c) July 19 d) July 16
e) July 12

152. _______ will be India’s first insurance
sector has filed for an initial public
offering of shares
a) Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance
b) ICICI Prudential Life Insurance
c) HDFC Standard Life Insurance
d) SBI Life Insurance
e) None of these

153. Who won 73rd Senior National Squash
Championship men’s title?
a) Harinderpal Singh Sandhu
b) Saurav Ghosal
c) Siddharth Suchde
d) Ritwik Bhattacharya
e) None of these

154. _______lakh LPG connections have
been released to women of BPL
families under the Pradhan Mantri
Ujjwala Yojana (PMUY). 
a) 14.13 b) 10.15
c) 12.56 d) 17.02
e) 11.06

155. India’s first ‘Women’s Entrepreneurs
Park’ to come up in_______
a) Karnataka
b) Uttarakhand
c) Maharashtra
d) Bihar
e) Gujurat

156. Who has been rewarded with a
Gourmand World Cookbook Award for
2015-16?
a) Hari Chandana
b) Preeti Tamilarasan
c) Nimi Sunilkumar
d) Jeyashri Suresh
e) None of these

157. The Hemis festival will be held between
July 14 and July 15 at the Hemis
Monastery in ________
a) Srinagar b) Ladakh
c) Udampur d) Bandipora
e) None of these

158. The Y.H Melegam Committee which
submitted its report was set up to
report on further improvement of
functioning of
a) Micro Finance Institutions
b) Stock Exchanges in India
c) Co-operative Banks
d) Regional Rural Banks
e) Foreign Banks having office in India

159. What is the full form of ‘ULIP’, the
term which was in the news recently?
a) Universal Life & Investment Plan
b) Unit Loan & Insurance Plan
c) Universal Loan & Investment Plan
d) Uniformly Loaded Investment Plan
e) Unit Linked Insurance Plan

160. “Shilling” is the currency of
a) Sudan b) Kenya
c) Tanzania d) Mozambique
e) Norway

COMPUTER KNOWLEDGE

161. The ____________ is the central part
of the OS that consists of instructions
that control the actions the OS uses
most frequently.
a) booting b) kernel
c) profile d) bios
e) None of these

162.The leading provider of ________ is the
local cable TV company.
a) digital subscriber lines
b) digital telephone access
c) broadband
d) coaxial cable
e) None of these

163. What is another name for a shared
network?
a) Hub
b) Broadband router
c) Switch
d) WAP
e) None of these

164. __________ is a technique that is used
to send more than one call over a single
line.
a) Streaming
b) Digital transmission
c) Multiplexing
d) Infrared transmission
e) None of these

165. A _________ is a descriptive label that
helps identify the type of content to
be entered into a field.
a) data type b) field name
c) query d) data file
e) None of these

166. Ctrl+Home and Ctrl+End are keyboard
shortcuts that move to the beginning
or end of the presentation in the _____
a) Slide Sorter view
b) insert view
c) Outline view
d) None of these
e) None of these
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167. A __________, or data file, is a
collection of related records.
a) primary key
b) record
c) table
d) flat file
e) None of these

168. A USB communication device that
supports data encryption for secure
wireless communication for ______
a) wide area network (WAN)
b) wireless LAN
c) campus area network (CAN)
d) metropolitan area network (MAN)
e) None of these

169. Which menu contains the commands
to save the current presentation, or to
open a previously saved presentation?
a) The File menu
b) The Edit menu
c) The Tools menu
d) The View menu
e) None of these

170. Documents of the Web that are
transported over the Internet are called
________.
a) Web sites
b) Hypertext links
c) Web pages
d) HTML pages
e) None of these

171. The person who writes and tests
computer programs is called a
(a) Programmer
(b) Computer scientist
(c) Software engineer
(d) Project development
(e) None of the above

172. The information you put into the
computer is called
(a) Facts (b) Data
(c) Files (d) Directory
(e) None of the above

173. The output devices make it possible to
(a) View or print data
(b) Store data
(c) Scan
(d) Input data
(e) None of the above

174. A chat is
(a) An internet standard that allows

users to upload and download files
(b) A types conversation that takes

place on a computer
(c) An online area in which users

conduct written discussions about
a particular subject

(d) The transmission of messages and
files via a computer network

(e) None of the above
175. The basic goal of computer process is

to convert data into
(a) Files
(b) Tables
(c) Information
(d) Graphs
(e) None of these

176. Where is the disk put in a computer?
(a) In the modem
(b) In the hard drive
(c) Into the CPU
(d) In the disk drive
(e) None of these

177. A hard copy of a document is
(a) Printed on the printer
(b) Stored on a floppy
(c) Stored on a CD
(d) Stored in the hard disk
(e) None of the above

178. The name that the user gives to a
document is referred to as
(a) Document-name
(b) File name
(c) Name-given
(d) Document-identity
(e) None of these

179. Restarting a computer that is already
on is referred to as
(a) Shut down
(b) Cold booting
(c) Warm booting
(d) Logging off
(e) None of these

180. E-mail (electronic mail) is
(a) An internet standard that allows

users to upload and download files
(b) A real-time typed conversation

that takes place on a computer
(c) An online area in which users

conduct written discussions about
a particular subject

(d) The transmission of messages and
files via a computer network

(e) None of the above
181. The first graphical web browser are?

a)Gopher b)WAIS
c)CERN d)Mosaic
e)None of these

182. When sending an e-mail, the …….. line
describes the contents of the message.
a)to b)subject
c)contents d)CC
e)None of these

183. Is a method in which multiple
communication devices are connected
to one another efficiently.
a)Switching
b)Redundancy
c)Capacity
d)Detecting
e)None of these

184. ............ is a collection of web – pages?
a)Home page
b)Website
c)Web page
d)All of the above
e)None of these

185. Which term identifies the entire site
via Internet?
a)URL
b)Web site address
c)Hyperlink
d)Domain name
e)None of these

186. Who among the following is known as
the Father of Computer Mouse?
a) John Van Newman
b) Douglas Engelbart
c) Jeremy Pascal
d) Charles Babbage
e) None of the above

187. Which of the following is an example
of Toggle Key in a computer?
a) Ctrl
b) Shift
c) Caps Lock
d) Num Lock
e) Both (3) and (4)

188. The number of pixels displayed on the
screen of a computer is known as
a) Constitution
b) Resolution
c) Restoration
d) Display
e) Economy

189. Is the functional key to display save-
as box.
a)F5 b)F6
c)F9 d)F12
e)None of these

190. If you begin typing an entry into a cell
and then realize that you don’t want
your entry placed into a cell, you……
a)Press the Erase key
b)Press esc
c)Press the Enter button
d)Press the Edit Formula button
e)none of these

191. Which provides a link between the
DBMS and the physical data on the
hard disc
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a) Any drive
b) System software
c) Database master files
d) Database engine
e) None of these

192. A space allocated for a particular item
of information is known as
a) Cell b) Unit
c) Row d) Sheet
e) None of these

193. Which does allow to become a user on
remote machine ?
a) FTP b) Telnet
c) Usenet d) Both 1 and 2
e) None of these

194. Which of the following is a non-
numerical data
a) Payroll data
b) Calender chart
c) Pi - chart
d) Employee address
e) None of these

195. TCP  is a _
a) Unique data protocol
b) Empeded system
c) Physical layer
d) Connection oriented protocol
e) None of these

196. Junk e-mails are also called
a) Spoof b) Trash
c) Spam d) Draft
e) None of these

197. A Cathode Ray Tube is found in which
a) Monitor b) CPU
c) Printer d) Pointer
e) None of these

198. Which of the following is not a font
style ?
a) Superscript
b) Narad
c) Brookshand
d) Cambria
e) None of these

199. Easily relocatable language is
a) High level language
b) Machine language
c) Both 1 and 2
d) Assembly language
e) None of these

200. The output quality of a printer is
measured by
a) Dots per page
b) Dots per word
c) Dots per inch
d) Clarity
e) None of these



EXPLANATIONS
1. (b) 2. (d) 3. (d) 4. (a)
5. (a) 6. (e) 7. (e) 8. (b)
9. (c) 10. (d) 11. (d) 12. (c)
13. (a) 14. (b) 15. (e) 16. (b)
17. (d) 18. (e) 19. (a) 20. (c)
21. (a) 22. (d) 23. (c) 24. (b)
25. (e) 26. (d) 27. (b) 28. (e)
29. (c) 30. (a) 31. (a) 32. (b)
33. (c) 34. (b) 35. (c) 36. (b)
37. (a) 38. (c) 39. (c) 40. (e)
(41-45):

A- ranchi
B -Mumbai
C -Delhi
D -patna
E -surat
F -chennai
G- Kolkata
Order of salary in descending
B (highest) C F G D A E
Couple
-E=D+
-B=G+
-C=F+
A -Female

41. (a) 42. (a) 43. (c) 44. (d)
45. (c)
46-a;

47-c;

48-d;

49-c;

50-b;

51-c;

52-d;

53-e;

54-a;

55-b;
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(56-60):

Since B is not sitting opposite a female,
A is a male and one of the sons of D.
Now we get complete family tree as

follows.

Now, let us arrange their occupations.
H is a painter. Since the persons who
are next to E are neither engineer nor
doctor B and F, who are next to E, are
authors. Again, since the persons who
are on the immediate left G and on the
immediate right of B are not doctors,
implies that C and D are not doctors.
This implies C and D are engineers.
Now, since there are three doctors in
the family. Hence, by elimination, A, E
and G are doctors.

56-a; 57-e; 58-a; 59-d;
60-c;
(61-65):
61-e;

Why does the speaker feel that
disappointment arises after the birth
of a baby girl? He must be assuming
that people do not prefer a baby girl.
Hence, I is implicit. Again why does
the speaker say, “do not be
disappointed after the birth of a baby
girl”? answer is – the package of Rs
1000. Hence he must be assuming II
also.

62-b;
I may or may not be an assumption.
But II is implicit because the speaker
must be assuming that (i) the hike in
prices will be detrimental for the
farmers and the country’s economy and
(ii) plight of the farmers is a matter of
great concern. Hence, these two

assumptions described above imply
that the speaker must be assuming II.

63-e;
I is implicit. Because one does not take
an initiative unless one assumes that
the initiative will lesenn the problem.
II is also implicit; that is why
government is in the mood to nip the
increase in the oil prices in the bud.

64-d;
I is not implicit. It is ridiculous to select
I as an assumption because “Income –
tax ‘ and ‘the poor’ can not be
correlated. II goes into details, hence II
is not implicit.

65-e;
Why does the need for expression of
regret arise? The speaker must be
assuming both I and II.

(66-70):

A English R
B History V
C Math T
D History W
E English S
F Maths P
G Maths Q

66-d; 67-b; 68-c; 69-a;
70-e;
71-d;

From I. D A B
From II. B _ C
Combining I and II D A B  E C
B  will be in the middle
From III. C _ E or _ E _ C
Combining I and II
We have two possibilities
D A B C E or D A B E C
In both cases B will be in the middle
position.

72-c;
From I. J is father of t. T is the son of
J, and T is the brother of M.
From II. Nothing is said about X or T.
From III. L is the sister of M and X is
the only son of L.

Combining I and III
T, L are brother and sister, So, t is
maternal uncle of X.

73-e;
From I. Tanu > Anu > Tinku and Ritu
From II. Tanu is the heaviest but can’t
conclude who is the lightest
From III. Anu > Ritu and Tinku

Even if are combine them, we don’t
know who is the lighter between Ritu
and Tinku.

74-d;
From I. E C

B   or B
C E

Combining, we get
From II. A does not live on the top
floor
From III. A E

D    or D
E A

C A = But A can’t live on top floor.
B   or D
E E
D B
A C
So, combining I,  II and III, the
arrangement is C = top floor No 5
B
E
D = floor no. 2
A = ground floor no 1
Therefore, D lives on 2nd floor.

75-a;
Now or never again- torn ka  na sa so.
So, code for ‘go’ is ho.

76. (a) 77. (d) 78. (b) 79. (b)
80. (c)
81-a;

The dog loses 1/3rd of his normal time
from the meeting point. (This normal
time = 35 3 = 105 minutes)
If the meeting occurred 24 km further,
the dog loses 25 minutes.
This means that the normal time for
the new distance would be 75 minutes.
Thus, normally the dog would cover
this distance of 24 km in 30 minutes.
Thus, normal speed = 48 km/hr

82-d;
Let x be no. units
Profit per unit x = (60-40) x= 20x
Now additional cost  = 3000
To make a profit of at least Rs 1000
we have 20x -3000 = 1000 or, x = 200

83-c;
Given time =42 months

yryr
2

1
3

12

42


= 72
2

7
 half yr, rate =

2

13
% half

yearly
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SI =
2100

71320000




=Rs 9100

Amount (A) = 20000+9100 =Rs 29100

84-e;

Total number of balls =8+4+3=15

n(S) =15C
3
=455

n(E)=8C
1 

4C
1

3C
1
=8 4 3=96

P (E) =
455

96

85-d;
Time taken  by two pipes  to fill the

tank =
3020

3020




= 12 hrs

3

1
rd of the tank is filled in

3

12
 = 4

hrs.

Now,
3

1
rd of the supplied water

leaks out.

The filler pipes are only 1  -
3

1
=

3

2
as efficient as earlier..

The work of (12 – 4) = 8 hrs will be

completed now in  8
3

2
 = 12 hrs

Total time = 4 +12 =16 hrs
(86-90):
86-b;

Males = 75   0.46+85  0.50+60
0.6+90 0.4+50  0.45+70  0.55=

34.5+ 42.5+36+36+22.5+38.5=210

Average =
6

210
= 35 lakh

87-e;
Population below poverty line
=45+34+27+45+35+42 =228
Population above poverty line
=30+51+33+45+15+28 =202
Difference =228 – 202 =26 lakh

88-d;
Female

(C+D)=60 0.4+90 0.6=24+54=78

lakh

Total population of city (E +F)

=50+70 = 120 lakh

Reqd. % = 100
120

78
 = 65%

89-b;
Population below poverty line in city

F = 70  0.6 =42 lakh

Population above poverty line in city

F =70-42 =28 lakh

Net population below poverty line in

city F = 42 – 42 100

50
= 21 lakh

New population above poverty line in

city F = 28+28 100

100
= 56 lakh

Ratio =
56

21
 = 3 : 8

90-d;

Female
 A

 = 75 0.54 =40.5 lakhs

Male
E
 = 50 0.45 =22.5 lakh

Reqd. % = 100
5.22

5.225.40



 =

80%
91-b;

Let the speed of rowing in still water
be u km/hr
Distance in downstream motion = 21
km
And speed downstream = u + 4 km/
hr

Time taken =
4

21

u
Distance upstream motion = 21 km and

speed downstream  = u - 4 km

Time taken =
4

21

u
According to the question,

4

21
2

4

21




 uu
(u – 4) (2u + 29) =21 (u +4 )

u2 =
2

200

u = 10 km/hr

92- c;
Suppose the container initially
contains 7x and 5x L of mixture A and
B respectively.
Quantity of A in mixture left =







  9

12

7
7x = Lx 






 

4

21
7

Quantity of B in mixture left =







  9

12

5
5x = Lx 






 

4

15
5

According to the questions,  =









 



9

7

9
4

15
x5

4

21
x7

252x –

189 =140x +147

 x = 3

Container contained = 7  3 =21 L of

A

93-b;
A’s share : B’s share  : C’s share
=16000 3+(16000 -5000)  9 :

12000 3+(12000 +5000)  9 :

21000 6

=147 :189 : 126 = 7 : 9 : 6

Hence B’s share exceeds C’s share by

=
22

313200
)69(

697

13200 



= Rs 1800

94-a;
6 12 men = 8 18 women  = 18 10
children
12 men  = 24 women  = 5 children

Now, 4 men + 12 women  +20 children

 = 4 men + 6 men + 8  men =18
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Time to do remaining work for 1 men
=(6 12-18 2) = 36 days
Reqd. number of men to finish the work
in 1 day = 36

95.d
96-a;

Total illiterate females =

100

40

5

2
75.1

100

43

12

5
2.1 

100

39

5

3
5.2

100

47

17

9
4.3 

100

44

5

2
0.3

100

35

2

1
8.1 

=0.215+0.28+0.846+0.585+0.315+0.528
=2.769 lakh

97-b;

Literate males from city F =

100

68

5

3
3  =1.224

Literate females from City C =

100

47

17

9
4.3  = 0.846

Reqd. %  =
224.1

100846.0 
 = 69.11

 69%

98-c;

  =  57
12

5
2.1(

100

1

6

1

 53
17

9
4.360

5

2
75.1

 65
2

1
8.161

5

3
5.2

)56
5

2
3 

=  425.28(
600

1

)2.675.585.914.95 

=
600

1.383
= 0.6385 lakh = 63850

99-c;

Literate males in City B

=
100

36

5

3
75.1 

Literate females in City B =

100

60

5

2
75.1 

Ratio =
602

363




=
10

9
= 9 : 10

100-b;

Literate males =

100

64

5

3
75.1

100

67

12

7
2.1 

 = 0.469+0.672 =1.141 lakh

Literate females =

100

61

5

3
5.2

100

53

17

9
4.3 

=0.954 +0.915 = 1.869 lakh
Diff. = 1.869 – 1.141 = 0.728 lakh =
72800

101. a
102. Area = 31684 m^2

Side^2 = 31684
Side = 178 m
Perimeter of square = 4 * Side =
4*178 = 712 m
Length of circuit is 5% more than
perimetr = (712 *105)/100 = 747.6
So total length required = 4*747.6 =
2990.2 m

103.e

104. Total percentage of students failed
individually in each subject
=  n  (A    B    C)

= 20 + 22 + 16 = 58
Total percentage of students failed
commonly in subjects
=  n(A    B    C) = 16

   Total percentage of student passing
the whole examination lies between
100 – 58 & 100 – 16
   42% and 84%

105.a
(106-110):
106-b;

Total number = 235200 + 109200 +
190400 +147000 + 184800 + 80640 =
947240

107-d;

Avg. number =
6

452760
 = 75460

108-e;

% = 100
109200

58800
 = 54 (approx)

109-c;

% increase = 100
89600

95200
  = 106

110-b;
Reqd. ratio  = 147000 : 123200 = 105 :
88

(111-115):
111-a;

The series is 18  6-9, 99  7-11,
682 8-13, .............

112-b;
The series is 113-7, 123-7, 133-7,
................

113-d;
The series is 13+7+73, 12+6+63,
11+5+53, .............

114-c;
The series is 93 – 82, 83 – 72, 73 – 62,
.............

115-c;
The series is 5  6  7, 6  7  8,
7 8 9, .................

116.a 117.c 118.d 119.a
120.c 121. (b) 122. (d) 123. (b)
124. (a) 125. (e) 126. (d) 127. (b)
128. (a) 129. (a) 130. (b) 131. (e)
132. (c) 133. (b) 134. (c) 135. (b)
136. (c) 137. (b) 138. (c) 139. (a)
140. (c) 141. (b) 142. (d) 143. (c)
144. (c) 145. (c) 146. (c) 147. (d)
148. (b) 149. (c) 150. (b) 151. (b)
152. (b) 153. (b) 154. (a) 155. (b)
156. (c) 157. (b) 158. (a) 159. (c)
160. (c) 161. (b) 162. (c) 163. (a)
164. (c) 165. (b) 166. (b) 167. (c)
168. (d) 169. (a) 170. (c) 171. (c)
172. (b) 173. (b) 174. (b) 175. (c)
176. (d) 177. (a) 178. (b) 179. (c)
180. (d) 181. (d) 182. (b) 183. (a)
184. (b) 185. (a) 186. (b) 187. (e)
188. (b) 189. (d) 190. (b) 191. (d)
192. (a) 193. (b) 194. (d) 195. (d)
196. (c) 197. (a) 198. (a) 199. (d)
200. (c)
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a)16 b)76
c)73 d)94

13.

a)535 b)577
c)755 d)765

14. Two positions of a dice are show below

When 2 is at the bottom, what number
will be at the top?
a)6 b)4
c)1 d)5

Direction: In question nos. 15 and 16,
which set of letters, when sequentially
placed in the gaps in the given letter
series, shall complete it?

15. oppo_p_poo_p _ _pooo_
(a) opoppo (b) oppoop
(c) ppoopo (d) ooppop

16. d_fgg_efg_def_g_
(a) degdg (b) eddge
(c) edggd (d) deegg

17.  f ‘–‘ stands for ‘  ’, ‘+’ stands for
‘ ’, ‘  ’ stands for ‘–‘ and ‘ ’ stands
for ‘+’, then which of the following
equations is correct?
(a) 36–12 6  3+4=60
(b) 43 7  5+4–8=25
(c) 36 4–12+5  3=420
(d) 52  4+5 8–2=36

18. If ‘P’ denotes ‘  ’, Q denotes ‘ ’, R
denotes ‘+’ and ‘S’ denotes ‘–‘ then 18
Q 12 P 4 R 5 S 6=?
(a) 57 (b) 53
(c) 0 (d) 58

19. In the given figure, the circle represents
youths, the triangle represents the
persons who are in job and the rectangle
represents illiterate persons.

PRACTICE SET QUESTION PAPER FOR (SSC-CGL)

SSC CGL 2016 – Pre (Tier I)
Mock Test

This Mock Test consists of 200 questions
which are spread across 4 sections – General
Intelligence, Mathematics, General
Awareness and English Language. The mock
test carries 200 marks and of 2 hour
duration. There is negative marking of 1/4
marks for each wrong answer.

PART-A
REASONING ABILITY

Directions (Q.Nos. 1-2): In each of the
following questions, select the related
word/letter/number/figure from the
given alternatives.

1.     Village : City : Suburb :: ?
a)Puppy : Dog : Bitch
b)School : College : University
c)Continent : Country : State
d)Transistor : Radio : Television

2.    Picture : Clock : Wall : ?
a)Pillow : Quilt : Bed
b)Pen : Pencil : Colour
c)Flowers : Garden : Park
d)Footpath : Road : Highway

Directions (Q. Nos. 3 -5): Choose the
missing term within the given series.

3.     1, 5, 13, 25, 41, ?
a)51 b)57
c)61 d)63

4.    2, 15, 41, 80, ?
a)111 b)120
c)121 d)132

5.    AZY, BUX, CXW, DWV, ?
a)EVA b)EVU
c)VEU d)VUE

6.    Starting  from the point, Raju walked 12
m North, he turned right and walked
10 m, he again turned right and walked
12 m, then he turned left and walked 5
m. How far is he now and in which
direction from the starting point?
a)27 m towards East
b)5m towards East
c)10 m towards West
d)15 m towards East

Directions (Q. Nos. 7): In the question,
two statements are given followed by two
conclusions I and II. You have to consider
the two statements to be true, even if

they seem to be at variance from
commonly known facts. You have to
decide which of the given conclusion can
definitely be drawn from the given
statements?

7.    Statements: All crows are black.
Some black things are beautiful.
Conclusions: I. Some crows are
beautiful.
II.Some beautiful things are black.
a)Only conclusion I follows
b)Only conclusion II follows
c)Both conclusion I and II follow
d)Neither conclusion I nor II follows

8.    Tarun’s age is the cube of a whole
number. It was square of another whole
number 2 yr ago. How long he must
wait before his age is again the cube of
a whole number?
a)39 yr b)2 yr
c)10 yr d)37 yr

9.    Introducing a man, a woman said, “His
wife is the only daughter of my
mother”. How is the woman related
with the man?
a)Sister-in-law
b)Wife
c)aunt
d)Mother-in-law

10. In a certain code language RUSTICATE
is written as QTTUIDBSD, how would
STATISTIC be written in that code?
a)RSBUJTUHB
b)RSBUITUHB
c)RSBUIRSJD
d)TUBUITUMB

11. If RAJU is coded as 11-12-13-14 and
JUNK is coded as 13-14-10-9, then
how will you code RANK?
a)9-10-11-12 b)10-11-12-9
c)11-12-10-9 d)12-11-10-9

Direction (Q. No. 12-13): In the question
given below. Find out the missing
number from the given response.

12.
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Which of the following numbers depicts
illiterate youths who have a job?
(a) 3 (b) 2
(c) 5 (d) 4

20.  Which of the following Answer Figures
is exactly the mirror image of the given
Question Figure, when the mirror is
held on the line AB?

Directions (Q.21): A word is represented
by only one set of numbers as give in any
one of the alternatives. The set of
numbers given in the alternatives is
represented by two classes of alphabets
as given in the two matrices below. The
columns and rows of Matrix I are
numbered from 0 to 4 and that of Matrix
II from 5 to 9. A letter from these matrices
can be represented first by its row and
next by its column number. For example,
‘W’ can be represented by 01, 13, 20 etc.
‘A’ can be represented by 55, 67 etc.
Identify the set for the word SHOWN.

21.

Matrix – 1
0 1 2 3 4

0 P W N I S
1 I S P W N
2 W N I S P
3 S P W N I
4 N I S P W

Matrix – 2
5 6 7 8 9

5 A E R O H
6 O H A E R
7 E R O H A
8 H A E R O
9 R O H A E

(a) 04, 97, 96, 14, 13
(b) 23, 78, 85, 01, 40
(c) 11, 66, 77, 01, 33
(d) 30, 59, 89, 20, 44

22. A statement is given followed by two
Conclusions I and II. You have to
consider the statement to be true, even
if it seems to b e at variance from
commonly known facts. You are to
decide which of the given conclusions
can definitely be drawn from the given
statement. Indicate your answer.
Statement: Child rearing is an art;
young parents needs training in child
rearing practices.
Conclusions: I. Now-a-days young
parents know nothing about child
rearing.
II. Training will enable the young
couples become better parents.
(a) Only Conclusion I is follows
(b) Only Conclusion II is follows
(c) Neither Conclusion I nor

Conclusion II is follows
(d) Both Conclusions I and II are

follow
23. A statement is given followed by four

assumptions, (a), (b), (c) and (d) . You
have to consider the statement to be
true, even if it seems to be variance
from commonly known facts. You are
to decide which of the given
assumptions can definitely be drawn
from the given statement. Indicate your
answer.
Statement:Television has a strong
influence in the young children’s
development.
Assumptions:
(a) Children watching TV should be

controlled by the parents
(b) Young Children should not be

allowed to watch TV programmes
(c) Television affects the academic

progress of the young children

(d) While developing TV
programmes, educational,
developmental and moral aspects
of children should be taken care
of

24. If RUSH is coded as 66, then how is
GIRL coded as?
(a) 75 (b) 64
(c) 47 (d) 46

25. If TORTISE is coded as VQTVKUG,
ELEPHANT is coded as
(a) GRJPVNOR
(b) RNRQGCOV
(c) GNGRJCPV
(d) GRJCPVGN

PART-B
ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Directions: (26-27) :Choose the
alternative for the given bold part, which
best expresses the meaning of the Idiom/
Phrase.

26. The angry hockey players gave vent to
their feelings.
a)to express
b)to emphasise
c)to suppress
d)to dismiss

27. As usual he his blowing his own
trumpet.
a) refusing to use anybody else’s

trumpet
b) playing a tune on the trumpet
c) praising himself
d) praising himself and others

Directions: (28-29) : Choose the word
opposite in meaning to the given word.

28. Affluent
a)famous b)insignificant
c)poor d)skilled

29. Ambiguous
a)concealed b)obscure
c)complete d)magnified

Directions: (30-32) : Choose the correct
alternative to make the sentence
meaningful.

30. The speaker did not properly space out
his speech, but went on __________
one point only.
a)stressing b)avoiding
c)devoting d)decrying
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the villagers came to the old man’s house to
congratulate him for his good luck. They
said, “You are lucky that your son was not
recruited. Otherwise, who would have
looked after you?” Like always, the old man
thanked them and said, “Whatever happens,
happens for the good.” It was only then
that the villagers understood the true
meaning of Yugiyama’s words.

43. Why did Yugiyama always say,
“Whatever happens, happens for the
good”?
a) He had a positive view about

everything
b) His teacher had asked him to say

these words
c) His son liked to hear these words
d) He liked to puzzle the villagers

by saying these words
44. Why was everyone amazed of

Yugiyama’s luck?
a) His son had given him an

expensive gift
b) His son was given a high post in

the army after his return
c) His  son had returned and was

taking great care of him
d) His son had become one of the

greatest warriors
45. Why did Yugiyama live alone?

a) He liked to live alone
b) His son abandoned him as he was

very old
c) His son had gone away to study
d) His son had gone away to work in

another village
46.  Initially the villagers sympathized with

Yugiyama because
a) he was old and there was no one

to look after him
b) he never complained about

anything
c) his house was robbed one night
d) he broke his leg while working in

the fields
47. Why did the army recruit more men?

a) The kind wanted an army bigger
than the neighbouring kingdom

b) The kingdom was at war and it
needed more soldiers to defened
itself

c) The soldiers were resigning as the
king was cruel to them

d) The king was planning to attack
another kingdom and thus wanted

31. The usher showed us _________
a)how to take photographs
b)where to sit
c)when to comb our hair
d)how to dance

32. You may bring your dog where
_________
a)you have to pay
b)there is no water
c)pets are allowed
d)pets can sleep

Directions: (33-34) : Find the correctly
spelt word.

33. a)grammatic b)gremmatic
c)gramatic d)grematic

34. a)omitted b)ommitted
c)ommited d)omited

Directions: (35-37) : Find out which part
of the sentence has an error. The
number of that part is your answer. If
there is no error, the answer is (d).

35. Sometimes (a) / I get angry (b) / on her.
(c) / No error (d)

36. I use (a) / to go out (b) / to work earlier.
(c) / No error (d)

37. The teacher (a) / has took (b) / the
responsibility. (c) / No error (d)

Directions: (38-40) : Choose the one
which can be substituted for the given
words/phrase.

38. To run away with a lover
a)deceive b)cheat
c)escape d)elope

39. Science of heredity
a)hereditary b)genetics
c)genesis d)inheritance

40. Arrangement in order of occurrence
a)timely b)chronological
c)chronic d)temporal

Directions: (41-42) : Choose the one
which best expresses the meaning of the
given word.

41. Dangerous
a)safe b)strong
c)hazardous d)secure

42. Confidential
a)obvious b)honest
c)secret d)accurate

Directions: (43-47) : Read the passage
carefully and choose the best answer.

Passage

Once upon a time there was an old man
called Yugiyama, in a small village in Japan.
He lived alone as his only son had gone far
away to study. Yugiyama was a nice and
friendly man who was liked by all the
people in the village. He had a very positive
view of everything that happened around
him. He never grumbled or companied about
anything. The villagers would often come
over to the old man’s house to express their
sympathy as his only son had gone far away
and even at this old age he had no one to
took after him and support him. They often
wondered aloud if his son would ever return.
As a reply to all their concerns, Yugiyama
would always thank them and say,
“Whatever happens for the good.” No one
every understood why he was never sad
about his son’s absence.
One day, Yugiyamna’s son returned  to the
village after completing his education. His
son had become a merchant and was earning
very well. He took great care of his father.
Everyone was not only amazed at
Yugiyama’s luck but they were also very
happy for him. Streams of villagers come
over to congratulate him and like always,
the old man was polite. He thanked all of
them for coming over and said, “Whatever
happens, happens for the good.”
Barely a few days had passed, when one
day; Yugiyama’s  son fell off a horse’s back
and broke his leg. Once again the entire
village came over to Yugiyama’s house to
express their concern and again the old man
thanked them for their sympathy and said,
“Whatever happens, happens for the good.”
Some of the villagers were surprised to hear
this and wondered what good could there
possibly be in this situation as his son had
broken a leg and old Yugiyama would have
to take care of him.
A month later, the kingdom to which
Yugiyama belonged and the neighbouring
kingdom had a war. The king announced that
they needed more young men in the army.
A small troupe of the army came to the
village and recruited all able-bodied young
men into the army. They did not give
anyone a choice. Even those who were
reluctant were forced to join the army. When
they came to Yugiyama’s house they found
this son with a broken leg. The army leader
told Yugiyama, “Your son is injured and so,
he will not be of any help in the battle field.”
Thus, they left him behind. Once again, all
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a huge army

Direction (Q. Nos. 48) Read the
sentence/ passage and find out which of
the four combinations is correct?

48. 1. For thousands of millions of years
the Moon has been going round the
Earth
P. However, some of them will still

be going round the Earth
thousands of years from now

Q.  These artificial satellites are very
much smaller than the Moon

R. Today, however, the Earth has
many other satellites, all made by
man

S. During this time, the Moon has
been the only satellite of the Earth

6. Artificial satellites do not fall
because they are going too fast to
do so

a)PRSQ b)QSRP
c)SRPQ d)SRQP

49. “The news of the success of a poor
candidate in the elections surprised
him.” Correct Passive voice will be
a) He was surprised by the news of

the success of a poor candidate in
the elections

b) He was surprised with the news
of  the success of a poor candidate
in the elections

c) He was surprised as a result of
the news of the success of a poor
candidate in the elections

d) He was surprised at the news of
the success of a poor candidate in
the elections.

Directions: (50) : A part of the sentence
is underlined. Below are given
alternatives to the underlined part at (a),
(b) and (c) which may improve the
sentence. Choose the correct
alternative. In case no improvement is
needed your answer is (d). Mark your
answer in the answer sheet.

50. Whenever a body part becomes
dysfunctional or falls sick it starts
effecting the entire body, until it is
diagnosed and treated.
a)effecting the entire body unless
b)affecting the entire body unless
c)affecting the whole body rill
d)No improvement

PART-C
QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE

51. If
23

17


 ba

a
, what is

ba

ba




equal

to?

a)
17

23
b)

23

17

c)
11

23
d)

23

11

52. A, B and C enter into a partnership in

the ratio
5

6
:

3

4
:

2

7
. After 4 months,

A increases his share 50%. If the total
profit at the end of 1 yr be Rs 21600,
then B’s share in the profit is
a)Rs 2100 b)Rs 2400
c)Rs 3600 d)Rs 4000

53. In a certain store, the profit is 320% of
the cost. If the cost increases by 25%
but the selling price remains constant,
approximately what percentage of the
selling price is the profit?
a)30% b)70%
c)100% d)250%

54. A alone can complete a work in 12 days
while A and B together can complete
the same work in 8 days. The number
of days, that B will take to complete
the work alone, is
a)10 b)24
c)20 d)9

55. If 3











ba

cx

ac

bx

cb

ax
=0,

then the value of x is
a)a+b+c
b)-(a+b+c)

c) cba 
d)a2+b2+c2

5 6 . 4222 1

2

1

1

1

1

aa

a

aaaa 






is equal to
a)0 b)-1
c)1 d)2

57. Walking at three-fourth of his usual speed
a man covers a certain distance in 2 h
more than the time he takes to cover
the distance at his usual speed. The

time taken by him to cover the distance
with his usual speed is
a)4.5 h b)5.5 h
c)6 h d)5 h

58. A work could be completed in 100 days.
However, due to the absence of 10
workers, it was completed in 110 days.
The original number of workers was
a)100 b)110
c)55 d)50

59. A can do a job in 15 days, B in 10 days
and C in 30 days. If A helped by B and
C on every third day, then the job will
be completed in

a)6
3

1
days b)8

3

1
days

c)8 days d)9 days
60. A rectangular paper, when folded into

two congruent parts had a perimeter
of 34 cm for each part folded along one
set of sides and the same is 38 cm when
folded along the other set of sides.
What is the area of the paper?
a)140 cm2 b)240 cm2

c)560 cm2 d)None of these
61. A right triangle with sides 3 cm, 4 cm

and 5 cm is rotated about the side of 3
cm to form a cone. The volume of the
cone so formed is
a)16 π b)12 π
c)15 π d)20 π

62. 12 spheres of the same size are made
from melting a solid cylinder of 16 cm
diameter and 2 cm height. The diameter
of each sphere is
a)2 cm b)4 cm

c)3 cm d) 3 cm

63. If the height of a right circular cone is
increased by 200% and the radius of
the base is reduced by 50%, the volume
of the cone
a)Increased by 25%
b)Increased by 50%
c)remains unaltered
d)decreases by 25%

64. The average age of A and B is 20 yr that
of B and C is 19 yr and that of A and C
it is 21 yr. What is the age (in yr) of B?
a)39 b)21
c)20 d)18

65. In 1 h a boat goes 11 km along the stream
and 5 km against the stream. The speed
of the boat in still water (in km/h) is
a)5 b)6
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c)8 d)9
66. In  ABC, O is the centroid and AD,

BE, CF are three medians and the area
of  AOE = 15 cm2, then the area of
quadrilateral BDOF is
a)20 cm2 b) 30 cm2

c)40 cm2 d)25 cm2

67. The radius of two concentric circles are
9 cm and 15 cm. If the chord of the
greater circle be a tangent to the smaller
circle, then the length of that chord is
a)24 cm b)12 cm
c)30 cm d)18 cm

68. O and C are respectively the orthocentre
and circumcentre of an acute-angled

 PQR. The points P and O are joined
and produced to meet the side QR at S.

If  PQS =600 and  QCR =1300,

then  RPS is equal to
a)300 b)350

c)1000 d)600

69. The length of a chord of a circle is equal
to the radius of the circle. The angle
which this chord subtends in the major
segment of the circle is equal to
a)400 b)350

c)600 d)300

70. If sin  sec (300+  ) =1 (0<  <

600), then the value of sin  + cos 2
is

a)1 b)
32

32 

c)0 d) 2

71. If sin   + cos   =2

( 0 0   <   9 0 0 ) , t h e n

s i n 





 

3

2 
 is equal to

a)sin
2


b)cos

3



c)sin
3


d)cos

3

2

72. If cos4 θ  – sin4 θ   =
3

2
, then the value

of 2 cos2   – 1 is
a)0 b)1

c)
3

2
d)

2

3

Directions: (Q. 73-75): Study the
following graph and answer the
questions that follow.

Number of candidates Appeared and
Passed (inn hundred) in a Test from

Seven Different institutions

73. What is the difference between the
number of candidates appeared in
institutions B, C, D and F together and
candidates passed from institutions A,
B and G together?
a)100 b)900
c)1000 d)540

74. What is the average number of candidates
passed from all the institutions
together?
a)700 b)490
c)350 d)675

75. Number of candidates passed from
institutions C and E together is
approximately, what percent of the
total number of candidates appeared
in institutions A and G together?
a)720 b)62
c)54 d)67

PART-D
GENERAL AWARENESS

76. In which year Mughal Emperor Shah
Alam granted the ‘Dewani of Bengal’
to the East India Company?
(a) In 1762 (b) In 1763
(c) In 1764 (d) In 1765

77. Which one of the following is not
essential elements of a State in
International law?
(a) Population
(b) Armed forces
(c) Territory

(d) Capacity to enter into relation
with other states

78. ‘Amir Khusro’ was associated with
whose reign among the following? ?
(a) Allauddin Khilzi
(b) Muhammad Bin Tuglaq
(c) Ibrahim Lodi
(d) Firoz Shah

79. In which district the ‘Dokarani Glacier’
is located?
(a) Pithoragarh District
(b) Uttarkashi District
(c) Chamoli District
(d) Rudraprayag District

80. Which of the following is the general
direction of flow of summer monsoon
in India?
(a) From South to North
(b) From South-West to South-East
(c) From South-East to South-West
(d) From South-West to North-East

81. What is ‘Green Bonus’?
(a) Compensatory return for the

enviornmental services rendered
by the state

(b) Special package to the state
(c) Promote agricultural activities
(d) Encourage enviornmental security

82. Hydrogen bomb is used on the principal
of _____
(a) Double decomposition
(b) Artificial radioactivity
(c) Nuclear fission
(d) Nuclear fusion

83. GUI stand for_____.
(a) Graphic Utility Input
(b) Graphical User Interface
(c) Graphics Use Input
(d) None of the above

84. The tenure of every Panchayat in India
is five years from the _____. ?
(a) date appointed for its first meeting
(b) date of notification of election
(c) date of declaration of election
(d) date of oath of office by members

85. Collective consumption means _____.
(a) household consumption
(b) individual consumption
(c) self-consumption
(d) consumption by the citizens of

the country
86. Which were the two dynasties, which

ruled immediately before and after the
Khiljis?
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(a) Slave and Lodi
(b) Saiyyad and Lodi
(c) Slave and Tughlaq
(d) Tuglaq and Lodi

87. The Consultative Committee of
Members nof Parliament for Railway
Zones is constituted by which of the
following?
(a) President of India
(b) Ministry of Railways
(c) Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs
(d) Ministry of Transport

88. Which one of the following Indian States
does not share border with Bhutan?
(a) Sikkim
(b) Meghalaya
(c) Arunachal Pradesh
(d) West Bengal

89. Fascim believes in
(a) Nationalism
(b) Propaganda
(c) Socialism
(d) Force

90. “CEPI” stands for _____
(a) Comprehensive Environmental

Pollution Index
(b) Council of Enviornmental

Pollution of India
(c) Centre of Environmental

Pollution of Indiana
(d) Centre of Enviornmental

Pollution and Industries
91. The name of the guru of Kabir Das was

_____.
(a) Tulsidas
(b) Ramananda
(c) Ramanujacharya
(d) Vallabhacharya

92. Carbon monoxide poisioning affects
mainly which one of the following?
(a) Digestive activity
(b) Liver functioning
(c) Kidney functioning
(d) Oxygen carrying capacity of blood

93. Who among the following organised the
society of revolutionaries, ‘Abhinav
Bharat’?
(a) Jatindra Nath Mukherjee
(b) Madan Lal Dhingra
(c) Vinayak Damodar Savarkar
(d) Lala Hardayal

94. The Toda tribes are found in _____
(a) Shillong Plateau
(b) Nilgiris

(c) Chhota Nagpur Plateau
(d) Rann of Kutch

95. The profits of Indian-banks operating
in foreign countries are a part of _____?
(a) income from entrepreneurship

earned from abroad
(b) domestic factor income of India
(c) profits of the enterprises working

in domestic territory of India
(d) operating surplus of the banks

located in India
96. Who among the following was the

advocate at the famous ‘I.N.A. trials’?
(a) Subhash Chandra Bose
(b) C. Rajagopalachari
(c) Asaf Ali
(d) Bhulabhai Desai

97. 2015 Sangita Kalandi Award conferred
upon which of the following vocalist?
(a) GN Balasubramaniam
(b) Sanjay Subrahmanyam
(c) Ariyakudi Iyengar
(d) Musiri Subramania

98. The Legislative Council in a state can be
abolished by the Parliament on the
recommendation of _____.
(a) The President
(b) The Governor
(c) The State Legislative Assembly
(d) None of the above

99. Who was awarded Bharat Ratna in 2015?
(a) Raghu Nath Mahapatra
(b) Sharmila Tagore
(c) Sachin Tendulkar
(d) Atal Bihari Vajpayee

100. ‘Coralloid root’ of Cycas helps in
_____.
(a) Absorption of water
(b) Absorption of water and fixation

of nitrogen
(c) Anchorage
(d) Transport of food



EXPLANATIONS

1. b 2. a 3. c 4. d
5. b 6. d 7. b 8. d
9. b 10. b 11. c 12. d
13. b 14. c 15. a 16. c
17. d 18. b 19. a 20. c
21. c 22. b 23. d 24. d

25. c 26. a 27. c 28. c
29. b 30. a 31. b 32. c
33. a 34. a 35. c 36. a
37. b 38. d 39. b 40. b
41. c 42. c 43. a 44. c
45. c 46. a 47. b 48. d
49. d 50. b 51. c 52. d
53. b 54. b 55. b 56. a
57. c 58. b 59. d 60. a
61. a 62. b 63. d 64. d
65. c 66. b 67. a 68. b
69. d 70. a 71. b 72. c
73. c 74. a 75. d 76. d
77. b 78. a 79. b 80. d
81. d 82. d 83. b 84. a
85. a 86. c 87. c 88. b
89. a 90. a 91. b 92. d
93. c 94. b 95. a 96. d

97. b 98. c 99. d 100. b
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9. Indian Overseas Bank Chennai
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Delhi
11. Syndicate Bank Manipal
12. Union Bank of India Mumbai
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Kolkata
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18. Punjab and Sindh Bank New Delhi
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20. IDBI Bank Ltd Mumbai
21. ECGC (The Export Credit

Guarantee Corporation of
India Ltd) Mumbai
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Parliamentary Affairs
AYUSH Shripad Yesso Naik

WHO’S WHO
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Petroleum and Natural Gas Dharmendra Pradhan
Youth Affairs and Sports Vijay Goyel
Environment, Forest and Climate Change Anil Madhav Dave
Power, Coal, New and Renewable Energy, Mines Piyush Goyal
Development of North Eastern Region, Prime Dr, Jitendra Singh
Minister’s  Office, Personnel, Public Grievances
& Pensions. Department of Atomic Energy,
Department of Space
Commerce and Industry Nirmala Sitharaman
Culture, Tourism, Civil Aviation Dr, Mahesh Sharma
Health & Family Faggan Singh Kulsate

MINISTERS OF STATE MINISTER
Minority Affairs, Parliamentary  Affairs Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi
Drinking Water & Sanitation Ram Kripal Yadav
Home Affairs Haribhai Parthibhai Chaudhary
Water Resources, River Development & Sanwar Lal Jat
Ganga Rejuvenation
Agriculture Mohanbhai  Kalyanjibhai Kundariya
Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises Giriraj Singh
Chemicals & Fertilizers Hansraj Gangaram Ahir
Heavy Industries & Public Enterprises GM Siddeshwara
Railways Manoj Sinha
Panchayati Raj Nihalchand
Human Resource Development Upendra Kushwaha
Road Transport & Highways, Shipping P. Radhakrishnan
Home Affairs Kiren Rijiju
Social Justice & Empowerment Krishan Pal
Agriculture Dr. Sanjeev Kumar Balyan
Tribal Affairs Manuskhbhai Dhanjibhai Vasava
Mines, steel Vishnu Deo Sai
Rural evelopment Sudarshan Bhagat
Human Resource Development Ram Shankar  Katheria
Science and Technology, Earth Sciences YS Chowdhary
Finance Jayant Sinha
Information & Broadcating Col. Rajyavardhan Singh Rathore
Urban development, Housing and Urban Babul Supriyo
Poverty Alleviation
Food Processing Industries Sadhvi Niranjan Jyoti
Social Justice & Empowerment Vijay Sampla

GOVERNORS AND CHIEF MINISTERS

STATE GOVERNOR CHIEF MINISTER
Andhra Pradesh ESL  Narasimhan N. Chandrababu Naidu
Arunachal Pradesh J P Rajkhowa Prem Khandu
Asam PB Acharya (Add. Charge) Sarbananda Sonowel
Bihar Ram Nath Kovind Nitish Kumar
Chhattisgarh Balramji Tandon Raman Singh
Goa Mridula Sinha Lakshmikant Parsekar
Gujarat OP Kohli Anandiben Patel
Haryana Kaptaan Singh Solanki Manohar Lal Khattar
Himachal Pradesh Acharya Dev Vrat Virbhadra Singh
Jammu- Kashmir N N Vohra Mehbooba Mufti Sayeed
Jharkhand Drupadi Murmu Raghuvar Das
Karnataka Vajubhai R. Vala K. Siddharamaiah
Kerala P. Sathasivam Pinarayi Vijayan
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Madhya Pradesh Ram Naresh Yadav Shivraj Singh Chouhan
Maharashtra C. Vidyasagar Rao Devendra Phadnavis
Manipur V. Shanmuganathan Okram Ibobi Singh

      (Add.  Charge)
Meghalaya V. Shanmuganathan Mukul Sangma
Mizoram Nirbhaya Sharma P. Lalthanhawla
Nagaland PB Acharya TR Zeliang
Odisha SC Jamir Naveen Patnaik
Punjab Kaptaan Singh Solanki Prakash Singh Badal

(Add.Charge)
Rajasthan Kalyan Singh Vasundhara Raje
Sikkim Srinivas Patil Pawan Chamling
Tamil Nadu K. Rosaiah Jayalalitha
Telangana ESL Narasimhan K. Chandrashekhar Rao
Tripura Tathagata Roy Manik Sarkar
Uttar Pradesh Ram Naik Akhilesh Yadav
Uttarakhand K K Paul President’s Rule
West Bengal Kesarinath Tripathi Mamata Banerjee

LT. GOVERNORS & ADMINISTRATORS

Union Territory Lt. Governor (Administrator)
Andaman and Nicobar Islands AK Singh (Lt. Governor)
Chandigarh Kaptaan Singh Solanki (Add. Charge)
Dadra and Nagar Haveli Vikam Dev Dutta (Administrator)
Daman and Diu Vikam Dev Dutta (Administrator)
Delhi Najeeb Jung (lt. Governor)
Lakshadweep Vijay Kumar (Administrator)
Punducherry Kiran Bedi

JUDICIAL HEADS

Designation Person
Chief  Justice, Supreme Court Tirath Singh Thakur
Attorney General Mukul Rohtagi
Solicitor General Ranjit Kumar
Chairperson, National Green Tribunal Justice Swatantra Kumar
Chairperson, Intellectual Property K N Basha
Appellate Tribunal
Chairperson, Armed Forces Tribunal JN Burma

HEADS OF ARMED FORCES

Designation Person
Air Force Chief Air Chief Marshal Arup Raha
Navy Chief Admiral Sunil Lanba
Army Chief Gen. Dalbir Singh Suhag

HEAD OF INTELLIGENCE ORGANISATIONS

Designation Person
Director, Intelligence Bureau (IB) Dineshwar Sharma
Director,Research & Analysis Wing (RAW) Rajinder Khanna
Director, NTRO Alok Joshi
Chairperson, National Investigation Sharad Kumar
                 Agency (NIA)
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CHIEF JUSTICES OF HIGH COURTS

High Court Chief Justice
Allahabad Vimalesh Kumar Shukla
Bombay DH Waghela
Calcutta Manjula Chellur
Chhattisgarh Dipak Gupta
Delhi Gorla Rohini
Gujrat R. Subhas Reddy
Guwahati Ajeet Singh
Himachal Pradesh Mansoor Ahmad Mir
Hyderabad DB bhonsale
Jammu & Kashmir NNP Vasanth Kumar
Jharkhand Virendra Singh
Karnataka Shubhro Kamal Mukherjee
Kerala T.B. Radhakrishnan
Madhya Pradesh Rajendra Menon
Madras Sanjay Kishan Kaul
Manipur Rakesh Ranjan Prasad
Meghalaya Dinesh Maheshwari
Orissa Vineet Saran
Patna Md Iqwal Ahmad Ansari
Punjab & Haryana SJ Wazifdar
Rajasthan Navin Sinha
Sikkim Sunil Kumar Sinha
Tripura Tinlianthong Vaiphei
Uttarakhand KM Joseph

HEADS OF VARIOUS BOARDS

Designation Person
Chairperson, Railway Board AK Mittal
Chairperson, Atomic Energy Regulatory Shiv Abhilas Bhardwaj
Board
Chairperson, CBDT Atulesh Jindal
Chairperson, Company Law Board DR Deshmukh
Chairperson,  SEBI UK Sinha
Chairperson, Central Board of film Pahlaj Nihalani
Certification
Chairperson, Central Social Welfare Board Durgabai Deshmukh
Chairperson, PNGRB S. Krishnan
Director, NCERT Hrushikesh Senapathy
Chairperson, CBSE Rajesh Kumar Chaturvedi
Chairman, CBEC Najib Shah

ELECTON COMMISSION

Designation Person
Chief Election Commissioner Syed Naseem Ahmed Zaidi
Election Commissioner Achal Kumar Jyoti
Election Commissioner II Om Prakash Rawat

CONSTTITUTIONAL HEADS

Designation Person
Speaker, Lok Sabha Sumitra Mahajan
Deputy Speaker , Lok Sabha M. Thambidurai
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Comptroller and Auditor General Shashikant Sharma
Chairperson, 14th Finance Commission YV Reddy
Chairperson, National Commission Lalitha Kumarmanglam
for Woman
Chairperson, national Commission for PL Poonia
scheduled Castes
Chairperson, National Commission for Rameshwar Oraon
 Scheduled  Tribes
Chairperson, National Commission for Wangla Ishwaraiah
Backward Classes
Chairperson, National Human Rights HL Dattu
Commission
Chairperson, Union Public Service Deepak Gupta
Commission

HEADS OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTES/ ORGANISATIONS

Person Designation
Arvind Panagariya Vice President, NITI Aayog
Raghuram G. Rajan Governor, Reserve Bank of India
Harshavandhan Neotia Chairperson, FICCI
Leo Puri Chairperson, Unit Trust of India
SK Roy Chairperson, Life insurance Corporation of India
Harsha Kumar Bhanwala Chairperson, NABARD
NK Maini CMD, SIDBI
Sriram Kalyanaraman Chairperson, National Housing Bank
Sunil Kanoria Chairperson, ASSOCHAM
Rajan Bharati Mittal Chairperson, International Chamber of Commerce
Satyanand Mishra Chairperson, Multi Commodities

Exchange
TM Bhasin Chairperson, Indian Banks Association
AK Saxena CMD, Oriental Insurance Company
Deepak Kumar Director General , Employees’ State Insurance Corporation
Mamta Binani Chairperson, Institute of Company secretary of India

HEAD OF NATIONALISED BANKS

Bank CMD
Allahabad Bank Rakesh Sethi
Andhra Bank Suresh N. Patel
Bank of Baroda Ps Jayakumar
Bank of India MO Rego
Bank of Maharashtra Sushil Muhnot
Bharatiya  Mahila Bank SM Swathi
Canara Bank T.N. Manohar
Central Bank of India Rajeev Rishi
Corporation Bank J K Garg
Dena Bank Ashwini Kumar
IDBI Bank Kishor Karat
Indian Bank Mahesh Kumar Jain
Indian Overseas Bank R. Koteeswaran
Oriental Bank of Commerce Animesh Chauhan
Punjab and Sind Bank Jatinderbir Singh
Punjab National Bank Usha Ananta  Subrahmaniam
State Bank of India Arundhati Bhattacharya
State Bank of Bikaner and Jaipur Jyoti Ghosh
State Bank of Hyderabad Santanu Mukherjee
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State Bank of Mysore N.K. Chari
State Bank of Patiala MS Ramesh Rangan
State Bank of Travancore C.R. Sashi Kumar
Syndicate Bank Arun Shrivastava
UCO Bank RK Takkar
United Bank of India Sanjay Arya
Union Bank of India Arun Tiwari
Vijaya Bank Kishore Kumar Sansi

MAHARATNA/ NAVARATNA COMPANIES
Maharatna Chairman/MD
Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited Atul Sobti
Coal India Limited S. Bhattacharya
Gas Authority of India Limited BC Tripathi
Indian Oil Corporation Limited B. Ashok
Oil and Natural Gas Corporation DK Sarraf
Steel Authority of India Limited Anup Kumar Pujari
National Thermal Power Corporation Gurdeep Singh

Navaratna Chairman/ MD
Container Corporation of India Limited Anil Kumar Gupta
Engineers India Limited Sanjoy Gupta
National Buildings Construction Corporation AK Mittal
Bharat Electricals Limited SK Sharma
Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited S. Varadarajan
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited T. Suvarna Raju
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited MK Surana
National Mineral Development Corporation Narendra Kothari
Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited NK Yadav
Power Finance Corporation MK Goel
Power Grid Corporation IS Jha
Rashtriya Ispat Nigam Limited P. Madhusudan
Shipping Corporation of India AK Gupta
Neyvelli Lignite Corporation Limited SK Acharya
Oil India Limited Ms. Rupshikha Saikia
Rural Electrification Corporation Limited Rajiv Sharma
National aluminium Company Limited Tapan Kumar Chand

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTES/ ORGANISATIONS
Designation Person

General Secretary, United Nations Ban ki-moon
Organisaton
India’s Permanent Representative, UNO Syed Akbaruddin
Secretary General Assembly Peter Thomson
Director, UN General Assembly Peter Thomson
Director General, International Atomic Yukia Amano
Energy Agency
Director General, International Labour Guy Ryder
Organisation
Director General FAO Jose Graziano da Silva
Director General UNESCO Irina Bakova
Director, UNHCR Filippo Grandi
Director General, World Health Margaret Chan
Organisation
Director General, IMF Christine Lagarde
Director, World Bank Jim Yong Kim
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AFS-Annual Financial Statement

AFS-Available For Sale
BoP-Balance of Payments
CR-Capital Receipts
CRAR-Capital to Risk Weighted Asset
Ratio
DCCB-District Central Cooperative Bank
ECGC-Export Credit and Guarantee Corporation
GFD-Gross Fiscal Deficit
GIC-General Insurance Corporation
HUDCO-Housing & Urban Development Corporation
IBRD-International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development
IBS-International Banking Statistics
OECD-Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development
OLTAS-OnLine Tax Accounting System
RWA-Risk Weighted Asset
SEBI-Securities and Exchange Board  of India
UBB-Uniform Balance Book
WPI -Wholesale Price Index
FDI-Foreign Direct Investment.
FERA-Foreign Exchange Regulation Act.
FICCI-Federation of Indian Chambers  of Commerce and
Industry.
FII-Foreign Institutional Investor.
FIPB-Foreign Investment Promotion Board.
FPI-Foreign Portfolio Investment.
FTA-Free Trade Agreement.
GDP-Gross Domestic Product.
GDR-Global Depository Receipt.
GAAR-General Anti Avoidance Rule.
HDFC-Housing Development Finance Corporation.
IBRD-International Bank For Reconstruction And
Development.
ICICI-Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of
India.
IDB-Islamic Development Bank.
IDBI-Industrial Development Bank of India.
IDR-Indian Depository Receipts.
IIB-International Investment Bank.
IIBF- Indian Institute of Banking and Finance.
IRR- Internal Rate Of Return.
IMD-India Millennium Deposits.
IMF-International Monetary Fund.
IMPS-Immediate Mobile Payment System.

ABBREVIATION

IOB-Indian Overseas Bank.
IPO-Initial Public Offering.
IRBI-Industrial Reconstruction Bank of India.
KCC-Kisan Credit Card.
KMB-Kotak Mahindra Bank.
KVB-Karur Vysya Bank.
KYC-Know Your Customer.
LAB-Local Area Bank.
LAF-Liquidity Adjustment Facility.
LDB-Land Development Bank.
LIBOR-London Inter Bank Offered  Rate.
MIBOR-Mumbai Inter Bank Offer Rate.
NABARD-National Bank for Agricultural and Rural
Development.
NAS-National Account Statistics.
NAV-Net Asset Value.
NBC-Non Banking Companies.
NBFC-Non  Banking and Finance companies.
NEFT-National Electronic Funds Transfer System.
NFA-No Frills Account.
NFC-Non Banking Finance Companies.
NHB-National Housing Bank.
NIB-Nordic Investment Bank.
NPA-Non Performing Assets.
NPS-National Pensions Scheme.
NSE-National Stock Exchange.
OMO-Open Market Operations.
OTP-One Time Password.
PGS-Payment Gateway System.
RBI-Reserve Bank Of India.
RBS-Royal Bank of Scotland.
RRB-Regional Rural Bank.
RTGS-Real Time Gross Settlement System.
SCB-Scheduled Commercial Bank.
SCC-Selective Credit Control.
SEPA-Single Euro Payment Area.
SEBI-Security Exchange Board Of India.
SHGs-Self Help Groups.
SIDBI-Small Industries and Development Bank of India.
SLR-Statutory Liquidity Ratio.
SPNS-Shared Payment Network System.
SWIFT-Society For World Wide Inter Bank Financial
Telecommunication.
ULIP-Unit Linked Insurance Plan.
UCB-Urban Cooperative Bank.
UEBA-Universal Electronic Bank Account.
UIDAI-Unique Identification Authority of India.
ULIP-Unit Linked Insurance Policies.
UPIN-Unique Property Identification Numbers.
USB-Ultra Small Branch.
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WORD OF THE MONTH

USD-United States Dollar.
VDBS-Vertically Differentiated Banking System.
WBCIS-Weather Based Crop Insurance Scheme.
WL ATM-White Label ATM.
WPFI-World Press Freedom Index.
WPI-Wholesale Price Index.
ECR - Export Credit Refinance
ECS - Electronic Clearing Services
SDR - Special Drawing Rights
BRBNMPL - Bharatiya Reserve Bank Note Mudran Private
Limited
CDR - Corporate Debt Restructuring
EEA - Exchange Equalisation Account
NFA - Net Foreign Assets
PDO - Public Debt Office
REER - Real Effective Exchange Rate
OPEC - Organisation for Petroleum Exporting Countries
SPMCIL - Security Printing and Minting

OPEC - Organisation for Petroleum Exporting Countries
MCA - Ministry of Corporate Affairs
SMEs - Small and Medium Enterprises
SMO - Special Market Operations
MFDEF - Micro Finance Development and Equity fund
SEBI - Securities and Exchange Board of India
ORFS - Online Returns Filing System
OSMOS - Off-Site Monitoring and Surveillance
OTC - Over-the-Counter
OTS - One-Time Settlement
BSA - Bilateral Swap Arrangements
IMF - International Monetary Fund
MBS - Mortgage Backed Securities
BSE - Bombay Stock Exchange, Mumbai
CBDT - Central Board of Direct Taxes
CBLO - Collateralised Borrowing and Lending



1.     Word : Aggravate
Synonyms : Intensify , irritate, tease, Provoke, hack,
Pester
Antonyms: delight, alleviate, appease, gladden,
mollify

2.     Word : Beguile
Synonyms : manipulate, hoodwink, seduce, juggle,
jockey
Antonyms : disenchant, refuse, repulse, offer, give

3.     Word: Clemency
Synonyms: gentleness, mildness, mercy, leniency
Antonyms: cruelty, indulgence, meanness, no mercy

4.     Word : circumlocution
Synonyms : euphemism, euphuism, indirectness,
periphrasis
Antonyms: brevity, conciseness, condensation,
directness, succinctness

5.     Word : Dispraved
Synonyms : corrupt, degenerate, evil, heinous,
infamous
Antonyms: honest, innocent, moral, pious, chaste

6.     Word : Endorse
Synonyms : approve, sanction, back confirm, ratify,
condemn
Antonyms: disapprove, censure, reject, reprehend

7.     Word : Dwindle
Synonyms : decrease, shrink, decline, reduce
Antonyms: increase, grow, expand, extend

8.     Word: Desultory
Synonyms : rambling, casual, random
Antonyms: steady, straight forward orderly.
Systematic

9.     Word: Telicity
Synonyms : joy, bliss, gladness, blessedness
Antonyms: misfortune, sorrow, grief, misery, sadness

10. Word: Imperative
Synonyms : obligatory, commanding, important,
essential
Antonyms: unimportant, submissive, not compulsory
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ONE LINER

1. On 29th July which day is celebrated - International Tiger Day

2. Compensatory Afforestation Fund Bill, 2016 passed by – Parliament
3. Which bank trust opens for public - Madras Crocodile Bank Trust

4. Who resigns as Chairman of National Dairy Development Board - T Nanda Kumar

5. IMD to use supercomputer to forecast monsoon with - Dynamical Model

6. Lokpal and Lokayukta (Amendment) Bill, 2016 passed by - Lok Sabha 

7. Union Cabinet approves setting up of AIIMS in – Bhatinda
8. Which day is observed with theme Elimination - World Hepatitis Day 

9. Union Cabinet clears changes to which bill and drops 1% additional tax on inter-state sales - GST Bill

10. Muralitharan, Lohmann, Morris and Rolton to be inducted into - Cricket Hall of Fame

11. Ramon Magsaysay Award 2016 won by - Bezwada Wilson, Thodur Madabusi Krishna

12. India’s first Humboldt Penguins reach Mumbai’s - Byculla Zoo
13. East Bengal to honour which athlete with Bharat Gaurav Award - Milkha Singh

14. Which two countries joint expedition discovers natural gas in Indian Ocean - India-US

15. India’s which Government Institutions has been ranked World’s 12th Best Government Institute – CSIR
16. Flipkart acquires online fashion portal – Jabong
17. Institutes of Technology (Amendment) Bill, 2016 passed by - Lok Sabha

18. Who has been appointed as Director General of National Museum - Budha Rashmi Mani

19. G-20 Finance Ministers pledge to boost - Global Economy

20. Brazilian scientists identify another type of - Zika-Transmitting Mosquito

21. Solar Power Tree for generation of electricity developed by - CSIR-CMERI

22. Which wrestler fails Dope Test - Narsingh Yadav 

23. India’s first Green Rail Corridor launched in - Tamil Nadu
24. Which Prime Minister resigns ahead of a no-confidence vote - Nepal PM KP Oli

25. Who becomes first woman violinist to receive Sangita Kalanidhi Award - A Kanyakumari

26. Brazilian scientists identify another type of - Zika-Transmitting Mosquito

27. Solar Power Tree for generation of electricity developed by - CSIR-CMERI

28. Which wrestler fails Dope Test - Narsingh Yadav 

29. India’s first Green Rail Corridor launched in - Tamil Nadu
30. Which Prime Minister resigns ahead of a no-confidence vote - Nepal PM KP Oli

31. Who becomes first woman violinist to receive Sangita Kalanidhi Award - A Kanyakumari

32. The successful completion of first test flight is announced by – Facebook Inc
33. Which player becomes first Indian captain to score double century outside India - Virat Kohli

34. Kerala Tourism wins Gold at - PATA Awards

35. Ganesh Singh appointed Head of Joint Parliamentary Committee for - Land Acquisition Bill

36. Narendra Modi and Sheikh Hasina inaugurate Petrapole Integrated Check Post

37. Union Cabinet approves establishment of which hospital at Gorakhpur – AIIMS
38. Kerala Government constitutes State Technical Advisory Group on – Immunisation
39. NDMC signs MoU with which institute to develop sewage treatment plants - NEERI

40. According to WMO, which year set to be the world’s hottest year on record – 2016
41. Who is appointed as CEO of UIDAI - Ajay Bhushan Pandey
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42. How many Indian companies ranked on 2016 Fortune 500 lists - 7 

43. Lok Sabha passes Bill for new NIT in - Andhra Pradesh

44. National Electoral Roll Purification 2016 launched by – ECI
45. Which two countries ink Social Security Agreement - India, Japan

46. Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Bill, 2016 approved by - Union Cabinet

47. Union Cabinet approves signing of Air Services Agreement between – India, Mozambique
48. Genes of how many old barley grains sequenced for first time – 6000 Year Old
49. Which Indian hockey player recently passes away - Mohammed Shahid

50. Which country to conduct world’s first Zika vaccine test on humans – Canada
51. Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Amendment Bill, 2012 passed by - Rajya Sabha 

52. Chennai’s Advay Ramesh wins which award from Asia - Google Community Impact Award
53. Which state government to celebrate bicentenary of 1817 Paika revolt – Odisha
54. India’s first e-court opened at - Hyderabad High Court
55. Regional Centre for Biotechnology Bill, 2016 passed by - Parliament 

56. Who sworn in as Australia’s PM for another term - Malcolm Turnbull
57. Report of 2015 Non-communicable Diseases Global Survey released by – WHO
58. SC accepts Lodha panel recommendations on structural reforms in – BCCI             
59. Who has been appointed as Chairman of Airports Authority of India - Guruprasad Mohapatra

60. Unmanned Dragon cargo capsule to International space station launched by – SpaceX
61. Nelson Mandela International Day 2016 observed on - 18th July

62. Which system is developed for enhancing the vision of Locomotive Pilots in inclement weather - TRI-NETRA 

63. Who sworned in as new Chief Minister of Arunachal Pradesh - Pema Khandu

64. Yatra Online acquired by Terrapin 3 Acquisition Corporation for - $218 mn

65. Tata Advanced Systems signs deal with - Bell Helicopter

66. Which month begins in Kerala - Ramayana Month

67. Which university enters UNESCO’s World Heritage Site list - Nalanda Mahavihara
68. Which state becomes first state to approve setting up of Happiness Department - Madhya Pradesh 

69. India, ADB sign 100 Million US dollar loan agreement for which project in Tamil Nadu - Cauvery Delta

70. 11th ASEM summit begins in - Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

71. Which bank sets up Sudarshan Sen-headed Inter-regulatory Working Group on Fin Tech and Digital Banking – RBI
72. Fide Women’s Grand Prix trophy won by - Harika Dronavalli 
73. On 15 July 2016 which day is observed globally - World Youth Skills Day

74. Who has been appointed as Chairman of CBSE - Rakesh Kumar Chaturvedi

75. Which operation is launched to evacuate Indian citizens from South Sudan - Sankat Mochan

76. Who has been appointed as CEO of NATGRID - Ashok Patnaik

77. Who has been appointed as Prime Minister of United Kingdom - Theresa May

78. India-born Kinshuk appointed as Dean of University of - North Texas College of Information

79. Test, ODI, and T20I Rankings are released by – ICC
80. which organization released the list of World’s Highest-Paid Celebrities of 2016 – Forbes
81. Permanent Court of Arbitration ruled in favor of The Philippines on - South China Sea

82. SBI inks MoU with which institution to promote fintech start-ups - IIT Bombay

83. Which two countries signed deal for construction of coal fired power plant – India & Bangladesh
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84. Six more Indians qualify for - Rio Olympics

85. Which two countries signed seven agreements to deepen cooperation - India, Kenya

86. Who is appointed as CMD of Konkan Railway Corporation Limited - Sanjay Gupta

87. India’s first Centre of Excellence on Internet of Things launched in – Bengaluru
88. President conferred 51st Jnanpith Award to - Dr. Raghuveer Chaudhari 

89. Nepal’s first woman Chief Justice - Sushila Karki
90. Which nuclear power plant attains criticality – Kudankulam
91. India, Tanzania signed how many agreements – Five
92. NBAGR confers rare and singular species genetic recognition tag to - Kendrapara Sheep

93. Which tennis player won the title 2016 British Grand Prix - Lewis Hamilton

94. Where was NATO Summit 2016 concluded - Warsaw

95. Football cup Euro 2016 won by - Portugal

96. Wimbledon cup won by - Andy Murray

97. Name of organization which has its 2nd Anti-Drug Working Group meeting of Heads of Drug Control Agencies - BRICS

98. Which state govt proposed 14.5 per cent fat tax on junk food - Kerala Govt

99. India inked MoU’s in four areas of cooperation with - South Africa
100. Who resigned as Chief Operating Officer of Microsoft - Kevin Turner

101. Name of noted Pakistani philanthropist who passed away - Abdul Sattar

102. Which two countries signed MoUs on drug trafficking, pulse trading & sports - India, Mozambique

103. Which tech gaint acquired Paris-based startup Moodstocks – Google
104. Whose drug control meeting begins in New Delhi – BRICS
105. India’s first Centre of Excellence on Internet of Things is unveiled by - NASSCOM
106. Who was named as World Class Gymnast by International Gymnastics Federation - Dipa Karmakar

107. National Green Highways Mission launched by - Union Government 

108. Who has been appointed as the Chief Secretary of Uttar Pradesh - Deepak Singhal

109. Social media banking platform SBI Mingle launched by - SBI 

110. Myspeed App to measure real time mobile internet speed was launched by – TRAI
111. Who is appointed as Accountant General of Tamil Nadu - R Thiruppathi Venkatasamy

112. Union Cabinet approves Interest Subvention Scheme for – Farmers
113. Aditya Birla Fashion acquires global clothing brand - Forever 21

114. SC appointed Green Panel recommends high pollution cess of 20-22% on - Diesel Vehicles

115. Union Cabinet approves National Apprenticeship Promotion Scheme

116. NASA’s Juno spacecraft successfully begins orbit of – Jupiter
117. How many numbers of new Ministers of State inducted in Union council of Ministers – 19
118. Para swimmer Niranjan Mukundan wins eight medals in - IWAS World Games

119. Logistic Performance Index 2016 released by - World Bank

120. Who takes over as Director of IISU - MV Dhekane

121. Hero MotoCorp inked 3-year wage agreement with - Gurgaon Workers

122. Who won 2016 Canada Open Grand Prix Badminton Men’s Singles title - B Sai Praneeth
123. What is the name of a former French Prime Minister who died recently - Michel Rocard

124. Which state is all set to develop new Industrial Township at an expense of $5 billion – Haryana
125. BRICS Working Group Meeting on Energy Saving and Energy Efficiency begins in – Visakhapatnam
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126. Who relaxes Decision Review System for LBWs – ICC
127. Eelectronic Cigarettes has been decided to be banned by - Kerala government

128. Rapid Rural Police Response System launched by - Punjab Government

129. Who becomes first Indian to play in Europa League - Gurpreet Singh Sandhu        

130. For solar photovoltaic projects how much money SBI got from World Bank - $625 mn

131. Which country became Associate Member of ICC - Saudi Arabia

132. Who became new Governor of the Central Bank of Sri Lanka - Indrajit Coomaraswamy

133. In which state Rapid Rural Police Response System was launched - Punjab

134. B C Roy National Awards were presented by - President Pranab Mukherjee

135. Name of Fast Attack Craft launched by Indian navy - INS Tarasa

136. National Doctors Day 2016 was observed in India on - 1st July 2016

137. Name of Indigenously built LCA inducted in IAF - Tejas

138. Second Shijian-16 series satellite launched by - China

139. Name of Indigenous Heavyweight Torpedo inducted by Indian Navy - Varunastra

140. Who sworned in as new president of Philippines - Rodrigo Duterte

141. Which court ruled that Lesbians, gays and bisexuals are not third gender - Supreme Court

142. Name of teacher education portal launched by Union HRD Ministry - Prashikshak

143. West Bengal Cabinet cleared proposal to rename the state as – Bengal
144. Which country to carry out first human gene editing trial for lung cancer – China
145. Who is appointed as a Head of IOC Athletes’ Commission - Angela Ruggiero
146. 7th meeting of SAARC Immigration Authorities held in – Islamabad
147. Scientists developed mechanism to recycle what into usable fuel - CO2

148. Who is named as President of Microsoft India - Anant Maheshwari

149. Indian Medical Council (Amendment) Bill, 2016 passed by - Parliament 

150. A book titled R D Burmania: Panchamemoirs authored by Chaitanya Padukone released 

151. 2016 PEN/Heim Translation Fund Grants wins by - Anita Gopalan

152. Rani Singh Nair appointed as Chairman of – CBDT 
153. Union Government constitutes what for timely implementation of Central Schemes – DISHA
154. Madras HC will be now called as - Tamil Nadu HC

155. Maiden Agartala to Delhi broad gauge train service launched by - Railway Ministry 

156. Patna Pirates wins 4th season of - Pro Kabaddi League

157. 2016 German Grand Prix of F1 won by - Lewis Hamilton 

158. Tokyo elects whom as first female governor - Yuriko Koike

159. Which state government to form separate cell for Primitive Tribes Group - Jharkhand Government

160. Strategic Forces Command exempted from ambit of – RTI
161. Who has been appointed as DGP of Maharashtra Police - Satish Mathur

162. Which yojana is launched in Haryana - Pashudhan Bima Yojana

163. Who was confered with   Lifetime Achievement Award 2016 by AAAI - Srinivasan Swamy

164. What is name of Indo-Thailand joint Military Exercise - Maitree

165. United Nations World Day against Trafficking in Persons 2016 observed on - 30th July 2016
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ATMOSPHERE
Atmosphere is a thick gaseous envelope that surrounds the earth and extends thousands of kilometers above the earth’s surface.
Much of the life on the earth exists because of the atmosphere otherwise the earth would have been barren. Nitrogen and Oxygen
comprise 99% of the total volume of the atmosphere.

Structure of the Atmosphere
The atmosphere consists of almost concentric layers of air with varying density and temperature.
a) Troposphere:

 Lowest layer of the atmosphere.
 The height of troposphere is 16 km thick over the equator and 10 km thick at the poles.
 All weather phenomena are confined to troposphere (e.g. fog, cloud, frost, rainfall, storms, etc.)
 Temperature decreases with height in this layer roughly at the rate of 6.5° per 1000 metres, which is called  normal lapse

rate.
 Upper limit of the troposphere is called  tropopause  which is about 1.5 km.

b) Stratosphere:
 The stratosphere is more or less devoid of major weather phenomenon but there is circulation of feeble winds and cirrus

cloud in the lower stratosphere.
 Jet aircrafts fly through the lower stratosphere because it provides perfect flying conditions.
 Ozone layer lies within the stratosphere mostly at the altitude of 15 to 35 km above earth’s surface.
 Ozone layer acts as a protective cover as it absorbs ultra-voilet rays of solar radiation.
 Depletion of ozone may result in rise of temperature of ground surface and lower atmosphere.
 Temperature rises from -60°C at the base of the stratosphere to its upper boundary as it absorbs ultra-voilet rays.
 Upper limit of the Stratosphere is called  stratopause.

c) Mesosphere
 Mesosphere extends to the height of 50-90 km.
 Temperature decreases with height. It reaches a minimum of -80°C at an altitude of 80-90 km
 The upper limit is called  mesopause.

d) Thermosphere
 It lies at 80 km to 640 km above the earth’s surface.
 It is also known as ionosphere.
 Temperature increases rapidly with increasing height.
 It is an electrically charged layer. This layer is produced due to interaction of solar radiation and the chemicals present,

thus disappears with the sunset.
 There are a number of layers in thermosphere e.g. D-layer, E-layer, F-layer and G-layer.
 Radio waves transmitted from earth are reflected back to the earth by these layers.

e) Exosphere
 This is the uppermost layer of the atmosphere extending beyond the ionosphere.
 The density is very low and temperature becomes 5568°C.
 This layer merges with the outer space.

About Ionosphere
At heights of 80 km (50 miles), the gas is so thin that free electrons can exist for short periods of time before they are captured by
a nearby positive ion. This portion of the atmosphere is ionized and contains plasma which is referred to as the ionosphere. The
Ultraviolet (UV), X-Ray and shorter wavelengths of solar radiation ionizes the atmosphere. The ionosphere is broken down into
the D, E and F regions.
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